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OVERVIEW

    This section sets the context for the visit. It should clearly state the mission of the institution. 
It should also describe the characteristics of the unit and identify and describe any branch 
campuses, off-campus sites, alternate route programs, and distance learning programs for 
professional school personnel.

      A. Institution

      A.1. What is the institution's historical context?

The University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez (UPRM) was established as a land grant college in 1911; 
UPRM was created by an act of the Legislative Assembly on March 12, 1903. Following the extension 
of the benefits of the second Morrill-Nelson Act to Puerto Rico in 1908, what is now the University of 
Puerto Rico, Mayagüez Campus (UPRM) began with the establishment in Mayagüez of a College of 
Agricultural Sciences in 1911 and a College of Engineering in 1913, together became known as the 
College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts (CAAM). In 1942 the campus was reorganized and given 
partial autonomy under the direction of a vice chancellor. A division of science, which eventually 
became the College of Arts and Sciences, was created in 1943, and the College of Business 
Administration was added in 1970. In 1966, the Legislative Assembly reorganized the University of 
Puerto Rico into a system of semi-autonomous campuses, each under the direction of a chancellor and 
CAAM became UPRM. Throughout its existence, the campus has one of the most selective student 
admission criteria in Puerto Rico. Its graduates are recruited by over one hundred companies and 
government agencies every year. For the past five years the total enrollment has been fairly stable 
averaging 12,200 students with roughly 40 percent enrolled in the College of Engineering. In 2009, the 
institution had a regular staff of 1,924 members and a faculty of 1,037 (Exhibit A.1.1 Undergraduate 
Catalogue 2009-2010). The UPRM is a strong, established campus that is positioned to accomplish 
innovative and significant levels of excellence. As stated in the Middle States UPRM’s Self Study 
report, the process of carrying out self studies has been a significant opportunity to recognize the 
institution’s strengths and acknowledge areas for progress (Exhibit A.1.2 MSUPRM’ s Self Study). 

      A.2. What is the institution's mission?

Within the philosophical framework established by the University of Puerto Rico Act, UPRM directs its 
efforts towards the development of educated, cultured citizens, capable of critical thinking, and 
professionally qualified in the fields of agricultural, social and natural sciences, engineering, humanities 
and business administration. They should be able to contribute in an efficient manner to the cultural, 
social, and economic development of the Puerto Rican and international communities. This process is 
aimed at endowing our alumni with a strong technical and professional background and instills a strong 
commitment to Puerto Rico and our hemisphere. Our alumni should have the necessary skills and 
knowledge to participate effectively in the search of solutions to the problems facing us, to promote the 
enrichment of the arts and culture, the development and transfer of technology as well to uphold the 
essential attitudes and values of a democratic society (Exhibit A.1.1 Undergraduate Catalogue 2009-
2010).

Following the fourth goal, Evaluation and Institutional Assessment Culture from UPR systemic-wide 
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Precondition 4.1 Vision and Mission of the Institution and Unit 


 


 


INTRODUCTION 


 


The University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez (UPRM) was established as a land grant 


college in 1911. Previously, the University of Puerto Rico was created by an act of the 


Legislative Assembly on March 12, 1903. Following the extension of the benefits of the 


second Morrill-Nelson Act to Puerto Rico in 1908, what is now the University of Puerto 


Rico, Mayagüez Campus (UPRM) began with the establishment in Mayagüez of a 


College of Agricultural Sciences in 1911 and a College of Engineering in 1913, together 


known as the College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts (CAAM).  


 


In 1942 the campus was reorganized and given partial autonomy under the direction of 


a vice chancellor. In 1966, the Legislative Assembly reorganized the University of 


Puerto Rico into a system of semi-autonomous campuses, each under the direction of a 


chancellor. At that time CAAM became UPRM. A division of science, which eventually 


became the College of Arts and Sciences, was created in 1943, and the College of 


Business Administration was added in 1970. As recognized in the Middle States 


Commission in Higher Education UPRM continues its development in the best tradition 


of a Land Grant institution as a coeducational, bilingual, and nonsectarian institution.  


The campus has one of the most selective student admission criteria in Puerto Rico. Its 


graduates are recruited by over one hundred companies and government agencies 


every year. For the past five years the total enrollment has been stable averaging 


12,200 students with roughly 40% enrolled in the College of Engineering. In the fall 


semester of 2006, UPRM had an enrollment of 12,338 students, of which 6,098 (49.4 


%) were female, and 1,080 (8.75 %) were graduate students (Figures 1 & 2). Among 


the four colleges, the largest enrollment is in the College of Engineering with 4,899 


(39.7%) students (as stated in the Registered Students Report of August 2006, 


http://oiip.uprm.edu/informes/) 


 


  



http://oiip.uprm.edu/informes/
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Figure 1. Enrollment by gender, fall 2006 -2007 session 


 


  
Figure 2. Enrollment by college, fall 2006 -2007 session 
See dynamic up-to-date charts of student enrollment in http://oiip.uprm.edu/charts_menu.php  


 


Description of the Teacher Preparation Programs 


The unit with the primary authority and responsibility for teacher preparation programs 


at the University of Puerto Rico, Mayagüez Campus is the dean of academic affairs 


office. The Teacher Preparation Program of Secondary Education, housed in the 


Division of Continued Education and Professional Studies and the Department of 


Agricultural Education under the College of Agricultural Sciences, respond to the Dean 


of Academic Affairs for its overall administration and operation. 


 


The Teacher Preparation Program of Secondary Education offers a curricular sequence 


of courses in education required by the Puerto Rico Department of Education for 


certification as a secondary education teacher. The Teacher Preparation Program of 


Secondary Education (in Spanish PPMES) does not offer a bachelor's degree, so 


students must either have already completed a bachelor's degree or be enrolled in a 


bachelor's program in the College of Arts & Sciences, the College of Business 


Administration, or the College of Engineering. The Teacher Preparation Program in 


Secondary Education offers an intensive multidisciplinary curricular sequence designed 


for students who are completing or have completed a bachelor’s degree in the College 


of Arts and Sciences or in the College of Business Administration. Candidates who 


satisfactorily complete the program requirements and approve the state licensing exam 


(in Spanish PCMAS) are certified by the Puerto Rico Department of Education as 


secondary school teachers.  


 


The Department of Agricultural Education offers both a bachelor's degree and a 


curricular sequence of courses for students who wish to become certified agriculture 


teachers. These programs prepare candidates to teach agriculture in secondary 


schools. 



http://oiip.uprm.edu/charts_menu.php
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A distinctive aspect of UPRM has been its commitment to a combination of high quality 


programs in agricultural sciences, engineering, arts and sciences, and business 


administration. UPRM has effectively integrated the curricular sequence of the teacher 


preparation into the bachelors’ programs of the disciplines taught in secondary schools. 


Teacher Certification Tests has placed UPRM in the top quartile among all institutions 


preparing teachers in Puerto Rico for at least the past eight years. School districts from 


Texas, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, New York, the Virgin Islands, and Aruba recruit 


graduates from the UPRM teacher preparation programs. 


 


UPRM Commitment to Excellence 


Recognizing success of an academic institution in today’s changing environment 


requires processes aimed at continuous improvement, UPRM requires every program 


and organization to develop a strategic plan for improvement which includes 


professional accreditation when available as mandated in Institutional policy 


Certification #138 (2003-2004). For example, the Accreditation Board for Engineering 


and Technology (ABET) is a top priority for the College of Engineering and currently all 


engineering programs are accredited under the new ABET EC 2000 Criteria. ABET 


2000 is based on outcomes, rather than simply input, and requires the implementation 


of a continuous quality improvement (CQI) process in each accredited program, as well 


as within the College itself.  Recently, the UPRM General Library along with the UPR 


library system attained its first certification through the Association of College & 


Research Libraries (ACRL) after complying with their twelve standards. Also the 


Orientation Department received its accreditation by the International Association of 


Counseling Services (IACS). Currently, efforts are underway at UPRM to accredit all its 


programs and organizations by 2010; these include the teacher preparation program, 


the business administration program, the museum, (Middle States Commission on 


Higher Education UPRM Report [MSCHE-UPRM], 2005). 


 


Another distinguishing element has been the campus effort to institutionalize the 


Continuous Improvement Educational Initiative (CIEI). This is a campus wide three-year 


effort initiated in 2003 to envision the development of new outcome-based academic 


environment to help ensure students will receive the best education possible.  The 


initiative recognizes learning is a complex process and student learning is the 


responsibility of all academic stakeholders. This long-term effort entails assessing not 


only what students know but what they can do with what they know; it involves not only 


knowledge and abilities but values, attitudes, dispositions and habits of mind that affect 


both academic success and professional performance. It entails comparing educational 


performance with educational purposes and expectations, those derived from the 


institution's vision and mission, from faculty intentions in programs and course design, 


and from students' own goals. Thus, CIEI is not a task for a small group of experts but a 
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collaborative activity; its aim is wider, better-informed attention to student learning by all 


parties with a stake in its improvement. An important result of this process is to create 


consistent and parallel processes in order to prepare for program or institutional 


accreditations (MSCHE-UPRM, 2005). 


 


The profile of an UPRM student includes the following characteristics: one who is a self 


learner (hundreds of students participate annually in student competitions presenting 


their research projects in the US and obtaining top positions), interested in 


multidisciplinary activities, talented (the student athlete grade point average is 


significantly higher than the general population of students grade point average and 


UPRM has also been successful in the graduation rate of student-athletes as measured 


by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), hard working, and one who 


values a total educational experience (thousands of students participate in over 175 


student organizations). More than one hundred and fifty students participate every 


semester in service learning projects in over forty projects in communities throughout 


PR sponsored by the University Institute to Support Communities and the EPICS 


program. Wide-ranging student services (including, for example, internships, mentoring, 


undergraduate research, professional opportunities, community service learning, and 


student leadership services such as student government) also expanded since the last 


Middle States Commission on Higher Education (MSCHE) accreditation visit to match 


the educational offer to the student profile. Strong student involvement and awareness 


supports a highly successful broad athletics program while adhering to the student-


athlete model (our athletes rank in the first or second positions in the overall 


intercollegiate athletic competitions in PR). UPRM was accepted in 2004 as a full 


member of Division II of NCAA. 


 


Vision and Mission of UPRM Institution 


 


The vision of the University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez (UPRM) is to become a 


leading institution of higher education in Puerto Rico and throughout the entire 


American hemisphere while responding to the needs of a modern society within 


dynamic and diverse surroundings, constantly searching for truth, knowledge, justice 


and peace. 


 


Its mission, encompassing its eight strategic goals, is to: 


Develop educated and cultured citizens, able to think critically and professionally, 


competent in the fields of agricultural sciences, engineering, sciences, arts and 


business administration, who can contribute to the cultural, social, technological and 


economic development of Puerto Rico and collaborate internationally in an environment 


of solidarity and democracy.  Perform research and creative activities to serve the local, 


regional and international needs of society. 
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Provide an exemplary service to the local, regional and international community to 


contribute to a sustainable and balanced development of our society and disseminate 


knowledge making it available to all those concerned. 


 


The updated Institutional Strategic Plan, which evolved as a result of extensive 


collaboration with the offices of the seven deans and other divisions of UPRM, 


comprises the eight strategic goals of (1) Leadership, (2) Students and Alumni,            


(3) Academic Affairs, (4) Research, Creative Work and Graduate Studies, (5) 


Community and Social Service, (6) Human Resources, (7) Effective and Efficient 


Administration, and (8) Infrastructure. 


 


To improve performance as its main purpose, the Institutional Strategic Plan is based 


on a system of accountability. The structure and scope of this plan flows directly from its 


mission and goals in which the assessment of institutional effectiveness is conceived as 


part of strategic planning, thus ensuring that assessment activities reflect the mission 


and goals of the institution and its individual units.  At the core of the Institutional 


Assessment Plan is the Plan for the Assessment of Student Learning Outcomes, whose 


primary focus is to improve academic programs and to meet accreditation requirements.  


Together these plans, as shown in Figure 3, range from being fully implemented to 


being in various stages of implementation. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3.  Conceptual Diagram of Strategic Planning and Assessment at UPRM 


 


The Plan for the Assessment of Student Learning Outcomes stipulates that by the time 


of their graduation, UPRM students will be able to: 


 


a. Communicate effectively. 
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b. Identify and solve problems, think critically, and synthesize knowledge 


appropriate to their discipline. 


c. Apply mathematical reasoning skills, scientific inquiry methods, and tools 


of information technology. 


d. Apply ethical standards. 


e. Recognize the Puerto Rican heritage and interpret contemporary issues. 


f. Appraise the essential values of a democratic society. 


g. Operate in a global context, relate to a societal context, and demonstrate 


respect for other cultures. 


h. Develop an appreciation for the arts and humanities. 


i. Recognize the need to engage in life-long learning. 


 


While accreditations serve as external mechanisms to provide quality assurance in 


education, the larger goal is to move toward internalization of continuous improvement 


processes across the institution. As part of its 2002 Accreditation Board for Engineering 


and Technology (ABET) re-accreditation process, the College of Engineering 


established a permanent System for the Evaluation of Education (SEED) Office.  The 


success of this “pilot project” (all six programs were re-accredited) served as a model in 


the Chancellor’s subsequent creation of an institution-wide Continuous Improvement 


Educational Initiative (CIEI) Office.  The CIEI Office, under the guidance of the Office of 


Institutional Research and Planning (OIIP in Spanish for Oficina de Investigación 


Institucional y Planificación) has a larger responsibility of conducting regular 


assessments to bring about data-driven change.  As further evidence of its long-term 


commitment, UPRM recently entered an agreement to participate in the Building 


Engagement and Attainment of Minority Students (BEAMS) Project, which is offered 


jointly by the American Association for Higher Education (AAHE) and the National 


Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE).  With this, UPRM aspires to complement 


internal efforts to enhance student engagement, learning, and success (MSCHE-UPRM, 


2005). 


 


Vision of the Unit 


In the context of the vision and mission of the University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez, 


the unit aspires to develop subject matter specialists who are active teachers and 


lifelong learners who are highly capable, effective, dedicated educators in their fields. 


 


Mission of the Unit 


The mission of the Mayaguez Campus Unit reflects the mission of the University of 


Puerto Rico. The unit’s mission is to serve society by preparing professional educators 


who are subject matter specialists with dispositions of social, cultural, humanistic 


sensibilities and ethical values, who also possess competence, skills and general 


knowledge, all of which will allow them to be highly effective teachers.  The unit 
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prepares subject matter specialists as professional educators, committed to vanguard 


educational paradigms, with an inquisitive attitude, capable of creative and critical 


thinking, and with mastery of pedagogical and conceptual knowledge in their discipline. 


 


Precondition 4.2 Unit Philosophy, Purposes, and Goals 


 


Unit Philosophy 


 


This unit’s philosophy is expressed in the core beliefs and dispositions which drive the 


conceptual framework, and the delivery of courses within our programs. Framed in the 


mission and vision of UPRM, the teacher preparation program directs its actions and 


reflections toward the development of an efficient professional with the required 


conceptual and pedagogical knowledge for their discipline. The search for excellence in 


teaching is our ultimate goal and begins with the examination of established national, 


state, and unit standards for teaching and learning and the review of curriculum 


experiences and expectations in all programs. Unit constituents hold these beliefs and 


dispositions to be central to the accomplishment of national and Puerto Rican standards 


for teaching excellence leading to teacher candidates who are prepared to make a 


significant contribution to student learning. These tenets are intended to influence 


teacher candidates beyond the program and throughout their professional development.  


The unit’s core beliefs direct the development and revision of programs, courses, design 


of instruction, research, service, and assessment.  They influence the unit’s 


organization and design of what teacher candidates should know, the dispositions they 


should reflect, the skills they should be able to exhibit, and the kinds of assessment and 


evaluation used to gauge candidate’s performance. 


 


Core Beliefs 


 


The faculty of the Teacher Preparation Program at Mayagüez recognizes: 


 An educated society should be made up of free individuals who think, critically and 


creatively. 


 The education programs should foster the integral formation of candidates by 


developing their intellectual, psychomotor, emotional and communication skills along 


with ethical, esthetic, civic and moral values. 


 Each teacher has the right and responsibility to contribute to the solution of social, 


cultural, ecological and scientific problems –both local and global– in the quest for a 


culture of justice and peace.  


 Education programs should be developed within the framework of cutting-edge 


sociological, psychological, philosophical, scientific and technological fundamentals.  


 Educational excellence is achieved through the integration of knowledge in all 


disciplines.  
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 Every student has the right to have a competent effective teacher who actively 


collaborates in his/her personal development.  


 Diversity, in all its manifestations, should be recognized, accepted, and respected. 


 The effectiveness of the teaching-learning process requires constant assessment 


and development of self-evaluation skills which sustain lifelong learning and 


continuous growth. 


 The effectiveness of the teaching-learning process requires the use of diverse active 


methodologies with a constructive, practical focus. 


 Teachers can improve their effectiveness by examining carefully what students 


learn, reflecting on how to respond to their needs, and using instructional strategies 


demonstrated to be effective by educational research.  


 


Purpose and Goal of the Educational Unit  


The principal purpose of the Education Unit, as stated in Certifications No. 27 2003-04 


and No. 47 2004-05 of the Board of Trustees of the University of Puerto Rico, is to offer 


the curricular sequence for teacher certification in secondary education in accordance 


with the norms and regulations of the Department of Education of Puerto Rico. 


Consistent with the University’s vision and mission, the program offers a sequence 


designed to update and strengthen knowledge,  skills, and dispositions of professional 


educators, Certification No. 190 2000-01 of the Board of Trustees of the University of 


Puerto Rico.  


 


The goal of the Teacher Preparation Program of the Mayagüez Campus of the 


University of Puerto Rico is to prepare professional educators committed to new 


educational paradigms, leaders in education with an inquisitive attitude, creative and 


critical thinkers, with a mastery of pedagogical and conceptual content in their discipline. 


The program seeks to foster that candidates develop cognitive, affective, psychomotor, 


research, technological and communication skills. The intention is that candidates 


become lifelong learners in order to be competent, effective teachers. 



http://www.certifica.upr.edu/pdf/certificacion/2003-2004/27%202003-2004.pdf

http://www.certifica.upr.edu/pdf/certificacion/2004-2005/47%202004-2005.pdf

http://www.certifica.upr.edu/PDF/CERTIFICACION/2000-2001/190%20%202000-2001.pdf
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Precondition 4.3 Knowledge Bases Theories, Research, and the Wisdom of 


Practice 


There are ten candidate competencies guiding the Teacher Preparation Program. 


These competencies were articulated to meet established constructivist theoretical 


frameworks, to incorporate the results of current educational research, and to take into 


account what has been shown to be effective teaching practice in Puerto Rico. To attain 


these competencies the Teacher Preparation Program requires candidates to obtain a 


bachelor's program in the discipline they propose to teach. Top scores on State 


Licensing Exams consistent with strong career performances by former graduates have 


shown this to be effective.  


 


The goal of the Teacher Preparation Program at UPR Mayaguez is to prepare 


candidates with the following competences: 


 


1. Possess content knowledge - Prepare teachers who understand central concepts, 
tools of inquiry, and structure of their discipline in a way they can provide learning 
experiences which make these aspects of the subject matter meaningful to students. 
Encourage teachers to seek to deepen their knowledge in their discipline, be it natural 
sciences, social sciences, mathematics, physical education, Spanish, English, health, 
humanities, business, agriculture, technology or others. 
 


To have a rational, flexible and conceptual understanding of the material is 


indispensable for a teacher to be effective (Borko & Putnam, 1997). This understanding 


of the material must include knowledge of the organization of the main ideas, the 


connections between concepts, the patterns of change in the discipline, unifying themes 


and fundamental ideas and the ability to transfer ideas to and from the discipline. The 


University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez is noted for offering intensive, multi-disciplinary 


programs designed for students who have finished or are finishing a bachelor's degree 


in the Colleges of Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, and Agriculture. By 


design, these programs provide candidates with a strong content knowledge base. 


While candidates in some disciplines such as social sciences, humanities, physics, 


history, Spanish, and English must meet all of the requirements for a bachelor's degree 


in that discipline, candidates in other disciplines such as mathematics and chemistry 


complete bachelor's programs in the discipline that are designed to meet teacher 


preparation needs. These specialized programs require substantial course work in the 


discipline. For example, the Bachelor of Science program in Mathematics Education 


includes 34 credit hours in mathematics including Differential Equations and Linear 


Algebra.  The Bachelor of Science program in Chemical Education approved by the 


Academic Senate on January 24, 2006 requires 33 credit hours of chemistry including 


Organic and Physical Chemistry.  
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2. Possess pedagogical content knowledge - Develop pedagogical content 
knowledge and an understanding of a broad variety of active methodologies of 
teaching-learning that allows planning instruction that reflects professional standards 
and curriculum goals.  
 


Effective teachers command a repertoire of teaching practices known to stimulate 


student motivation, to enhance student achievement, to develop higher-level thinking, 


and to produce self-regulated learners (Arends, 2004). These teachers understand the 


cognitive processes associated with various kinds of learning, set high goals for the 


students, and organize learning activities to help them reach those goals (Pintrich and 


Schunk, 2002).  The goals are set with specific criteria for measuring student success in 


a way which reflects professional and curricular state standards. As they plan, effective 


teachers reflect and think on how to make learning challenging, interesting, and feasible 


using constructivist and pragmatist principles. Miller (1996) advocates pragmatism and 


constructivism must be the dominant philosophical and theoretical underpinnings of the 


teacher preparation for work-based education programs. The pragmatist-constructivist 


teacher sees his or her role as one of providing opportunities which will enable students 


to build upon their experiences, make connections, and construct new meanings 


(Lynch, 1996).  In particular, the constructivist approach to learning emphasizes 


individuals construct their own knowledge and develop deep conceptual understanding 


through reflection. A teacher with an active and constructivist approach to teaching 


plans and uses strategies to propitiate a learning experience characterized by the 


following: 


1. Learners construct relationships among ideas to 


a. explain concepts in multiple ways 


b. identify examples and non-examples 


c. make hypotheses and develop procedures for testing the hypotheses 


d. build explanatory models, revise the models in order to explain anomalies, 
and to defend and critique the models 


e. construct relationships among ideas 


f. fit new knowledge into an already existing, complex network of interrelated 
ideas 


g. build upon current knowledge and understanding 
h. consciously examine an idea and its ramifications 


 
2. Learners extend and apply their knowledge to new situations in order to 


a. identify where an idea applies or does not apply 


b. develop different strategies to approach a problem or situation 


c. relate ideas to areas outside of their field of origin 


d. work on real-world problems encountered in daily life 
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3. Learners reflect on their own and others’ experiences to 


a. work efficiently and progress towards a solution 


b. make ongoing improvements and verify progress towards a goal 


c. check reasonableness of results 


d. verify solutions 


e. adapt and assimilate new learning  


f. critique peers constructively 


g. ask thoughtful, meaningful, and constructive questions 


h. examine and improve their learning skills 


 
4. Learners communicate what they know 


a. in diverse manners as needed for the situation 


b. while listening carefully to others 


c. using sound reasoning and facts to present and defend a point of view 


d. framing arguments in the appropriate conceptual structure 


 
5. Learners actively seek to acquire knowledge by 


a. identifying and locating important knowledge sources  


b. asking probing questions 


c. using multiple means to seek answers to questions raised 
 


6. Learners show understanding of the fundamental ideas described in the state 


standards by identifying the central ideas in different disciplines and explaining why 


these ideas are important. 


 


In short, teachers know and apply the best available pedagogy in the discipline to 


stimulate learning with understanding. 


 


3. Possess knowledge of human development and learning. Prepare teachers who 
understand how children learn and develop so they can provide opportunities to support 
their intellectual, social, and personal development promoting the integration of 
knowledge in all its manifestations.  Prepare teachers to be consumers of sound 
research with the purpose of identifying fundamental strategies to encourage academic 
proficiency. 
 


The educational research of the past three decades has propelled a paradigm shift in 


the education process changing the focus from teaching to learning. Accumulated 


research knowledge on how students learn serves as the center and foundation 


framework to model best teaching practices. As stated in How People Learn: Brain, 


Mind, Experience and School (2000), the classroom environment must be designed 


taking in to consideration the following fundamental guides to optimize learning: 
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1. Learner centered.  Schools and classrooms must be learner centered. In 


order to promote a learner-centered classroom and school, teachers must 


determine (assess) and take into account the knowledge, skills, and interests 


learners bring to the classroom.  


2. Knowledge centered.  In order to create a knowledge–centered classroom 


environment, teachers must consider carefully what is taught (information, 


subject matter), why it is taught (understanding) and what competence or 


mastery means. The knowledge-centered environment provides depth of 


study meaningful to the student, assesses student understanding rather than 


memorization of dead facts, and incorporates the development of 


metacognitive strategies to facilitate future learning. Knowledge is constructed 


in the mind of the student by integrating new concepts to old, confronting 


misconceptions, and making connections with the day to day life of the 


student.  


3. Assessment centered.  Formative assessments – ongoing assessments 


designed to make student thinking visible to both teacher and student – are 


essential. They permit the teacher to grasp students’ preconceptions, 


understand where students are in the “developmental corridor” from informal 


to formal thinking, and design learning activities accordingly. In the 


assessment-center classroom environment, formative assessments help 


students recognize, appreciate, and contribute to their own progress.  


4. Community centered. Learning is influenced in fundamental ways by the 


context in which it takes place. A community – centered approach requires 


the development of norms for the classroom and school, as well as 


connections to the outside world, which support core learning values. The 


school environment that values and respects knowledge and participation of 


all learners offers the best opportunity for all students to become highly 


proficient and fosters the development of long-lasting social skills. 


Teachers have to be savvy consumers of evidence-based research, particularly 


research concerning human growth, development, and learning with the intention of 


adopting new learning-teaching strategies to advance academic proficiency at any 


developmental stage. Learning about educational research and its methodology 


increases the opportunity for candidates to become involved in action-research (Gay   & 


Airasian, 2000). 


 


4. Demonstrate creative critical thinking - Contribute to the formation of free human 
beings who are reflexive, creative, critical thinking individuals to whom these attributes 
are important in their professional, social, and personal lives. 
 


Our teacher preparation programs aspire to promote the integral development of each 


candidate in a way which not only develops a specialist in the material he or she will 
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teach, but an educator with a solid grasp of socio-humanistic fundamentals and a strong 


sense of civic responsibility. This aspiration was originally expressed by José Ortega y 


Gasset in The Book of Missions (9th edition printed in 1976), where he stated "the 


mission of the university should be this. The proposed dual formation will prepare the 


candidate to participate in the community incorporating a commitment to change in his 


or her professional, social and personal life. This condition is satisfied in that classic 


educator’s view on teaching and learning as ". . .  a continuing reconstruction of 


experience; that the process and the goal of education are one and the same thing” 


(John Dewey, 1897; quoted as recently as 2006 by Null & Ravitch in Forgotten Heroes 


of American Education: The Great Tradition of Teaching Teachers). In this 


reconstruction process, the candidate should be a leader whose actions for social 


reconstruction are directed by free, reflective thinking and a critical conscience capable 


of Freire’s questioning, discovering, impacting, and provoking. “For apart from inquiry, 


apart from the practice, individuals cannot be truly human. Knowledge emerges only 


through invention and reinvention, through the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful 


inquiry human beings pursue in the world, with the world, and with each other” (Paolo 


Freire, 1979). In summary, and consistent with Lev Vygotsky (reprinted 1978), given the 


inevitable “reciprocal relation between the individual and the historical, socio-cultural in 


which he lives," it becomes imperative to take advantage of the individual-society link, to 


prepare men and women capable of diagnosing and intervening in their society to 


improve it in a critical thinking way.  


 


5. Exhibit comprehensive formation – communication leadership skills - 
Contribute to the comprehensive formation of a human being by developing his or her 
intellectual, emotional, and psychological abilities and his or her communication and 
leadership skills, as well as esthetical and ethical values. Prepare teachers to use 
effective verbal, nonverbal, and the use of technology to foster active inquiry, 
collaborations, and supportive interaction. 
 


"The emerging science of learning underscores the importance of rethinking what is 


taught, how it is taught, and how learning is assessed" (National Research Council, 


2000, p.13). Learning is a process of exploring and interpreting the world in a way which 


makes sense to the learner. In order to facilitate this process, the teacher needs to 


consider the cognitive, physical, social, emotional, aesthetic and ethical aspects needed 


to support learning with understanding. The quality of learning in a classroom is 


dependent on many factors. Knowledge of the material is an essential factor, but to 


persuade learners to engage intellectually with the material requires genuine 


enthusiasm supported by practical and esthetic appreciation. Intellectual engagement 


requires a broad palette of communication skills: verbal interaction skills that begin with 


listening to the learner, non-verbal skills that convey interest in the material and concern 


for the learner, and media communication skills to compete with the many visual and 


auditory distractions that surround the learner. Preparing candidates to make clear 



http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/002-6857708-9470439?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=J.%20Wesley%20Null

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/002-6857708-9470439?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=Diane%20Ravitch
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expositions or capture the learner's attention is secondary to preparing them to 


communicate in terms the learner can understand and use. Candidates take one course 


specifically on the use of technology in the classroom and technology is integrated into 


their learning experiences. The primary purpose of using technology is to stimulate 


learning, cultivate social interaction, promote inquiry, and increase communication. 


 


Understanding how people learn is an important factor in effective teaching and 


therefore in preparing candidates to be effective teachers. Research shows that asking 


good questions which lead the learner to reconstruct his or her naive knowledge is 


superior to explaining the teacher's own understanding. Fostering attitudes of inquiry in 


learners is more effective than inundating them with facts and explanations. In the 


process of helping learners to develop their understanding, the teacher must deal with 


many learning styles. In order to do this the candidate, must first recognize his or her 


own learning preferences. Finally, to interact successfully with learners, parents or 


guardians, colleagues, community organizations, the many individuals and groups who 


affect learning require considerable leadership and social interaction skills. The social 


interactions essential for effective teaching require candidates to develop psychological 


skills, as well as communication skills and emotional stability.  


 


In summary, as stated in the National Research Council's landmark publication How 


People Learn, "Teachers are key to enhancing learning in schools. In order to teach in a 


manner consistent with new theories of learning, extensive learning opportunities for 


teachers are required" (National Research Council, 2000, p.192). 


 


6. Demonstrate community building skills - Prepare candidates to foster 
relationships with school colleagues, parents, and educational partners in the larger 
community to support student learning and well-being thereby encouraging the 
development of ethical, civic, moral and esthetic values in harmony with individual and 
collective necessities for achieving a culture of peace and justice. 
 


Effective teachers understand the importance and propitiate establishment of strong 


good relationship with parents and tutors of their students because take into 


consideration how factors in the student environment outside of school (e.g. family 


circumstances, community environments, health and economic conditions) may 


influence student life and learning. They have to invite and motivate parents and 


caretakers to participate as colleagues in their children’s education.  Teachers should 


foster excellent relations with school colleagues and administrators to set up the 


foundation of learning communities as support systems that benefit the learning 


environment (Santrock, 2002). They understand schools as organizations within the 


larger community context and understand the operations of the relevant aspects of the 


system within which she or he works. They examine and use available resources in the 


school and the larger community to enrich classes.  The teacher understands and 
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implements laws related to students' rights and teacher responsibilities (e.g. for equal 


education, appropriate education for handicapped students, confidentiality, privacy, 


appropriate treatment of students, reporting in situations related to possible child 


abuse).  


 


7. Assessment of student learning - Prepare teachers to use formal and informal 
assessment strategies to provide experiences that contribute to the continuous 
intellectual, social and physical development of each learner. Use the evaluation 
process to improve the quality and effectiveness of the teaching-learning process. 
  


Competent teachers evaluate students in relation to learning goals and adapt their 


instruction accordingly (McMillan, 2004). Classroom assessment helps teachers find out 


what students are learning and how well they are learning it (Angelo & Cross, 1993). 


When teachers understand the characteristics, uses, advantages, and limitations of 


different types of assessments, they have the tools to figure out what students know, 


what they are able to do, and what kinds of experiences will support their further growth 


and development. Properly designed and used, assessment can help students monitor 


their own learning progress, give them greater control over their own development, and 


in so doing stimulate internal motivation for learning. 


 


Assessment plays an essential role in evaluating students’ effort, engagement, and 


performance, but the power of assessment to enhance learning only comes when it is 


integrated with instruction and not left an isolated outcome done only after instruction.  


This means that effective teachers must integrate instruction and assessment into 


current views on learning and motivation. That is, they view students as active learners 


who construct meaning, and in accordance with this view they select, construct, and use 


assessment strategies and instruments appropriate to the learning objectives (Santrock, 


2002). Finally, teachers committed to their own learning and development; utilize 


assessment as an integral tool to reflect on the effectiveness of their teaching practices. 


 


 


8. Demonstrate caring dispositions - Prepare teachers to confront new challenges, 
social as well as educational, and to contribute to the improvement of Puerto Rico and 
the world. Further, prepare teachers that can promote worthwhile personal relationships 
that provide stability, trust, and caring in order to increase learners' sense of belonging, 
self-respect and self-acceptance, and generate a positive climate for learning. 
 


Every candidate should develop awareness that society is dynamic and is constantly 


changing and new social challenges are extremely relevant to the teacher's success in 


the school. The school is a mirror of society that reflects and manifests everything that 


follows from social interactions. A myriad of social problems can be viewed as 


educational challenges. Problems, such as use and abuse of alcohol, tobacco and 
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drugs; sexual precocity with the undesired effects of rising teenage pregnancy and 


sexually transmitted diseases; domestic violence and child abuse in all its forms; the 


growing number of single parent families in low socioeconomic and low education levels 


and the surrounding social circumstances that turn them into serious educational 


challenges because education is no longer seen as a means to attain personal goals 


and school desertion appears to be a desirable option. As problems grow in scale and 


impact, so does the need for sophisticated socio-cultural understanding. By surrounding 


every student with a caring atmosphere to nourish the mind in a safe environment and 


help  them make and meet high expectations, education can be personally empowering, 


intellectually challenging and socially beneficial (Humphreys, 2006) 


 


As stated by the American Psychological Association in the Learner-Centered 


Psychological Principles (1997), the learning settings that the teacher creates can foster 


circumstances that “allow for social interactions, and that respect diversity, encourage 


flexible thinking and social competence. In interactive and collaborative instructional 


contexts, individuals have an opportunity for perspective taking and reflective thinking 


that may lead to higher levels of cognitive, social, and moral development, as well as 


self-esteem.”  Family influences, positive interpersonal support, and instruction in self-


motivation strategies can offset factors that interfere with optimal learning such as 


negative beliefs about competence in a particular subject, high levels of test anxiety, 


negative sex role expectations, and undue pressure to perform well. Positive learning 


climates can also help establish the context for healthier levels of thinking, feeling, and 


behaving. Such contexts help learners feel safe to share ideas, actively participate in 


the learning process, and create a learning community inside and outside the 


classroom. 


 


9. Demonstrate sensitivity to diversity Prepare teachers to recognize, understand, 
and value a diversity of learning styles, intelligences, and talents as well as diversity 
related to social, economic, and cultural experiences. Furthermore, prepare teachers to 
value all students regardless of their race, color, religion, gender or sexual orientation, 
linguistic ability, ethnic origin or geographical area and to respond to this diversity of 
learners with the variety of instructional opportunities that promote the development of 
critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills of each individual.  
 


Effective teachers can identify, understand, and value different learning styles, multiple 


intelligences, and performance mode preferences, and design instruction that responds 


to these differences in a way that helps students use their strengths to grow 


academically and personally. Cross cultural contact is increasing in the present day 


world challenging the teacher to create a climate of tolerance and respect for these 


multiple social and cultural differences, ideally in a way that all learn to celebrate 


diversity in the classroom and in the community. Teachers must be sensible to the 


diversity of needs of the students (Sadker & Sadker, 2000). The number of students 
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with identifiable exceptional learning needs is growing, so it has become essential that 


teachers know about areas of exceptionality in learning, including learning disabilities, 


visual and perceptual difficulties and special physical or mental challenges and or 


abilities. Teachers need to understand how learning is influenced not only by students' 


individual experiences, talents, and prior learning, but by their native language, culture, 


family, community values as well, in order to facilitate learning. Teachers must create a 


safe learning environment in which all students regardless of their race, color, religion, 


gender or sexual orientation, linguistic ability, ethnic origin or geographical area are 


valued and respected. The principle that all children can attain high levels of 


understanding is vital to teacher persistence in helping all children succeed and making 


them feel valued for their potential as people of diverse skills, talents and interests. 


 


10. Demonstrate reflective practice - Empower teachers to keep abreast of 
educational innovations and promote the commitment to continual learning in order to 
meet the technological, educational, scientific, social, and cultural demands of the 
working world. Develop the reflective habits of continual evaluation of the effectiveness 
of classroom practices that lead to continuous professional development. 
 


Being an effective teacher requires a deep commitment and internal motivation that are 


distinguished by a positive attitude, genuine concern for the students, and a continual 


enthusiasm for teaching. This enthusiasm is sustained by the teacher's commitment to 


his or her own academic, pedagogical, social, cultural, and technological learning. 


Effective teachers develop their technology skills to integrate computers, the Internet, 


and other readily available information technology into their classrooms because such 


technology and the skills to use it are essential to their students. They continually 


assess the effectiveness of technology use for learning with an emphasis on the student 


as an active, constructive learner (International Society for Technology in Education, 


2001). Teachers need to develop a thorough understanding of the inquiry method, 


because it offers them self-evaluation and problem-solving strategies to encourage 


them to reflect on their own practice even as it increases the effectiveness of their 


interactions with students. 


 


Since being an effective teacher involves directing student conduct in a way that keeps 


all students working on challenging and interesting learning tasks, the ability to monitor 


and the habit of evaluating the efficacy of instructional and motivational strategies 


utilized is an important part of successfully managing a classroom (Charles 2005, 


Alderman 2004). The teacher who is committed to reflection, self-directed learning, and 


self-assessment values and pursues professional development as an ongoing and life 


long endeavor (Fried, 2001). 
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Precondition 4.4 UPRM teacher candidate’s proficiencies profile 


 


UPRM’s conceptual framework is consistent with institutional UPRM standards, Council 


of Higher Education of Puerto Rico (CES) state standards, National Council for 


Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) standards, Specialized Professional 


Association (SPA) standards and with Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support 


Consortium (INTASC) performance standards. UPRM has identified a set of ten core 


outcomes which represent expectations for all UPRM candidates in professional 


education programs. The profile of UPRM teacher candidate’s proficiencies is based on 


the previously described educational theory, research, and wisdom of practice assures 


the development of the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to become an effective 


teacher in Puerto Rico school systems. The ten proficiencies are the measured 


knowledge, skills, and dispositions of the unit candidates. 


 


Knowledge   
1. Possess content knowledge - Prepare teachers who understand the central concepts, 
tools of inquiry, and structure of their discipline in a way they can provide learning 
experiences which make these aspects of the subject matter meaningful to students. 
Encourage teachers to seek to deepen their knowledge in their discipline, be it natural 
sciences, social sciences, mathematics, physical education, Spanish, English, health, 
humanities, business, agriculture, technology or other. 
 
2. Possess pedagogical content knowledge - Develop pedagogical content knowledge 
and an understanding of a broad variety of active methodologies of teaching-learning 
which allows planning instruction that reflects professional standards and curriculum 
goals.  
 
3. Possess knowledge of human development and learning. Prepare teachers who 
understand how children learn and develop so they can provide opportunities to support 
their intellectual, social, and personal development promoting integration of knowledge 
in all its manifestations.  Prepare teachers to be consumers of sound research with the 
purpose of identifying fundamental strategies to encourage academic proficiency. 
 
Skills 
4. Demonstrate creative critical thinking - Contribute to the formation of free human 
beings who are reflexive, creative, critical thinking individuals to whom these attributes 
are important in their professional, social, and personal lives. 
 
5. Exhibit comprehensive formation – communication leadership skills - Contribute to 
the comprehensive formation of a human being by developing his or her intellectual, 
emotional, and psychological abilities and his or her communication and leadership 
skills, as well as esthetical and ethical values. Prepare teachers to use effective verbal, 
nonverbal, and the use of technology to foster active inquiry, collaborations, and 
supportive interaction. 
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6. Demonstrate community building skills - Prepare teachers to foster relationships with 
school colleagues, parents, and educational partners in the larger community to support 
student learning and well-being thereby encouraging the development of ethical, civic, 
moral and esthetic values in harmony with individual and collective necessities for 
achieving a culture of peace and justice. 
 
7. Assessment of student learning - Prepare teachers to use formal and informal 
assessment strategies to provide experiences which contribute to continuous 
intellectual, social and physical development of each learner. Use the evaluation 
process to improve the quality and effectiveness of the teaching-learning process. 
 
Dispositions 
8. Demonstrate caring dispositions - Prepare teachers to confront new challenges, 
social as well as educational, and to contribute to the improvement of Puerto Rico and 
the world. Further, prepare teachers who can promote worthwhile personal relationships 
which provide stability, trust, and caring in order to increase learners' sense of 
belonging, self-respect and self-acceptance, and generate a positive climate for 
learning. 
 
9. Demonstrate sensitivity to diversity - Prepare teachers to recognize, understand, and 
value a diversity of learning styles, intelligences, and talents as well as diversity related 
to social, economic, and cultural experiences.  Furthermore, prepare teachers to value 
all students regardless of their race, color, religion, gender or sexual orientation, 
linguistic ability, ethnic origin or geographical area and to respond to this diversity of 
learners with the variety of instructional opportunities which promote the development of 
critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills of each individual. 
 
10. Demonstrate reflective practice - Empower teachers to keep abreast of educational 
innovations and promote the commitment to continual learning in order to meet the 
technological, educational, scientific, social, and cultural demands of the working world. 
Develop the reflective habits of continual evaluation of the effectiveness of classroom 
practices that lead to continuous professional development. 
 


The theoretical and philosophical backgrounds of these competencies were discussed 


in the previous section.
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Candidate Proficiencies-Standards Alignment Matrix  


 


Candidate proficiencies aligned with expectations in professional, state, and institutional 


standards. For candidates to demonstrate each of the listed competencies, they must 


meet the applicable institutional learning standard. As we understand it, meeting the 


applicable institutional learning standard fulfills the corresponding state Puerto Rico 


Council for Higher Education standards (CES). The following matrix shows how state 


standards align with professional NCATE standards and Interstate New Teacher 


Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC) principles. 
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Candidate Proficiencies at 


UPRM 


Alignment with 


Applicable Professional 


Standards 


INTASC Principles 


Alignment with Applicable 


Professional NCATE 


Standard 


 


Alignment with applicable 


State Standards 


(PR Council on Higher 


Education) 


Alignment with 


Applicable 


Institutional Learning 


Standard 


By the time of graduation 


UPRM students will: 


1. Possess content 


knowledge  


Contribute to the formation of 


free human beings who are 


reflexive, creative, critical 


thinking individuals to whom 


these attributes are important 


in their professional, social, 


and personal lives. 


INTASC 1: Knowledge of 


Subject Matter  


The teacher understands the 


central concepts, tools of 


inquiry, and structure of the 


disciplines he or she 


teaches and can create 


learning experiences that 


make these aspects of 


subject matter meaningful to 


students. 


Content Knowledge for Teacher 


Candidates:   


Initial and Continuing 


 


Teacher candidates have in-depth 


knowledge of the subject matter 


that they plan to teach as 


described in professional, state, 


and institutional standards.  They 


demonstrate their knowledge 


through inquiry, critical analysis 


and synthesis of the subject. 


Section 2.1.1:  The teacher 


candidate understands the 


central concepts, tools of inquiry 


and structures of the 


discipline(s) within the context 


of a global society and creates 


learning experiences that make 


these aspects of subject matter 


meaningful for students. 


Identify and solve 


problems, think critically, 


and synthesize knowledge 


appropriate to their 


discipline. 


2. Possess Pedagogical 


Content Knowledge 


Develop pedagogical content 


knowledge and an 


understanding of a broad 


variety of active methodologies 


of teaching-learning which 


allow planning instruction that 


reflects professional standards 


and curriculum goals. 


INTASC 7: Instructional 


Planning Skills 


The teacher plans 


instruction based upon 


knowledge of subject matter, 


students, the community, 


and curriculum goals. 


 


 


Pedagogical content knowledge 


for teacher candidates:  Initial 


and continuing 


 


Teacher candidates reflect a 


thorough understanding of 


pedagogical content knowledge 


delineated in professional state 


and institutional standards.  They 


have in-depth understanding of 


the subject matter that they plan 


to teach, allowing them to  


Section 2.1.4:  The teacher 


candidate recognizes the 


importance of long-range 


planning and curriculum 


development and develops, 


implements, and evaluates 


curriculum based upon student, 


district, and state performance 


standards. 


 


. 


Identify and solve 


problems, think critically, 


and synthesize knowledge 


appropriate to their 


discipline. 


Apply mathematical 


reasoning skills, scientific 


inquiry methods, and tools 


of information technology. 


 Develop an appreciation 


for the arts and 


humanities. 
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Candidate Proficiencies at 


UPRM 


Alignment with 


Applicable Professional 


Standards 


INTASC Principles 


Alignment with Applicable 


Professional NCATE 


Standard 


 


Alignment with applicable 


State Standards 


(PR Council on Higher 


Education) 


Alignment with 


Applicable 


Institutional Learning 


Standard 


By the time of graduation 


UPRM students will: 


3. Possess knowledge of 


human development and 


learning 


Prepare teachers who 


understand how children learn 


and develop so that they can 


provide opportunities that 


support their intellectual, 


social, and personal 


development promoting the 


integration of knowledge in all 


its manifestations.  Prepare 


teachers to be consumers of 


sound research with the 


purpose of identifying 


fundamental strategies to 


encourage academic 


proficiency. 


 


INTASC 5: Classroom 


Motivation and 


Management 


The teacher uses an 


understanding of individual 


and group motivation to 


create a learning 


environment that 


encourages positive social 


interactions, active 


engagement in learning and 


self motivation 


Professional and pedagogical 


knowledge and skills for 


teacher candidates 


 


Teacher candidates reflect a 


thorough understanding of 


professional and pedagogical 


knowledge and skills delineated 


in professional, state and 


institutional standards.  They 


develop meaningful learning 


experiences to facilitate 


learning for all students.  


 


Section 2.1.6:  The teacher 


candidate uses an 


understanding of individual and 


group motivation and behavior 


to create a learning 


environment that encourages 


positive social interaction, active 


engagement in learning, and 


self-motivation. 


Identify and solve 


problems, think critically, 


and synthesize knowledge 


appropriate to their 


discipline. 


 


4. Demonstrate creative 


critical thinking 


Contribute to the formation of 


free human beings who are 


reflexive, creative, critical 


thinking individuals to whom 


these attributes are important 


in their professional, social, 


and personal lives. 


 


INTASC 1: Knowledge of 


Subject Matter  


The teacher understands the 


central concepts, tools of 


inquiry, and structure of the 


disciplines he or she 


teaches and can create 


learning experiences that 


make these aspects of 


subject matter meaningful to 


students. 


Content Knowledge for Teacher 


Candidates:   


Initial and Continuing 


 


Teacher candidates have in-depth 


knowledge of the subject matter 


that they plan to teach as 


described in professional, state, 


and institutional standards.  They 


demonstrate their knowledge 


through inquiry, critical analysis 


and synthesis of the subject. 


Section 2.1.1:  The teacher 


candidate understands the 


central concepts, tools of inquiry 


and structures of the 


discipline(s) within the context 


of a global society and creates 


learning experiences that make 


these aspects of subject matter 


meaningful for students. 


Identify and solve 


problems, think critically, 


and synthesize knowledge 


appropriate to their 


discipline. 
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Candidate Proficiencies at 


UPRM 


Alignment with 


Applicable Professional 


Standards 


INTASC Principles 


Alignment with Applicable 


Professional NCATE 


Standard 


 


Alignment with applicable 


State Standards 


(PR Council on Higher 


Education) 


Alignment with 


Applicable 


Institutional Learning 


Standard 


By the time of graduation 


UPRM students will: 


5. Exhibit comprehensive 


formation – communication 


leadership skills 


Contribute to the 


comprehensive formation of a 


human being by developing his 


or her intellectual, emotional, 


and psychological abilities and 


his or her communication and 


leadership skills, as well as 


esthetical and ethical values. 


Prepare teachers to use 


effective verbal, nonverbal, and 


the use of technology to foster 


active inquiry, collaborations, 


and supportive interaction. 


INTASC 6:  


Communication Skills  


The teacher uses knowledge 


of effective verbal, 


nonverbal, and media 


communication techniques 


to foster active inquiry, 


collaboration, and supportive 


interaction. 


Professional and pedagogical 


knowledge and skills for 


teacher candidates 


Teacher candidates reflect a 


thorough understanding of 


professional and pedagogical 


knowledge and skills delineated in 


professional, state, and 


institutional standards.  


 


They know how students learn 


and how to make ideas accessible 


to them. 


Section 2.1.7:  The teacher 


candidate models effective 


verbal, nonverbal, and media 


communication techniques to 


foster active inquiry, 


collaboration, and supportive 


interaction in the classroom. 


Communicate effectively. 


6. Demonstrate Community 


Building Skills 


Prepare teachers to foster 


relationships with school 


colleagues, parents, and 


educational partners in the 


larger community to support 


student learning and well-being 


thereby encouraging the 


development of ethical, civic, 


moral and esthetic values in 


harmony with individual and 


collective necessities for 


achieving a culture of peace 


and justice. 


 


INTASC 10:  Partnerships 


The teacher fosters 


relationships with school 


colleagues, parents and 


agencies in the larger 


community to support 


student’s learning and well 


being. 


 


Dispositions for all Candidates 


Candidates work with students, 


families, and communities in ways 


that reflect the dispositions 


expected of professional 


educators as delineated in 


professional, state, and 


institutional standards. Candidates 


recognize when their own 


dispositions may need to be 


adjusted and are able to develop 


plans to do so. 


Section 2.1.10:  The teacher 


candidate fosters relationships 


with school colleagues, parents, 


and educational partners in the 


larger community to support 


student learning and well being. 


Recognize the Puerto 


Rican heritage and 


interpret contemporary 


issues. 


 


 


Appraise the essential 


values of a democratic 


society. 
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Candidate Proficiencies at 


UPRM 


Alignment with 


Applicable Professional 


Standards 


INTASC Principles 


Alignment with Applicable 


Professional NCATE 


Standard 


 


Alignment with applicable 


State Standards 


(PR Council on Higher 


Education) 


Alignment with 


Applicable 


Institutional Learning 


Standard 


By the time of graduation 


UPRM students will: 


7. Demonstrate Skills for 


Assessment of Student 


Learning 


Prepare teachers to use formal 


and informal assessment 


strategies to provide 


experiences that contribute to 


the continuous intellectual, 


social and physical 


development of each learner. 


Use the evaluation process to 


improve the quality and 


effectiveness of the teaching-


learning process. 


INTASC 8: Assessment of 


Student Learning 


The teacher understands 


and uses formal and 


informal assessment 


strategies to evaluate and 


ensure the continuous 


intellectual, social, and 


physical development of the 


learner. 


Student  Learning for Teacher 


Candidates  


 


Teacher candidates accurately 


assess and analyze student 


learning, make appropriate 


adjustments to instruction, monitor 


student learning, and have a 


positive effect on learning for all 


students. 


Section 2.1.8:  The teacher 


candidate understands and 


uses formal and informal 


assessment strategies to 


evaluate and ensure the 


continuous intellectual, social, 


and physical development of  


the learner 


Identify and solve 


problems, think critically, 


and synthesize knowledge 


appropriate to their 


discipline. 


8. Demonstrate Caring 


Dispositions  


Prepare teachers to confront 


new challenges, social as well 


as educational, and to 


contribute to the improvement 


of Puerto Rico and the world. 


Further, prepare teachers that 


can promote worthwhile 


personal relationships that 


provide stability, trust, and 


caring in order to increase 


learners' sense of belonging, 


self-respect and self-


acceptance, and generate a 


positive climate for learning. 


INTASC 10:  Partnerships 


The teacher fosters 


relationships with school 


colleagues, parents and 


agencies in the larger 


community to support 


student’s learning and well 


being. 


 


Dispositions for all Candidates 


They reflect on their practice and 


make necessary adjustments to 


enhance student learning.  They 


know how students learn and how 


to make ideas accessible to them.  


They consider school, family, and 


community contexts in connecting 


concepts to students’ prior 


experience and applying the ideas 


to real-world problems. 


Section 2.1.10:  The teacher 


candidate fosters relationships 


with school colleagues, parents, 


and educational partners in the 


larger community to support 


student learning and well being. 


Operate in a global 


context, relate to a 


societal context, and 


demonstrate respect for 


other cultures. 
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Candidate Proficiencies at 


UPRM 


Alignment with 


Applicable Professional 


Standards 


INTASC Principles 


Alignment with Applicable 


Professional NCATE 


Standard 


 


Alignment with applicable 


State Standards 


(PR Council on Higher 


Education) 


Alignment with 


Applicable 


Institutional Learning 


Standard 


By the time of graduation 


UPRM students will: 


9. Demonstrate Sensitivity to 


Diversity 


Prepare teachers to recognize, 


understand, and value a 


diversity of learning styles, 


intelligences, and talents as 


well as diversity related to 


social, economic, and cultural 


experiences. Furthermore, 


prepare teachers to value all 


students regardless of their 


race, color, religion, gender or 


sexual orientation, linguistic 


ability, ethnic origin or 


geographical area and to 


respond to this diversity of 


learners with the variety of 


instructional opportunities that 


promote the development of 


critical thinking, problem 


solving, and performance skills 


of each individual. 


INTASC 3: Adapting 


Instruction to Individual 


Needs 


The teacher understands 


how students differ in their 


approaches to learning and 


creates instructional 


opportunities that are 


adapted to diverse learners. 


 


Dispositions for all Candidates 


They reflect on their practice and 


make necessary adjustments to 


enhance student learning.  They 


know how students learn and how 


to make ideas accessible to them.  


They consider school, family, and 


community contexts in connecting 


concepts to students’ prior 


experience and applying the ideas 


to real-world problems. 


Section 2.1.3:  The teacher 


candidate understands how 


students differ in their 


approaches to learning and 


creates instructional 


opportunities that are adapted 


to diverse learners. 


Identify and solve 


problems, think critically, 


and synthesize knowledge 


appropriate to their 


discipline. 
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Candidate Proficiencies at 


UPRM 


Alignment with 


Applicable Professional 


Standards 


INTASC Principles 


Alignment with Applicable 


Professional NCATE 


Standard 


 


Alignment with applicable 


State Standards 


(PR Council on Higher 


Education) 


Alignment with 


Applicable 


Institutional Learning 


Standard 


By the time of graduation 


UPRM students will: 


10. Demonstrate Reflective 


Practice 


Empower teachers to keep 


abreast of educational 


innovations and promote the 


commitment to continual 


learning in order to meet the 


technological, educational, 


scientific, social, and cultural 


demands of the working world. 


Develop the reflective habits of 


continual evaluation of the 


effectiveness of classroom 


practices that lead to 


continuous professional 


development. 


INTASC 9:  Professional 


Commitment and 


Responsibility  


The teacher is a reflective 


practitioner who continually 


evaluates the effects of 


his/her choices and actions 


on others (students, parents, 


and other professionals in 


the learning community) and 


who actively seeks out 


opportunities to grow 


professionally. 


Dispositions for all Candidates 


They reflect on their practice and 


make necessary adjustments to 


enhance student learning.  They 


know how students learn and how 


to make ideas accessible to them.  


They consider school, family, and 


community contexts in connecting 


concepts to students’ prior 


experience and applying the ideas 


to real-world problems. 


Section 2.1.9:  The teacher 


candidate is a reflective 


practitioner who continually 


assesses the effects of choices 


and actions on others.  This 


reflective practitioner actively 


seeks out opportunities to grow 


professionally and utilizes the 


assessment and professional 


growth to generate more 


learning for more students. 


Recognize the need to 


engage in life-long 


learning 
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Precondition 4.5:  Unit Assessment System Description 


A description of the unit system for evaluating its operations, the quality of its offerings, 


the performance of candidates on proficiencies described in 4.4 and the effectiveness of 


its graduates follows. 


The unit with the primary authority and responsibility for teacher preparation programs 


at the University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez (UPRM) is the dean of academic affairs 


office. Both the Teacher Preparation Program of Secondary Education housed in the 


Division of Continued Education and Professional Studies (DECEP) and the Agriculture 


Teacher Preparation Program housed in the Department of Agricultural Education under 


the College of Agricultural Sciences respond to the Dean of Academic Affairs for their 


overall administration and operation.  


UPRM has two initial level Teacher Preparation Programs: the Teacher Preparation 


Program in Secondary Education (in Spanish PPMES) assigned directly to the Office of 


Academic Affairs and the Agricultural Education Program (in Spanish EDAG) assigned 


directly to the College of Agricultural Sciences. The Teacher Preparation Program in 


Secondary Education is an intensive, multidisciplinary program, designed for students 


that are completing or have completed a bachelor’s degree in the College of Arts and 


Sciences, College of Business Administration, or College of Engineering.  Candidates 


practice teaching for one semester under the supervision of content and education 


faculty in the classroom of a cooperating teacher. Note: A cooperating teacher is an 


experienced teacher who has met Department of Education of Puerto Rico (DEPR) 


requirements for receiving teacher candidates.  Candidates who satisfactorily complete 


the program requirements and pass the state licensing exam (in Spanish PCMAS) are 


certified by the Department of Education of Puerto Rico as Secondary Teachers.  An 


important goal of the assessment system is to demonstrate candidates meet the 


proficiencies of the program and the standards of the Department of Education of 


Puerto Rico, NCATE, INTASC Principles and the Specialized Professional Associations 


(SPAs). 


 


The Agricultural Education Department offers a program leading to the degree of 


Bachelor of Science in Agriculture with majors in Agricultural Education or Extension 


Education. These programs prepare candidates to teach agriculture. Employment in 


these positions require agricultural experience, preparation in basic sciences and 


technical agriculture, and an understanding of the principles and techniques of the 


teaching learning process, as well as the ability to work with people 


 


The following describes how candidate proficiencies are evaluated in each of these 


programs.  
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Unit candidate assessment occurs on a continual basis.  Through coursework, field 


experiences, self-evaluations, interviews, and other methods described below, 


candidate’s progress is reviewed regularly and candidates are advised accordingly. 


 


The unit program created a standards-based curriculum and assessment system for 


candidates. The standards-based curricula reflect the integration of content, pedagogy, 


and professional development. The unit conceptual framework links course work to the 


assessment system which includes portfolio evaluation to systematically monitor 


candidate progression through the program.  When candidates apply to any teacher 


preparation program at UPRM, they are required to go through a screening process. 


Candidates who meet screening criteria successfully must subsequently go through a 


series of assessment points.  
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Admission to the UPRM Institution   


Admission to the University of Puerto Rico system is to a specific degree program at a 


specific campus. Admission to an undergraduate program offered at UPRM is 


determined by the General Admission Index (in Spanish IGS) established for that 


particular program; this IGS is a weighted average (50%) of the high school grade point 


average and 50% of mathematical aptitude and verbal aptitude scores on the College 


Entrance Examination Board (CEEB). The IGS required for admission to each program 


is set according to the capacity of that program to meet the demand; consequently, it is 


different for each program and may vary from year to year. 


 


Teacher Preparation Program - Division of Continuing Education and 


Professional Studies 


Transition Point #1 


Prospective candidates may enroll in the Teacher Preparation Program of the Division 


of Continuing Education and Professional Studies (in Spanish DECEP) after completing 


a bachelor's program or while pursuing a bachelor's degree at UPR-Mayagüez. The 


DECEP Teacher Preparation Program is not a traditional university program. It is a 


curricular sequence specifically defined and authorized by Certification #47 of the Board 


of Trustees of the University of Puerto Rico to complement a bachelor's program to 


prepare candidates to meet the teacher certification requirements established by the 


Department of Education of Puerto Rico. Prospective candidates who have completed a 


bachelor's degree from any of the university, colleges or from another institution can 


apply for admission or re-admission to UPRM through the Professional Development 


option in the DECEP to complete a curricular sequence in the Teacher Preparation 


Program. Prospective candidates who are pursuing a bachelor's program at UPRM in 


the College of Arts and Sciences, College of Business Administration or College of 


Engineering can apply for the curricular sequence for the Teacher Preparation Program. 


To be admitted to the program, applicants must have an overall grade point average of 


2.5, a grade point average of 2.5 in their major, completed 6 credits from the 


foundations of education courses (Human Growth and Development I, Human Growth 


and Development II, Social Foundations of Education, and Philosophical Foundations of 


Education) with a grade point average of 2.5 or better, passed a written essay and 


teaching disposition exam (previously known as SEDeRe in Spanish for Sistema de 


Evaluación de las Destrezas de Redacción, now titled Writing Skills and Dispositions 


Test), and have successfully completed a group interview with the program director.  


 


Prospective candidates who receive unsatisfactory ratings on the Writing Skills test are 


advised to take a writing course or use the tutoring services offered by the Centro 


Bilingüe de Redacción. Those who receive unsatisfactory ratings on the Dispositions 


test are directed to career counseling. 



http://www.certifica.upr.edu/PDF/CERTIFICACION/2004-2005/47%202004-2005.pdf
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Transition Point #2:  Enrollment in Theory and Methodology Course 


To enroll in the Theory and Methodology course candidates must have completed the 


four foundations of education courses (Human Growth and Development I, Human 


Growth and Development II, Social Foundations of Education, and Philosophical 


Foundations of Education) with a grade point average of 2.5 or better, scored 80% or 


higher on the course rubrics for Philosophical Foundations of Education, and have at 


least 18 credits in their major with grade point averages of 2.5 or better both overall and 


in their major. 


 


Transition Point #3: Entrance to Student Teaching 


To enroll in the student teaching practice course, candidates must have completed the 


theory and methodology course with a grade of B or better. They have to score 80% or 


higher on the Electronic Portfolio (E-Portfolio) with the Teacher Candidate Work Sample 


(TCWS). They should also have at least 21 credits towards their major with grade point 


averages of 2.5 or better overall and in their major. 


 


Transition Point #4: Program Completion 


In the Student Teaching course there are two key assessments: Classroom 


Observations and an E-Portfolio with TCWS. In the Student Teaching course, university 


supervisors and cooperating teachers evaluate each candidate on six or more 


occasions utilizing the Classroom Observation Instrument. The benchmark is a score 


above 80 percent: a candidate must be rated excellent on at least 40 percent of the 


instrument items across the six or more formative evaluations. Candidates also are 


required to develop a satisfactory E-Portfolio with TCWS which demonstrates content 


knowledge, applied knowledge of human development and learning, sensitivity to 


diversity, pedagogical content knowledge skills, and reflective habits on the 


effectiveness of their practice. In the TCWS the candidate has to include artifacts such 


as lesson or unit plans, exams with their analysis, and classroom management 


techniques with sensitivity to diversity. A systemic assessment process database that 


addresses the candidate proficiencies is being designed by the unit.  


 


Teacher Candidates seeking certification from the Department of Education of 


Puerto Rico (DEPR) in Secondary or Middle School must complete the following 


requirements: 


 


Foundations of Education Courses: 


 


EDFU 3001 Human Growth and Development I  


EDFU 3002 Human Growth and Development II 
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EDFU 3007 Social Foundations of Education 


EDFU 4019 Philosophical Foundations of Education 


 


Education Courses: 


 


EDES 4006 Nature and Needs of Exceptional Learners  


EDPE 3129 Use of Microcomputers in the Classrooms 


EDPE 4059 Theory and Methodology in the Teaching of Business Education 


EDPE 4135 Theory and Methodology in the Teaching of Science 


EDPE 4145 Theory and Methodology in the Teaching of Mathematics 


EDPE 4155 Theory and Methodology in the Teaching of History and Social 


Studies 


EDPE 4165 Theory and Methodology in the Teaching of Arts 


EDPE 4185 Theory and Methodology in the Teaching of Theater 


EDPE 4215 Theory and Methodology in the Teaching of Physical Education 


EDPE 4235 Theory and Methodology in the Teaching of Spanish 


EDPE 4245 Theory and Methodology in the Teaching of English 


EDPE 4136 Student Teaching of General Science of Secondary School 


EDPE 4137 Student Teaching of Biology of Secondary School 


EDPE 4138 Student Teaching of Physics of Secondary School 


EDPE 4139 Student Teaching of Chemistry of Secondary School 


EDPE 4146 Student Teaching of Mathematics of Secondary School 


EDPE 4156 Student Teaching of Social Studies of Secondary School 


EDPE 4157 Student Teaching of History of Secondary School 


EDPE 4166 Student Teaching of Arts of Secondary School 


EDPE 4186 Student Teaching of Theatre of Secondary School 


EDPE 4187 Student Teaching of Business Education of Secondary School 


EDPE 4216 Student Teaching of Physical Education of Secondary School 


EDPE 4227 Student Teaching of Health of Secondary School 


EDPE 4236 Student Teaching of Spanish of Secondary School 


EDPE 4246 Student Teaching of English of Secondary School 


 


History Courses: 


 


HIST 3111 or HIST 3112 – History of the United States  


HIST 3241 or HIST 3242 – History of Puerto Rico  
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Content Courses: 


 


Candidates must complete a minimum of 21 credit hours in the area they plan to 


be certified by the Department of Education of Puerto Rico to teach in secondary or 


intermediate school. 


 


 


PPMES Transition Points 


Transition Point #1: Entrance to the Teacher Preparation Program of Secondary Education  


Candidate Proficiencies 
(k=knowledge, s=skill, d=disposition) 


Assessment Tools Benchmarks Person in 


charge 


#1 Possess content knowledge of 


the  discipline that the candidates 


aspires to teach (k)  


Transcript 2.5 GPA in major  


2.5 GPA overall 


Registrar’s 


Office  


#2 Possess pedagogical content 


knowledge (k) 


#3 Possess knowledge of human 


development and learning (k) 


Completion of 6 credits in 


any of the following 


courses: 


 EDFU 3001- Human 


Growth and Development I 


 EDFU 3002 - Human 


Growth and Development 


II 


 EDFU 3007 - Social 


Foundations of Education 


 EDFU 4019 Philosophical 


Foundations of Education 


Approval of 6 credits 


in courses of 


Foundations of 


Education with a 


2.50 GPA or better 


Registrar’s 


Office 


#4 Demonstrate creative critical 


thinking (s) 


#5 Exhibit comprehensive formation 


– communication skills  (s) 


#8 Demonstrate caring dispositions 


toward professional and personal 


development (d) 


Writing Skills and 


Disposition Test 


Satisfactory 


completion of Essay  


(College Board) 


College Board 


Use of the results: GPA is used to monitor Program enrollment and to provide immediate feedback from 
the Registrar’s Office regarding admission to the Program. Academic progress in Foundations of Education 
courses and in content courses is monitored as well. The academic advisor makes program and course 
recommendations to candidates based on this and other information. Results from the essay are the basis 
for recommending specific actions to candidates in a group interview. Candidates who receive 
unsatisfactory ratings on the Writing Skills test are advised to take a writing course or use the tutoring 
services offered by the Centro Bilingüe de Redacción. Those who receive unsatisfactory ratings on the 
Dispositions test are directed to career counseling. Candidates not presenting satisfactory dispositions to 
teach are directed to career counseling. 
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Transition Point #2: Enrollment in Theory and Methodology Course 


Candidate Proficiencies 
(k=knowledge, s=skill, d=disposition) 


Assessment Tools Benchmarks Person in 


charge 


#1 Possess content knowledge of 


the  discipline that the candidates 


aspires to teach (k)  


Completion of 18 credit 


hours in the area of 


specialization (major) 


Transcript 


2.5 GPA in major  


2.5 GPA overall 


Registrar’s 


Office  


 


 


#2 Possess pedagogical content 


knowledge (k) 


#3 Possess knowledge of human 


development and learning (k) 


 


 


 


#3 Possess knowledge of human 


development and learning (k) 


#4 Demonstrate creative critical 


thinking (s) 


#5 Exhibit comprehensive 


formation – communication skills  


(s) 


#8 Demonstrate caring 


dispositions toward professional 


and personal development (d) 


Completion of all the 


Foundations of Education 


courses: 


EDFU 3001- Human Growth 


and Development I 


EDFU 3002 - Human Growth 


and Development II 


 


 


 


EDFU 4019 Philosophical 


Foundations of Education 


Approval of all the 


Foundations of 


Education courses with 


a 2.50 GPA or better 


 


 


 


 


80% or higher on 


Course Rubric 


Registrar’s 


Office 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Professors of 


EDFU 4019 


 


Use of Results: GPA is used to monitor candidate’s proficiencies in content and pedagogical knowledge. 


Academic advisors use GPA and other measures of academic progress to help candidates make informed 


decisions about their programs of study.  Candidates not presenting a satisfactory level of performance are 


advised to take or repeat the appropriate courses.   
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Transition Point #3 : Admission to Student Teaching 


Candidate Proficiencies 
(k=knowledge, s=skill, d=disposition) 


Assessment Tools Benchmarks Person in 


charge 


#1 Possess content knowledge of 


the  discipline that the candidates 


aspires to teach (k)  


Completion of 21 credit 


hours in the area of 


specialization (major) 


Transcript 


2.5 GPA in major  


2.5 GPA overall 


Registrar’s 


Office  


#2 Possess pedagogical content 


knowledge (k) 


#3 Possess knowledge of human 


development and learning (k) 


#4 Demonstrate creative critical 


thinking (s) 


#5 Exhibit comprehensive 


formation – communication 


leadership skills (s) 


#7 Assessment of student 


learning (s) 


#9 Demonstrate sensitivities to 


diversity (d) 


#10 Demonstrate reflective 


practice (d) 


EDPE 41** or 42** Theory 


and Methodology in the 


Teaching of …(area of 


specialization) 


 


 Educational Philosophy 


Essay/ Rubric  


 


 E-Portfolio with candidate 


work (i.e. lesson plans, 


integration of assessments 


for diverse students) 


 


Approval of the course 


with a B or better 


 


 


80% or higher on the 


Educational Philosophy 


Essay Rubric 


 


80% or higher on the 


E-Portfolio Rubric 


Registrar’s 


Office 


 


 


 


Professors of 


Theory and 


Methodology 


courses 


Use of Results: GPA is used to monitor candidate proficiencies in content and pedagogical knowledge. 


Academic advisors use GPA and other measures of progress to help candidates make informed decisions 


about their academic program.  Candidates not presenting a satisfactory level of performance are advised 


to take or repeat the appropriate courses.  Candidates are required to keep an E-Portfolio with TCWS 


through the Methodology and Student Teaching course that is part of the formative assessment of the 


candidate. 
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Transition Point #4 : Program Completion 


Candidate Proficiencies 
(k=knowledge, s=skill, d=disposition) 


Assessment Tools Benchmarks Person in 


charge 


#2 Possess pedagogical content 


knowledge (k) 


#3 Possess knowledge of human 


development and learning (k) 


#4 Demonstrate creative critical 


thinking (s) 


#5 Exhibit comprehensive 


formation – communication 


leadership skills (s)  


#6 Demonstrate community 


building skills (s) 


#7 Assessment of student 


learning (s) 


#8 Demonstrate caring 


dispositions 


#9 Demonstrate sensitivities to 


diversity (d) 


#10 Demonstrate reflective 


practice (d) 


EDPE 41**  or 42** Student 


Teaching of (the area of 


specialization) 


 


 Classroom Observation 


Instrument 


 


 E-Portfolio with Teacher 


Candidate Work  Sample 


(i.e. lesson plans, 


integration of 


assessments for diverse 


students, involvement in 


school activities) 


 


Approval of the course 


with a B or better 


 


 


80% or higher on the 


Classroom Observation 


Instrument 


 


80% or higher on the 


E-Portfolio with 


Teacher Candidate 


Work Samples Rubrics 


Registrar’s 


Office 


 


 


Supervising 


Professors of 


Student 


Teaching 


#2 Possess pedagogical content 


knowledge (k) 


#3 Possess knowledge of human 


development and learning (k) 


#9 Demonstrate sensitivities to 


diversity (d) 


#5 Exhibit comprehensive 


formation – communication 


leadership skills (s) 


 


Completion of: 


EDES 4006 –Nature and 


Needs of Exceptional 


Learners 


EDPE3129 -The use of 


microcomputers in the 


classroom 


HIST 3111 or   HIST 3112 – 


History of United States 


HIST 3241 or HIST 3242 – 


History of Puerto Rico 


 


Approval of the course 


EDES 4006 


Professor 


 


 


Registrar’s 


Office 


 


Use of Results: GPA is used to monitor candidate proficiencies in content and pedagogical knowledge. 


Academic advisors use GPA and other measures of progress to help candidates make informed decisions 


about their academic program.  Candidates not presenting a satisfactory level of performance are advised 


to take or repeat the appropriate courses.  Candidates are required to keep an E-Portfolio with TCWS 


through the Methodology and Student Teaching course that is part of the formative assessment of the 


candidate. 
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Teacher Preparation Program - Department of Agricultural Education 


Transition Point #1 - Admission to the Agriculture Teacher Preparation 


The Department of Agricultural Education offers a Teacher Preparation Program to 


prepare candidates to teach agriculture. Admission to this degree program is based on 


the current General Admission Index set for the program. 


 


Students from other Agricultural Science Programs can apply for the Agriculture 


Teacher Preparation Curricular Sequence. Admission require students have a 2.50 


grade point average or higher, both overall and in their major, complete either Methods 


in Teaching Vocational Agriculture (EDAG 4005), Audiovisual Media in Teaching 


Vocational Agriculture (EDAG 4016) or Youth Organizations and Programs (EDAG 


4015), pass the Writing Skills and Dispositions Test, and receive a favorable 


recommendation from EDAG director and coordinator.   


Prospective candidates who receive unsatisfactory ratings on the Writing Skills test are 


advised to take a writing course or use the tutoring services offered by the Centro 


Bilingüe de Redacción. Those who receive unsatisfactory ratings on the Dispositions 


test are directed to career counseling. 


 


Transition Point #2:  Completion of Organization and Administration in Vocational 


Agriculture course 


 


In the Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture course (EDAG 4007) 


the candidate presents a portfolio which includes a reflective essay, a curricular guide, a 


microteaching activity, an area of the state agriculture exam, and audiovisual materials 


such as video, posters, webpage, and radio programs.  In the portfolio they demonstrate 


and provide evidence of candidate proficiencies such as:  applied pedagogical content 


knowledge, human development and learning knowledge skills, exhibit comprehensive 


formation- communication leadership skills, demonstrate caring disposition toward 


professional and personal development, reflective habits, and sensitivity to diversity.  


The reflective essay is based on a one-time field observation of an agricultural 


education class at a school with an agricultural education program.  


The curricular guide with instructional materials is designed to be used later during 


candidate teaching practice, and has at least five units with five lesson plans, prologue, 


artifacts, and formative and summative evaluations. The prologue includes the results of 


a needs assessment for the topic and the candidate’s educational philosophy.  


The microteaching peer activity consists of a video recorded lesson in which two 


candidates collaborate with each other to auto evaluate their performance, provide peer 


feedback, and assess their teaching. 
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Students in secondary schools participate in the State Agricultural Competition which 


includes an exam of agricultural content.  This exam is developed and coordinated by 


candidates in EDAG 4007under direct supervision of the course professor.  Each 


candidate develops test items for one of the 16 areas of agricultural science.  After the 


competitions, candidates assess the results and determine the winners for each district. 


Candidates in the Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture course 


(EDAG 4007) take a pre and post diagnostic test to evaluate their pedagogical 


knowledge. Candidates who score less than 70% on the post diagnostic test must 


participate in career counseling, or a tutoring program. Since this course is key for 


transition point #2, the course uses a number of instruments to assess candidates’ 


proficiencies to evaluate their pedagogical knowledge and analyze what knowledge they 


are lacking before they move to Practice II (EDAG 4019). 


Candidates in the Audiovisual Media in Teaching Vocational Agriculture course (EDAG 


4016) design instructional materials to be used later during candidate teaching practice 


or by those teachers without the resources to develop them.  


 


Transition Point #3: Admission to Student Teaching Practice Courses 


Candidates must have completed 9 credits in education courses before they register in 


the teaching practice courses.  Students participate in group orientation and individual 


interview previous to course enrollment which in turn will determine their qualifications 


and interest for placement in different school practice sites.  


 


Agricultural Education Prerequisite Courses to Teaching Practice I 


1) EDAG 4005 - Methods in Teaching Vocational Agriculture 


2) EDAG 4006 - Curriculum Development 


3) EDAG 4007- Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture 


 


Agricultural Education Recommended Electives before Teaching Practice I 


4) EDES 4006 - Nature and Needs of Exceptional Learners 


5) EDAG 4008 – Supervised Occupational Experience Program 


6) EDAG 4025 – Evaluation of Student in Vocational Agriculture 


 


Agricultural Education Professional Electives before Teaching Practice I 


7) EDAG 4015 - Youth Organizations and Programs 


8) EDAG 4016 - Audiovisual  Media in Teaching Vocational Agriculture   
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Transition Point #4: Exit from the Second Teaching Practice Course 


 


In this transition point, candidates will exit the student-teaching experience with 315 


hours of field and clinical experiences with students in a classroom under the 


supervision of qualified academic supervisor and a certified cooperative teacher. 


Candidates are recommended for program completion if they have satisfactorily met all 


program requirements. At this point, candidates complete an End of Program Survey in 


which they assess unit operation and quality of course offerings, among others. A 


systemic assessment process database that addresses the candidate proficiencies is 


being designed by the unit. 


 


Teacher Candidates seeking certification from the Department of Education of Puerto 


Rico (DEPR) in Secondary or Middle School must complete the transition points 


mentioned above and take two history courses: 


 


HIST 3111 or HIST 3112 – History of the United States  


HIST 3241 or HIST 3242 – History of Puerto Rico  


 


Candidates will have at least 142 credits upon completion of the Agricultural Education 


Department which is distributed as follows: 


 General education courses (60 credits) 


 Faculty requirements (33 credits) 


 Departmental requirements (19 credits) 


 Professional electives (18 credits)   


 Free electives (12 credits) 
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Transition Points in the Agriculture Teacher Preparation Program 


Transition Point #1: Admission to the Agriculture Teacher Preparation 


Candidate Proficiencies 


(k=knowledge, s=skill, 


d=disposition) 


Assessment Tools Benchmarks 
In Charge of 


Data Collection 


#1 Possess content knowledge of 


discipline candidates aspire to 


teach (k) 


 


 


#2 Possess pedagogical content 


knowledge (k) 


#3 Possess knowledge of human 


development and learning (k) 


#4 Demonstrate creative critical 


thinking (s) 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


#5 Exhibit comprehensive 


formation – communication skills  


(s) 


 


*General Admission Index 


(IGS in Spanish) and 


College Board Entrance 


Examination Score 


Transcript 


Completion of 3 credits in 


courses of Agricultural 


Education either: 


-EDAG 4005 


Method in Teaching Vocational 


Agriculture, Or  


-EDAG 4016 


Audiovisual Media in Teaching 


Vocational Agriculture, Or 


-EDAG 401  


Youth Organization and 


Programs 


 


Candidates must submit the 


application form for the 


Agricultural Education 


Program.  


Writing Skills and 


Dispositions Test 


 


2.55 IGS 


2.5 GPA in major 


2.5 GPA overall 


 


Approval 3 credits in 


courses of 


Agricultural 


Education with a 


2.50 GPA or better. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Approval admission 


to the program  


 


Satisfactory 


completion of Essay  


(College Board).   


 


Registrar’s Office 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Program 


Coordinator 


Previously done 


by College Board 


Currently by 


Unit 


 


#8 Demonstrate caring 


dispositions toward professional 


and personal development (d) 


Candidate Interviews Satisfactory 


completion of 


Interview 


Program 


Coordinator 


Use of the results:  Direct Admission to the Department of Agricultural Education is based on student’s 


General Admission Index and College Entrance Examination Board scores.    GPA is used to monitor 


Program enrollment and to provide immediate feedback from the Registrar’s Office regarding admission to 


the Program. Academic progress in Education courses and in content courses is monitored as well. The 


academic advisor makes program and course recommendations to candidates based on this and other 


information. Results from the essay are the basis for recommending specific actions to candidates in a group 


interview. Candidates who receive unsatisfactory ratings on the Writing Skills test are advised to take a 


writing course or use the tutoring services offered by the Centro Bilingüe de Redacción. Those who receive 


unsatisfactory ratings on the Dispositions test are directed to career counseling. Candidates not presenting 


satisfactory dispositions to teach are directed to career counseling. 
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Transition Point #2: Completion of Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture course 


Candidates Proficiencies 


(k=knowledge, s=skill, 


d=disposition) 


Assessment Tools Benchmarks 


In Charge of 


Data 


Collection 


#1 Possess content 


knowledge of the  discipline 


candidates aspires to teach 


(k)  


#2 Possess pedagogical 


content knowledge (k) 


#3 Possess knowledge of 


human development and 


learning (k) 


#4 Demonstrate creative 


critical thinking (s) 


#5 Exhibit comprehensive 


formation-communication 


skills  (s) 


#6 Demonstrate community 


building skills (s) 


#7 Assessment of student 


learning. 


#8 Demonstrate caring 


disposition.  


#9 Demonstrate sensitivity to 


diversity. 


#10 Demonstrate reflective 


practice. 


Completion of 12 credits in 


courses of Agricultural 


Education: 


- EDAG 4005- Methods in 


Teaching Vocational Agriculture. 


- EDAG 4006- Curriculum 


Development.  


- EDAG 4007- Organization and 


Administration in Vocational 


Agriculture or EDAG 4015-


Youth Organization and 


Programs.  


- EDAG 4016- Audiovisual Media 


in Teaching Vocational 


Agriculture. 


Transcript 


 


Content Portfolio which include 


rubrics of: 


-Reflective essay on One time 
Field Observation 
-Curricular guide 
-Microteaching activity 
-Development of audiovisual 
materials (digital video, 
webpage, posters, interactive 
instructional activities, and radio 
programs) 
 
Agricultural Content State Exams 
Rubric 
 
 
 
Pre-Post diagnostic test 


Approval 12 credits 


in courses of 


Agricultural 


Education. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


80% Content 


Portfolio Rubric 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


80% or higher on the 


Agricultural Content 


State Exams Rubric 


 


80% or higher on    


      the post exam 


Registrar’s Office 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Professor of 


EDAG 4007 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Professor of 


EDAG 4007 


 


 


Professor of 


EDAG 4007 


Use of Results: GPA is used to monitor candidate’s proficiencies in content and pedagogical knowledge. 


Academic advisors use GPA and other measures of academic progress to help candidates make informed 


decisions about their programs of study.  Candidates not presenting a satisfactory level of performance are 


advised to take or repeat the appropriate courses.   
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Transition point #3: Admission to Teaching Practice I 


Candidates Proficiencies 


(k=knowledge, s=skill, 


d=disposition) 


Assessment Tools Benchmarks Person in charge 


#1 Possess content knowledge of 


the  discipline candidates aspires 


to teach (k)  


#2 Possess pedagogical content 


knowledge (k) 


#3 Possess knowledge of human 


development and learning (k) 


#4 Demonstrate creative critical 


thinking (s) 


#5 Exhibit comprehensive 


formation-communication skills  


(s) 


#6 Demonstrate community 


building skills (s) 


#7 Assessment of student 


learning. 


#8 Demonstrate caring 


disposition.  


#9 Demonstrate sensitivity to 


diversity. 


#10 Demonstrate reflective 


practice. 


Completion of at least 9 


credits in education 


courses: 


-EDAG 4005 


Method in Teaching Vocational 


Agriculture. 


-EDAG 4006 


Curriculum Development.  


-EDAG 4007 


Organization and 


Administration in Vocational 


Agriculture.  


 


Group and individual 
orientation rubric 


 


 


 


 


Coursework Portfolio 


Approval of at least 9 


credits in Agricultural 


Education courses  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 
Satisfactory 
completion of 
orientation  
 
 
 
80% Coursework 
Portfolio Rubric  


Registrar’s Office 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
 
Program 
coordinator 


Use of the results: GPA is used to monitor candidate proficiencies in content and pedagogical knowledge. 


Academic advisors use GPA in courses taken to help candidates make informed decisions about their 


academic program.  Candidates not presenting a satisfactory level of performance are advised to take or 


repeat the appropriate courses.  Candidates are required to keep a Portfolio through the Teaching Practice I 


and II courses which is part of the formative assessment of the candidate. 
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Transition point #4: Exit from the Second Teaching Practice Course 


Candidates Proficiencies 


(k=knowledge, s=skill, 


d=disposition) 


Assessment Tools Benchmarks 
In Charge of 


Data Collection 


#1 Possess content knowledge of 


the  discipline candidates aspires 


to teach (k)  


#2 Possess pedagogical content 


knowledge (k) 


#3 Possess knowledge of human 


development and learning (k) 


#4 Demonstrate creative critical 


thinking (s) 


#5 Exhibit comprehensive 


formation-communication skills (s) 


#6 Demonstrate community 


building skills (s) 


#7 Assessment of student 


learning. 


#8 Demonstrate caring 


disposition.  


#9 Demonstrate sensitivity to 


diversity. 


#10 Demonstrate reflective 


practice. 


UPRM Report Transcript 


 


Student teaching evaluation 


rubrics for EDAG 4018 and 


EDAG 4019 


 


Teaching Practice Portfolio 
with candidate work (i.e. 
lesson plans, integration of 
assessments for diverse 
students, reflective essays, 
self-evaluation report, 
cooperative teacher 
evaluations, attendance 
records and research 
papers.) 
 


Field Observation and 
Clinical Experiences 
 


Completion of: 


EDES 4006 –Nature and 


Needs of Exceptional 


Learners 


EDAG 4016 – Audiovisual 


Media in Teaching 


Vocational Agriculture 


 


HIST 3111 or   HIST 3112 


– History of United States 


HIST 3241 or HIST 3242 – 


History of Puerto Rico  


 


UPRM- Transcript 


2.5 GPA in major 


2.5 GPA overall 


 


80% on Student 


Teaching Evaluation 


rubric 


 


80% Teaching 


Practice Portfolio 


rubric 


 


 


 


 


 


Completion of 315 


hours  


 


Approval of the 


course 


Agricultural 


Education Program 


Candidates- 


-General education 


courses 60 


-Agricultural 


Sciences 


requirements 33 


-Departmental 


requirements 19 


-Professional 


electives 18 


-Free electives 12 


    Total 142 credits 


Registrar’s 


Office 


 


 


Cooperating 


teacher and  


University 


supervisor 


 


Professor of 


EDAG 4018 & 


EDAG 4019 


 


 


 


Professor of 


EDAG 4018 & 


EDAG 4019  


 


Registrar’s 


Office 


Use of the results: GPA is collected with the purpose of monitoring candidate’s proficiencies in content 


knowledge, and to provide feedback to the Registrar’s and Admission’s Offices regarding future 


admissions to the Program.  All data from the assessment instruments and the transcript are reviewed by 


the academic advisor and the student-teaching coordinator. The data are used to modify or improve 


program based on need. 
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Unit Operation Assessment 


 


The principal places where the unit operation data is collected and used: the Agricultural 


Education Program Department (EDAG Program), the Secondary Education Teacher 


Preparation Program (PPMES) office, the Division of Extension and Professional Studies 


(DECEP), the Office of Institutional Research and Planning (OIIP) and the Information 


Technologies Center (ITC). The directors of the EDAG and PPMES collect operational data 


to plan course offerings, assign teaching duties, and coordinate clinical practice. The 


directors and their academic advisors use candidate performance data to guide candidates 


through their teacher preparation program or sequence. The director of DECEP handles 


faculty evaluations and follow-up surveys. The Teacher Education Assessment Board 


reviews all of the available data relevant to the quality of the unit operation. The Dean of 


Academic Affairs (unit head) coordinates the discussion of the assessment board’s findings 


with the corresponding departments and personnel.  


 
 


Unit Operation Assessment  


Assessment Tools  Data collected by: 1)  
Data aggregated by: 2) 


Data analyzed & used by: 3) 


When 


General Admission Index to the 
Education Program 
Content and Education Courses 
and Grades  
GPA  
(Transcript) 


1) Registrar’s Office  
2) OIIP 
3) PPMES & EDAG Program 


Enrollment in 
curricular sequence 


Program and course demand, 
offerings, and enrollment 


1) PPMES, Ag Ed Program Director & 
Registrar’s Office  


2), 3) PPMES Director & EDAG Program 
Director 


Every semester 


Faculty evaluations: 
- University faculty 
- Clinical school faculty 


1) DECEP & Ag Ed Program 
2) ITC 
3) Faculty & departments 


At the end of every 
semester 


Certification Test Results (PCMAS) 
 


1) College Board 
2) College Board, Assessment Board 
3) DECEP 


End of Program 


 
Use of the results 


 


The unit regularly and systematically uses data to evaluate program efficacy and initiate 
changes, as follows. 
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1) GPA and course grades are used to monitor program enrollment and to provide 


immediate feedback to the Registrar’s Office regarding admission to the program. 
The agricultural education, mathematics, physical education, and physics 
departments restrict the number of applicants admitted to their teacher preparation 
programs by setting minimum admission indices. The minimum admission indices 
were 255, 280, 245, and 290 respectively for the 2008-09 academic year. The 
admission index (IGS, Índice General de Solicitud) is a combination of College 
Board Entrance Examination scores and high school GPA.  
 


2) The PPMES office and the EDAG department use candidate transcript information, 
content and education courses previously taken and grades obtained as well as the 
general and course GPAs, during student enrollment in the curricular sequences. 
The number and status of candidates is taken into consideration for planning course 
offerings. Since UPRM encourages students to take initial education courses as free 
or recommended electives as a means of recruiting teacher candidates, it is 
important to identify course offerings needed to attend candidates. Course demand 
is then taken into account for faculty recruitment and allocation of teaching 
resources. It is particularly important to identify the number of candidates who will 
enroll in methodology and student teaching practice to recruit adjunct university 
faculty and school faculty. 


 


3) University and clinical school faculty demographics and faculty evaluations by 
students are used by the departments and the faculty. Faculty use their student 
evaluations to monitor and improve their teaching and classroom performance. The 
information provided by the Student Opinion Survey (in Spanish COE or faculty 
evaluations) is individually reviewed each semester by each instructor with the 
DECEP director and discussed in a personal goal-setting conference. 


 
4) Departments use aggregated evaluation data to plan faculty (university and school) 


professional development every semester. At UPRM, student evaluations are 
considered an important factor for teaching assignments, tenure, and promotion. 
When the evaluations denote a need for improvement and directors have spotted 
repeated areas for improvement, they arrange for special themed professional 
development activities with the Centro de Enriquecimiento Profesional (CEP) (see 
http://uprm.edu/cep ). Faculty evaluations are also used for tenure decisions and 
faculty promotion. Candidate evaluations of cooperating teachers are a major factor 
in subsequent Practice Center placements. 


 
5) Both PPMES and EDAG use Teacher Certification Test Results (PCMAS) annually 


to evaluate how well their respective programs are preparing candidates for these 
tests and meeting UPRM candidate content and pedagogical knowledge goals. The 
Teacher Certification Test results are submitted in Title II reports on teacher 
preparation program. The results are used by UPRM and the Puerto Rico 
Department of Education to evaluate the quality of the teacher preparation program. 
The Teacher Education Assessment Board uses these results to identify strengths 



http://uprm.edu/cep
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and weaknesses in the existing curricula and to make data driven decisions about 
course content and program requirements. 


 
6) Candidate statistics and demographics such as content programs, year of curricular 


sequence enrollment, status, and others are used to complete annual institutional 
reports which affect funding allocation. In the fall semester of the 2009-2010 
academic year, there were approximately 700 teacher candidates from 39 UPRM 
undergraduate programs, 10 graduate programs, and 2 non-degree programs. 


 
7) The office of PPMES and the office of EDAG use field and clinical experience 


supervisory data such as teaching center attendance hours, unit seminars, and 
workshops attendance to assure candidates and clinical faculty meet their 
responsibilities. This information is taken into account for both candidate’s grades 
and faculty clinical assignments. 


 
8) A series of surveys have proven to be very informative in the establishment of 


initiatives to innovate and improve the quality of the programs and unit operations. 
Candidates complete an End of Program Survey at the end of their teaching 
practice. In the survey, candidates express their level of satisfaction with the 
program and make suggestions for improvements. There was 100% response rate 
for the first semester 2009-10. The program worked with responses of the 2006-07 
survey; PPMES invested in its physical facilities and in technology resources (added 
a computer center, “smart boards,” and data displays in the classrooms). The 
facilities are currently being remodeled. CRUISE (in Spanish Centro de Recursos 
Universitarios Investigación y Servicios Educativos) was originally created to 
address candidate concerns about resources for planning and preparing their 
student teaching classes.  In fall 2009, CRUISE received a significant addition to its 
resources in donations from the AlACiMa project. 


 
9) DECEP collects external data and information annually from alumni, cooperating 


teachers, and school principals by means of surveys. This information has brought 
about programmatic changes, such as an increase in the number of clinical 
experience hours required of candidates.  
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Program Quality Assessment 


The unit uses a number of assessments and evaluations which allow for feedback and 


suggestions to manage and improve the operations and programs of the unit. The 


university-wide course evaluation process with the Student Opinion Survey 


(Cuestionario de Opinión Estudiantil – COE) allows candidates to give regular feedback 


each semester on instructor ability in the areas of general academia, teaching, service, 


research and creative work to facilitate student learning. 


 


Program Quality Assessment  
Assessment Tools  Data collected by: 1)  


Data aggregated by: 2) 
Data analyzed & used by: 3) 


When 


Faculty evaluations: 
- University faculty 
- Clinical school faculty 


1) DECEP & EDAG Program 
2) ITC  
3) Faculty, PPMES & EDAG Program 


Every semester 


Candidate statistics and 
demographics  


1) Registrar’s Office  
2) OIIP & ITC 
3) PPMES 


Every semester 


Field and Clinical Experiences – 
Supervisory data  (Hours, 
attendance to schools, seminars 
and workshops) 
 


1), 2), and 3) PPMES & EDAG Program Every month 


Faculty demographic and 
evaluation data : 
-University Faculty  
-Clinical School Faculty 
 


1) Registrar’s Office  
2) OIIP (for university faculty),  PPMES & 


EDAG Program (for clinical school 
faculty) 


3) PPMES 


Every semester 


End of Program Surveys 
 


1), 2) DECEP 
3) DECEP, PPMES & EDAG  Program 
 


End of Program (every 
semester) 


Alumni surveys 
Employer surveys  
 


1), 2), and 3) DECEP & EDAG Program Annually 


Certification Test Results (PCMAS) 
 


1) College Board 
2) College Board 
3) PPMES & EDAG Program 


End of Program 
(annually) 


 
Use of the results 
Both the DECEP and the EDAG directors receive and review evaluation results from 


COE each semester.   The information is individually reviewed and discussed in a 


personal goal setting conference with each faculty. This is done particularly if the results 


denote a need for improvement. When the directors have spotted repeated areas for 
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improvement, they arrange special themed professional development activities with the 


CEP.  


 


An end-of-program evaluation is given to each candidate at the end of the student 


teaching practice course. The form requires candidate to answer questions about the 


quality of the program, advising, field experiences, and connection to the conceptual 


framework, as well as open-ended questions about the program and suggestions for 


improvements. Results of these evaluations are aggregated by the program and 


discussed in program meetings to improve courses, faculty’s performance, 


administrative process and physical facilities. 


 


Assessment and evaluation used across the unit to manage and improve its operations 


are alumni surveys, admission and retention data, and the Teacher Certification Test 


scores (PCMAS) and PCMAS survey results.  


 
Insuring Consistency, Accuracy, and Fairness of Assessment 


Institutional Assessment Guiding Principles 


A commitment to the assessment of institutional effectiveness requires a parallel 


commitment to ensure its use in the improvement of programs and services. The 


following five principles serve to unify the assessment practices at UPRM, while 


allowing for flexibility in approach for each unit. The principles emulate the five 


fundamental criteria of assessment planning identified by Middle States Commission in 


Higher Education (MSCHE, 2005). 


1. The mission, goals, and objectives of the institution (and the unit) serve as the 


foundation for assessment planning. 


2. Assessment tasks are shared – plans are developed and implemented with the 


support and collaboration of both faculty and administration. 


3. Assessment plans and processes utilize multiple measures, taking existing 


practices and requirements into consideration (e.g., external accreditation 


agencies) to avoid duplication of effort. 


4. Assessment is not an event or an outcome, but a process of continuous 


improvement where findings are used to inform planning and allocate resources. 


5. Assessment plans identify realistic (rather than idealistic) goals, timetables, and 


resources. 


Assessment of institutional effectiveness at UPRM occurs on both the institutional and 


unit levels. The Office of Institutional Research and Planning (OIIP) and the Continuous 


Improvement Education Initiative (CIEI) serve to develop and monitor efforts at the 


institutional level. In addition, several campus units collect data on key institutional 


indicators of interest. At the unit level, the assessment plan is part of the strategic plan.  
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With regards to fairness, PPMES and EDAG take extensive measures to be certain 


candidates know what is expected of them, how to meet these expectations, and how 


they will be evaluated. Both PPMES and EDAG maintain web sites where program 


requirements, forms, and manuals are available (seehttp://www.uprm.edu/educon/ 


ppmes_formularios.html and http://agricultura.uprm.edu/edag/).  In addition, the 


program requires candidates to attend a week-long orientation sessions about 


expectations especially with regard to student teaching practice. PPMES uses a series 


of manuals which cover expectations and requirements. These manuals cover the 


student teaching practice, theory and methodology, and the E-Portfolio which includes 


the Teacher Candidate Work Sample (TCWS). Candidates develop their E-Portfolio 


over three courses (computer applied to education, methodology, and student  


teaching) and in EDAG candidates receive a manual for coursework portfolio required in  


practice I and practice II.  The TCWS was developed from pioneering efforts of the 


Renaissance Group and aligned with state standards. The conceptual framework was 


aligned with institutional standards, state standards, professional standards, and 


INTASC performance standards.  All candidate assessment must be aligned with the 


conceptual framework. The same criteria established under the broader categories of 


knowledge, skills, and dispositions expressed in the Conceptual Framework appear in 


the unit-wide key assessments (such as educational philosophy project, E-Portfolio, 


TCWS and practice observation instrument and EDAG coursework portfolio). This way 


the unit ensures assessments are congruent with the complexity, cognitive demands, 


and skill requirements described in the standards. 


 


To ensure consistency and accuracy, the Associate Director of PPMES plans semester 


workshops and orientations for teacher candidates, cooperating teachers, and school 


principals or directors, university supervisors and methodology professors in an effort to 


guarantee everybody involved in the process understands the expectations, forms, and 


assessments geared to effectively work to achieve the objectives. Representatives in 


each content area were asked to revise the alignment of the program assessment 


system with NCATE, state education, and professional organization standards. Each 


assessment instrument, revised or created, is subjected to a continuous improvement 


review to verify consistency, fairness, accuracy and that is free of bias by all the 


stakeholders involved. The school and university faculty discuss changes to instruments 


among themselves and with candidates. All rubrics currently used for assessment of 


knowledge, skills, and dispositions have been constructed using raters feedback, paying 


attention that they are fair, accurate and free of bias.  


 


 


Technology Used to Maintain the System 


The Institutional Research and Planning Office, which is under the direct supervision of 


the chancellor maintains a database for collecting and maintaining assessment 



http://www.uprm.edu/educon/%20ppmes_formularios.html

http://www.uprm.edu/educon/%20ppmes_formularios.html

http://agricultura.uprm.edu/edag/
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information related to academic progress of all students. The Registrar’s Office, in 


collaboration with the Technology Information Center, provides the Teacher Preparation 


Program with a database system with College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) 


scores, high school grade point average, UPR General Admission Index (IGS), 


university course grades and other academic information stored in the Registrar’s 


Office. Data from measures directly related to the course work and areas of 


specialization are obtained from faculty, collected by the Teacher Preparation Program, 


and provided to the Program Assessment Committee.  


 


Data are summarized in narratives, tables, and charts. UPRM uses in house programs 


(Centro de Tecnologías de Información y la Oficina de Investigación Institucional y 


Planificación) to aggregate demographic data and transcript information. In addition, the 


unit presently use MicroSoft Excel and Access to analyze and store candidate and unit 


data. UPRM recently acquired CWReporter and is in the process of moving the data 


and the analysis process. MicroSoft Word and PowerPoint are used to prepare, 


disseminate, and store data reports.   


 


 


Implementation of the Assessment System 


 


The directors of the Teacher Preparation Programs together with the Program 


Assessment Committees oversee the implementation of the assessment system.  They 


work hand in hand with the faculty to guarantee the successful development and 


validation of the techniques needed to assess candidates’ progress and to assure the 


proper administration of the assessment measures as candidate’s progress from one 


transition point to another. The Program Assessment Committee is responsible for the 


collection of data, data entry, statistical analysis, and studies required to assess the 


effectiveness of the Teacher Preparation Program. The Program Assessment 


Committee, the program coordinators, and the program directors, share the 


responsibility for the interpretation of the assessment results. 


 


Dissemination of the Results 


 


Data and analysis of results appropriate for public distribution is made available through 


the UPRM website: http://educon.uprm.edu.  


The Assessment Board and the Advisory Board working documents are stored on line 


at:  https://sites.google.com/site/ppmesuprm/home.  


The Specialized Professional Association reports, other official reports, and related 


information are available to interested parties at: 


http://sites.google.com/site/cannybellido/ncate-sparum. 


 



http://educon.uprm.edu/

https://sites.google.com/site/ppmesuprm/home

http://sites.google.com/site/cannybellido/ncate-sparum
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The Institutional Research and Planning Office, in collaboration with the Program 


Assessment Committee, is responsible for the dissemination of institutional assessment 


data. Aggregated data on Teacher Preparation Candidates is posted on the Institutional 


Research and Planning Office Web page (http://oiip.uprm.edu/ ). The assessment 


results are subject to discussion in diverse forums with concerned UPRM constituents, 


school personnel and alumni.  The ideas and opinions of the university community are 


taken into consideration for overall program improvement. The discussion of the results 


is a periodic agenda item in Department meetings and in meetings with the Dean of 


Academic Affairs. These discussions lead to corrective actions when necessary.   


The institution’s Office of Continuous Improvement and Assessment considers the 


results of the program assessment when assigning priorities for budget allocation.  The 


Office of Continuous Improvement and Assessment uses the assessment information to 


better target its evaluation and professional development activities. Teacher Preparation 


Program candidates participate in annual forums and workshops to help them 


understand the implications of the results of these assessments and to give them the 


opportunity to participate in the development of action plans.   


 


 



http://oiip.uprm.edu/
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Exhibit 1a.5.1 
UPRM Candidate Performance on Content Specialization Teacher Certification Tests 


compared to the Performance of All Test Takers in Puerto Rico  
(Latest Title II Reports available) 


Content Specialization 


Number 
UPRM 


Candidate 
Test  Takers 


Percentage 
UPRM 


Candidate 
Approval 


Total 
Number Test 
Takers (PR) 


Percentage 
Approval All 


(PR)  


Test Takers 


All Tested Areas 20091 38 92% 516 84% 


All Tested Areas 2008 34 97% 628 86% 


Spanish 20082 11 100% 106 95% 


All Tested Areas 2007 55 100% 633 95% 


Social Studies 20073 10 100% 101 97% 


Total 127 97% 1777 89% 


 
 


  


                                           
1 Puerto Rico’s Title II reports aggregate results on all Content Specialization Teacher Certification Tests under 


Academic Content Areas. The five areas subject to Content Specialization tests in Puerto Rico are: English, 
Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, and Spanish. No disaggregated data were reported for UPRM because less 
than 10 UPRM candidates took tests in any of the five areas during the period reported for 2009. 


2
 Disaggregated data were reported for UPRM on only the Spanish Content Specialization Teacher Certification 
Tests because less than 10 UPRM candidates took tests in the areas of English, Mathematics, Science, and Social 
Studies during the period reported for 2008. 


3
 Disaggregated data were reported for UPRM on only the Social Studies Content Specialization Teacher 
Certification Tests because less than 10 UPRM candidates took tests in the areas of English, Mathematics, 
Science, and Spanish during the period reported for 2007. 


 







The complete official Title II Reports are available online: 


State Report 2007 https://title2.ed.gov/Title2DR/ChooseState.asp?Type=Map&Year=2007 


State Report 2008 https://title2.ed.gov/Title2DR/ChooseState.asp?Type=Map&Year=2008 


State Report 2009 https://title2.ed.gov/Title2DR/ChooseState.asp?Type=Map&Year=2009 


 



https://title2.ed.gov/Title2DR/ChooseState.asp?Type=Map&Year=2007

https://title2.ed.gov/Title2DR/ChooseState.asp?Type=Map&Year=2008

https://title2.ed.gov/Title2DR/ChooseState.asp?Type=Map&Year=2009



Table 4. Teacher Certification Test Results




Exhibit 1a.2.1a 
UPRM Content Credits per Program 


Program Content Credits Required1 


Agriculture 32 – 53 


Art 40 – 46 


Biology 38 – 42 


Business Education 55 – 62 


Chemistry 45 


English 63 


History 51 


Math 41 – 53 


Physical Education 36 – 39 


Physics 30 – 43 


Social Studies 45 – 72 


Spanish 53 


Theater2 21 


 
Initial teacher preparation at UPRM is for the formation of secondary school teachers. By 
design, UPRM candidates must complete a bachelor’s degree in content. This makes content 
knowledge both in depth and breadth, a strong suit of UPRM teacher preparation. To examine 
the specific content courses required in each specialization available in a program, see Exhibit 
1.a.2.1.b Content Courses and Credits.  
  


                                           
1 In some programs teacher candidates may choose among different specializations. The table shows the range 
from the minimum to the maximum number of content credits required among specializations. 
2 UPRM does not offer a major or minor in Theater so UPRM theater teacher candidates must complete a 


minimum of 21 credits in Theater and a bachelor's degree in another field. 







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Agriculture Programs 


Agriculture - Agricultural Education 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Crop Production 4 


Fundamentals of Animal Science 4 


General Soils 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Tropical Plant Pathology 3 


Veterinary Physiology 3 


Intro to Farm Business Admin 3 


Physiological Principles of Crop Production 3 


Farm Animal Diseases 3 


Agricultural Entomology 3 


Total Agriculture Content 32 


 


Agriculture - General Agriculture 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Crop Production 4 


Fundamentals of Animal Science 4 


Veterinary Physiology 3 


Introduction of Agronematology 3 


General Soils 3 


Tropical Plant Pathology 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Horticultural Crops 3 


Animal Feeding & Nutrition 4 


Physiological Principles of Crop Production 3 


Introduction to Farm Management 3 


Agriculture Electives 14 


Total Agriculture Content 53 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Agriculture Programs 


Agriculture - Agricultural Economics 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Crop Production 4 


Fundamentals of Animal Science 4 


Principles of Agricultural Economic Analysis 3 


Marketing of Agricultural Products 3 


General Soils 3 


Agricultural Finance 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Physiological Principles of Crop Production 3 


Agricultural Economics Practicum or   


Supervised Professional Occupational Experience for Coop Students 3 


Farm Management and Accounting 3 


Seminar 1 


Agricultural Economics Electives 12 


Other Agriculture Electives 6 


Total Agriculture Content 51 


 


Agriculture - Agribusiness 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Crop Production 4 


Fundamentals of Animal Science 4 


Marketing of Agricultural Products 3 


General Soils 3 


Agricultural Finance 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Physiological Principles of Crop Production 3 


Agricultural Economics Practicum or   


Supervised Professional Occupational Experience for Coop Students 3 


Farm Management and Accounting 3 


Seminar 1 


Other Agriculture Electives 6 


Total Agriculture Content 36 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Agriculture Programs 


Agriculture - Agricultural Extension 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Crop Production 4 


Fundamentals of Animal Science 4 


General Soils 3 


Plant Propagation 3 


Tropical Plant Pathology 3 


Veterinary Physiology 3 


Extension Philosophy & Objectives 3 


Physiological Principles of Crop Production 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Soil Fertility and Fertilizers 3 


Farm Animals Diseases 3 


Agricultural Entomology 3 


Marketing of Farm Products 3 


Introduction to Rural Sociology 3 


Horticultural Crops 3 


Vegetable Gardening 3 


Introduction to Farm Management 3 


Total Agriculture Content 53 


 


Agriculture - Agronomy 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Crop Production 4 


Fundamentals of Animal Science 4 


General Soils 3 


Physiological Principles of Crop Production 3 


Soil Fertility and Fertilizers 3 


Introduction to Farm Management 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Mineral Nutrition in Plants 3 


Agronomy and Soils Practicum or   


Supervised Professional Occupational Experience for Coop Students 3 


Tropical Plant Pathology 3 


Weed Control 3 


Seminar 2 


Total Agriculture Content 37 


 







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Agriculture Programs 


Agriculture - Mechanical Agriculture Technology 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Crop Production 4 


Fundamentals of Animal Science 4 


Introduction to Farm Management 3 


Agricultural Power 3 


Marketing of Farm Products 3 


Physiological Principles of Crop Production 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Farm Electrification 3 


Farm Service Buildings 3 


Mechanical Technology in Agriculture Practicum or   


Supervised Professional Occupational Experience for Coop Students 3 


Agricultural Products Processing 3 


Soil and Water Management 4 


Seminar in Mechanized Agriculture 2 


Agricultural Finance 3 


Total Agriculture Content 44 


 


Agriculture - Soil Sciences 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Crop Production 4 


Fundamentals of Animal Science 4 


General Soils 3 


Physiological Principles of Crop Production 3 


Soil Fertility and Fertilizers 3 


Physical & Chemical Properties of Soils 3 


Introduction to Farm Management 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Mineral Nutrition in Plants 3 


Agronomy and Soils Practicum or Super Prof Occup Exp for Coop Students 3  


Tropical Plant Pathology 3 


Weed Control 3 


Seminar 2 


Genesis, Morphology & Classification of Soils 3 


Soils of Puerto Rico 3 


Agricultural Entomology 3 


Total Agriculture Content 49 







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Agriculture Programs 


Agriculture - Animal Industry 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Crop Production 4 


Fundamentals of Animal Science 4 


General Soils 3 


Veterinary Physiology 3 


Soil Fertility and Fertilizers 3 


Animal Feeding and Nutrition 3 


Physiological Principles of Crop Production 3 


Agrostology, Forages & Pastures Management 3 


Introduction to Farm Management 3 


Reproduction of Farm Animals 3 


Animal Science Practicum 3 


Animal Breeding 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Seminar 2 


Total Agriculture Content 43 


 


Agriculture - Crop Protection 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Crop Production 4 


Fundamentals of Animal Science 4 


General Soils 3 


Crop Ecology 3 


Agricultural Bacteriology 3 


Tropical Phytopathology 3 


Physiological Principles of Crop Production 3 


Agricultural Entomology 3 


Introduction to Farm Management 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Crop Protection Practicum 3 


Weed Control 3 


Introduction to Agronematology 3 


Seminar 1 


Pesticides and their Use in Agriculture 3 


Plant Breeding 3 


Total Agriculture Content 48 


 







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Agriculture Programs 


Agriculture - Horticulture 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Crop Production 4 


Fundamentals of Animal Science 4 


General Soils 3 


Plant Propagation 3 


Ornamental Horticulture 3 


Physiological Principles of Crop Production 3 


Agricultural Machinery I 3 


Tropical Phytopathology 3 


Agricultural Entomology 3 


Horticulture Practicum or   


Supervised Professional Occupational Experience for Coop Students 3 


Tropical Fruit Culture I 3 


Coffee 3 


Seminar 1 


Starchy Crops 4 


Introduction to Farm Management 3 


Vegetable Crops 3 


Total Agriculture Content 49 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Art Programs 


Art - Plastic Arts 


Courses Credits 


Painting and Drawing Workshop 6 


Fundamentals of Art Theory 6 


Graphic Arts Workshop 6 


Art History to the Renaissance 6 


Sculpture & Modeling Workshop 6 


Modern Art 6 


Art Seminar 4 


Art Electives 6 


Total Art Content 46 


 


Art - Theory of Art 


Courses Credits 


Fundamentals of Art Theory 6 


Art History to the Renaissance 6 


Modern Art 6 


Art Criticism 6 


Art Seminar 4 


Art Electives 12 


Total Art Content 40 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Biology Programs 


Biology 


Courses Credits 


General Biology I 4 


General Biology II 4 


Plant Organismal Biology or   


Animal Organismal Biology 4 


Principles of Ecology 3 


Genetics 3 


Human Physiology or   


Comparative Vertebrate Phys. 4 


Cell Physiology 3 


Seminar 1 


Evolution 3 


Biology Electives 9 


Total Biology Content 38 


 


Industrial Microbiology 


Courses Credits 


General Biology I 4 


General Biology II 4 


General Microbiology 3 


Genetics 3 


Economic Mycology or   


Intro to Medical Mycology 3 


Human Physiology or   


Plant Physiology or   


Comparative Vertebrate Phys. 3 


Principles of Ecology 3 


Microbial Physiology 3 


General Biochemistry 3 


Microbial Ecology 3 


Seminar (Microbiology) 1 


Biology Elective 3 


Evolution 3 


Industrial Microbiology or   


Clinical Microbiology 3 


Total Biology Content 42 


 







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Business Administration Programs 


Accounting 


Courses Credits 


Elementary Accounting I 4 


Elementary Accounting II 4 


Intro. to Data Processing 3 


Intermediate Accounting I 3 


Intermediate Accounting II 3 


Cost Accounting 3 


Principles of Marketing 3 


Financial Markets I 3 


Business Finance 3 


Advanced Accounting Problems 3 


Income Tax of Puerto Rico 3 


Financial Markets II 3 


The Environment of Organizations 3 


Intro. to Personnel Administration and Industrial Relations 3 


Auditing 3 


Business Law I 3 


Operations Management 3 


Business Law II 3 


Administrative Policy 3 


Contemporary Theory of Accounting 3 


Total Business Content 62 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Business Administration Programs 


Computerized Information Systems 


Courses Credits 


Elementary Accounting I 4 


Elementary Accounting II 4 


Managerial Accounting 3 


Program Development I 3 


Principles of Management 3 


Program Development II 3 


Operations Management 3 


The Environment of Organizations 3 


Financial Markets I 3 


Information Systems Analysis Methods 3 


Intro. to Personnel Administration and Industrial Relations 3 


Business Finance 3 


Financial Markets II 3 


Principles of Marketing 3 


Structured Systems Information Analysis and Design 3 


Business Law I 3 


Database Program Development 3 


Business Law II 3 


Systems Development 3 


Total Business Content 59 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Business Administration Programs 


Finance 


Courses Credits 


Elementary Accounting I 4 


Elementary Accounting II 4 


Intro to Data Processing 3 


Principles of Marketing 3 


Financial Markets I 3 


Principles of Management 3 


Business Finance 3 


Managerial Accounting 3 


Corporate Financial Policy 3 


Financial Markets II 3 


Public Sector Finances 3 


Intro. to Personnel Administration and Industrial Relations 3 


The Environment of Organizations 3 


Investments 3 


Business Law I 3 


Management of Financial Institutions 3 


Operations Management 3 


Current Financial Trends 3 


Administrative Policy 3 


Business Law II 3 


Total Business Content 62 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Business Administration Programs 


Industrial Management 


Courses Credits 


Elementary Accounting I 4 


Elementary Accounting II 4 


Principles of Management 3 


Principles of Marketing 3 


Intro to Data Processing 3 


Financial Markets I 3 


Production Management I 3 


Business Finance 3 


The Environment of Organizations 3 


Financial Markets II 3 


Intro. to Personnel Administration and Industrial Relations 3 


Production Management II 3 


Managerial Accounting 3 


Business Law I 3 


Quantitative Methods in Management 3 


Production Planning & Control 3 


Seminar 3 


Administrative Policy 3 


Business Law II 3 


Materials & Management 3 


Total Business Content 62 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Business Administration Programs 


Marketing 


Courses Credits 


Elementary Accounting I 4 


Elementary Accounting II 4 


Principles of Marketing 3 


Managerial Accounting 3 


Financial Markets I 3 


Consumer Behavior 3 


Operations Management 3 


Intro to Data Processing 3 


Business Finance 3 


Financial Markets II 3 


Intro. to Personnel Administration and Industrial Relations 3 


Promotion & Advertising 3 


The Environment of Organizations 3 


Business Law I 3 


Retail Sales Management 3 


Seminar 3 


Administrative Policy 3 


Business Law II 3 


Management of Physical Distribution 3 


Total Business Content 59 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Business Administration Programs 


Human Resources 


Courses Credits 


Elementary Accounting I 4 


Elementary Accounting II 4 


Principles of Management 3 


Organizational Theory 3 


Intro to Data Processing 3 


Business Finance 3 


Financial Markets I 3 


The Environment of Organizations 3 


Managerial Accounting 3 


Intro. to Personnel Administration and Industrial Relations 3 


Human Resources Administration 3 


Financial Markets II 3 


Operations Management 3 


Principles of Marketing 3 


Industrial Relations 3 


Business Law I 3 


Organizational Behavior 3 


Seminar 3 


Administrative Policy 3 


Business Law II 3 


Total Business Content 62 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Business Administration Programs 


Office Administration 


Courses Credits 


Keyboarding & Applications I 3 


Keyboarding & Applications II 3 


Intro to Data Processing 3 


Training in Electronic Equipment 3 


Electronic Production of Documents 3 


Records Management 3 


Principles of Management 3 


Introduction to the Office Administration 3 


Elementary Accounting I 4 


Administrative Office Procedures 3 


Introduction of Word Processing 3 


Training & Seminar Planning 3 


Business Law I 3 


Office Administration Internship 3 


Professional Electives 12 


Total Business Content 55 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Chemistry Program 


Chemistry 


Courses Credits 


General Chemistry I 4 


General Chemistry II 4 


Organic Chemistry I 4 


Organic Chemistry II 4 


Analytical Chemistry I 4 


Analytical Chemistry II 4 


Physical Chemistry I 3 


Physical Chemistry II 3 


Physical Chemistry Lab I 1 


Physical Chemistry Lab II 1 


Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry 3 


Inorganic Chemistry Lab 1 


Seminar 2 


Biochemistry 3 


Instrumental Methods of Analysis 4 


Total Chemistry Content 45 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
English Programs 


English - Literature 


Courses Credits 


First Year English 6 


Second Year English 6 


Phonetics of English 3 


American Literature to 1860 3 


Survey of English Literature to 1660 3 


Expository Writing in English 3 


American Lit. 1860 - Modern Period 3 


Survey of English Lit. 1660 - Modern Period 3 


Shakespeare 3 


Research and Writing in Literature 3 


English Electives 27 


Total English Content 63 


 


English - Linguistics 


Courses Credits 


First Year English 6 


Second Year English 6 


Phonetics of English 3 


American Literature to 1860 3 


Survey of English Literature to 1660 3 


Expository Writing in English 3 


The Structure of English 3 


American Lit. 1860 - Modern Period 3 


Survey of English Lit. 1660 - Modern Period 3 


PsychoLinguistics 3 


Research and Writing in Language & Linguistics 3 


History of the English Language 3 


English Electives 21 


Total English Content 63 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
History Program 


History 


Courses Credits 


History of the Modern World I 3 


History of the Modern World II 3 


History of Puerto Rico I 3 


History of Puerto Rico II 3 


History of the Ancient World 3 


The Medieval World 3 


History of Spain I 3 


Historiography and Approaches to History 6 


Electives in European History 6 


History of Spain II 3 


Historical Research 3 


History of the United States 6 


Themes in History 3 


Bibliography & Library Research in the Social Sciences 3 


Principles of Political Science 3 


Twentieth Century Puerto Rican History 3 


Total History Content 57 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Mathematics Programs 


Mathematics - Pure 


Courses Credits 


Precalculus 5 


Calculus I 4 


Calculus II 4 


Calculus III 3 


Intro. to Computer Programming 3 


Intro. to Foundations of Mathematics 3 


Intro. to Linear Algebra 3 


Ordinary Differential Equations 3 


Intro. to Algebraic Structures 3 


Mathematical Statistics I 3 


Advanced Calculus I 3 


Advanced Calculus II 3 


Elements of Topology 3 


Intro. to Complex Variables with Applications 3 


Undergraduate Seminar 1 


Theory of Numbers or   


Higher Geometry or   


Intro. to Math. of Modern Science I or   


Intro. to Math. of Modern Science II or   


Mathematical Statistics II 6 


Total Mathematics Content 53 


 
 


Mathematics - Education 


Courses Credits 


Precalculus 5 


Calculus I 4 


Calculus II 4 


Calculus III 3 


Intro. to Computer Programming 3 


Intro. to Foundations of Mathematics 3 


Intro. to Linear Algebra 3 


Ordinary Differential Equations 3 


Intro. to Algebraic Structures 3 


Mathematical Statistics I 3 


Number Theory 3 







Mathematics Education 3 


Undergraduate Seminar 1 


Total Mathematics Content 41 


  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Mathematics Programs 


Mathematics - Computer Science 


Courses Credits 


Precalculus 5 


Calculus I 4 


Calculus II 4 


Calculus III 3 


Intro. to Computer Programming 6 


Intro. to Foundations of Mathematics 3 


Intro. to Linear Algebra 3 


Ordinary Differential Equations 3 


Intro. to Data Structures 3 


Intro. to Algebraic Structures 3 


Programming Languages 3 


Mathematical Statistics I 3 


Assembly Language Programming 3 


Numerical Analysis 3 


Systems Organization & Programming 3 


Undergraduate Seminar 1 


Total Mathematics Content 53 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Physical Education Programs 


Physical Education - Teaching 


Courses Credits 


History & Principles of Physical Education 3 


Weight Lifting & Weight Training for Different Sports 1 


Personal & Community Health 3 


Fundamentals of Motor Learning 3 


Teaching Physical Education for the Handicapped 3 


Teaching Methods & Techniques in Physical Education 3 


Evaluation & Research in Physical Education 3 


Biomechanics of Human Movement 3 


First Aid and Security 2 


Organization, Adm. & Supervision of Physical Education 3 


Physiology of Exercise 3 


Physical Education Fundamentals 4 


Physical Education Elective 2 


Total Physical Education Content 36 


 


Physical Education - Coaching 


Courses Credits 


History & Principles of Physical Education 3 


Weight Lifting & Weight Training for Different Sports 1 


Personal & Community Health 3 


Fundamentals of Motor Learning 3 


Teaching Physical Education for the Handicapped 3 


First Aid and Security 2 


Teaching Methods & Techniques in Physical Education 3 


Evaluation & Research in Physical Education 3 


Biomechanics of Human Movement 3 


Athletic Training 3 


Organization, Adm. & Supervision of Physical Education 3 


Physiology of Exercise 3 


Physical Education Fundamentals 4 


Physical Education Elective 2 


Coaching and Officiating 8 


Seminar in Coaching & Officiating 2 


Total Physical Education Content 39 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Physics Programs 


Physics - Theoretical 


Courses Credits 


General Physics I 4 


General Physics Lab I 1 


General Physics II 4 


General Physics Lab II 1 


Intermediate Mechanics 3 


Intermediate Laboratory I 2 


Modern Physics 3 


Dynamics 3 


Electromagnetism 3 


Intermediate Laboratory II 2 


Computers in Physics 3 


Wave Mechanics 3 


Thermal Physics 3 


Seminar 2 


Physics electives 6 


Total Physics Content 43 


 


Physics - Teaching 


Courses Credits 


General Physics I 4 


General Physics Lab I 1 


General Physics II 4 


General Physics Lab II 1 


Intermediate Laboratory I 2 


Modern Physics 3 


Astronomy I 3 


Electronics 3 


Physics electives 9 


    


    


    


    


    


    


Total Physics Content 30 


 







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Social Studies Programs 


Social Studies - Psychology 


Courses Credits 


Principles of Psychology I 3 


Principles of Psychology II 3 


Psychology as a Profession 1 


Social Psychology 3 


Physiological Psychology 3 


Experimental Methods in Psychology 4 


Intro. to Philosophy: Major or Questions or   


Intro. to Philosophy: Historical Approach 3 


Seminar on Psychological Research 3 


Bibliography & Library Research in the Social Sciences 3 


History of the Modern World 6 


Twentieth Century Puerto Rican History 3 


History of Puerto Rico 6 


History of the United States of America 6 


Social Science electives 6 


Philosophy electives 3 


Psychology electives 15 


Total Social Studies Content 71 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Social Studies Programs 


Social Studies - Sociology 


Courses Credits 


Introduction to Sociology 6 


Human Geography 3 


History of the Modern World 6 


Physical Geography 3 


Bibliography & Library Research in the Social Sciences 3 


History of Puerto Rico 6 


History of Social Thought 3 


Research Methods in the Social Sciences 3 


Contemporary Social Theory 3 


Research in Sociology 6 


Principles of Population 3 


Structure of Society in Puerto Rico 3 


Social and Cultural Change 3 


History of the United States of America 6 


Social Science electives 6 


Sociology electives 9 


    


Total Social Studies Content 72 


 


Social Studies - Social Sciences 


Courses Credits 


Intro. to  the Study of Social Sciences 6 


Bibliography & Library Research in the Social Sciences 3 


Principles of Political Science 3 


Intro. to Cultural Anthopology 3 


Research Methods in the Social Sciences 3 


History of Puerto Rico 6 


History of the United States of America 6 


Government of Puerto Rico 3 


Twentieth Century Puerto Rican History 3 


Human Geography 3 


Principles of Economics I 3 


Principles of Economics II 3 


Total Social Studies Content 45 


 
 







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Social Studies Programs 


Social Studies - Political Sciences 


Courses Credits 


Principles of Political Sciences 3 


Government of Puerto Rico 3 


Intro. to  the Study of Social Sciences 6 


Government of United States 3 


History of the United States of America 6 


History of the Modern World 6 


History of Puerto Rico 6 


International Relations 3 


Comparative Government & Politics 3 


Political Theory 3 


Principles of Economics I 3 


Principles of Economics II 3 


Intro. to Cultural Anthopology 3 


Human Geography 3 


Twentieth Century Puerto Rican History 3 


Political Science electives 15 


Total Social Studies Content 72 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Spanish Program 


Spanish 


Courses Credits 


Basic course in Spanish I 3 


Basic course in Spanish II 3 


Intro. to Spanish Literature 6 


Intro. to Linguistics I 3 


Spanish-American Literature I 3 


The Golden Age 6 


Intro. to Linguistics II 3 


Diachrony of the Spanish Language 3 


Puerto Rican Literature I 3 


Seminar 2 


The Spanish Language in America 3 


Puerto Rican Literature II 3 


Spanish electives 12 


Total Spanish Content 53 


 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits 
Theater Program 


Theater 


Courses Credits 


Introduction to Theater Art 6 


Scene Design  6 


Stage Craft 4 


Acting 6 


Theater Production  6 


Directing 6 


 





Content Credits Exhibits 1a.2.1a_1a.2.1b




Exhibit 1a.2.2 
UPRM Candidate Specialization GPA on Completion - 2006-2009 


 Specialization 
Number of 
Candidates 


% GPA 2.50 
or better 


% GPA 3.00 
or better 


Agricultural Education 34 85% 26% 


Art 7 100% 71% 


Business Education 13 100% 92% 


Spanish 32 100% 91% 


Theater1 1 100% 100% 


Non-SPA 53 94% 64% 


Biology 21 100% 71% 


Chemistry 3 100% 100% 


English 28 100% 71% 


History 12 100% 67% 


Mathematics 19 89% 21% 


Physical Education 60 100% 67% 


Physics 3 100% 0% 


Science 27 100% 67% 


Social Studies 42 98% 67% 


SPA 188 98% 63% 


UPRM 241 99% 63% 


 


  


                                           
1 The last UPRM Theater candidate graduated in 2006 







UPRM Candidate Specialization GPA on Completion - 2008-2009 


 Specialization 
Number of 
Candidates 


% GPA 2.50 
or better 


% GPA 3.00 
or better 


Agricultural Education 4 100% 25% 


Art 1 100% 100% 


Business Education 3 100% 100% 


Spanish 10 100% 90% 


Theater 0 NA NA 


Non-SPA 18 100% 78% 


Biology 4 100% 75% 


Chemistry 2 100% 100% 


English 10 100% 50% 


History 5 100% 60% 


Mathematics 9 78% 22% 


Physical Education 17 100% 53% 


Physics 0 NA NA 


Science 6 100% 83% 


Social Studies 16 100% 81% 


SPA 63 97% 59% 


UPRM 81 98% 63% 


 


 


  


                                           


 







UPRM Candidate Specialization GPA on Completion - 2007-2008 


 Specialization 
Number of 
Candidates 


% GPA 2.50 
or better 


% GPA 3.00 
or better 


Agricultural Education 8 88% 38% 


Art 2 100% 0% 


Business Education 2 100% 100% 


Spanish 8 100% 100% 


Theater 0 NA NA 


Non-SPA 20 95% 65% 


Biology 8 100% 75% 


Chemistry 1 100% 100% 


English 9 100% 89% 


History 3 100% 67% 


Mathematics 5 100% 0% 


Physical Education 23 100% 74% 


Physics 2 100% 0% 


Science 11 100% 64% 


Social Studies 13 100% 46% 


SPA 64 100% 63% 


UPRM 84 99% 63% 


 


  


                                           


 







UPRM Candidate Specialization GPA on Completion - 2006-2007 


 Specialization 
Number of 
Candidates 


% GPA 2.50 
or better 


% GPA 3.00 
or better 


Agricultural Education 14 86% 21% 


Art 4 100% 100% 


Business Education 8 100% 100% 


Spanish 14 100% 86% 


Theater 1 100% 100% 


Non-SPA 41 95% 68% 


Biology 9 100% 67% 


Chemistry 0 NA NA 


English 9 100% 78% 


History 4 100% 75% 


Mathematics 5 100% 40% 


Physical Education 20 100% 70% 


Physics 1 100% 0% 


Science 10 100% 60% 


Social Studies 13 92% 69% 


SPA 61 98% 67% 


UPRM 102 97% 68% 


 


 


                                           


 





Exhibit 1a.2.2 UPRM Candidate Specialization GPA




Exhibit 1a.2.3b 
Teaching Practice Classroom Observations Instruments 


Percentage UPRM candidates meeting Exemplary Criteria by Section 
1st Semester 2007-08 to 1st Semester 2009-10 


Section 
Non-SPA 


SPA 
Art 


Business 
Education 


Spanish Subtotal 


Number of Candidates 8 13 19 40 56 


Content Knowledge 100% 92% 63% 80% 93% 


Pedagogical Content 
Knowledge 


100% 92% 100% 98% 100% 


Comprehensive Formation 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Building Community Skills 100% 85% 74% 83% 73% 


Assessment 100% 100% 100% 100% 94% 


Caring Disposition 100% 100% 100% 100% 96% 


Sensitivity to Diversity 100% 100% 100% 100% 95% 


Reflective Practice 100% 92% 100% 98% 90% 


Total Performance 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


 


The table shown above tabulates the percentage of candidates that scored 80% or more with 
respect to each of the indicated categories. During teaching practice, candidates are rated from 
deficient (score 0) to excellent (score 3) on over 70 classroom observation items. Candidates 
are rated exemplary in a section when they score at least 80% of the possible total on the items 
in that area. In order to score 80% in a section, candidates must be rated excellent on at least 
40% of the items in that section over the course of six or more evaluations. The Classroom 
Observations instruments are available in Exhibit 1a.2.3a Classroom Observation Instrument 
and Survey Compilation.  
 
  







Exhibit 1a.2.3c 
UPRM Candidate Content Knowledge Item Analysis NonSPA Programs 


Spring, 2008-2009 


  
  


Content Knowledge Items 
Rating Count 


Content Knowledge Items 
Rating Percentage 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 88 16 85% 15% 


Business Ed 67 41 60% 37% 


Spanish 89 92 46% 48% 


All NonSPA 244 149 60% 37% 


SPA 1199 165 87% 12% 


Total 1443 314 81% 18% 


 
 


 


Exhibit 1a.2.4 
UPRM Agricultural Education Candidates 


Percentage meeting Content Knowledge targets 
2005-2009 


Content Knowledge 
Number 


Evaluated 
Number 


meeting Target 
Percentage 


meeting Target 


Curricular guide1 65 62 95% 


State Exams2 21 21 100% 


Practice I 50 43 86% 


Practice II (Formative & Summative) 75 72 96% 


All assessments 211 198 94% 


 


                                           
1
 In the Curriculum Development course (EDAG 4006), the Agricultural Education candidate develops a curricular 
guide with instructional materials to be used during teaching practice. The curricular guide has at least five units 
with five lesson plans, prologue, artifacts, and formative and summative evaluations. The prologue includes the 
results of a needs assessment for the topic and the candidate’s educational philosophy. 


2 In the Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture course (EDAG 4007), the Agricultural Education 
candidate participates in the design, administration, and correction of the annual Puerto Rico Agriculture high 
school exam (state competition). The rubric for this participation evaluates content knowledge demonstrated in 
the design and correction of whichever of the sixteen exam areas the candidate was responsible for. 





Content Knowledge Classroom Observation Exhibits 1a.2.3b_1a.2.3c_1a.2.4




Exhibit 1a.4.1 
PCMAS Survey Results 2006-2008 (latest reports available) 


Comparison of Content Knowledge Item Responses 
UPRM Candidates versus all Puerto Rico Candidates 


Survey Item #3 - Indicate the highest academic preparation that you have completed or will 
complete by the end of the present year: 


Year 
Total 


Responses 


Number of Responses Percentage Responses 


At least 
Bachelor's plus 


30 credits 


At least 
Master's 


At least 
Bachelor's plus 


30 credits 


At least 
Master's 


2008 UPRM 147 72 6 49% 4% 


2008 PR 5107 1190 313 23% 6% 


2007 UPRM 165 97 22 59% 13% 


2007 PR 5446 1516 416 28% 8% 


2006 UPRM 163 78 13 48% 8% 


2006 PR 4780 1517 417 32% 9% 


Total UPRM 475 247 41 52% 9% 


Total PR 15333 4223 1146 28% 7% 


 


Survey Item #12 - How many university or postsecondary credits do you have that are NOT in 
education or pedagogy faculties or departments (Sciences, General Studies, Humanities, etc)? 


Year 
Total 


Responses 


Number of Responses Percentage Responses 


More than 
60 


More than 
46 


More than 
60 


More than 
46 


2008 UPRM 145 110 119 76% 82% 


2008 PR 5065 1461 2262 29% 45% 


2007 UPRM 165 126 133 76% 81% 


2007 PR 5397 1717 2488 32% 46% 


2006 UPRM 161 125 135 78% 84% 


2006 PR 4777 1558 2180 33% 46% 


Total UPRM 471 361 387 77% 82% 


Total PR 15239 4736 6930 31% 45% 


 


  







Survey Item #14 - How do you perceive your university preparation in courses that you took 
outside of the Education or Pedagogy Faculty or Department? 


Year 
 


Total 
Responses 


Number of Responses Percentage Responses 


Very good 
Good or 


Very good 
Very good 


Good or 
Very good 


2008 UPRM 147 89 135 61% 92% 


2008 PR 5078 2354 3878 46% 76% 


2007 UPRM 165 115 153 70% 93% 


2007 PR 5396 2498 4181 46% 77% 


2006 UPRM 163 112 150 69% 92% 


2006 PR 4765 2378 3706 50% 78% 


Total UPRM 475 316 438 67% 92% 


Total PR 15239 7230 11765 47% 77% 


 


Survey Item #15 - The competence and understanding that you have developed in the level or 
material that you expect to teach has been: 


Year 
Total 


Responses 


Number of Responses Percentage Responses 


Very good 
Good or 


Very good 
Very good 


Good or 
Very good 


2008 UPRM 147 102 140 69% 95% 


2008 PR 5121 3688 4848 72% 95% 


2007 UPRM 165 125 161 76% 98% 


2007 PR 5471 3884 5155 71% 94% 


2006 UPRM 163 131 160 80% 98% 


2006 PR 4796 3423 4532 71% 94% 


Total UPRM 475 358 461 75% 97% 


Total PR 147 102 140 69% 95% 


 
 
 
  







PPMES Practice Center Principal Responses regarding how frequently UPRM graduated 
teachers in their schools displayed the ideal characteristics in the indicated Area 


1st Semester 2009-10 


Area Always 
Almost 
Always 


Always or Almost 
Always 


Content Knowledge 86% 75 93% 


Pedagogical Content Knowledge 73% 24% 97% 


Pedagogical Knowledge and Skills 60% 35% 95% 


Student Learning 62% 32% 94% 


Professional Dispositions 73% 23% 96% 


Diversity 66% 30% 96% 


All 69% 27% 96% 


 
Fourteen of nineteen (79%) Practice Center Principals responded to the survey. The percentages shown 
in the table are based on the fourteen responses. 
 
 


Agricultural Practice Center Principal Responses regarding how frequently agriculture 
teachers in their schools displayed the ideal characteristics in the indicated Area 


2nd Semester 2009-10 


Area Always 
Almost 
Always 


Always or Almost 
Always 


Content Knowledge 92% 8% 100% 


Pedagogical Content Knowledge 89% 11% 100% 


Student Learning 91% 9% 100% 


Professional Dispositions 93% 7% 100% 


All 92% 8% 100% 


 
Twelve of forty (30%) Agricultural Education Practice Center Principals responded to the telephone 
survey. The percentages shown in the table are based on the twelve responses. UPRM offers the only 
agriculture teacher preparation program in Puerto Rico. 


 


  







Universidad de Puerto Rico en Mayagüez 
Decanato de Asuntos Académicos 


División de Educación Continua y Estudios Profesionales (DECEP) 
Programa de Preparación de Maestros de Escuela Secundaria (PPMES) 


 


CUESTIONARIO AL DIRECTOR DEL CENTRO DE PRACTICA DOCENTE SOBRE LAS 


PRÁCTICAS EDUCATIVAS DE LOS MAESTROS EGRESADOS DEL PPMES-RUM 


 


   Fecha: __________________________ 


Por favor, lea cada pregunta cuidadosamente y conteste de forma espontánea basándose en las 
experiencias de dirección y supervisión  que ha tenido durante el presente año escolar. La 
información que provea será usada para mejorar el Programa de Preparación de Maestros de 
Escuela Secundaria del RUM. Agradecemos mucho su cooperación. 


Nombre de la Escuela: _________________________________  Distrito Escolar: 
_______________ 


Nombre del Director: __________________________________ 


1. ¿Es usted egresado del Programa de Preparación de Maestros del Recinto Universitario de 


Mayagüez?  _______ 


2. ¿En cuál universidad obtuvo su grado de Bachillerato? ______________________________ 


3. Especialidad _________________________________   Año de graduación _____________ 


4. ¿En cuál universidad obtuvo su grado de maestría? ________________________________ 


5. Especialidad _________________________________   Año de graduación _____________ 


6. Incluyendo el presente año, ¿cuántos años ha sido usted:  


a. Director(a) escolar? _____    


b. Director(a) en este distrito escolar? _____     


c. Director(a) de esta escuela? _____ 


7. ¿Cuántos años fue usted maestro de la sala de clases? _________ 


8. ¿Cuál era su especialidad? _____________________________________________ 


9. ¿Fue usted maestro cooperador?   Si ______   No ______ 







10. ¿Cuál es la matrícula total de su escuela?  ______________ estudiantes. 


11. ¿Qué grados incluye su escuela? Grado _____ al grado _____.  


12. ¿En qué tipo de comunidad está localizada esta escuela? 


a. Pueblo  


b. Urbana          


c. Suburbana      


d. Rural   


13. ¿Cuántos maestros trabajan en esta escuela?  Total _______;  F_______ M ______ 


 
14. La composición étnica de estos maestros es: 


 
________ %  Hispanos   _______ % Negros    ________% Caucásicos  _______% Otras 
 


15. ¿Cuántos maestros son egresados del PPMES del RUM? Total ________;  F______ M______ 


 
16. La composición étnica de estos maestros es: 


 
________ %  Hispanos   _______ % Negros    ________% Caucásicos  _______% Otras 
 


17. ¿Cuántos egresados trabajan como maestros enseñando las siguientes especialidades? 


 
Español _______ Inglés______ Historia ______   Estudios Sociales ______ 
 
Biología ______   Química ______ Física _______ Matemáticas _______ 
 
Arte _______    Salud _______   Educación Física ________  Educación Comercial ______ 
 
Teatro ______ 
 


18. ¿Cuántos egresados poseen un certificado regular de maestro en la asignatura que 


enseñan? 


 
Español _______ Inglés______ Historia ______   Estudios Sociales ______ 
 
Biología ______   Química ______ Física _______ Matemáticas _______ 
 
Arte _______    Salud _______   Educación Física ________  Educación Comercial ______ 
 
Teatro ______ 
 







 
 
 
 


19. ¿Cuántos  egresados poseen un grado de maestría en la asignatura que enseñan? 


 
Español _______ Inglés______ Historia ______   Estudios Sociales ______ 
 
Biología ______   Química ______ Física _______ Matemáticas _______ 
 
Arte _______    Salud _______   Educación Física ________  Educación Comercial ______ 
 
Teatro ______ 
 


20. ¿Cuántos de los maestros egresados del RUM  han sido admitidos a  la carrera magisterial? 


 
Total          F  ______       M ______ 


SEGUNDA PARTE: CUESTIONARIO 


Con la intención de evidenciar la labor que realizan los egresados del Programa de Preparación 


de Maestros de Escuelas Secundarias (PPMES) del Recinto de Mayagüez, necesitamos que conteste el 


siguiente instrumento tomando en consideración la experiencia profesional que usted ha tenido con 


ellos. 


Este instrumento pretende medir el dominio de las competencias específicas que el PPMES debe 


haber desarrollado en sus egresados.  Favor de leer cada reactivo antes de seleccionar la alternativa que 


represente la ejecutoria  profesional de los egresados supervisados por usted. 


Reactivos: 


 


Los egresados del PPMES… 


Escala 


Siempre 


3 


Casi 
Siempre 


2 


En 
ocasiones 


1 


Nunca 


0 


21. Demuestran corrección y propiedad en 


la expresión oral y escrita     


22. Muestran dominio cabal de la materia 


de su concentración.     


23. Al enseñar integran los conceptos de su 


especialidad en otras disciplinas.     


24. Demuestran destrezas de construcción 


de planes de unidad.     







Reactivos: 


 


Los egresados del PPMES… 


Escala 


Siempre 


3 


Casi 
Siempre 


2 


En 
ocasiones 


1 


Nunca 


0 


25. Demuestran a través de la planificación 


tener dominio del desarrollo de los 


Estándares, Expectativas de Aprendizaje, 


Métodos y Técnicas recomendados por 


el DEPR para su nivel y área de 


concentración.  


    


26. Demuestran dominio de las destrezas de 


redacción de objetivos operacionales.     


27. Llevan a cabo actividades que involucran 


y comprometen a los estudiantes en un 


aprendizaje activo. 
    


28. Toman en consideración las experiencias 


individuales, talentos y el aprendizaje 


previo, así como el lenguaje, la cultura, 


la familia y los valores de la comunidad 


de los estudiantes  y lo evidencian a 


través de la planificación de las 


actividades que desarrollan. 


    


29. Al enseñar integran los fundamentos 


filosóficos, psicológicos y sociológicos 


necesarios para una práctica pedagógica 


efectiva. 


    


30. Evidencian a través de las actividades 


diarias que fomentan en sus estudiantes 


el desarrollo del pensamiento y análisis 


critico. 


    


31. Hacen uso efectivo del tiempo 


completando las actividades de inicio, 


desarrollo y cierre en cada clase. 
    


32. Utilizan diversas formas de avalúo y 


evaluación para determinar la ejecución 


de los estudiantes tomando en 


consideración  la diversidad de ellos. 


    







Reactivos: 


 


Los egresados del PPMES… 


Escala 


Siempre 


3 


Casi 
Siempre 


2 


En 
ocasiones 


1 


Nunca 


0 


33. Conocen y llevan a la práctica acomodos 


razonables para los estudiantes con 


necesidades especiales. 
    


34. Desarrollan actividades extracurriculares 


(conferencias, viajes de campo, obras de 


teatro, equipos deportivos, etc.) con el 


propósito de enriquecer el contenido 


que enseñan. 


    


35. Demuestran dominio de las destrezas de 


construcción de la planilla de 


especificaciones previo a la elaboración 


de las pruebas. 


    


36. Demuestran dominio de las destrezas de 


construcción de pruebas objetivas y 


subjetivas. 
    


37. Demuestran a través de la tabulación 


dominio en el análisis de los resultados 


de las pruebas. 
    


38. Evidencian la re-enseñanza a través de 


los exámenes y las pruebas.     


39. Reflexionan e investigan sobre su 


práctica educativa usando como criterio 


el logro de los objetivos trazados y las 


dificultades para obtenerlos. 


    


40. Participan y colaboran en actividades 


auspiciadas por la escuela y/o la 


comunidad. 
    


41. Mantienen relaciones adecuadas con los 


estudiantes, mostrando respeto, 


cordialidad, confianza y una interacción 


agradable conducente al aprendizaje. 


    


42. Establecen junto a los estudiantes, 


normas que crean un ambiente estable y     







Reactivos: 


 


Los egresados del PPMES… 


Escala 


Siempre 


3 


Casi 
Siempre 


2 


En 
ocasiones 


1 


Nunca 


0 


seguro y propicia que estos asuman 


responsabilidad por sus acciones y por la 


toma de decisiones. 


43. Son consecuentes y equitativos en la 


aplicación de las normas acordadas y las 


consecuencias que conlleva faltar a 


éstas. 


    


44. Se preocupan por aquellos estudiantes 


que se ausentan con frecuencia y de 


aquellos que manifiestan cambios 


preocupantes en su conducta; refiere los 


casos a los profesionales de apoyo 


correspondientes (trabajador social, 


consejero, director). 


    


45. Utilizan los recursos disponibles 


(expediente académico del estudiante, 


registro escolar, informe socio-


económico, PEI) para obtener 


información relacionada con el 


trasfondo social, emocional, los 


intereses, habilidades y necesidades de 


los alumnos. 


    


46. Incorporan materiales didácticos para 


promover el aprendizaje de todos los 


estudiantes. 
    


47. Incorporan los recursos tecnológicos en 


los procesos de enseñanza y 


aprendizaje. 
    


48. Participan en iniciativas para el 


desarrollo profesional que responden a 


sus necesidades como educador. 
    


49. Transfieren críticamente a la sala de 


clases los aprendizajes construidos en     







Reactivos: 


 


Los egresados del PPMES… 


Escala 


Siempre 


3 


Casi 
Siempre 


2 


En 
ocasiones 


1 


Nunca 


0 


las actividades para el desarrollo 


profesional. 


50. Utilizan el resultado de los aprendizajes 


de sus estudiantes, la aportación de la 


familia de sus estudiantes, las críticas 


constructivas de sus colegas y las 


evaluaciones formales del sistema como 


una fuente importante de información 


para identificar sus necesidades de 


desarrollo profesional. 


    


Muchas gracias por su colaboración.  Para la construcción de los criterios utilizados en este instrumento 


tomamos como fuente de referencia los siguientes documentos: Estándares Profesionales de los 


Maestros de Puerto Rico (Departamento de Educación de Puerto Rico, 2008); Marco Conceptual del 


Programa de Preparación de Maestros de Escuela Secundaria del Recinto Universitario de Mayagüez  


(2007); Instrumento de Evaluación de Práctica Docente (PPMES, 2007-09). 


  







Departamento de Educación Agrícola 
Colegio de Ciencias Agrícolas 


 
Universidad de Puerto Rico 


Recinto Universitario de Mayagüez 
Apartado 9030 


Mayagüez,  Puerto Rico  00680-9030 
Teléfonos: (787) 832-4040 


                   Exts: 3855, 3120 
                      Directo:     (787) 265-3855 
                      Fax:          (787) 265-3814 


 


Agricultural Education Department 
Collage of Agricultural Science 


 
University of Puerto Rico 


Mayagüez Campus 
P.O. Box  9030 


Mayagüez,  Puerto Rico  00680-9030 
Phones: (787) 832-4040 


                 Exts: 3855, 3120 
                  Direct:    (787) 265-3855 
                  Fax:        (787) 265-3814 


 


 


 


 


EVALUACIÓN DE LAS PRÁCTICAS EDUCATIVAS DE LOS MAESTROS EGRESADOS DEL DEPARTAMENTO DE 


EDUCACIÓN AGRÍCOLA POR PARTE DE LOS DIRECTORES DE LOS CENTROS DE PRÁCTICA 


 


Primera Parte: Labor que realizan los egresados del Departamento de Educación Agrícola 


Este instrumento pretende medir el dominio de las competencias específicas que el 


departamento de Educación Agrícola debe haber desarrollado en sus egresados. Favor de leer cada 


reactivo antes de seleccionar la alternativa que represente la ejecutoria profesional de los egresados 


supervisados por usted. 


 


1. ¿Cuántos maestros son egresados del Departamento de Educación Agrícola? 


Total____ F____  M____  


2. La composición étnica de estos maestros es: 


__________% Hispanos  ___________% Negros  ________% Caucásicos  __________% Otras 


3. ¿Cuántos maestros practicantes de Educación Agrícola ha recibido en los últimos tres años? ___ 


4. ¿Cuál es el grado académico alcanzado del maestro de Educación Agrícola? _________________ 


5. ¿Cuántos de los maestros egresados del Departamento de Educación Agrícola han sido 


admitidos a la carrera magisterial?  


Total  F________   M_________ 


SEGUNDA PARTE: CUESTIONARIO 


 Con la intención de evidenciar la labor que realizan los egresados del Departamento de 


Educación Agrícola del Recinto Universitario de Mayagüez, necesitamos que conteste el siguiente 


instrumento tomando en consideración la experiencia profesional que usted ha tenido con ellos. 


 Este instrumento pretende medir el dominio de las competencias específicas que el 


Departamento de Educación Agrícola debe haber desarrollado en sus egresados. Favor de leer cada 


reactivo antes de seleccionar la alternativa que represente la ejecutoria profesional de los egresados 


supervisados por usted. 


 


EdAg 
Depto. 


 







Reactivos 


Los egresados del Departamento de Educación Agrícola 


Escala 


3
   


  S
ie


m
p


re
 


2
   


  C
as
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p
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1
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s 


0
   


  N
u


n
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1. Demuestran corrección y propiedad en la expresión oral y escrita.     


2. Muestran dominio cabal de la materia de su concentración.      


3. Al enseñar integran los conceptos de su especialidad en otras disciplinas.      


4. Demuestran destrezas de construcción de planes de unidad.     


5. Demuestran a través de la planificación tener dominio del desarrollo de las 


expectativas de aprendizaje, métodos y técnicas recomendados por el DEPR 


para su nivel y área de concentración.  


    


6. Demuestran dominio de las destrezas de redacción de objetivos 


operacionales. 


    


7. Llevan a cabo actividades que involucran y comprometen a los estudiantes 


en un aprendizaje activo. 


    


8. Toman en consideración las experiencias individuales, talentos y el 


aprendizaje previo y lo evidencian a través de la planificación de las 


actividades que desarrollan. 


    


9. Toman en consideración el lenguaje, la cultura, la familia y los valores de la 


comunidad de los estudiantes y lo evidencian a través de la planificación de 


las actividades que desarrollan. 


    


10. Al enseñar integran los fundamentos filosóficos, psicológicos y sociológicos 


necesarios para una práctica pedagógica efectiva. 


    


11. Evidencian a través de las actividades diarias que fomentan en sus 


estudiantes el desarrollo del pensamiento y análisis crítico. 


    


12. Hacen uso efectivo del tiempo completando las actividades de inicio, 


desarrollo y cierre en cada clase. 


    


13. Utilizan diversas formas de avaluó y evaluación para determinar la 


ejecución de los estudiantes tomando en consideración la diversidad de 


ellos. 


    


14. Conocen y llevan a la práctica acomodos razonables para los estudiantes 


con necesidades especiales. 


    


15. Desarrollan actividades extracurriculares (conferencias, viajes de campo, 


obras de teatro, equipos deportivos, etc.) con el propósito de enriquecer el 


contenido que enseñan. 


    


16. Demuestran dominio de las destrezas de construcción de la planilla de 


especificaciones previo a la elaboración de las pruebas. 


    


17. Demuestran dominio de las destrezas de construcción de pruebas objetivas 


y subjetivas. 


 


    







18. Demuestran a través de la tabulación dominio en el análisis de los 


resultados de las pruebas. 


    


19. Evidencian la re-enseñanza a través de los exámenes y las pruebas.     


20. Reflexionan e investigan sobre su práctica educativa usando como criterio 


el logro de los objetivos trazados y las dificultades para obtenerlos. 


    


21. Mantienen relaciones adecuadas con los estudiantes, mostrando respeto, 


cordialidad, confianza, y una interacción agradable conducente al 


aprendizaje. 


    


22. Establecen junto a los estudiantes, normas que crean un ambiente estable 


y seguro y propicia que estos asuman responsabilidad por sus acciones y 


por la toma de decisiones. 


    


23. Son consecuentes y equitativos en la aplicación de las normas acordadas y 


las consecuencias que conlleva faltar a éstas. 


    


24. Se preocupan por aquellos estudiantes que se ausentan con frecuencia y de 


aquellos que manifiestan cambios preocupantes en su conducta; refiere los 


casos a los profesionales de apoyo correspondientes (trabajador social, 


consejero, director). 


    


25. Utilizan los recursos disponibles (expediente académico del estudiante, 


registro escolar, informe socio-económico, PEI) para obtener información 


relacionada con el trasfondo social, emocional, los intereses, habilidades y 


necesidades de los alumnos. 


    


26. Incorporan materiales didácticos para promover el aprendizaje de todos los 


estudiantes. 


    


27. Incorporan los recursos tecnológicos en los procesos de enseñanza y 


aprendizaje. 


    


28. Participan en iniciativas para el desarrollo profesional que responden a sus 


necesidades como educador. 


    


29. Transfieren críticamente a la sala de clases los aprendizajes construidos en 


las actividades para el desarrollo. 


    


30. Utilizan el resultado de los aprendizajes de sus estudiantes, la aportación 


de la familia de sus estudiantes, las críticas constructivas de sus colegas y 


las evaluaciones formales del sistema como una fuente importante de 


información para identificar sus necesidades de desarrollo profesional. 


    


31. Desarrolla actividades educativas utilizando los recursos de la finca escolar.     


32. Desarrolla actividades educativas utilizando los recursos del 


laboratorio/salón de clases 


    


33. Organiza y mantiene comunicación con el comité asesor del programa     


34. Demuestran pleno conocimiento del contenido de su materia (Ciencias 


Agrícolas) 


    


35. Realizan actividades educativas agrícolas para la comunidad     


 


Gracias por su participación 







Practice Center Principals Survey Results and Summary 


Reactivos:       


Los egresados del PPMES… Avrg 
% 


Always 
  


Demuestran corrección y propiedad en la expresión oral y escrita 2.79 79% 100% 


Muestran dominio cabal de la materia de su concentración. 2.79 86% 93% 


Al enseñar integran los conceptos de su especialidad en otras 
disciplinas. 


2.64 71% 93% 


Demuestran destrezas de construcción de planes de unidad. 2.79 86% 93% 


Demuestran a través de la planificación tener dominio del 
desarrollo de los Estándares, Expectativas de Aprendizaje, 
Métodos y Técnicas recomendados por el DEPR para su nivel y 
área de concentración.  


2.71 71% 100% 


Demuestran dominio de las destrezas de redacción de objetivos 
operacionales. 


2.64 64% 100% 


Llevan a cabo actividades que involucran y comprometen a los 
estudiantes en un aprendizaje activo. 


2.57 57% 100% 


Toman en consideración las experiencias individuales, talentos y el 
aprendizaje previo, así como el lenguaje, la cultura, la familia y los 
valores de la comunidad de los estudiantes  y lo evidencian a 
través de la planificación de las actividades que desarrollan. 


2.43 50% 93% 


Al enseñar integran los fundamentos filosóficos, psicológicos y 
sociológicos necesarios para una práctica pedagógica efectiva. 


2.57 57% 100% 


Evidencian a través de las actividades diarias que fomentan en sus 
estudiantes el desarrollo del pensamiento y análisis critico. 


2.50 57% 93% 


Hacen uso efectivo del tiempo completando las actividades de 
inicio, desarrollo y cierre en cada clase. 


2.71 71% 100% 


Utilizan diversas formas de avalúo y evaluación para determinar la 
ejecución de los estudiantes tomando en consideración  la 
diversidad de ellos. 


2.71 71% 100% 


Conocen y llevan a la práctica acomodos razonables para los 
estudiantes con necesidades especiales. 


2.79 79% 100% 







Desarrollan actividades extracurriculares (conferencias, viajes de 
campo, obras de teatro, equipos deportivos, etc.) con el propósito 
de enriquecer el contenido que enseñan. 


2.43 57% 86% 


Demuestran dominio de las destrezas de construcción de la 
planilla de especificaciones previo a la elaboración de las pruebas. 


2.36 50% 86% 


Demuestran dominio de las destrezas de construcción de pruebas 
objetivas y subjetivas. 


2.64 71% 93% 


Demuestran a través de la tabulación dominio en el análisis de los 
resultados de las pruebas. 


2.64 64% 100% 


Evidencian la re-enseñanza a través de los exámenes y las pruebas. 2.50 57% 93% 


Reflexionan e investigan sobre su práctica educativa usando como 
criterio el logro de los objetivos trazados y las dificultades para 
obtenerlos. 


2.43 50% 93% 


Participan y colaboran en actividades auspiciadas por la escuela 
y/o la comunidad. 


2.71 71% 100% 


Mantienen relaciones adecuadas con los estudiantes, mostrando 
respeto, cordialidad, confianza y una interacción agradable 
conducente al aprendizaje. 


2.86 86% 100% 


Establecen junto a los estudiantes, normas que crean un ambiente 
estable y seguro y propicia que estos asuman responsabilidad por 
sus acciones y por la toma de decisiones. 


2.86 86% 100% 


Son consecuentes y equitativos en la aplicación de las normas 
acordadas y las consecuencias que conlleva faltar a éstas. 


2.57 57% 100% 


Se preocupan por aquellos estudiantes que se ausentan con 
frecuencia y de aquellos que manifiestan cambios preocupantes 
en su conducta; refiere los casos a los profesionales de apoyo 
correspondientes (trabajador social, consejero, director). 


2.79 79% 100% 


Utilizan los recursos disponibles (expediente académico del 
estudiante, registro escolar, informe socio-económico, PEI) para 
obtener información relacionada con el trasfondo social, 
emocional, los intereses, habilidades y necesidades de los 
alumnos. 


2.57 71% 86% 


Incorporan materiales didácticos para promover el aprendizaje de 
todos los estudiantes. 


2.79 86% 93% 







Incorporan los recursos tecnológicos en los procesos de enseñanza 
y aprendizaje. 


2.79 79% 100% 


Participan en iniciativas para el desarrollo profesional que 
responden a sus necesidades como educador. 


2.71 71% 100% 


Transfieren críticamente a la sala de clases los aprendizajes 
construidos en las actividades para el desarrollo profesional. 


2.69 64% 93% 


Utilizan el resultado de los aprendizajes de sus estudiantes, la 
aportación de la familia de sus estudiantes, las críticas 
constructivas de sus colegas y las evaluaciones formales del 
sistema como una fuente importante de información para 
identificar sus necesidades de desarrollo profesional. 


2.50 57% 93% 


Total PPMES Egresados Identificados   69% 96% 


        


School       


Type Total     


Number of Students 8344     


fld13FTeachers 353     


fld13MTeachers 164     


Number of Teachers 517     


fld15PPMESF 46     


fld15PPMESM 21     


Number of Teachers from PPMES UPRM 67     


 


 





Practice Center Directors Exhibits 1a.4.1_1a.4.2a_1a.4.2b_1a.4.2c_1a.4.2d




 
Exhibit 1b.1.2 


Performance on Teacher Candidate Work Sample 
NonSPA Candidates 2007-2009 


Teacher Candidate Work Sample Art Bus Ed Spanish All 


N 4 4 13 21 


Contextual Factors 100% 25% 100% 86% 


Learning Objectives 100% 100% 62% 76% 


Assessment Plan 100% 100% 85% 89% 


Instruction Design 100% 100% 85% 90% 


Instructional Decision Making 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Student Learning Analysis 50% 50% 85% 74% 


Reflection and Self-evaluation 50% 25% 100% 76% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Electronic Portfolio (Links & Resources) 100% 100% 100% 100% 


 
 


Performance on Teacher Candidate Work Sample 
NonSPA Candidates 2008-2009 


Teacher Candidate Work Sample Art Bus Ed Spanish NonSPA 


N 2 0 8 10 


Contextual Factors 100% NA 100% 100% 


Learning Objectives 100% NA 50% 60% 


Assessment Plan 100% NA 88% 90% 


Instruction Design 100% NA 88% 90% 


Instructional Decision Making 100% NA 100% 100% 


Student Learning Analysis 50% NA 100% 90% 


Reflection and Self-evaluation 100% NA 100% 100% 


TOTAL 100% NA 100% 100% 


Electronic Portfolio (Links & Resources) 100% NA 100% 100% 
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Performance on Teacher Candidate Work Sample 
NonSPA Candidates 2007-2008 


Teacher Candidate Work Sample Art Bus Ed Spanish NonSPA 


N 2 4 5 11 


Contextual Factors 100% 25% 100% 73% 


Learning Objectives 100% 100% 80% 91% 


Assessment Plan NA 100% 80% 89% 


Instruction Design 100% 100% 80% 91% 


Instructional Decision Making NA 100% 100% 100% 


Student Learning Analysis NA 50% 60% 56% 


Reflection and Self-evaluation 0% 25% 100% 55% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Electronic Portfolio (Links & Resources) 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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EExxhhiibbiitt  11bb..11..11  


  


UUnniivveerrssiittyy  ooff  PPuueerrttoo  RRiiccoo  ––  MMaayyaaggüüeezz  CCaammppuuss  


TTeeaacchheerr  PPrreeppaarraattiioonn  PPrrooggrraamm  SSeeccoonnddaarryy  SScchhooooll  


  


  


  


  


IINNSSTTRRUUCCTTIIOONN  MMAANNUUAALL  FFOORR  EELLEECCTTRROONNIICC  PPOORRTTFFOOLLIIOO  


TTEEAACCHHEERR  CCAANNDDIIDDAATTEE  WWOORRKK  SSAAMMPPLLEE  
11
    


TTEEAACCHHIINNGG  PPRRAACCTTIICCUUMM  CCOOUURRSSEE    


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


This is a working document subject to revision by 
NCATE Steering Committee – UPRM TPPSS 


(January 2008)


                                           
1
  Parts of this manual are an adaptation from the document Muestra del Trabajo del Estudiante -Maestro (MTEM) 


from University of Puerto Rico- Ponce Campus, which in turn is a translation and adaptation of the Teacher Work 


Sample, product of The Renaissance Partnership for Improving Teacher Quality. http://www.uni.edu/itq/ 



http://www.uni.edu/itq/

http://educon.uprm.edu/dppmes.html
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WWhhaatt  iiss  aanndd  wwhhaatt  iiss  tthhee  ppuurrppoossee  ooff  tthhee  EElleeccttrroonniicc  PPoorrttffoolliioo  wwiitthh  TTeeaacchheerr  


CCaannddiiddaattee  WWoorrkk  SSaammppllee??  


 
The Electronic Portfolio with Teacher Candidate Work Sample (E-Portfolio with TCWS) is a 
product that starts in the Methodology course and is completed in the Practicum Course.  The 
TCWS is a process that enables the teacher candidate to demonstrate his/her ability to plan, 
implement, and evaluate a standards-base unit of instruction for a specific class of secondary 
school students in a way that facilitates learning for all students.  
 


 
 


OOvveerrvviieeww  ooff  TTeeaacchheerr  CCaannddiiddaattee  WWoorrkk  SSaammppllee  ((TTCCWWSS))    


The Vision  
Successful teacher candidates support learning by designing a Teacher Candidate Work 
Sample that employs a range of strategies and builds on each student’s strengths, needs, and 
prior experiences. Through this performance assessment, teacher candidates provide credible 
evidence of their ability to facilitate learning by meeting the following TCWS standards:  


 The teacher candidate uses information about the learning-teaching context and student 
individual differences to set learning goals and plan instruction and assessment.  


 The teacher candidate sets significant, challenging, varied, and appropriate learning 
goals.  


 The teacher candidate uses multiple assessment modes and approaches aligned with 
learning goals to assess student learning before, during, and after instruction.  


 The teacher candidate designs instruction for specific learning goals, student 
characteristics and needs, and learning contexts.  


 The teacher candidate uses regular and systematic evaluations of student learning to 
make instructional decisions.  


 The teacher candidate uses assessment data to profile student learning and 
communicate information about student progress and achievement.  


Parts of the E-Portfolio with TCWS in the practicum course 
 


a) Home page*  
b) Autobiography* 
c) Educational Philosophy* 
d) Other course assignments* 
e) Links to important resources and online materials* 
f) Teacher Candidate Work Sample (TCWS):  


Section 1: Contextual Factors *  
Section 2: Learning Goals  
Section 3: Assessment Plan  
Section 4: Design for Instruction  
Section 5: Instructional Decision-Making  
Section 6: Analysis of Student Learning  
Section 7: Reflection and Self-Evaluation   
Attachments (tests, assessment techniques, checklists, rubrics, others) 


 
* Parts worked partially or completed on the Methodology course 
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 The teacher candidate reflects on his or her instruction and student learning in order to 
improve teaching practice.  


 
Your Assignment  
The TCWS contains seven teaching processes identified by research and best practice as 
fundamental to improving student learning.  Each Teaching Process is followed by a TCWS 
Standard, the Task, a Prompt, and a Rubric that defines various levels of performance on the 
standard.  The Standards and Rubrics will be used to evaluate your TCWS.  The Prompts (or 
directions) help you document the extent to which you have met each the standard. The 
underlined words in the Rubric and Prompts are defined in the Glossary.  


You are required to teach a comprehensive unit.  Before you teach the unit, you will describe 
contextual factors, identify learning goals based on the Puerto Rico Department of Education 
content standards for the program your are teaching, create an assessment plan designed to 
measure student performance before (pre-assessment), during (formative assessment) and 
after (post-assessment), and plan for your instruction.  After you teach the unit, you will analyze 
student learning and then reflect upon and evaluate your teaching as related to student 
learning.   


Format of the TCWS to include in your Electronic Portfolio as one uploaded word file 
1. Ownership. Complete a cover page that includes (a) your name, (b) date submitted, (c) 


grade level taught, (d) subject taught, (d) your university, (e) course number and title.   
 
2. Table of Contents.  Provide a Table of Contents that lists the sections and attachments in 


your TWS document with page numbers.  
 
3. Charts, graphs and attachments.  Charts, graphs and assessment instruments are required 


as part of the TCWS document.  You may also want to provide other attachments, such as 
student work.  However, you should be very selective and make sure your attachments 
provide clear, concise evidence of your performance related to TCWS standards and your 
students’ learning progress.  


 
4. Narrative length.  A suggested page length for your narrative is given at the end of each 


component section. You have some flexibility of length across components, but the total 
length of your written narrative (excluding charts, graphs, attachments and references) 
should not exceed twenty (20) word-processed pages, double-spaced in 12-point font, with 
1-inch margins.  


 
5. References and Credits (not included in total page length).  If you referred to another 


person’s ideas or material in your narrative, you should cite these in a separate section at 
the end of your narrative under References and Credits. You may use any standard form for 
references; however, the American Psychological Association (APA) style is a 
recommended format (explained in the manual entitled “Publication Manual of the American 
Psychological Association”).  


 
6. Anonymity.  In order to insure the anonymity of students in your class, do not include any 


student names or identification in any part of your TCWS.    
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PPrroocceessss,,  SSttaannddaarrddss  aanndd  IInnddiiccaattoorrss  ffoorr  TTCCWWSS  iinn  PPrraaccttiiccuumm  CCoouurrssee  


  


SSeeccttiioonn  11::  CCoonntteexxttuuaall  FFaaccttoorr 


 


TCWS Standard  
The teacher uses information about the learning-teaching context and student individual 
differences to set learning goals and plan instruction and assessment.  


Task  
Discuss relevant factors and how they may affect the teaching-learning process.  Include any 
supports and challenges that affect instruction and student learning.    
 
Prompt  
In your discussion, include:  
 Community, district and school factors.   Address geographic location, community 
and school population, socio-economic profile and race/ethnicity.  You might also address such 
things as stability of community, political climate, community support for education, and other 
environmental factors.  
 Classroom factors.   Address physical features, availability of technology equipment 
and resources and the extent of parental involvement.  You might also discuss other relevant 
factors such as classroom rules and routines, grouping patterns, scheduling and classroom 
arrangement.  
 Student characteristics.    Address student characteristics you must consider as you 
design instruction and assess learning.  Include factors such as age, gender, race/ethnicity, 
special needs, achievement/developmental levels, culture, language, interests, learning 
styles/modalities or students’ skill levels. In your narrative, make sure you address student’s 
skills and prior learning that may influence the development of your learning goals, instruction 
and assessment.  
 Instructional implications.   Address how contextual characteristics of the community, 
classroom and students have implications for instructional planning and assessment.  Include 
specific instructional implications for at least two characteristics and any other factors that will 
influence how you plan and implement your unit.  
 
Suggested Page Length: 1-2  
 


  


SSeeccttiioonn  22::  LLeeaarrnniinngg  GGooaallss    
 
TCWS Standard  
The teacher sets significant, challenging, varied and appropriate learning goals.  


Task 
Provide and justify the learning goals for the unit.  
 
Prompt  
 List the learning goals (not the activities) that will guide the planning, delivery and 
assessment of your unit. These goals should define what you expect students to know and be 
able to do at the end of the unit. The goals should be significant (reflect the big ideas or 
structure of the discipline) challenging, varied and appropriate.  Number or code each learning 
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goal so you can reference it later.  
 Show how the goals are aligned with local, state, or national standards. 
 (identify the source of the standards).  
 Describe the types and levels of your learning goals.  
 Discuss why your learning goals are appropriate in terms of development; pre- 
 requisite knowledge, skills; and other student needs.  
 
Suggested Page Length: 1-2  


SSeeccttiioonn  33:: AAsssseessssmmeenntt  PPllaann 


 
TCWS Standard  
The teacher uses multiple assessment modes and approaches aligned with learning 
goals to assess student learning before, during and after instruction.  


Task  
Design an assessment plan to monitor student progress toward learning goal(s).  Use multiple 
assessment modes and approaches aligned with learning goals to assess student learning 
before, during, and after instruction. These assessments should authentically measure student 
learning and may include performance-based tasks, paper-and-pencil tasks, or personal 
communication.  Describe why your assessments are appropriate for measuring learning.  


Prompt  
 Provide an overview of the assessment plan.  For each learning goal include: 
assessments used to judge student performance, format of each assessment, and adaptations 
of the assessments for the individual needs of students based on pre-assessment and 
contextual factors.  The purpose of this overview is to depict the alignment between learning 
goals and assessments and to show adaptations to meet the individual needs of students or 
contextual factors. You may use a visual organizer such as a table, outline or other means to 
make your plan clear.  
 Describe the pre- and post-assessments that are aligned with your learning goals. 
Clearly explain how you will evaluate or score pre- and post-assessments, including criteria you 
will use to determine if the students’ performance meets the learning goals.  Include copies of 
assessments, prompts, and/or student directions and criteria for judging student performance 
(e.g., scoring rubrics, observation checklist, rating scales, item weights, test blueprint, answer 
key).  
 Discuss your plan for formative assessment that will help you determine student 
progress during the unit. Describe the assessments you plan to use to check on student 
progress and comment on the importance of collecting that particular evidence.  Although 
formative assessment may change as you are teaching the unit, your task here is to predict at 
what points in your teaching it will be important to assess students’ progress toward learning 
goals.    


Assessment Plan Table  


Learning Goals   Assessments   Format of Assessment   Adaptations  


    


 
Suggested Page Length: 2 + pre- and post-assessment instruments, scoring rubrics/keys, and 


assessment plan table  
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SSeeccttiioonn  44::  DDeessiiggnn  ffoorr  IInnssttrruuccttiioonn    
 
TCWS Standard  
The teacher designs instruction for specific learning goals, student characteristics 
and needs, and learning contexts.  


Task  
Describe how you will design your unit instruction related to unit goals, students’ 
characteristics and needs, and the specific learning context.  


Prompt  
 Results of pre-assessment. After administering the pre-assessment, analyze student 
performance relative to the learning goals. Depict the results of the pre-assessment in a format 
that allows you to find patterns of student performance relative to each earning goal.  You may 
use a table, graph, or chart. Describe the pattern you find that will guide your instruction or 
modification of the learning goals.  
 Unit overview. Provide an overview of your unit. Use a visual organizer such as a block 
plan or outline to make your unit plan clear.  Include the topic or activity you are planning for 
each day/period. Also indicate the goal or goals (coded from your Learning Goals section) that 
you are addressing in each activity.  Make sure that every goal is addressed by at least one 
activity and that every activity relates to at least one goal.   


Activities. Describe at least three unit activities that reflect a variety of instructional 
strategies/techniques and explain why you are planning those specific activities.  In your 
explanation for each activity, include:  


 how the content relates to your instructional goal(s),  


 how the activity stems from your pre-assessment information and contextual factors,  


 what materials/technology you will need to implement the activity, and  


 how you plan to assess student learning during and/or following the activity (i.e., 
formative assessment).  


Technology. Describe how you will use technology in your planning and/or instruction.  
If you do not plan to use any form of technology, provide your clear rationale for its omission.  


Suggested Page Length: 3 + visual organizer  


 


SSeeccttiioonn  55::  IInnssttrruuccttiioonnaall  DDeecciissiioonn--MMaakkiinngg    
 
TCWS Standard  
The teacher uses on-going analysis of student learning to make instructional decisions.  
 
Task  
Provide two examples of instructional decision-making based on students’ learning or 
responses.  
 
Prompt  
Think of a time during your unit when a student’s learning or response caused you to modify 
your original design for instruction.  (The resulting modification may affect other students as 
well.)  
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Cite specific evidence to support your answers to the following:  


 Describe the student’s learning or response that caused you to rethink your plans.  The 
student’s learning or response may come from a planned formative assessment or 
another source (not the pre-assessment).   


 Describe what you did next and explain why you thought this would improve student 
progress toward the learning goal. Now, think of one more time during your unit when 
another student’s learning or response caused you to modify a different portion of your 
original design for instruction. (The resulting modification may affect other students as 
well.)   


 Describe the student’s learning or response that caused you to rethink your plans.  The 
student’s learning or response may come from a planned formative assessment or 
another source (not the pre-assessment).  


 Describe what you did next and explain why you thought this would improve student 
progress toward the learning goal.  


 
Suggested Page Length: 3-4  


 


SSeeccttiioonn  66::  AAnnaallyyssiiss  ooff  SSttuuddeenntt  LLeeaarrnniinngg    
 
TWS Standard  
The teacher uses assessment data to profile student learning and communicate 
information about student progress and achievement.  


Task  
Analyze your assessment data, including pre/post assessments and formative assessments 
to determine students’ progress related to the unit learning goals.  Use visual representations 
and narrative to communicate the performance of the whole class, subgroups, and two 
individual students.  Conclusions drawn from this analysis should be provided in the 
“Reflection and Self-Evaluation” section.  


Prompt  
In this section, you will analyze data to explain progress and achievement toward 
learning goals demonstrated by your whole class, subgroups of students, and 
individual students.    
 Whole class. To analyze the progress of your whole class, create a table that shows 
pre- and post-assessment data on every student on every learning goal.  Then, create a graphic 
summary that shows the extent to which your students made progress (from pre- to post-) 
toward the learning criterion that you identified for each learning goal (identified in your 
Assessment Plan section).  Summarize what the graph tells you about your students' learning in 
this unit (i.e., the number of students met the criterion).  
 Subgroups. Select a group characteristic (e.g., gender, performance level, socio-
economic status, language proficiency) to analyze in terms of one learning goal. Provide a 
rationale for your selection of this characteristic to form subgroups (e.g., girls vs. boys; high- vs. 
middle- vs. low-performers).  Create a graphic representation that compares pre- and post-
assessment results for the subgroups on this learning goal.  Summarize what these data show 
about student learning.    
 Individuals. Select two students that demonstrated different levels of performance.  
Explain why it is important to understand the learning of these particular students. Use pre-, 
formative, and post-assessment data with examples of the students’ work to draw conclusions 
about the extent to which these students attained the two learning goals. Graphic 
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representations are not necessary for this subsection.  
 


Note: You will provide possible reasons for why your students learned (or did not learn) in 
the next section, “Reflection and Self-Evaluation.”  


Suggested Page Length: 4 + charts and student work examples  


 
 


SSeeccttiioonn  77::  RReefflleeccttiioonn  aanndd  SSeellff--EEvvaalluuaattiioonn      
 
TWS Standard  
The teacher analyzes the relationship between his or her instruction and student 
learning in order to improve teaching practice.  


Task  
Reflect on your performance as a teacher and link your performance to student learning results.  
Evaluate your performance and identify future actions for improved practice and professional 
growth.   


Prompt  
 Select the learning goal where your students were most successful.  Provide two or 
more possible reasons for this success. Consider your goals, instruction, and assessment along 
with student characteristics and other contextual factors under your control.  
 Select the learning goal where your students were least successful.  Provide two or 
more possible reasons for this lack of success. Consider your goals, instruction, and 
assessment along with student characteristics and other contextual factors under your control. 
Discuss what you could do differently or better in the future to improve your students’ 
performance.  
 Reflection on possibilities for professional development.  Describe at least two 
professional learning goals that emerged from your insights and experiences with the TWS.  
Identify two specific steps you will take to improve your performance in the critical area(s) you 
identified.  
 
Suggested Page Length: 2  


 





Teacher Work Sample Exhibits 1b.1.1_1b.1.2




Exhibit 1b.1.3a 
UPRM Candidate Classroom Observations NonSPA Programs 


Percentage meeting Pedagogical Content Knowledge targets by Subarea and Overall 
2007-2009 


 
NonSPA 


SPA 


 
Art 


Business 
Education 


Spanish Total 


Number of Candidates 8 13 19 40 56 


Subarea: Planning Instruction 100% 92% 100% 98% 100% 


Subarea: Teaching Learning Process 100% 92% 100% 98% 100% 


Subarea: Critical Thinking 100% 85% 100% 95% 94% 


All Pedagogical Content 100% 92% 100% 98% 100% 


 
  







Exhibit 1b.1.3b 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge: All Items 


Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 450 80 83.6% 14.9% 


Business Ed 417 100 77.9% 18.7% 


Spanish 883 105 88.7% 10.6% 


NonSPA 1750 285 84.6% 13.8% 


Biology 944 98 90.2% 9.4% 


Chemistry 205 24 88.0% 10.3% 


English 1835 155 92.1% 7.8% 


History 177 1 99.4% 0.6% 


Math 457 143 75.5% 23.6% 


Physical Ed 3170 637 81.6% 16.4% 


Social Studies 382 40 90.5% 9.5% 


SPA 7565 1111 86.3% 12.7% 


Total 9315 1396 85.9% 12.9% 


 
 


Pedagogical Content Knowledge: Planning Instruction Items 
Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings  Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 176 37 80.4% 16.9% 


Business Ed 145 59 66.5% 27.1% 


Spanish 383 28 93.2% 6.8% 


NonSPA 704 124 83.0% 14.6% 


Biology 385 22 93.9% 5.4% 


Chemistry 94 2 97.9% 2.1% 


English 796 40 95.0% 4.8% 


History 78 0 100.0% 0.0% 


Math 164 37 81.6% 18.4% 


Physical Ed 3017 615 81.3% 16.6% 


Social Studies 153 17 90.0% 10.0% 


SPA 4679 739 85.0% 13.4% 


Total 5383 863 84.7% 13.6% 
 


 







Pedagogical Content Knowledge: Teaching Learning Process Items 
Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 194 37 83.3% 15.9% 


Spanish 377 58 85.7% 13.2% 


Business Ed 365 58 86.1% 13.7% 


NonSPA 756 130 84.3% 14.5% 


Biology 185 35 82.6% 15.6% 


Chemistry 86 8 89.6% 8.3% 


English 744 96 88.6% 11.4% 


History 99 1 99.0% 1.0% 


Math 217 71 74.8% 24.5% 


Physical Ed 153 22 87.4% 12.6% 


Social Studies 214 11 95.1% 4.9% 


SPA 1817 273 86.7% 13.0% 


Total 2573 403 86.0% 13.5% 


 


 


Pedagogical Content Knowledge: Critical Thinking Items 
Rating Distribution on Classroom Observation Instruments 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 80 6 93.0% 7.0% 


Business Ed 87 6 93.5% 6.5% 


Spanish 123 19 85.4% 13.2% 


NonSPA 290 31 89.8% 9.6% 


Biology 87 6 93.5% 6.5% 


Chemistry 25 14 61.0% 34.1% 


English 295 19 93.9% 6.1% 


History 2 NA NA NA NA 


Math 76 35 66.7% 30.7% 


Physical Ed 3 NA NA NA NA 


Social Studies 15 12 55.6% 44.4% 


SPA 1069 99 91.3% 8.5% 


Total 1359 130 91.0% 8.7% 


 


 


 
 







Exhibit 1b.1.4 
UPRM Agricultural Education Candidates 


Percentage meeting Pedagogical Content Knowledge targets 
2005-2009 


Content Knowledge 
Number 


Evaluated 
Number 


meeting Target 
Percentage 


meeting Target 


Curricular guide1 65 60 92% 


Microteaching Activity2 35 29 83% 


Pre-Post Exams3 23 22 96% 


Practice I 50 48 96% 


Practice II (Formative & Summative) 75 70 93% 


All assessments 248 229 92% 


 
 


 


                                           
1
 In the Curriculum Development course (EDAG 4006), the Agricultural Education candidate develops a curricular 
guide with instructional materials to be used during teaching practice. The curricular guide has at least five units 
with five lesson plans, prologue, artifacts, and formative and summative evaluations. The prologue includes the 
results of a needs assessment for the topic and the candidate’s educational philosophy. 


2 In the Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture course (EDAG 4007), the Agricultural Education 
candidate prepares and presents a classroom activity to peers. The microteaching activity includes peer 
evaluation and an auto-evaluation from a videotape. The rubric for the activity evaluates pedagogical content 
knowledge demonstrated in the activity. 


3 In the Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture course (EDAG 4007), the Agricultural Education 
candidate prepares, administers, and analyzes a pre and a post test over a selected topic. The rubric for this test 
evaluates pedagogical content knowledge demonstrated by the candidate. 
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Exhibit 1b.3.1 
PCMAS Survey Results 2006-2008 (latest reports available) 


Comparison of Pedagogical Content Knowledge Item Responses 
UPRM Candidates versus all Puerto Rico Candidates 


Survey Item #16 - How do you perceive your preparation in courses offered by the Education or 
Pedagogy Faculty or Department?: 


Year 
Total 


Responses 


Number of Responses Percentage Responses 


Very good 
Good or 


Very good 
Very good 


Good or 
Very good 


2008 UPRM 147 96 139 65% 95% 


2008 PR 5121 3430 4722 67% 92% 


2007 UPRM 165 107 152 65% 92% 


2007 PR 5478 3599 5033 66% 92% 


2006 UPRM 164 127 156 77% 95% 


2006 PR 4807 3189 4413 66% 92% 


Total UPRM 476 330 447 69% 94% 


Total PR 15406 10218 14168 66% 92% 


 


Survey Item #17 - How do you evaluate your teaching practice experience? 


Year 
Total 


Responses 


Number of Responses Percentage Responses 


Very good 
Good or 


Very good 
Very good 


Good or 
Very good 


2008 UPRM 143 100 132 70% 92% 


2008 PR 4817 3645 4474 76% 93% 


2007 UPRM 156 99 144 63% 92% 


2007 PR 4814 3509 4417 73% 92% 


2006 UPRM 149 115 143 77% 96% 


2006 PR 4245 3071 3854 72% 91% 


Total UPRM 448 314 419 70% 94% 


Total PR 13876 10225 12745 74% 92% 


 


  







Survey Item #19 - In general terms, how satisfied are you with the teacher preparation that you 
received? 


Year 
 


Total 
Responses 


Number of Responses Percentage Responses 


Very 
Satisfied 


More than 
Satisfied or 


Very 
Satisfied 


Very 
Satisfied 


More than 
Satisfied or 


Very 
Satisfied 


2008 UPRM 147 87 133 59% 90% 


2008 PR 5101 3191 4632 63% 91% 


2007 UPRM 165 101 153 61% 93% 


2007 PR 5442 3340 4937 61% 91% 


2006 UPRM 161 114 156 71% 97% 


2006 PR 4763 2987 4321 63% 91% 


Total UPRM 473 302 442 64% 93% 


Total PR 15306 9518 13890 62% 91% 


 


  







Exhibit 1b.3.3a 
End of Program Responses UPRM Teacher Preparation Program Completers regarding their 


own preparation with regard to the indicated Area 
1st Semester 2009-10 


Area Excellent Good 


Pedagogical Content Knowledge 83% 99% 


Pedagogical Knowledge and Professional Skills 66% 93% 


Disposition to Teach 64% 98% 


All 75% 95% 


 
Thirty five Program Completers answered the questionnaire. Not all respondents answered all 
questions. The frequency of response percentages shown in the table are based on responses received 
and do not include those left in blank. 


 


 


  







Exhibit 1b.3.3b  
End of Program Questionnaire 


DIVISION DE EDUCACION CONTINUA Y ESTUDIOS PROFESIONALES  


PROGRAMA DE PREPARACION DE MAESTROS ESCUELAS SECUNDARIAS  


CUESTIONARIO A ESTUDIANTES DE PRACTICA DOCENTE 


 


Concentración___________________________  


 


Estas próximo a completar los cursos del Programa de Preparación de Maestros y para 


nosotros es muy importante tu opinión sobre los diversos aspectos del Programa. Tus 


contestaciones sinceras a este cuestionario nos proveerán información muy importante para 


determinar la efectividad y pertinencia de este programa.  


Utiliza una marca de cotejo () en ci encasillado que corresponda a tu opinión.  


 


4= Excelente 3= Bueno 2= Regular 1= Deficiente N/A= no he tomado el curso  


 


I. CONTENIDO DEL PROGRAMA  


 
4 3 2 1 N/A 


1. Los conocimientos y destrezas adquiridas 


en el curso de Crecimiento y Desarrollo 


Humano I      


2. Los conocimientos y destrezas adquiridas 


en el curso de Crecimiento y Desarrollo 


Humano II.       


3. Los conocimientos y destrezas adquiridas 


en el curso de Fundamentos Sociales de la 


Educación.       


4. Los conocimientos y destrezas adquiridas 


en el curso de Fundamentos Filosóficos de 


la Educación       


5. Los conocimientos y destrezas adquiridas 


en el curso de Fundamentos Legales de la 


Educación.       


6. Los conocimientos y destrezas adquiridas 


en el curso Naturaleza y Necesidades del 


Niño Excepcional.       


7. Los conocimientos y destrezas adquiridas 


en el curso El Niño y su Ambiente Social.       


 


 







 
4 3 2 1 N/A 


8. Los conocimientos y destrezas adquiridas 


en el curso Educación en Salud Escolar.  
     


9. Los conocimientos y destrezas adquiridas 


en el curso de método.  
     


10. Los conocimientos y destrezas que estás 


adquiriendo en el curso de práctica.  
     


11. La preparación en destrezas de 


comunicación oral y escrita.  
     


12. La preparación en destrezas de 


pensamiento crítico.  
     


13. La preparación en destrezas de 


investigación educativa.  
     


14. La preparación en destrezas tecnológicas  


aplicadas a la educación.  
     


15. La preparación en destrezas de manejo de 


la sala de clases.  
     


16. En general, en la práctica puedo aplicar las 


destrezas y conocimientos profesionales 


aprendidos de manera...       


 


 


II. PROFESORES DEL PROGRAMA  


 


Lee con cuidado cada premisa y utiliza la marca () de cotejo que corresponda a tu  


opinión. La escala cambia a...  


 


4= Siempre 3= Casi siempre 2= Casi nunca 1= Nunca  


 


 
4 3 2 1 N/A 


17. Los profesores de los cursos fundamentales 


del PPMES demuestran conocimiento.  
     


18. Los profesores de los cursos de método en 


áreas específicas demuestran conocimiento.  
     







 
4 3 2 1 N/A 


19. El/la supervisor(a) de práctica docente a 


demostrado que domina los temas del área 


de concentración.       


20. El/la supervisor(a) de práctica docente a 


demostrado que domina los temas de los 


cursos profesionales.       


21. Los profesores del PPMES utilizan 


estrategias variadas durante el proceso 


enseñanza y aprendizaje.       


22. Los profesores del PPMES demuestran 


interés para que los estudiantes aprendan.  
     


23. El supervisor de práctica docente 


demuestra interés en su práctica y usted 


siente su apoyo.       


24. Los profesores del PPMES utilizan el 


prontuario y siguen el orden de temas 


establecido en el.       


25. Los profesores del PPMES fomentaron el  


desarrollo de destrezas de pensamiento  


crítico en sus cursos.       


26. Los profesores del PPMES integraron la 


tecnología en el proceso de enseñanza y 


aprendizaje.       


27. Los profesores del PPMES demostraron un  


comportamiento ético y de respeto a los  


estilos de aprendizaje y a la diversidad.       


28. Los profesores del PPMES demostraron 


conocimiento de estrategias de evaluación 


diversas.       


29. En general, la calidad de la enseñanza que  


has recibido de los profesores del PPMES  


hasta el momento en relación con tus  


expectativas.  
     


 







III. TRAMITES ADMINISTRATIVOS  


 


Evalúa cómo los diferentes trámites administrativos en el PPMES te ayudaron a cumplir 


con el progreso de tus estudios.  


 


Lee con cuidado cada premisa y utiliza la marca () de cotejo que corresponda a tu 


opinión. La escala cambia a...  


 


4= Excelente 3= Bueno 2= Regular 1= Deficiente N/A = si no recibes consejería 


académica en el PPMES  


 


 
4 3 2 1 N/A 


30. La divulgación sobre las fechas límites para 


radicar las solicitudes de entrada al PPMES, al 


curso de método y al curso de práctica.       


31. La consejería académica durante el periodo de 


matrícula sobre los cursos que necesitabas tomar.  
     


32. La consejería académica fuera del periodo de 


matrícula.  
     


33. La evaluación de la solicitud de práctica en un 


ambiente de respeto y privacidad.  
     


34. La ubicación al Centro de Práctica Docente 


corresponde al Pueblo solicitado.  
     


35. La primera visita al Centro de Práctica Docente.  
     


36. La primera reunión para conocer el supervisor de 


práctica.  
     


37. El proceso de orientación al comienzo de la 


práctica docente.  
     


38. Los seminarios mensuales de capacitación para 


mejorar destrezas necesarias para la práctica 


docente.       


39. En general, la calidad de los trámites  


administrativos en relación con tus expectativas.  
     


 


 







 
4 3 2 1 N/A 


40. La entrega de la solicitud para la Prueba de 


Certificación de Maestros (PCMAS)  
     


41. Orientación final para obtener la Certificación de 


Maestros con el Departamento de Educación.  
     


42. Cambios de Centro de Práctica por falta de 


maestro cooperador.   
     


43. Compromiso administrativo con la selección de los 


supervisores de práctica.  
     


 


IV. INSTALACIONES FISICAS  


 


Lee con cuidado cada premisa y utiliza la marca () de cotejo que corresponda a tu 


opinión. La escala permanece como...  


 


4= Excelente    3= Bueno    2= Regular    1= Deficiente  


 


 
4 3 2 1 N/A 


44. Las condiciones físicas de los salones de clases.  


      


45. El equipo tecnológico utilizado en los salones de 


clases.       


46. El horario disponible de los Centros de Cómputos 


para la utilización de los estudiantes.       


47. La cobertura de la Red Inalámbrica.  


      


48. En general, las condiciones físicas y tecnológicas 


de los salones de clases y centros de cómputos.       


 


 


Recomendaciones que nos ayuden a mejorar el Programa de Preparación de Maestros de 


Escuela Secundaria.  
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Exhibit 1a.5.1b 
UPRM Candidate Performance on annual Basic Battery Teacher Certification Tests compared 


to the Performance of All Test Takers in Puerto Rico from 2007 to 2009  
(Latest Title II Reports available) 


Exam 


Number 
UPRM 


Candidate 
Test  Takers 


Percentage 
UPRM 


Candidate 
Approval 


Total 
Number 


Test Takers 
(PR) 


Percentage 
Approval 
All (PR)  


Test Takers 


Professional Knowledge1 2009 62 90% 2418 86% 


Professional Knowledge 2008 71 92% 2820 88% 


Professional Knowledge 2007 102 95% 2647 91% 


Professional Knowledge Total 235 93% 7885 88% 


Secondary Competencies2 2009 62 90% 679 81% 


Secondary Competencies 2008 70 91% 793 82% 


Secondary Competencies 2007 102 95% 804 89% 


Secondary Competencies Total 234 93% 2276 84% 


Basic Skills3 2008 62 94% 2462 81% 


Basic Skills 2007 70 93% 2892 81% 


Basic Skills 2006 102 100% 2717 87% 


Basic Skills Total 234 96% 8071 83% 


 
  


                                           
1
 Puerto Rico Title II reports combine results from the Elementary and Secondary Level Professional Competencies 
tests under the heading of Professional Knowledge. To be certified as secondary teachers in Puerto Rico 
candidates must take the Secondary Level Professional Competencies test. 


2
 Puerto Rico Title II reports show the test results over Education Fundamentals that include Education Philosophy, 
Human Growth and Development, Social Foundations, and Educational Psychology under the heading 
Professional Competencies: Secondary. 


3
 Puerto Rico Title II reports show the test results over Fundamental Knowledge and Communication Competencies 
under the heading Basic Skills. 







Exhibit 1c.1.2 
UPRM Candidate GPA in Foundations of Education4 Courses  


Academic Years 2006-07 to 2008-09 


    SPA Non-SPA UPRM 


2006-
2007 


Number of Candidates 66 50 116 


Satisfactory or better 100% 100% 100% 


Target 89% 96% 92% 


2007-
2008 


Number of Candidates 67 29 96 


Satisfactory or better 100% 93% 98% 


Target 90% 83% 88% 


2008-
2009 


Number of Candidates 74 36 110 


Satisfactory or better 100% 100% 100% 


Target 92% 89% 91% 


2006-
2009 


Number of Candidates 207 115 322 


Satisfactory or better 100% 98% 99% 


Target 90% 90% 90% 


 


Candidate GPA of 2.5 or better in foundations of education courses meets Puerto Rico 


Department of Education standards and is deemed satisfactory by the UPRM Teacher 


Preparation Program. 


The UPRM Teacher Preparation target for candidate GPA in foundations of education courses is 


3.0.  


 


  


                                           
4
 The foundations of education courses for PPMES programs include Human Growth and Development I & II, Social 


Foundations of Education, and Philosophical Foundations of Education. The foundations of education courses for 
Agricultural Education include Methods in Teaching Vocational Agriculture, Curriculum Development, and 
Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture. 







Exhibit 1c.1.3a 
UPRM Candidate Classroom Observations Non-SPA Programs 


Percentage meeting Comprehensive Formation target by Subarea and Overall 
2007-2009 


 
NonSPA 


SPA 


 
Art 


Business 
Education 


Spanish Total 


Number of Candidates 8 13 19 40 56 


Subarea: Professional / Responsible 100% 92% 100% 98% 95% 


Subarea: Values / Ethics 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 


Subarea: Psychological Strategies 100% 100% 95% 98% 98% 


Subarea: Communication Skills 100% 100% 95% 98% 98% 


All Comprehensive Formation 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 


 
 


 
UPRM Agricultural Education Candidates 


Percentage meeting Comprehensive Formation targets 
2005-2009 


Comprehensive Formation & 
Communication Skills 


Number 
Evaluated 


Number 
meeting Target 


Percentage 
meeting Target 


Curricular guide5 65 64 98% 


One time field experience6 74 70 95% 


State Exams7 21 20 95% 


Practice II (Formative & Summative) 75 72 96% 


All assessments 235 226 96% 


 
 
  


                                           
5
 In the Curriculum Development course (EDAG 4006), the Agricultural Education candidate develops a curricular 
guide with instructional materials to be used during teaching practice. The curricular guide has at least five units 
with five lesson plans, prologue, artifacts, and formative and summative evaluations. The prologue includes the 
results of a needs assessment for the topic and the candidate’s educational philosophy. 


6 In the Teaching Practice I course (EDAG 4018), the Agricultural Education candidate prepares a reflective essay 
about a teaching experience. The essay rubric evaluates demonstration of content knowledge. 


7 In the Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture course (EDAG 4007), the Agricultural Education 
candidate participates in the design, administration, and correction of the annual Puerto Rico Agriculture high 
school exam (state competition). The rubric for this participation evaluates content knowledge demonstrated in 
the design and correction of whichever of the sixteen exam areas the candidate was responsible for. 







Exhibit 1c.1.3b 
Comprehensive Formation: All Items  


Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings  Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 579 111 83% 16% 


Business Ed 684 82 88% 11% 


Spanish 1087 166 86% 13% 


NonSPA 2350 359 86% 13% 


Biology 1174 102 92% 8% 


Chemistry 489 15 97% 3% 


English 2258 214 91% 9% 


History 134 1 99% 1% 


Math 557 74 88% 12% 


Physical Ed 1131 125 89% 10% 


Social Studies 338 40 89% 11% 


SPA 5958 568 91% 9% 


Total 8308 927 89% 10% 


 


 


Comprehensive Formation: Professionalism and Responsibility Items 
Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings 1 Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 214 50 79% 19% 


Spanish 469 11 97% 2% 


Business Ed 470 14 97% 3% 


NonSPA 3390 204 94% 6% 


Biology 469 11 97% 2% 


Chemistry 123 3 98% 2% 


English 802 22 97% 3% 


History 57 1 98% 2% 


Math 210 21 91% 9% 


Physical Ed 662 40 94% 6% 


Social Studies 135 0 100% 0% 


SPA 2454 99 96% 4% 


Total 3386 205 94% 6% 


 


 







Comprehensive Formation: Values and Ethics Items 
Rating Distribution on Classroom Observation Instruments 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings  Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 97 7 93% 7% 


Business Ed 180 4 98% 2% 


Spanish 161 25 85% 13% 


NonSPA 1041 96 91% 8% 


Biology 180 4 98% 2% 


Chemistry 119 4 97% 3% 


English 291 28 91% 9% 


History 2 NA NA NA NA 


Math 108 6 95% 5% 


Physical Ed  30 8 77% 21% 


Social Studies 27 9 75% 25% 


SPA 759 59 92% 7% 


Total 1124 96 92% 8% 


 


 
Comprehensive Formation: Psychological Strategies Items 


Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 156 24 86% 13% 


Spanish 267 54 83% 17% 


Business Ed 270 57 80% 17% 


NonSPA 2076 345 85% 14% 


Biology 267 54 83% 17% 


Chemistry 123 4 97% 3% 


English 507 73 86% 12% 


History 57 0 100% 0% 


Math 132 39 76% 22% 


Physical Ed 306 60 83% 16% 


Social Studies 130 9 94% 6% 


SPA 1523 239 86% 13% 


Total 2128 337 85% 14% 


 


 


Comprehensive Formation: Communication Skills Items 







Rating Distribution on Classroom Observation Instruments 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 112 30 78% 21% 


Business Ed 258 33 88% 11% 


Spanish 186 70 72% 27% 


NonSPA 1732 299 85% 15% 


Biology 258 33 88% 11% 


Chemistry 124 4 97% 3% 


English 658 91 87% 12% 


History  20 0 100% 0% 


Math 107 8 92% 7% 


Physical Ed  133 17 87% 11% 


Social Studies 46 22 68% 32% 


SPA 1222 171 87% 12% 


Total 1670 289 84% 15% 
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Exhibit 1c.2.1a 
Performance on Educational Philosophy Essay 


by 173 Candidates in 2008 & 2009 


Aspect 
Exemplary Acceptable or better 


Number Percentage Number Percentage 


Educational Model & Objectives  104 60% 153 88% 


Planning Curriculum & Instruction 103 60% 158 91% 


Professional Role / Teaching 
Qualities & Skills 


101 58% 156 90% 


Student Academic & Social 
Development Objectives 


130 75% 161 93% 


Organization / Presentation 100 58% 161 93% 


Grammar & Mechanics  124 72% 163 94% 


References 64 37% 129 75% 


Total 97 56% 164 95% 


 
 
 


Performance on Educational Philosophy Essay 
 by 104 Candidates in 2009 


Aspect 
Exemplary Acceptable or better 


Number Percentage Number Percentage 


Educational Model & Objectives  63 61% 86 83% 


Planning Curriculum & Instruction 56 54% 94 90% 


Professional Role / Teaching 
Qualities & Skills 


47 45% 91 88% 


Student Academic & Social 
Development Objectives 


71 68% 93 89% 


Organization / Presentation 42 40% 92 88% 


Grammar & Mechanics  58 56% 94 90% 


References 50 48% 98 94% 


Total 60 58% 95 91% 


 
 
 


  







Performance on Educational Philosophy Essay 
by 69 Candidates in 2008 


Aspect 
Exemplary Acceptable or better 


Number Percentage Number Percentage 


Educational Model & Objectives  41 59% 67 97% 


Planning Curriculum & Instruction 47 68% 64 93% 


Professional Role / Teaching 
Qualities & Skills 


54 78% 65 94% 


Student Academic & Social 
Development Objectives 


59 86% 68 99% 


Organization / Presentation 58 84% 69 100% 


Grammar & Mechanics  66 96% 69 100% 


References 14 20% 31 45% 


Total 37 54% 69 100% 


 
 
  







Exhibit 1c.2.1b Educational Philosophy Essay 


CURSO: EDFU 4019:  
 


SECCION: 
  NOMBRE 


ESTUDIANTE: 
  


FECHA: 
  Criterio Ejemplar Bueno Regular Pobre # 


Tratamiento del tema 
de:                Los 
objetivos o  fines de la 
educación                                       
(MC #3  Posee 
conocimiento del  
aprendizaje 
humano)[20 pts] 


Tomó en consideración todo lo 
siguiente:·        - Modelos filosóficos y 
teorías educativas de aprendizaje que 
sustentan tu posición - Para que debe 
preparar la educación a los seres humanos 
-Roles de la familia y  la comunidad -Provee 
autoanálisis y reinterpretación de las 
posiciones que sostiene.  Respalda las ideas 
de su filosofía personal con las teorías 
filosóficas aprendidas y los conocimientos 
históricos.  Auto evalúa su posición a la luz 
de las realidades educativas presentes. 
Sigue toda la lista de asuntos. [20-18] 


Muestra auto conciencia y 
le análisis de su posición es 
ofrecido de forma clara y 
directa. Presenta algunos 
lazos relevantes entre la 
filosofía personal y lo 
aprendido en clase .-
Bastante exacto con pocas 
inconsistencias o errores en 
la información. -
Terminología clara. 
Demuestra entendimiento 
de las ideas de forma 
convincente. [17-16] 


Carece de auto-
examen y o de 
conexiones relevantes 
con las lecturas. Hay 
ambigüedad o 
ambivalencia presente 
en su posición. -
Algunas 
inconsistencias y 
errores, uso 
inadecuado del 
lenguaje. Demuestra 
intento de 
entendimiento de las 
ideas. [15-14] 


Carece de auto- 
análisis y o en 
conexiones relevantes 
con las lecturas. 
Extensa ambigüedad o 
ambivalencia presente 
en su posición.-Poca 
evidencia de 
conocimiento de ideas 
o de los asuntos 
tratados. Algunos 
asuntos de la lista 
fueron ignorados. [13-
0] 


  
Tratamiento del tema 
de: Acerca del 
Currículo                  
(MC #4 Demostrar 
pensamiento crítico 
creativo )[20 pts] 


Tomó en consideración todo lo siguiente: -
Qué se debe enseñar y por qué -Cómo 
seleccionar y organizar el currículo -Cómo 
enseñarías -Quién debe decidir lo que se 
enseña -Presentación precisa de hechos, 
conceptos, e ideas con terminología clara y 
definiciones claras de términos cuando 
fuere necesario.  Demuestra un 
entendimiento claro de los temas e ideas. 
Sigue toda la lista de asuntos mencionados 
en la lista de temas [20-18] 


Bastante exacto con pocas 
inconsistencias o errores en 
la información. -
Terminología clara. 
Demuestra entendimiento 
de las ideas de forma 
convincente.[17-16] 


Algunas 
inconsistencias y 
errores, uso 
inadecuado del 
lenguaje. Demuestra 
intento de 
entendimiento de las 
ideas.[15-14] 


Poca evidencia de 
conocimiento de ideas 
o de los asuntos 
tratados. Algunos 
asuntos de la lista 
fueron ignorados.[13-
0] 


  







Tratamiento acerca 
del tema de: 
Cualidades y 
destrezas que 
tendrías como 
maestro                   
(MC#5 Exhibe 
formacion 
comprensiva -
destrezas 
comunicativas de 
lideraszgo) [20 pts] 


Tomó en consideración todo lo siguiente:-
Cual será tu rol como maestro (facilitador, 
guía, autoridad) -Cuáles cualidades y 
destrezas debes poseer como maestro - 
Cuál es tu posición ante la evaluación y el 
avalúo - Cómo manejarías la disciplina -
Como tomarás en cuenta las 
individualidades del estudiante para 
asegurarte de llegar a todos -Como 
tomarás en cuenta las etapas del desarrollo 
del estudiante -Presentación precisa de 
hechos, conceptos, e ideas con 
terminología clara y definiciones claras de 
términos cuando fuere necesario.  
Demuestra un entendimiento claro de los 
temas e ideas. Sigue toda la lista de asuntos 
mencionados en la lista de temas.  [20-18] 


Bastante exacto con pocas 
inconsistencias o errores en 
la información. -
Terminología clara. 
Demuestra entendimiento 
de las ideas de forma 
convincente. [17-16] 


Algunas 
inconsistencias y 
errores, uso 
inadecuado del 
lenguaje. Demuestra 
intento de 
entendimiento de las 
ideas.[15-14] 


Poca evidencia de 
conocimiento de ideas 
o de los asuntos 
tratados. Algunos 
asuntos de la lista 
fueron ignorados.[13-
0] 


  
Tratamiento acerca 
del tema de: 
Cualidades y 
destrezas a 
desarrollarse en tus 
estudiantes                                    
(MC# 8 Demostrar 
disposiciones de 
solidaridad)[20 pts] 


Tomó en consideración todo lo siguiente: 
Cuales cualidades y destrezas ayudaras a 
desarrollar en tu comunidad de estudiantes 
-Cuál será el rol de los estudiantes -Qué 
esperas de los estudiantes en el futuro -
Presentación precisa de hechos, conceptos, 
e ideas con terminología clara y 
definiciones claras de términos cuando 
fuere necesario.  Demuestra un 
entendimiento claro de los temas e ideas. 
Sigue toda la lista de asuntos mencionados 
en la lista de temas. [20-18] 


Bastante exacto con pocas 
inconsistencias o errores en 
la información. -
Terminología clara. 
Demuestra entendimiento 
de las ideas de forma 
convincente. [17-16] 


Algunas 
inconsistencias y 
errores, uso 
inadecuado del 
lenguaje. Demuestra 
intento de 
entendimiento de las 
ideas. [15-14] 


Poca evidencia de 
conocimiento de ideas 
o de los asuntos 
tratados. Algunos 
asuntos de la lista 
fueron ignorados.[13-
0] 


  







Organización   [10 pts] Fácil de seguir y entender, con ideas que 
fluyen lógicamente de una a la siguiente 
con excelentes transiciones.  Trató todos 
los asuntos de manera lógica, coherente, y 
cuidadosa, considerando todas las partes 
del bosquejo. Sigue estas recomendaciones 
de organización: -Un párrafo se compone 
de dos o más oraciones. Simplifica tus 
oraciones para que sean cortas y concisas.-
La primera oración del párrafo presenta 
una idea. Luego las demás oraciones 
explican la idea. No discutas más de una 
idea por párrafo.  [10-9] 


Trató la mayoría de los 
asuntos del bosquejo 
uniformemente y de forma 
cuidadosa, considerando 
todas las partes del 
bosquejo. Claridad de ideas 
y buenas transiciones.   [8] 


Trató lalgunos de los 
asuntos en un formato 
comprensible y logico. 
Algunos tirones en el 
flujo de ideas y/o 
transiciones escasas.  
[7] 


Entrecortado y 
confuso, difícil de 
seguir. Faltan buenas 
transiciones. [0-6] 


  


Mecánica  [7 pts]  Pocos o ningún error en la gramática, el 
uso, el deletreo, la puntuación, etc.  Los 
párrafos están delineados correctamente. 
La filosofía está dentro de la longitud 
señalada. (Mínimo de 5 páginas y un 
máximo de 10 a espacio y medio. Filosofía 
en forma de ensayo y en primera persona.) 
[7] 


Pocos errores mecánicos 
con pocas desviaciones del  
formato sugeridos. [6-5] 


Una cierta gramática, 
errores del uso con la 
carencia de la 
atención al aspecto, 
división en párrafos, 
y/o formatos.[4] 


Necesita re-trabajarse 
siguiendo el formato 
sugerido por 
completo.[3-0] 


  


Referencias [3 pts] Sigue el estilo APA sin errores en las citas 
de los materiales, o en la lista de 
referencia.  Cita referencias del incluyendo 
las Competencias del candidato a maestro 
basadas en filosofías educativas, teorías de 
base de conocimiento, investigación y la 
sabiduría de la práctica.  [3] 


Errores de menor 
importancia en algunas 
referencias, o en la lista de 
referencia. [2] 


No demuestra 
comprensión de los 
procedimientos 
correctos de la citar 
APA. Errores 
constantes y/o pocas 
referencias. [1] 


 No hay referencias.[0] 


  


    
TOTAL 0 


 
  







Exhibit 1c.2.1c Educational Philosophy Score Summary 2008 


Criterio N Ejemplar 
Bueno o 
Ejemplar 


  


Tratamiento del tema de: Los objetivos o fines de la educación 
(MC #3  Posee conocimiento del  aprendizaje humano)[20 pts] 


104 63 61% 86 83% 


Tratamiento del tema de: Acerca del Currículo 
(MC #4 Demostrar pensamiento crítico creativo )[20 pts] 


104 56 54% 94 90% 


Tratamiento acerca del tema de: Cualidades y destrezas que 
tendrías como maestro 
(MC#5 Exhibe formacion comprensiva ---– destrezas 
comunicativas de lideraszgo) [20 pts] 


104 47 45% 91 88% 


Tratamiento acerca del tema de: Cualidades y destrezas a 
desarrollarse en tus estudiantes 
(MC# 8 Demostrar disposiciones de solidaridad)[20 pts] 


104 71 68% 93 89% 


Organización   [10 pts] 104 42 40% 92 88% 


Mecánica  [7 pts]  104 58 56% 94 90% 


Referencias [3 pts] 104 50 48% 98 94% 


Total 104 60 58% 95 91% 


 
  







Exhibit 1c.2.1c Educational Philosophy Score Summary 2009 


Criterio N Ejemplar  Bueno o Ejemplar 


Tratamiento del tema de: Los objetivos o fines de la educación (MC 
#3  Posee conocimiento del  aprendizaje humano)[20 pts] 


69 41 59% 67 97% 


Tratamiento del tema de: Acerca del Currículo 
(MC #4 Demostrar pensamiento crítico creativo )[20 pts] 


69 47 68% 64 93% 


Tratamiento acerca del tema de: Cualidades y destrezas que tendrías 
como maestro (MC#5 Exhibe formacion comprensiva ---– destrezas 
comunicativas de lideraszgo) [20 pts] 


69 54 78% 65 94% 


Tratamiento acerca del tema de: Cualidades y destrezas a 
desarrollarse en tus estudiantes (MC# 8 Demostrar disposiciones de 
solidaridad)[20 pts] 


69 59 86% 68 99% 


Organización   [10 pts] 69 58 84% 69 100% 


Mecánica  [7 pts]  69 66 96% 69 100% 


Referencias [3 pts] 69 14 20% 31 45% 


Total 69 37 54% 69 100% 


 





Educational Philosophy Essay Exhibits 1c.2.1a 1c.2.1b 1c.2.1c




Exhibit 1c.2.2a 
Teacher Candidate Work Sample Summary  


Percentage of Candidates meeting Target Performance by Subsection and Overall 
2007-2009 


TCWS Subsection Non-SPA SPA All 


N 21 13 34 


Contextual Factors 86% 100% 91% 


Learning Objectives 76% 100% 85% 


Assessment Plan 89% 100% 94% 


Instruction Design 90% 92% 91% 


Instructional Decision Making 100% 100% 100% 


Student Learning Analysis 74% 100% 84% 


Reflection and Self-evaluation 76% 100% 85% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 


Electronic Portfolio (Links & Resources) 100% 100% 100% 


 
The table shown above tabulates the percentage of candidates that were rated exemplary in 
each of the subsections. Within the Electronic Portfolio rubric, candidates receive an exemplary 
rating in a subsection when they score at least 80% of the possible total in that section. For 
detailed descriptions of what candidates must demonstrate to receive an exemplary rating in 
each subsection see Exhibit 1c.2.2b E-Portfolio Evaluation Sheet and Rubric.  
 
  







Exhibit 1c.2.2b E-Portfolio Evaluation Sheet and Rubric 


 


Muestra del Trabajo del Candidato a Maestro 
 Nombre del 


Candidato:   Evaluador:   
 Fecha de evaluación:   Curso:   
 1.  Factores contextuales       


          


Ubicación                    


Indicador 


1                                          
Indicador no cumplido 


2                                     
Indicador 


parcialmente 
cumplido 


3                                                       
Indicador cumplido 


Valor 
asignado 


Conocimiento de los 
factores comunitarios, 


escolares y de la sala de 
clases 


El candidato exhibe 
conocimiento mínimo, 
irrelevante o 
prejuiciado de la 
escuela, de la 
comunidad y de la sala 
de clases. 


El candidato exhibe 
algún conocimiento 
de las características 
de la escuela, de la 
comunidad y de la 
sala de clases. 


El candidato exhibe un 
conocimiento amplio 
de las características de 
la escuela, de la 
comunidad y de la sala 
de clases. 


  


Conocimiento de las 
caracteristicas de los 


estudiantes. 


El candidato exhibe 
conocimiento mínimo, 
estereotípico o 
irrelevante de las 
diferencias 
estudiantiles 
(desarrollo, cultura, 
intereses). 


El candidato exhibe 
conocimiento general 


de las diferencias 
estudiantiles 


(desarrollo, cultura, 
intereses, habilidades 
/ discapacidades) que 


pueden afectar el 
aprendizaje. 


El candidato exhibe 
entendimiento general  
y específico de las 
diferencias 
estudiantiles 
(desarrollo, cultura, 
intereses, habilidades 
/discapacidades) que 
pueden afectar el 
aprendizaje. 


  


Conocimiento de los 
diversos enfoques de 


aprendizaje de los 
estudiantes 


El candidato exhibe 
conocimiento mínimo, 
estereotípico o 
irrelevante de los 
diferentes modos en 
que los estudiantes 
aprenden 
(estilos/modalidades 
de aprendizaje). No se 
presenta el contraste 
entre 2 estudiantes 
particulares. 


El candidato exhibe 
conocimiento general 
de los diferentes 
modos en que los 
estudiantes aprenden 
(estilos/modalidades 
de aprendizaje). Se 
presentan algunas 
características de 2 
estudiantes 
particulares. 


El candidato exhibe 
entendimiento general 
y específico de los 
diferentes modos en 
que los estudiantes 
aprenden 
(estilos/modalidades 
de aprendizaje) que 
pueden afectar el 
aprendizaje. Se 
discuten las 
características 
contextuales entre 2 
estudiantes 
contrastantes. 


  







Conocimiento de las 
destrezas y el 


aprendizaje previo de 
los estudiantes  


El candidato exhibe 
poco conocimiento o 
conocimiento 
irrelevante de las 
destrezas y del 
aprendizaje previo de 
los estudiantes. 


El candidato exhibe 
conocimiento general 
de las destrezas y del 
aprendizaje previo de 
los estudiantes que 
pueden afectar el 
aprendizaje. 


El candidato exhibe 
entendimiento general 
y específico de las 
destrezas y del 
aprendizaje previo de 
los estudiantes que 
pueden afectar el 
aprendizaje. 


  


Implicaciones para la 
planificación y la 


avaluación instruccional 


El candidato no provee 
implicaciones para la 
instrucción y para la 
avaluación, 
fundamentadas en las 
diferencias individuales 
de los estudiantes y en 
las características de la 
comunidad, de la 
escuela o de la sala de 
clases ó provee 
implicaciones 
inapropiadas. 


El candidato provee 
implicaciones 
generales para la 
instrucción y para la 
avaluación, 
fundamentadas en 
las diferencias 
individuales de los 
estudiantes y en las 
características de la 
comunidad, de la 
escuela o de la sala 
de clases. 


El candidato provee 
implicaciones 
específicas para la 
instrucción y para la 
avaluación, 
fundamentadas en las 
diferencias individuales 
de los estudiantes y en 
las características de la 
comunidad, de la 
escuela o de la sala de 
clases. 


  


   


SubTotal   0 


   


Por Ciento Parcial 0.00% 


     


      2.  Metas del aprendizaje y objetivos       


          


Ubicación                    


Indicador 


1                                          
Indicador no cumplido 


2                                     
Indicador 


parcialmente 
cumplido 


3                                                       
Indicador cumplido 


Valor 
asignado 


Importancia, reto y 
variedad 


Las metas reflejan solo 
un tipo o nivel de 
aprendizaje. 


Las metas reflejan 
varios tipos o niveles 
de aprendizaje pero 
carecen de 
importancia o reto. 


Las metas reflejan 
varios tipos o niveles 
de aprendizaje y son 
importantes y 
retadoras. 


  


Claridad Las metas no están 
claramente expuestas y 
son actividades, en 
lugar de resultados del 
aprendizaje. 


Algunas de las metas 
están claramente 
expuestas como 
resultados del 
aprendizaje. 


La mayoría de las 
metas están 
claramente expuestas 
como resultados del 
aprendizaje. 


  







Idoneidad para 
estudiantes 


Las metas no son 
idóneas para el 
desarrollo; 
conocimiento, 
destrezas, experiencias 
pre-requeridas; u otras 
necesidades 
estudiantiles. 


Algunas metas son 
idóneas para el 
desarrollo; 
conocimiento, 
destrezas, 
experiencias pre-
requeridas; u otras 
necesidades 
estudiantiles. 


La mayoría de las 
metas son idóneas para 
el desarrollo; 
conocimiento, 
destrezas, experiencias 
pre-requeridas; u otras 
necesidades 
estudiantiles. 


  


Alineación con 
estándares nacionales, 


estatales o locales 


Las metas no están 
alineadas con los 
estándares nacionales, 
estatales o locales. 


Algunas metas están 
alineadas con los 
estándares 
nacionales, estatales 
o locales. 


La mayoría de las 
metas están alineadas 
con los estándares 
nacionales, estatales o 
locales. 


  


   


SubTotal   0 


   


Por Ciento Parcial 0.00% 


     


     3.  Plan de evaluación del aprendizaje       


          


Ubicación                    


Indicador 


1                                          
Indicador no cumplido 


2                                     
Indicador 


parcialmente 
cumplido 


3                                                       
Indicador cumplido 


Valor 
asignado 


Alineación con metas 
del aprendizaje e 


instrucción 


El contenido y los 
métodos de avaluación 
no guardan 
congruencia con las 
metas del aprendizaje 
o carecen de 
complejidad cognitiva.  


Algunas de las metas 
del aprendizaje se 
avalúan mediante el 
plan de avaluación, 
pero muchos de las 
avaluaciones no son 
congruentes con las 
metas del aprendizaje 
en contenido y 
complejidad 
cognitiva. 


Cada una de las metas 
del aprendizaje se 
avalúan mediante el 
plan de avaluación; las 
avaluaciones son 
congruentes con las 
metas del aprendizaje 
en contenido y 
complejidad cognitiva. 


  


Claridad de criterios y 
estándares de ejecución 


Las avaluaciones no 
contienen criterios 
claros para medir la 
ejecución del 
estudiante relativo a 
las metas del 
aprendizaje. 


Se han desarrollado 
los criterios de 
avaluación, pero no 
están claros o no 
están vinculados 
explícitamente a las 
metas del 
aprendizaje. 


Los criterios de 
avaluación están claros 
y están vinculados 
explícitamente a las 
metas del aprendizaje. 


  







Modalidades y enfoques 
múltiples 


El plan de avaluación 
incluye una sola 
modalidad de 
avaluación y no avalúa 
a los estudiantes antes, 
durante y luego de la 
instrucción. 


El plan de avaluación 
incluye modalidades 
múltiples pero todas 
son o fundamentadas 
en papel y lápiz (i.e. 
no son avaluaciones 
de ejecución) y/o no 
requieren la 
integración de 
conocimiento, 
destrezas y 
habilidades de 
razonamiento. 


El plan de avaluación 
incluye múltiples 
modalidades de 
avaluación (incluyendo 
avaluaciones de 
ejecución, reportes de 
laboratorio, proyectos 
de investigación, etc.) y 
avalúa la ejecución del 
estudiante a través de 
la secuencia de 
instrucción. 


  


Solidez técnica Las avaluaciones no 
son válidas, los 
procedimientos de 
puntuación están 
ausentes o son 
inexactos; ítems o 
incitadores (“prompts”) 
están pobremente 
redactados; las 
direcciones y 
procedimientos son 
confusas para los 
estudiantes 


Las avaluaciones 
aparentan tener 
alguna validez.  Se 
explican algunos 
procedimientos de 
puntuación; algunos 
ítems o incitadores 
están claramente 
redactados; algunas 
direcciones y 
procedimientos están 
claros para los 
estudiantes. 


Las avaluaciones 
aparentan ser válidas; 
se explican los 
procedimientos de 
puntuación; la mayor 
parte de los ítems o 
incitadores están 
claramente redactados; 
las direcciones y 
procedimientos están 
claros para los 
estudiantes. 


  


Adaptaciones 
fundamentadas en las 


necesidades de los 
estudiantes 


El candidato no adapta 
las avaluaciones para 
atender las 
necesidades 
individuales de los 
estudiantes o estas 
avaluaciones son 
inapropiadas. 


El candidato adapta 
las avaluaciones para 
atender las 
necesidades 
individuales de 
algunos estudiantes. 


El candidato adapta las 
avaluaciones para 
atender las 
necesidades 
individuales de la 
mayoría de los 
estudiantes. 


  


   


SubTotal   0 


   


Por Ciento Parcial 0.00% 


     


     4.  Diseño e implantación de la enseñanza       
          


Ubicación                    


Indicador 


1                                          
Indicador no cumplido 


2                                     
Indicador 


parcialmente 
cumplido 


3                                                       
Indicador cumplido 


Valor 
asignado 







Alineación con metas del 
aprendizaje 


Pocas lecciones están 
explícitamente vinculadas 
con las metas del 
aprendizaje.  Pocas 
actividades, asignaciones 
y recursos de aprendizaje 
están alineados con las 
metas del aprendizaje.  
No todas las metas del 
aprendizaje se cubren en 
el diseño.   


La mayor parte de las 
lecciones están 
explícitamente 
vinculadas con las 
metas del aprendizaje.  
La mayor parte de las 
actividades, 
asignaciones y recursos 
de aprendizaje están 
alineados con las metas 
del aprendizaje.  La 
mayor parte de las 
metas del aprendizaje 
se cubren en el diseño.   


Todas las lecciones están 
explícitamente vinculadas 
con las metas del 
aprendizaje.  Todas las 
actividades, asignaciones 
y recursos de aprendizaje 
están alineados con las 
metas del aprendizaje. 
Todas las metas del 
aprendizaje se cubren en 
el diseño.   


  


Representación exacta del 
contenido 


El uso de contenido por 
parte del candidato 
aparenta contener 
numerosas inexactitudes.  
El contenido parece verse 
más como destrezas y 
hechos aislados en lugar 
de verse como parte de 
una estructura conceptual 
más amplia. 


El uso de contenido por 
parte del candidato 
aparenta ser 
mayormente exacto.  
Muestra alguna 
consciencia de las 
grandes ideas o de la 
estructura de la 
disciplina. 


El uso de contenido por 
parte del candidato 
aparenta ser exacto.  El 
foco del contenido es 
congruente con las 
grandes ideas o con la 
estructura de la disciplina.  


  


Estructura de la lección y 
de la unidad 


Las lecciones dentro de la 
unidad no están 
organizadas de manera 
lógica (e.g. secuenciadas). 


Las lecciones dentro de 
la unidad poseen alguna 
organización lógica y 
aparentan ser algo 
útiles en mover a los 
estudiantes a lograr las 
metas del aprendizaje. 


Todas las lecciones dentro 
de la unidad están 
lógicamente organizadas 
y aparentan ser útiles en 
mover a los estudiantes a 
lograr las metas del 
aprendizaje. 


  


Utilización de una variedad 
de medios de instrucción, 


actividades, asignaciones y 
recursos 


Poca variedad de medios 
de instrucción, 
actividades, asignaciones 
y recursos.  Fuerte 
atención al libro de texto 
o a un solo recurso (e.g. 
hojas de trabajo). 


Alguna variedad en los 
medios de instrucción, 
actividades, 
asignaciones o recursos 
pero con aportación 
limitada al aprendizaje. 


Variedad significativa de 
medios de instrucción, 
actividades, asignaciones 
y recursos.  Esta variedad 
hace una clara aportación 
al aprendizaje. 


  


Utilización de información 
y datos contextuales para 
seleccionar actividades, 
asignaciones y recursos 


relevantes 


La instrucción no se ha 
diseñado con referencia a 
factores contextuales y 
datos de pre-avaluación.  
Las actividades y 
asignaciones no 
aparentan ser productivas 
y apropiadas para cada 
estudiante. 


Alguna instrucción se ha 
diseñado con referencia 
a factores contextuales 
y datos de pre-
avaluación.  Algunas 
actividades y 
asignaciones aparentan 
ser productivas y 
apropiadas para cada 
estudiante. 


La mayor parte de la 
instrucción se ha 
diseñado con referencia a 
factores contextuales y 
datos de pre-avaluación.  
La mayor parte de las 
actividades y asignaciones 
aparentan ser productivas 
y apropiadas para cada 
estudiante. 


  







Utilización de la tecnología Se utiliza de manera 
inapropiada la tecnología 
ó el candidato no utiliza la 
tecnología y no se provee 
una justificación para esto 
(o se provee una 
inapropiada). 


El candidato utiliza la 
tecnología pero ésta no 
aporta 
significativamente a la 
enseñanza y al 
aprendizaje O el 
candidato provee una 
justificación limitada 
para no utilizar la 
tecnología. 


El candidato integra 
tecnología apropiada que  
aporta significativamente 
a la enseñanza y al 
aprendizaje O el 
candidato provee una 
justificación convincente 
para no utilizar la 
tecnología. 


  


   


SubTotal   0 


   


Por Ciento Parcial 0.00% 


     


     5.  Toma de decisiones en el proceso de instrucción     


          


Ubicación                    


Indicador 


1                                          
Indicador no cumplido 


2                                     
Indicador 


parcialmente 
cumplido 


3                                                       
Indicador cumplido 


Valor 
asignado 


Práctica profesional sólida Muchas decisiones de 
instrucción son 
inapropiadas y no son 
pedagógicamente sólidas. 


Las decisiones de 
instrucción son 
mayormente 
apropiadas pero 
algunas decisiones no 
son pedagógicamente 
sólidas. 


La mayoría de las 
decisiones de instrucción 
son pedagógicamente 
sólidas (i.e. 
probablemente conducen 
a aprendizaje estudiantil). 


  


Modificaciones 
fundamentadas en el 


aprendizaje de los 
estudiantes 


El candidato trata a la 
clase como “un plan se 
ajusta a todos” sin 
modificaciones. 


Se hacen algunas 
modificaciones al plan 
de instrucción para 
atender necesidades 
estudiantiles 
individuales, pero éstas 
no se fundamentan en 
el análisis del 
aprendizaje estudiantil, 
las mejores prácticas o 
factores contextuales. 


Se hacen modificaciones 
apropiadas al plan de 
instrucción para atender 
necesidades estudiantiles 
individuales.  Estas 
modificaciones se 
fundamentan en el 
análisis del aprendizaje 
estudiantil, las mejores 
prácticas o factores 
contextuales.  Se incluye 
explicación de por qué las 
modificaciones pueden 
mejorar el progreso 
estudiantil. 


  


Congruencia entre 
modificaciones y metas del 


aprendizaje 


Las modificaciones en la 
instrucción carecen de 
congruencia con las 
metas del aprendizaje. 


Las modificaciones en la 
instrucción son algo 
congruentes con las 
metas del aprendizaje. 


Las modificaciones en la 
instrucción son 
congruentes con las 
metas del aprendizaje. 


  


   


SubTotal   0 


   


Por Ciento Parcial 0.00% 


     


     







6.  Análisis de los resultados del aprendizaje estudiantil     


          


Ubicación ®                    
Indicador ¯ 


1                                          
Indicador no cumplido 


2                                     
Indicador 


parcialmente 
cumplido 


3                                                       
Indicador cumplido 


Valor 
asignado 


Claridad y exactitud de la 
presentación 


La presentación no es 
clara y exacta; no refleja 
los datos con exactitud. 


La presentación es 
inteligible y contiene 
pocos errores. 


La presentación es fácil de 
entender y no contiene 
errores de presentación. 


  


Alineación con metas del 
aprendizaje 


El análisis del aprendizaje 
estudiantil no está 
alineado con las metas del 
aprendizaje. 


El análisis del 
aprendizaje estudiantil 
está parcialmente 
alineado con las metas 
del aprendizaje y/o falla 
en proveer un perfil 
comprensivo del 
aprendizaje estudiantil 
relativo a las metas para 
toda la clase, para sub-
grupos y para dos 
individuos. 


El análisis del aprendizaje 
estudiantil está 
totalmente alineado con 
las metas del aprendizaje 
y  provee un perfil 
comprensivo del 
aprendizaje estudiantil 
relativo a las metas para 
toda la clase, para sub-
grupos y para dos 
individuos. 


  


Interpretación de datos La interpretación es 
inexacta y faltan las 
conclusiones o éstas no se 
apoyan en los datos. 


La interpretación es 
técnicamente exacta, 
pero faltan las 
conclusiones o éstas no 
se apoyan en los datos. 


La interpretación es 
significativa y las 
conclusiones se apoyan 
en los datos. 


  


Evidencia de impacto en el 
aprendizaje estudiantil 


El análisis del aprendizaje 
estudiantil falla en incluir 
evidencia del impacto en 
el aprendizaje estudiantil 
en términos de números 
de estudiantes que 
lograron y progresaron 
hacia las metas del 
aprendizaje. 


El análisis del 
aprendizaje estudiantil 
incluye evidencia 
incompleta del impacto 
en el aprendizaje 
estudiantil en términos 
de números de 
estudiantes que 
lograron y progresaron 
hacia las metas del 
aprendizaje. 


El análisis del aprendizaje  
incluye evidencia del 
impacto en el aprendizaje 
estudiantil en términos de 
números de estudiantes 
que lograron y 
progresaron hacia las 
metas del aprendizaje. 


  


   


SubTotal   0 


   


Por Ciento Parcial 0.00% 


     


     7.  Reflexión y autoevaluación       


          


Ubicación                    


Indicador 


1                                          
Indicador no cumplido 


2                                     
Indicador 


parcialmente 
cumplido 


3                                                       
Indicador cumplido 


Valor 
asignado 







Interpretación del 
aprendizaje estudiantil 


No se provee evidencia 
o razones para apoyar 
las conclusiones 
esbozadas en la sección 
“Análisis del 
aprendizaje 
estudiantil”.  


Provee evidencia 
pero no razones ( o 
provee razones 
simplistas o 
superficiales) para 
apoyar las 
conclusiones 
esbozadas en la 
sección “Análisis del 
aprendizaje 
estudiantil”. 


Utiliza evidencia para 
apoyar las conclusiones 
esbozadas en la sección 
“Análisis del 
aprendizaje 
estudiantil”.  Explora 
múltiples hipótesis de 
por qué algunos 
estudiantes no 
lograron las metas del 
aprendizaje. 


  


Discernimientos sobre 
instrucción y avaluación 


efectivos  


No provee justificación 
de por qué algunas 
actividades o 
avaluaciones fueron 
más exitosas que otras. 


Identifica actividades 
o avaluaciones 
exitosas y no exitosas 
y explora 
superficialmente las 
razones para su éxito 
o para la ausencia de 
éste (no se utiliza ni 
teoría ni 
investigación). 


Identifica actividades o 
avaluaciones exitosas y 
no exitosas y provee 
razones verosímiles 
(fundamentadas en la 
teoría o en la 
investigación) para su 
éxito o para la ausencia 
de éste. 


  


Alineación entre metas, 
instrucción y avaluación 


No conecta metas del 
aprendizaje, 
instrucción y resultados 
de la avaluación en la 
discusión del 
aprendizaje estudiantil 
y de la instrucción 
efectiva y/o las 
conexiones son 
irrelevantes o 
inexactas. 


Conecta metas del 
aprendizaje, 
instrucción y 
resultados de la 
avaluación en la 
discusión del 
aprendizaje 
estudiantil y de la 
instrucción efectiva, 
pero están presentes 
errores o brechas 
conceptuales. 


Conecta de manera 
lógica metas del 
aprendizaje, 
instrucción y resultados 
de la avaluación en la 
discusión del 
aprendizaje estudiantil 
y de la instrucción 
efectiva. 


  


Implicaciones para la 
enseñanza futura 


No provee ideas o 
provee ideas 
inapropiadas para re-
diseñar las metas del 
aprendizaje, la 
instrucción y la 
avaluación. 


Provee ideas para re-
diseñar las metas del 
aprendizaje, la 
instrucción y la 
avaluación pero no 
ofrece justificación de 
por qué estos 
cambios mejorarían 
el aprendizaje 
estudiantil. 


Provee ideas para re-
diseñar las metas del 
aprendizaje, la 
instrucción y la 
avaluación y explica 
por qué estas 
modificaciones 
mejorarían el 
aprendizaje estudiantil. 


  







Implicaciones para el 
desarrollo profesional 


No provee metas 
profesionales de 
aprendizaje o provee 
metas que no están 
relacionadas a los 
discernimientos y 
experiencias descritos 
en esta sección. 


Presenta metas 
profesionales de 
aprendizaje que no 
están fuertemente 
relacionadas a los 
discernimientos y 
experiencias 
descritos en esta 
sección y/o provee 
un plan ambiguo para 
cumplir con las 
metas. 


Presenta un número 
pequeño de metas 
profesionales de 
aprendizaje que 
emergen claramente 
de los discernimientos 
y experiencias descritos 
en esta sección.  
Describe pasos 
específicos para 
cumplir con estas 
metas. 


  


   


SubTotal   0 


   


Por Ciento Parcial   0.00% 


 







Electronic Portfolio Evaluation Sheet 


  
Portafolio-E de Practica Docente 


  
Nombre Estudiante:   EDPE  ________   Sem____     2008-09 


 


      
Segmentos del 


Portafolio-E                
(Total 25pt) 


# 


Factores contextuales y 
adaptaciones al ambiente 


de aprendizaje (3pt c/u 
Total 15pt) 


# 
Metas de aprendizaje y objetivos 


(3pt c/u Total 12pt) 
# 


Pagina de inicio 
(5pt)   


Conocimiento de los 
factores comunitarios, 
escolares y de la sala de 
clases 0 Importancia, reto y variedad 0 


Autobiografia 
(10pt)   


Conocimiento de las 
características de los 
estudiantes  0 Claridad 0 


Trabajos realizados 
para el curso (5pt)   


Conocimiento de los 
diversos enfoques de 
aprendizaje de los 
estudiantes 0 Idoneidad para estudiantes 0 


Enlaces y recursos 
(5pt)   


Conocimiento de las 
destrezas y el aprendizaje 
previo de los estudiantes 0 


Alineación con estándares 
nacionales, estatales o locales 0 


    


Implicaciones para la 
planificación y la avaluación 
instruccional 0     


TOTALES 0 


  


0   0 


Plan para la 
evaluación del 


aprendizaje (3pt 
c/u Total 15pt) 


# 
Diseño e implantacion de la 


enseñanza (3pt c/u Total 
18pt) 


# 
Toma de decisiones en el proceso 
de instrucción (3pt c/u Total 9pt) 


# 


Alineación con 
metas del 
aprendizaje e 
instrucción 0 


Alineación con metas del 
aprendizaje 0 Práctica profesional sólida 0 


Claridad de criterios 
y estándares de 
ejecución 0 


Representación exacta del 
contenido 0 


Modificaciones fundamentadas 
en el aprendizaje de los 
estudiantes 0 


Modalidades y 
enfoques múltiples 0 


Estructura de la lección y de 
la unidad 0 


Congruencia entre modificaciones 
y metas del aprendizaje 0 


Solidez técnica 0 


Utilización de una variedad 
de medios de instrucción, 
actividades, asignaciones y 
recursos 0     







Adaptaciones 
fundamentadas en 
las necesidades de 
los estudiantes 0 


Utilización de información y 
datos contextuales para 
seleccionar actividades, 
asignaciones y recursos 
relevantes 0     


 
  Utilización de la tecnología 0     


TOTALES 0   0   0 


Analisis de los 
resultados del 


aprendizaje (3pt 
c/u Total 12pt) 


# 
Reflexiones y 


Autoevaluación             (3pt 
c/u Total 15pt) 


# 


  
Claridad y exactitud 
de la presentación 0 


Interpretación del 
aprendizaje estudiantil 0 


  Alineación con 
metas del 
aprendizaje 0 


Discernimientos sobre 
instrucción y avaluación 
efectivos  0 


  
Interpretación de 
datos 0 


Alineación entre metas, 
instrucción y avaluación 0 


  Evidencia de 
impacto en el 
aprendizaje 
estudianti 0 


Implicaciones para la 
enseñanza futura 0 [Puntuacion Maxima: 121] 


 


    
Implicaciones para el 
desarrollo profesional 0 SUMA DE TODAS LAS PARTES 0 


TOTALES 0   0 % 0 


      


  


    
Unidad de Planificación 


Total   
0 


  


    Porciento   0% 


     
 


     
 


  


Efecto del Candidato en el Aprendizaje de los Estudiantes Total   0 


  


    Porciento   0% 


 


  







Exhibit 1c.2.2c TCWS Performance Summary 2007 2009 


Teacher Candidate Work Sample Arte 
Edu. 


Comercial 
Español Non-SPA 


N 4 4 13 21 


Contextual Factors 100% 25% 100% 86% 


Learning Objectives 100% 100% 62% 76% 


Assessment Plan 100% 100% 85% 89% 


Instruction Design 100% 100% 85% 90% 


Instructional Decision Making 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Student Learning Analysis 50% 50% 85% 74% 


Reflection and Self-evaluation 50% 25% 100% 76% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Electronic Portfolio (Links & Resources) 100% 100% 100% 100% 


 


Teacher Candidate Work Sample Biología Física Inglés Matemáticas 


N 4 2 3 4 


Contextual Factors 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Learning Objectives 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Assessment Plan 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Instruction Design 75% 100% 100% 100% 


Instructional Decision Making 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Student Learning Analysis 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Reflection and Self-evaluation 100% 100% 100% 100% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 


Electronic Portfolio (Links & Resources) 100% 100% 100% 100% 


 


 


Teacher Candidate Work Sample Non-SPA SPA All 


N 21 13 34 


Contextual Factors 86% 100% 91% 


Learning Objectives 76% 100% 85% 


Assessment Plan 89% 100% 94% 


Instruction Design 90% 92% 91% 


Instructional Decision Making 100% 100% 100% 


Student Learning Analysis 74% 100% 84% 


Reflection and Self-evaluation 76% 100% 85% 


TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 


Electronic Portfolio (Links & Resources) 100% 100% 100% 


 


 





TCWS Performance Exhibits 1c.2.2a 1c2.2b 1c2.2c




Exhibit 1c.2.3a Agriculture Candidate Proficiencies on Key Assessments 
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Number of candidates   65 73 35 23 21 50 75 


  
  


  


Approval rate all candidates 
instrument   


83% 85% 80% 100% 100%     
    


  
Años de muestreo   4 4 2 2 2 3 4 


  
  


1 Content Knowledge   62       21 43 72 198   


  Percent   95%       100% 86% 96% 211 94% 


2 Pedagogical Content Knowledge   60   29 22   48 70 229   


  Percent   92%   83% 96%   96% 93% 248 92% 


3 Professional Knowledge       28     47 71 146   


  Percent       80%     94% 95% 160 91% 


4 Knowledge of human development   52     20     71 143   


  Percent   80%     87%     95% 163 88% 







5 Creative Critical Thinking       26       73 99   


  Percent       74%       97% 110 90% 


6 
Comprehensive & Communication 
Skills 


  64 70     20   72 226   


  Percent   98% 96%     95%   96% 234 97% 


7 Community building skills             48 73 121   


  Percent             96% 97% 125 97% 


8 Assessment of student learning   53   30   20   66 169   


  Percent   82%   86%   95%   88% 196 86% 


9 Caring dispositions               61 61   


  Percent               81% 75 81% 


10 Professional Disposition with students       32       74 106   


  Percent       91%       99% 110 96% 


11 
Professional Disposition with 
community 


              72 72   


  Percent               96% 75 96% 







12 Sensitivity to diversity       29     44 70 143   


  Percent       83%     88% 93% 160 89% 


13 Demonstrate reflective practice     63         74 137   


  Percent     86%         99% 148 93% 


14 Know about schooling topics       28       65 93   


  Percent       80%       87% 110 85% 


15 Analyze educational research           18   70 88   


  Percent           86%   93% 96 92% 


16 
Fairness and belief that all students 
can learn 


        21     74 95   


  Percent         91%     99% 98 97% 


 


  







Exhibit1c.2.3b 
Reflective Practice  


Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 68 9 87% 12% 


Business Ed 72 12 86% 14% 


Spanish 143 1 99% 1% 


NonSPA 283 22 92% 7% 


Biology 169 5 97% 3% 


Chemistry 29 5 85% 15% 


English 308 28 92% 8% 


History NA NA NA NA 


Math 74 13 85% 15% 


Physical Ed 106 18 85% 15% 


Social Studies 18 0 100% 0% 


SPA 675 64 91% 9% 


Total 958 86 92% 8% 


 


Building Community Skills 
Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 70 6 92% 8% 


Spanish 58 24 69% 29% 


Business Ed 101 37 73% 27% 


NonSPA 229 67 77% 22% 


Biology 146 16 90% 10% 


Chemistry 21 8 72% 28% 


English 298 16 95% 5% 


History NA NA NA NA 


Math 96 19 83% 16% 


Physical Ed 20 12 63% 38% 


Social Studies 10 0 100% 0% 


SPA 635 69 90% 10% 


Total 864 136 86% 14% 


 


 


 





Classroom Observation Professional Skills Exhibits 1c.2.3a 1c.2.3b




Exhibit 1c.4.1 
PCMAS Survey Results 2006-2008 (latest reports available) 


Comparison of Pedagogical Knowledge and Professional Skills Item Responses 
UPRM Candidates versus all Puerto Rico Candidates 


Survey Item #16 - How do you perceive your preparation in courses offered by the Education or 
Pedagogy Faculty or Department? 


Year 
Total 


Responses 


Number of Responses Percentage Responses 


Very good 
Good or 


Very good 
Very good 


Good or 
Very good 


2008 UPRM 147 96 139 65% 95% 


2008 PR 5121 3430 4722 67% 92% 


2007 UPRM 165 107 152 65% 92% 


2007 PR 5478 3599 5033 66% 92% 


2006 UPRM 164 127 156 77% 95% 


2006 PR 4807 3189 4413 66% 92% 


Total UPRM 476 330 447 69% 94% 


Total PR 15406 10218 14168 66% 92% 


 


Survey Item #17 - How do you evaluate your teaching practice experience? 


Year 
Total 


Responses 


Number of Responses Percentage Responses 


Very good 
Good or 


Very good 
Very good 


Good or 
Very good 


2008 UPRM 143 100 132 70% 92% 


2008 PR 4817 3645 4474 76% 93% 


2007 UPRM 156 99 144 63% 92% 


2007 PR 4814 3509 4417 73% 92% 


2006 UPRM 149 115 143 77% 96% 


2006 PR 4245 3071 3854 72% 91% 


Total UPRM 448 314 419 70% 94% 


Total PR 13876 10225 12745 74% 92% 


 


  







Survey Item #19 - In general terms, how satisfied are you with the teacher preparation that you 
received? 


Year 
 


Total 
Responses 


Number of Responses Percentage Responses 


Very 
Satisfied 


More than 
Satisfied or 


Very 
Satisfied 


Very 
Satisfied 


More than 
Satisfied or 


Very 
Satisfied 


2008 UPRM 147 87 133 59% 90% 


2008 PR 5101 3191 4632 63% 91% 


2007 UPRM 165 101 153 61% 93% 


2007 PR 5442 3340 4937 61% 91% 


2006 UPRM 161 114 156 71% 97% 


2006 PR 4763 2987 4321 63% 91% 


Total UPRM 473 302 442 64% 93% 


Total PR 15306 9518 13890 62% 91% 


 





Exhibit 1c.4.1 PCMAS Survey Pedagogical Knowledge and Professional Skills Items Table




Exhibit 1d.1.1a  
Assessment 


Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings 1 Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 123 16 87% 11% 


Business Ed 168 0 100% 0% 


Spanish 249 6 97% 2% 


NonSPA 540 22 95% 4% 


Biology 258 4 98% 2% 


Chemistry 65 6 92% 8% 


English 387 33 92% 8% 


History 19 0 100% 0% 


Math 112 33 77% 23% 


Physical Ed 271 49 83% 15% 


Social Studies 65 2 97% 3% 


SPA 1174 127 90% 10% 


Total 1714 149 91% 8% 


 
 





Exhibit 1d.1.1a Assessment Item Analysis




Exhibit 1d.1.2 
UPRM Agricultural Education Candidates 


Percentage meeting Student Learning Assessment and Analysis targets 
2005-2009 


Student Learning Assessment & 
Analysis 


Number 
Evaluated 


Number 
meeting Target 


Percentage 
meeting Target 


Curricular guide1 65 53 82% 


Micro-teaching Activity2 35 30 86% 


State Exams3 21 20 95% 


Practice II (Formative & Summative) 75 66 88% 


All assessments 196 169 86% 


 
 


                                           
1
 In the Curriculum Development course (EDAG 4006), the Agricultural Education candidate develops a curricular 
guide with instructional materials to be used during teaching practice. The curricular guide has at least five units 
with five lesson plans, prologue, artifacts, and formative and summative evaluations. The prologue includes the 
results of a needs assessment for the topic and the candidate’s educational philosophy. 


2 In the Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture course (EDAG 4007), the Agricultural Education 
candidate prepares and presents a classroom activity to peers. The microteaching activity includes peer 
evaluation and an auto-evaluation from a videotape. The activity report includes student learning assessment and 
analysis. 


3 In the Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture course (EDAG 4007), the Agricultural Education 
candidate participates in the design, administration, and correction of the annual Puerto Rico Agriculture high 
school exam (state competition). The rubric for this participation evaluates content knowledge demonstrated in 
the design and correction of whichever of the sixteen exam areas the candidate was responsible for. 





Exhibit 1d.1.2 Agriculture Student Learning Assessment and Analysis Summary




 
Exhibit 1d.4 Classroom Observation Item Analysis 


Second Semester 2008-09  


All UPRM Candidates 
 


Count 
 


Percent 
 Candidate Profile Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory Other 


Content Knowledge 1443 314 81.1% 17.7% 1.2% 


Planning Instruction 5383 863 84.7% 13.6% 1.7% 


Teaching Learning 2573 403 86.0% 13.5% 0.5% 


Critical Thinking 1359 130 91.0% 8.7% 0.3% 


Comprehensive Formation 8308 927 89.2% 10.0% 0.8% 


Community 864 136 86.1% 13.5% 0.4% 


Assessment 1714 149 91.4% 7.9% 0.6% 


Disposition 1538 100 93.5% 6.1% 0.4% 


Diversity 1067 143 87.7% 11.8% 0.5% 


Reflective Habit 958 86 91.7% 8.2% 0.1% 


      
Comprehensive Formation 


     Professionalism 3386 205 93.6% 5.7% 0.7% 


Values 1124 96 91.6% 7.8% 0.6% 


Psych Strategies 2128 337 85.5% 13.5% 1.0% 


Communication 1670 289 84.5% 14.6% 0.9% 


      Pedagogical Knowledge 9315 1396 85.9% 12.9% 1.2% 


 
 
  







Classroom Observation Item Analysis SPA Candidates 
Second Semester 2008-09  


SPA Candidates 
 


Count 
 


Percent 
 Candidate Profile Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory Other 


Content Knowledge 1199 165 87.4% 12.0% 0.6% 


Planning Instruction 4679 739 85.0% 13.4% 1.6% 


Teaching Learning 1817 273 86.7% 13.0% 0.2% 


Critical Thinking 1069 99 91.3% 8.5% 0.3% 


Comprehensive Formation 5958 568 90.8% 8.7% 0.6% 


Community 635 69 90.1% 9.8% 0.1% 


Assessment 1174 127 89.7% 9.7% 0.6% 


Disposition 1009 64 93.7% 5.9% 0.4% 


Diversity 774 130 85.1% 14.3% 0.7% 


Reflective Habit 675 64 91.3% 8.7% 0.0% 


      
Comprehensive Formation 


     Professionalism 2454 99 95.8% 3.9% 0.4% 


Values 759 59 92.4% 7.2% 0.4% 


Psych Strategies 1523 239 85.8% 13.5% 0.7% 


Communication 1222 171 86.9% 12.2% 0.9% 


      Pedagogical Knowledge 7565 1111 86.3% 12.7% 1.1% 


 
  







Classroom Observation Item Analysis Non-SPA Candidates 
Second Semester 2008-09  


Non-SPA Candidates 
 


Count 
 


Percent 
 Candidate Profile Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory Other 


Content Knowledge 244 149 60.0% 36.6% 3.4% 


Planning Instruction 704 124 83.0% 14.6% 2.4% 


Teaching Learning 756 130 84.3% 14.5% 1.2% 


Critical Thinking 290 31 89.8% 9.6% 0.6% 


Comprehensive Formation 2350 359 85.6% 13.1% 1.3% 


Community 229 67 76.6% 22.4% 1.0% 


Assessment 540 22 95.4% 3.9% 0.7% 


Disposition 529 36 93.1% 6.3% 0.5% 


Diversity 293 13 95.8% 4.2% 0.0% 


Reflective Habit 283 22 92.5% 7.2% 0.3% 


      
Comprehensive Formation 


     Professionalism 3390 204 93.7% 5.6% 0.7% 


Values 1041 96 91.0% 8.4% 0.6% 


Psych Strategies 2076 345 84.9% 14.1% 1.0% 


Communication 1732 299 84.5% 14.6% 0.9% 


      Pedagogical Knowledge 1750 285 84.6% 13.8% 1.6% 


 
  







Classroom Observation Item Analysis by Program 
Second Semester 2008-09  


Content Knowledge 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 88 16 85% 15% 


Business Ed 67 41 60% 37% 


Spanish 89 92 46% 48% 


NonSPA 244 149 60% 37% 


Biology 258 37 87% 12% 


Chemistry 40 9 82% 18% 


English 520 67 89% 11% 


History NA NA NA NA 


Math 84 30 72% 26% 


Physical Ed 213 23 89% 10% 


Social Studies 30 6 83% 17% 


SPA 1199 165 87% 12% 


Total 1443 314 81% 18% 


 


 


Pedagogical Content Knowledge 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 450 80 84% 15% 


Business Ed 417 100 78% 19% 


Spanish 883 105 89% 11% 


NonSPA 1750 285 85% 14% 


Biology 944 98 90% 9% 


Chemistry 205 24 88% 10% 


English 1835 155 92% 8% 


History 177 1 99% 1% 


Math 457 143 76% 24% 


Physical Ed 3170 637 82% 16% 


Social Studies 382 40 91% 9% 


SPA 7565 1111 86% 13% 


Total 9315 1396 86% 13% 


 
 


  







Planning Instruction 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 176 37 80% 17% 


Business Ed 145 59 67% 27% 


Spanish 383 28 93% 7% 


NonSPA 704 124 83% 15% 


Biology 385 22 94% 5% 


Chemistry 94 2 98% 2% 


English 796 40 95% 5% 


History 78 0 100% 0% 


Math 164 37 82% 18% 


Physical Ed 3017 615 81% 17% 


Social Studies 153 17 90% 10% 


SPA 4679 739 85% 13% 


Total 5383 863 85% 14% 


 
 


Teaching Learning 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 194 37 83% 16% 


Business Ed 185 35 83% 16% 


Spanish 377 58 86% 13% 


NonSPA 756 130 84% 14% 


Biology 365 58 86% 14% 


Chemistry 86 8 90% 8% 


English 744 96 89% 11% 


History 99 1 99% 1% 


Math 217 71 75% 24% 


Physical Ed 153 22 87% 13% 


Social Studies 214 11 95% 5% 


SPA 1817 273 87% 13% 


Total 2573 403 86% 13% 


 


  







Critical Thinking 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 80 6 93% 7% 


Business Ed 87 6 94% 6% 


Spanish 123 19 85% 13% 


NonSPA 290 31 90% 10% 


Biology 194 18 92% 8% 


Chemistry 25 14 61% 34% 


English 295 19 94% 6% 


History NA NA NA NA 


Math 76 35 67% 31% 


Physical Ed NA NA NA NA 


Social Studies 15 12 56% 44% 


SPA 1069 99 91% 8% 


Total 1359 130 91% 9% 


 


 


Comprehensive Formation 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 579 111 83% 16% 


Business Ed 684 82 88% 11% 


Spanish 1087 166 86% 13% 


NonSPA 2350 359 86% 13% 


Biology 1174 102 92% 8% 


Chemistry 489 15 97% 3% 


English 2258 214 91% 9% 


History 134 1 99% 1% 


Math 557 74 88% 12% 


Physical Ed 1131 125 89% 10% 


Social Studies 338 40 89% 11% 


SPA 5958 568 91% 9% 


Total 8308 927 89% 10% 


 
  







Community 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 70 6 92% 8% 


Business Ed 58 24 69% 29% 


Spanish 101 37 73% 27% 


NonSPA 229 67 77% 22% 


Biology 146 16 90% 10% 


Chemistry 21 8 72% 28% 


English 298 16 95% 5% 


History NA NA NA NA 


Math 96 19 83% 16% 


Physical Ed 20 12 63% 38% 


Social Studies 10 0 100% 0% 


SPA 635 69 90% 10% 


Total 864 136 86% 14% 


 
 


Assessment 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 123 16 87% 11% 


Business Ed 168 0 100% 0% 


Spanish 249 6 97% 2% 


NonSPA 540 22 95% 4% 


Biology 258 4 98% 2% 


Chemistry 65 6 92% 8% 


English 387 33 92% 8% 


History 19 0 100% 0% 


Math 112 33 77% 23% 


Physical Ed 271 49 83% 15% 


Social Studies 65 2 97% 3% 


SPA 1174 127 90% 10% 


Total 1714 149 91% 8% 


 
  







Disposition 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 134 9 94% 6% 


Business Ed 156 12 93% 7% 


Spanish 239 15 93% 6% 


NonSPA 529 36 93% 6% 


Biology 299 10 97% 3% 


Chemistry 62 6 91% 9% 


English 446 38 91% 8% 


History 11 1 92% 8% 


Math 129 13 91% 9% 


Physical Ed 32 0 100% 0% 


Social Studies 61 0 100% 0% 


SPA 1009 64 94% 6% 


Total 1538 100 93% 6% 


 
 


Diversity 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 75 3 96% 4% 


Business Ed 82 2 98% 2% 


Spanish 136 8 94% 6% 


NonSPA 293 13 96% 4% 


Biology 156 3 98% 2% 


Chemistry 31 2 94% 6% 


English 402 98 80% 20% 


History NA NA NA NA 


Math 52 5 91% 9% 


Physical Ed 113 19 83% 14% 


Social Studies 22 0 100% 0% 


SPA 774 130 85% 14% 


Total 1067 143 88% 12% 


 
  







Reflective Habit 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 68 9 87% 12% 


Business Ed 72 12 86% 14% 


Spanish 143 1 99% 1% 


NonSPA 283 22 92% 7% 


Biology 169 5 97% 3% 


Chemistry 29 5 85% 15% 


English 308 28 92% 8% 


History NA NA NA NA 


Math 74 13 85% 15% 


Physical Ed 106 18 85% 15% 


Social Studies 18 0 100% 0% 


SPA 675 64 91% 9% 


Total 958 86 92% 8% 


 
 


Professionalism 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 214 50 79% 19% 


Business Ed 248 42 83% 14% 


Spanish 470 14 97% 3% 


NonSPA 3390 204 94% 6% 


Biology 469 11 97% 2% 


Chemistry 123 3 98% 2% 


English 802 22 97% 3% 


History 57 1 98% 2% 


Math 210 21 91% 9% 


Physical Ed 662 40 94% 6% 


Social Studies 135 0 100% 0% 


SPA 2454 99 96% 4% 


Total 3386 205 94% 6% 


 
  







Values 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 97 7 93% 7% 


Business Ed 107 5 96% 4% 


Spanish 161 25 85% 13% 


NonSPA 1041 96 91% 8% 


Biology 180 4 98% 2% 


Chemistry 119 4 97% 3% 


English 291 28 91% 9% 


History NA NA NA NA 


Math 108 6 95% 5% 


Physical Ed 30 8 77% 21% 


Social Studies 27 9 75% 25% 


SPA 759 59 92% 7% 


Total 1124 96 92% 8% 


 
 


Psych Strategies 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 156 24 86% 13% 


Business Ed 179 17 91% 9% 


Spanish 270 57 80% 17% 


NonSPA 2076 345 85% 14% 


Biology 267 54 83% 17% 


Chemistry 123 4 97% 3% 


English 507 73 86% 12% 


History 57 0 100% 0% 


Math 132 39 76% 22% 


Physical Ed 306 60 83% 16% 


Social Studies 130 9 94% 6% 


SPA 1523 239 86% 13% 


Total 2128 337 85% 14% 


 
  







Communication 


Program 
 Count  Percent 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 112 30 78% 21% 


Business Ed 150 18 89% 11% 


Spanish 186 70 72% 27% 


NonSPA 1732 299 85% 15% 


Biology 258 33 88% 11% 


Chemistry 124 4 97% 3% 


English 658 91 87% 12% 


History 20 0 100% 0% 


Math 107 8 92% 7% 


Physical Ed 133 17 87% 11% 


Social Studies 46 22 68% 32% 


SPA 1222 171 87% 12% 


Total 1670 289 84% 15% 


 





Exhibit 1d.4 Classroom Observation Item Analysis




Exhibit 1g.1.1 
Professional Dispositions: Caring Disposition 


Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings  Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 134 9 94% 6% 


Business Ed 156 12 93% 7% 


Spanish 239 15 93% 6% 


NonSPA 529 36 93% 6% 


Biology 299 10 97% 3% 


Chemistry 62 6 91% 9% 


English 446 38 91% 8% 


History 11 1 92% 8% 


Math 129 13 91% 9% 


Physical Ed 32 0 100% 0% 


Social Studies 61 0 100% 0% 


SPA 1009 64 94% 6% 


Total 1538 100 93% 6% 


 
 


 


Professional Dispositions: Sensitivity to Diversity 
Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings 1 Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 75 3 96% 4% 


Business Ed 82 2 98% 2% 


Spanish 136 8 94% 6% 


NonSPA 293 13 96% 4% 


Biology 156 3 98% 2% 


Chemistry 31 2 94% 6% 


English 402 98 80% 20% 


History NA NA NA NA 


Math 52 5 91% 9% 


Physical Ed 113 19 83% 14% 


Social Studies 22 0 100% 0% 


SPA 774 130 85% 14% 


Total 1067 143 88% 12% 


  







Professional Dispositions: Reflective Practice 
Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings 1 Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 68 9 87% 12% 


Business Ed 72 12 86% 14% 


Spanish 143 1 99% 1% 


NonSPA 283 22 92% 7% 


Biology 169 5 97% 3% 


Chemistry 29 5 85% 15% 


English 308 28 92% 8% 


History NA NA NA NA 


Math 74 13 85% 15% 


Physical Ed 106 18 85% 15% 


Social Studies 18 0 100% 0% 


SPA 675 64 91% 9% 


Total 958 86 92% 8% 


 
 





Exhibit 1g.1.1 Professional Dispositions Item Analysis




Exhibit 1g.2.1 
Caring Dispositions: All Items  


Classroom Observation Instruments Item Analysis 2nd semester 2008 2009 


Candidate 
Area 


Number of Ratings 1 Percentage Ratings 


Excellent Satisfactory Excellent Satisfactory 


Art 134 9 94% 6% 


Business Ed 299 10 97% 3% 


Spanish 239 15 93% 6% 


NonSPA 529 36 93% 6% 


Biology 299 10 97% 3% 


Chemistry 62 6 91% 9% 


English 446 38 91% 8% 


History 11 1 92% 8% 


Math 129 13 91% 9% 


Physical Ed 32 0 100% 0% 


Social Studies 61 0 100% 0% 


SPA 1009 64 94% 6% 


Total 1538 100 93% 6% 


 





Exhibit 1g.2.1 Caring Dispositions Item Analysis




Standard 2: Assessment System  
Table 6 


Unit Assessment System: Transition Point Assessments 


Teacher Preparation Program Secondary Education UPRM 


 
Program 


Transition Point #1: Entrance 
to the Teacher Preparation 


Program of Secondary 
Education 


Transition Point #2:  
Enrollment in Theory and 


Methodology Course 


Transition Point #3 : 
Admission to Student 


Teaching 


Transition Point #4 : 
Program Completion 


After program 
completion  


Initial Secondary 
Education in: 
-Mathematics 
-Physical Education 
-Physical Sciences  
-Arts 
-Biology 
-Business  
-Education    
-Chemistry  
-English  
-History  
-Social Studies 
 -Spanish  
-Theater 
 


UPRM sets a minimum 
admission IGS* for each 
program of admission 
according to the capacity of 
the program (faculty and 
facilities); 
Approval of 6 credits of 
Foundations of Education 
courses  with a minimum 
2.50 GPA; 
Satisfactory completion of  
Writing Skills and Teaching 
Dispositons  Test (Prueba de 
Redacción Escrita y 
Disposición al Magisterio); 
Group Interview 


18 credits in their major with grade 
point averages of 2.5 or better 
overall and in their major  
2.5;  approval of all the  
Foundations of Education courses 
(12 credits) with a minimum 2.5 
GPA; 
80% or higher on Rubric of 
Educational Philosophy Project 


2.5 GPA in major  
2.5 GPA overall; 
minimal approval of the 
education courses 2.50; 
methodology course with 
a B or better; 80% or 
higher on the Portfolio 
Rubric 


Approval of the 
student teaching 
course; 
80% or higher on the 
Practice Observation 
Instrument; 
80% or higher on the 
Electronic Portfolio 
with Teacher 
Candidate Work 
Sample Rubrics 


Follow –up surveys of 
graduates and 
employers; 
PCMAS Survey; 
Teacher 
Certification Tests 
(PCMAS- College Board) 


Initial Secondary 
Education in: 
Agricultural 
Education 


The minimum IGS*  
For Ag Ed: 
255; 
Satisfactory completion of  
Writing Skills and Teaching 
Dispositons  Test (Prueba de 
Redacción Escrita y 
Disposición al Magisterio) 
Group Interview 


Transition Point #2: Completion of 
Organization and Administration in 
Vocational Agriculture course  
 
12 credits in required Agricultural 
Education courses, with 2.50 GPA or 
higher; 
Pre and post diagnostic in  
Organization and Administration in 
Vocational Agriculture (EDAG 4007); 
Less than 70% on the post 
diagnostic test must participate in 
career counseling, a remedial 
program or a tutoring program. 


2.5 GPA in major; 
2.5 GPA overall; 
 
Satisfactory completion 
of Interview; 
Satisfactory completion 
of portfolio and rubrics. 


Approved EDAG 
4018-Student 
Teaching;  
Student teaching 
evaluation rubrics ; 
Portfolio including 
evidence of lesson 
plans, evaluation 
tools such as, exams, 
quizzes, assignments, 
reflective essays, self-
evaluation report, 
cooperative teacher 
evaluations, 
attendance records, 
and research written 
papers. 


Follow –up surveys of 
graduates; 
PCMAS Survey; 
Teacher 
Certification Tests 
(PCMAS- College Board) 


* The General Admission Index (IGS in Spanish) is a weighted average of the high school grade point average (50%) and the mathematical aptitude and verbal aptitude scores on the College Board 


Entrance Examination (50%). The IGS required for admission to each program is set according to the capacity of that program to meet the demand, and consequently is different for each program. 





Table 6 UPRM Transition Points




 
IInnssttrruuccttiioonnss  ttoo  eenntteerr  UUPPRRMM  IInnssttiittuuttiioonnaall  RReeppoorrtt  EElleeccttrroonniicc  EExxhhiibbiitt  RRoooomm  
 
https://sites.google.com/site/irncateuprm/uprm-institutional-report 
 


1. Click on the site above to access the UPRM Institutional Report 
Exhibit Room 
 


2. Click on the part of the IR report which you want to view. 
 


3. Exhibits are organized by questions in each Standard in the order 
they appear in the IR responses. 
 


4. You can either view or download the exhibits. 
 


5. Some exhibits are links to web pages (when documents are too 
large) while others are actual documents.  


 
If you have any questions, please contact Carmen Bellido at 
carmen.bellido@upr.edu  
 


 



https://sites.google.com/site/irncateuprm/uprm-institutional-report

mailto:carmen.bellido@upr.edu



Instructions to use UPRM Institutional Report Electronic Exhibit Room




Table 7 


Field Experiences and Clinical Practice by Program 
Programs *Field Experiences Hours **Clinical Practice Hours Total Number of Hours 


Agricultural 


Education 


 


150 


 


225 


 


375 


Social Studies 30  300 330 


History 30 300 330 


Mathematics 


Education 


 


30 


 


300 


 


330 


Physical 


Sciences 


 


30 


 


300 


 


330 


Chemistry 30 300 330 


Biology 30 300 330 


Physical 


Education 


 


30 + ***10 


 


300 


 


340 


English 30 300 330 


Art 30 300 330 


Theater 30 300 330 


Spanish 30 300 330 


Business 


Education 


 


30 


 


300 


 


330 


 


*Field experience= 30 hours=15 hours of Nature and Needs of Exceptional Learners course and 15 hours experience field 


course. The description of the methodology course is: Observe a theoretical and practical approach to the teaching-


learning process. All aspects related to the teaching of [SPECIFIC AREA] in secondary schools are studied: 


planning, innovative education and curriculum analysis: basic content in this area of specialization, preparation, 


adaptation and utilization of resources; methodology, teaching techniques and strategies: fundamentals of 


measurement and evaluation.                                                                     


 


**Clinical practice= 300 hours= 4 hours/5 days a week/15 weeks a semester plus 20 hours of seminars held by the 


unit during the semester, and 45 hours divided into a three-hour weekly seminar with the university supervisor. The 


description of the clinical practice course requires candidates to lead the learning process and teach in a public 


secondary school; participate in school activities and attend seminars offered at the University of Puerto Rico. 


Through these experiences teacher candidates are equipped with theories, practical techniques, and methods to 


develop their knowledge, skills and attitudes which contribute to improve in clinical practice. In addition, they 


discuss and analyze current topics in the field of study or situations that arise during their clinical practice. 


***Candidates in the Physical Education Program take the Teaching of Physical Education for the Handicapped 


course which requires at least ten hours of field experience.  


 


****EDAG Field experience = 150 hours = Candidates attend 15 hours of Nature and Needs of Exceptional 


Learners course and 6 hours/15 weeks (total of 90 hours) to reflecting on guided observation activities related 


theoretical and practical approach to the teaching-learning process. All aspects related to the teaching of agriculture 


in secondary schools are studied: planning, innovative education and curriculum analysis: basic content in this area 


of specialization, preparation, adaptation and utilization of resources; methodology, teaching techniques and 


strategies: fundamentals of measurement and evaluation. Also, 45 hours of weekly conference to evaluate candidate 


progress. 


 


*****EDAG Clinical practice = 225 hours = Candidates attend 12 hours/15 weeks (total of 180 hours) to lead the 


learning process, teach in a public secondary school and participate in school activities. Through these experiences 


teacher candidates are equipped with theories, practical techniques and methods to develop their knowledge, skills 


and attitudes which contribute to improvements in clinical practice. In addition, candidates attend total of 45 hours 


to discuss and analyze current topics in the field or evaluate situation that arise during their clinical practice. 


 





Table 7 Field Experiences and Clinical Practice by Program




Exhibit 3c.1 


Candidates that are eligible for clinical practice each semester / year and the percent, on 


average, that complete clinical practice successfully 


Academic 


Year 


Specialization Accepted Withdrawals Approved Approval 


Rate (%) 
August -


December 


2007 


 


January- 


May 


2008 


 


 
 


Agricultural Education 


Biology 


Chemistry 


Physical Sciences 


Business Education 


Mathematics Education 


Social Studies 


History 


Art 


Theater 


Physical Education 


Spanish 


English 


Total  


14 


12 


1 


2 


8 


5 


14 


3 


2 


0 


24 


9 


10 


104 


0 


0 


0 


0 


0 


0 


1 


0 


0 


0 


1 


1 


0 


3 


14 


12 


1 


2 


8 


5 


13 


3 


2 


0 


23 


8 


10 


101 


100 


100 


100 


100 


100 


100 


93 


100 


100 


N/A 


96 


89 


100 


97% 


August -


December 


2008 


 


January- 


May 


2009 


 


 


 


Agricultural Education 


Biology 


Chemistry 


Physical Science 


Business Education 


Mathematics Education 


Social Studies 


History 


Art 


Theater 


Physical Education 


Spanish 


English  


Total 


6 


9 


2 


1 


5 


13 


19 


8 


5 


0 


19 


11 


13   


122 


0 


0 


0 


1 


0 


0 


1 


1 


0 


0 


2 


0 


1 


6 


6 


9 


2 


0 


5 


13 


18 


7 


5 


0 


17 


11 


12 


115 


100 


100 


100 


   0 


100 


100 


95 


88 


100 


N/A 


89 


100 


92 


94% 


August -


December 


2009 


 


January- 


May 


2010 


 


 


 


Agricultural Education 


Biology 


Chemistry 


Physical Science 


Business Education  


Mathematics Education 


Social Studies 


History 


Art 


Theater 


Physical Education 


Spanish 


English 


Totales 


6 


6 


5 


0 


9 


12 


20 


5 


3 


0 


24 


3 


4 


97 


0 


0 


0 


0 


0 


0 


2 


0 


0 


0 


1 


0 


0 


3 


6 


6 


5 


0 


9 


12 


18 


5 


3 


0 


23 


3 


4 


94 


100 


100 


100 


0 


100 


100 


90 


100 


100 


0 


96 


100 


100 


97% 


Withdrawals of candidates were classified as the following: academic problems (4 candidates), personal problems (6 


candidates) and health problems (2 candidates). These candidates received orientations by the associate director of 


the unit, university supervisors and cooperating teachers.  (Exhibit 3c.1.1) 


 


 





3c.1 Eligible candidates for clinical practice and approval rate




Table 10 


Demographics on Sites for Clinical Practice  


2009-2010 
Name of school American 


Indian or 


Alaska 


Native 


Asian Black or 


African 


American, 


non- 


Hispanic 


Native 


Hawaiian 


or Other 


Pacific 


Islander 


Hispanic 


or 


Latino 


White, 


non- 


Hispanic 


Two 


or 


more 


races 


Other Race / 


ethnicity 


unknown 


Students 


receiving lunch 


English 


language 


learners 


Students 


with 


disabilities 
free reduced 


price 


Alcides Figueroa - Añasco     436     263 20 436  


Alfredo Dorrington - 


Hormigueros 


    405     334 26 405  


Antonio S. Pedreira - Moca     285     150 12 285  


Arsenio Martínez -  


Aguada 


    380     151 12 380  


Catalina Morales - Moca     1,051     878 68 1,051  


Centro Recursos 


Oportunidades Educativas 


Múltiples (CROEM) - 


Mayagüez 


    150     131 10 150  


Centro Vocacional Especial 


- Aguada 


    134     118 9 134  


Domingo Aponte Collazo - 


Lares 


    1,187     452 35 1,187  


Dr. Carlos González - 


Aguada 


    699     389 30 699  


Efraín Sánchez Hidalgo - 


Moca 


    522     291 22 522  


Eladio Tirado López  - 


Aguada 


    943     525 41 943  


Esteban Rosado Báez - 


Mayagüez 


    289     214 17 289  


Eugenio María de Hostos - 


Mayagüez 


    1,011     553 43 1,011  


Inés María Mendoza – 


Cabo Rojo 


    739     281 22 739  


Intermedia Nueva- Juana 


Rosario - Aguada 


    860     311 24 860  


Isabel Suárez - Añasco     422     309 24 422  


José A. Vargas- Isabela     479     392 30 479  


José Gautier Benítez -     336     227 18 336  



http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Alcides-Figueroa-098690.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/charter/Su-Alfredo-Dorrington-098711.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Antonio-S-Pedreira-098585.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Arsenio-Martinez-098671.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Nueva-Escuela-Superior-098477.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/magnet/Croem-098627.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/magnet/Croem-098627.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/magnet/Croem-098627.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Centro-Vocacional-Especial-098687.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Domingo-Aponte-Collazo-099297.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Dr-Carlos-Gonzalez-098672.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Dr-Efrain-Sanchez-Hidalgo-099506.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Eladio-Tirado-Lopez-099475.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Esteban-Rosado-Baez-098162.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Eugenio-Maria-De-Hostos-098609.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Ines-Maria-Mendoza-099558.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Intermedia-Nueva-098532.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Intermedia-Nueva-098532.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Isabel-Suarez-098689.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Jose-A-Vargas-098649.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Jose-Gautier-Benitez-098608.html





Name of school American 


Indian or 


Alaska 


Native 


Asian Black or 


African 


American, 


non- 


Hispanic 


Native 


Hawaiian 


or Other 


Pacific 


Islander 


Hispanic 


or 


Latino 


White, 


non- 


Hispanic 


Two 


or 


more 


races 


Other Race / 


ethnicity 


unknown 


Students 


receiving lunch 


English 


language 


learners 


Students 


with 


disabilities 
Mayagüez 


Julio V. Guzmán – San 


Germán 


    708     440 34 708  


Leonides Morales - Lajas     751     523 40 751  


Luís Muñoz Marín - 


Añasco 


    854     555 43 854  


Luís Muñoz Marín-  Cabo 


Rojo 


    309     144 11 309  


Manuel A. Barreto – 


Mayagüez 


    523     305 24 523  


Marcelino Rodríguez 


Román - Moca 


    724     369 29 724  


María Dolores Faría - 


Mayagüez 


    505     394 30 505  


Monserrate León Irizarry- 


Cabo Rojo 


    450     242 19 450  


Pedro N. Colberg – Cabo 


Rojo 


    317     224 17 317  


Pedro Perea Fajardo -  


Mayagüez 


    969     602 47 969  


Ramón E. Rodríguez Díaz - 


Hormigueros 


    513     176 14 513  


Reg. Agrícola Bucarabones 


– Toa Alta 


    91     81 7 91  


Segundo Ruiz Belvis - 


Hormigueros 


    668     -- -- 668  


Sergio Ramírez de 


Arrellano - Añasco 


    205     160 12 205  


S.U. Antonia Serrano - 


Jayuya 


    476     424 33 476  


S.U. Antonio Acarón 


Correa – Cabo Rojo 


    347     265 20 347  


S.U. Antonio Badillo - 


Aguadilla 


    446     298 23 446  


S.U. Bernaldo Méndez – 


San Sebastián 


    561     149 11 561  


S.U. Carmelo Serrano –     446     284 22 446  



http://schooltree.org/search/julio+guzman.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Leonides-Morales-Rodriguez-099467.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Luis-Mu-099582.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Luis-Mu-098699.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Manuel-A-Barreto-098607.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Marcelino-Rodriguez-099510.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Marcelino-Rodriguez-099510.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/charter/Maria-Dolores-Faria-098625.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Monserrate-Leon-Irizarry-099581.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Pedro-Nelson-Colberg-098698.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Dr-Pedro-Perea-Fajardo-098610.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/charter/Ramon-E-Rodriguez-Diaz-099469.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Agricola-De-Bucarabones-098269.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Segundo-Ruiz-Belvis-098712.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/magnet/Sergio-Ramirez-De-Arellano-098475.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/magnet/Sergio-Ramirez-De-Arellano-098475.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Antonia-Serrano-Gonzalez-098951.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Antonio-Acaron-Correa-098708.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Antonio-Acaron-Correa-098708.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Antonio-Badillo-Hernandez-098668.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Bernaldo-Mendez-Jimenez-098733.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Carmelo-Serrano-Cubano-098736.html





Name of school American 


Indian or 


Alaska 


Native 


Asian Black or 


African 


American, 


non- 


Hispanic 


Native 


Hawaiian 


or Other 


Pacific 


Islander 


Hispanic 


or 


Latino 


White, 


non- 


Hispanic 


Two 


or 


more 


races 


Other Race / 


ethnicity 


unknown 


Students 


receiving lunch 


English 


language 


learners 


Students 


with 


disabilities 
San Sebastián 


S.U. Emilio Scharon – San 


Sebastián 


    580     275 21 580  


S.U. Enrique Colón - 


Coamo 


    306     267 21 306  


S.U. Eugenio María de 


Hostos - Arecibo 


    521     435 34 521  


S.U. Federico Degetau -  


San Germán 


    367     314 24 367  


SU Felisa Rincón de 


Gautier - Mayagüez 


    217     189 15 217  


S.U. Fortunato Jorge 


Corona – Las Marías 


    159     145 11 159  


S.U. Franciso Vázquez 


Puello – Sabana Grande 


    421     359 28 421  


S.U. Héctor Rivera - 


Adjuntas 


    365     308 24 365  


S.U. Inocencio Montero - 


Utuado 


    537     454 35 537  


S.U. José C. Rosario - 


Isabela 


    782     537 42 782  


S.U. José Vizcarrondo - 


Utuado 


    414     307 24 414  


S.U. Juan Cancio Ortiz - 


Lajas 


    711     469 36 711  


S.U. Laura Mercado – San 


Germán 


    502     420 32 502  


S.U. Lauro González – Las 


Marías 


    381     336 26 381  


S.U. Manuel González 


Melo - Rincón 


    510     426 33 510  


S.U. Manuel Ortiz Sulla - 


Maunabo 


    406     369 29 406  


S.U. Manuel Ruiz Gandía - 


Arecibo 


    850     679 52 850  


S.U. Maximino Salas – San 


Sebastián 


    392     223 17 392  



http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/charter/Emilio-Scharon-Rodriguez-099508.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Enrique-Colon-098787.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Eugenio-Maria-De-Hostos-098096.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Eugenio-Maria-De-Hostos-098096.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Federico-Degetau-098536.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Felisa-Rincon-De-Gauthier-098631.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Felisa-Rincon-De-Gauthier-098631.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Fortunato-Jorge-Corona-098584.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Fortunato-Jorge-Corona-098584.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Francisco-Vazquez-Pueyo-098552.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Francisco-Vazquez-Pueyo-098552.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Hector-I-Rivera-098931.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Inocencio-Montero-099411.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Jose-C-Rosario-098648.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Jose-Vizcarrondo-099412.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Juan-Cancio-Ortiz-De-La-Renta-098563.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Laura-Mercado-098538.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Lauro-Gonzalez-Hijo-098583.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Manuel-Gonzalez-Melo-098577.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Manuel-Gonzalez-Melo-098577.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Manuel-Ortiz-Suya-098409.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Manuel-Ruiz-Gandia-099369.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Su-Maximino-A-Salas-098735.html





Name of school American 


Indian or 


Alaska 


Native 


Asian Black or 


African 


American, 


non- 


Hispanic 


Native 


Hawaiian 


or Other 


Pacific 


Islander 


Hispanic 


or 


Latino 


White, 


non- 


Hispanic 


Two 


or 


more 


races 


Other Race / 


ethnicity 


unknown 


Students 


receiving lunch 


English 


language 


learners 


Students 


with 


disabilities 
SU  Mildred Arroyo 


Cardoza    (antigua)  SU 


Bartolomé Petrovitch – 


Cabo Rojo 


    678     473 36 678  


S.U. Oscar Porrata Doria - 


Comerío 


    238     205 16 238  


S.U. Saltos - Orocovis     455     368 28 455  


Superior Vocacional 


Antonio Luchetti - Arecibo 


    1,131     446 34 1,131  


Vocacional Santiago 


Rivera García - Yauco 


    65     38 3 65  


 


 



http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/charter/Su-Bartolome-Javier-Petrovitch-098709.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/charter/Su-Bartolome-Javier-Petrovitch-098709.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/charter/Su-Bartolome-Javier-Petrovitch-098709.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/charter/Su-Bartolome-Javier-Petrovitch-098709.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/charter/Su-Oscar-Porrata-Doria-098164.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/charter/Su-Saltos-Cabras-099338.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Superior-Vocacional-098401.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Superior-Vocacional-098401.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Vocacional-Santiago-Garcia-098763.html

http://puerto-rico.schooltree.org/public/Vocacional-Santiago-Garcia-098763.html



Table 10 Demographics on Sites for Clinical Practice




Table 11 Faculty qualifications of the full- and part-time professional education 


Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


Alfaro Lozano 


Mónica 


 


Ph.D 


 


Marine Biology 


 


University of Puerto Rico 


Art and Science Faculty 


 


PPMES  Adjunct 


Faculty 


 


Supervisor of Clinical 


Experience in 


Biology 


Associate 


Professor 


No/PPMES 


 


 


Yes/UPRM 


Alpha Delta Kappa 


 


Association of Marine Laboratories 


of the Caribbean 


 


Columbian Association of Marine 


Biologist 


 


AFAMAC Proposal for Education at 


the intermediate level 


 


Workshop facilitator  


 


Supervisor of Biology teachers 


candidates in Secondary Public 


Schools 


 


 


 


Alicea Segarra 


Delmis 


 


Ed.D (ABD) 


 


Education 


Instructional Curriculum  


 


Inter American University 


of Puerto Rico 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty 


 


Supervisor of Clinical 


Experience in Physics 


Instructor No Dissertation in Progress 


 


Workshop On: 


 


On line education. 


 


The use of: 


Blackboard 


Moodle 


WebCt 


 


Active Learning 


High School Physics Teachers 


(10-12)  


On line courses project  


Department of Education of Puerto 


Rico. 


 


 Supervisor of Physics teachers 


candidates in Secondary Public 


Schools 


 


 


Aponte Pachot Ana M. 


 


Ed. D (ABD)   


  


Education 


Instructional Curriculum  


 


Inter American University of 


Puerto Rico 


 


 PPMES Part Time Faculty  


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Commercial Education 


 


 


Instructor No/PPMES 


 


Yes/UPRM 


Administrative 


position0 


Dissertation in Progress 


 


 


Publications: 


School administrators behaviors 


resulting from stress factors and their 


interpretation in the light of leadership 


theories. 


 


El líder educativo en diferentes 


escenarios académicos. 


Supervisor of Commercial Education 


teachers candidates in Secondary 


Public Schools 


Barbot Sosa María Ph.D (ABD)  


 


History 


Art and Science Faculty 


 


PPMES Adjunct Faculty 


Professor No/PPMES 


 


Yes/UPRM 


Puertorrican’s  


historians 


High School History Teacher 


Certificate. 


 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


 


New York University 


Supervisor of Clinical 


Experience in History 


Supervisor of History teachers 


candidates in Secondary Public 


Schools 


 


Bellido Rodríguez 


Carmen 


Ph.D 


Academic-Research 


Psychology with 


Specializations in School 


Psychology and Human 


Development 


 


University of Puerto Rico Rio 


Piedras Campus 


PPMES Faculty 


Supervisor of Clinical 


Experience in  


History and Social Science 


 


NCATE Coordinator 


 


 


Professor Yes National Council of Teachers of Social 


Studies 


 


American 


Psychology 


Association 


 


National  


Association of  


School 


Psychologists 


PR-Math and Science Partnership 


Formative  


Evaluator (2002) 


 


PR Department of Education 


Committee for the Gifted and Talented 


Students (2002) 


 


School Psychologist (1997-99) 


 


Workshop facilitator for elementary 


and secondary teachers in different 


content areas.  


 


Supervisor of Social Science teachers 


candidates in Secondary Public Schools 


 


Bravo Herbert MS, Health Education, Penn 


State University 


PPMES Faculty 


 


Supervised Clinical 


Experience in  


Health Education 


 


Teaching of fundamental 


courses  


 


Associate Professor Yes Associate Director of the DECEP (10 


years) 


Short Courses and Special Projects 


Outreach Program Director 


(10 years) 


Cooperating teacher certification 


course resource. 


 


Supervisor of teachers candidates in 


Secondary Public Schools 


 


Brusi Gil Rima 


 


Ph.D  


 


Anthropology 


 


Cornell University  


Art and Science Faculty 


 


PPMES Adjunct Faculty 


Supervisor of Clinical 


Experience in Social 


Studies 


Assistant 


Professor 


No/PPMES 


 


 


 


Yes/ UPRM 


American Anthropological 


Association,  


 


Puerto Rican Studies Association,  


 


Council of Anthropology  and 


Education 


Doing research with secondary 


school students.  


 


Supervisor of History teachers 


candidates in Secondary Public 


Schools 


 


 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


Camacho Galván Moisés PhD, Education, University 


of Santa Barbara 


PPMES Faculty,  


 


Teaching 


Fundamental courses 


Associate Professor Yes In service training and professional 


development of middle school teachers 


(all areas) 


Cooperating teacher certification 


course resource 


 


 


Candelaria Yolanda MBA 


Catholic University, 


Mayaguez Unit 


PPMES Part Time Faculty 


 


Supervisor of Clinical 


Experience in 


Business Administration  


Instructor No Seminars: 


How to work with students of different 


generations. 


 


Integration of Curriculum and the 


Learning Process with the Resource 


Learning Center. 


 


Rincon Health Center Corporation 


Board of Director Member 


 


Supervisor of teachers candidates in 


Secondary Public Schools 


Castillo Pérez Ada 


 


MFA 


 


Graphics Arts 


 


CAPRC San Juan 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty  


 


Supervisor of Clinical 


Experience in 


Visual Arts 


Instructor No Arts Expositions: 


 


Una Mirada a las flores y otros 


objetos. 


Galeria Senatorial de Arte 


Puertorriqueño 


 


ARWI Art Foundation, 2008 


 


ARWI, Puerto Rico Art and Wine 


Fair, 2007. 


 


Oncology on Canvas, 


Expressions of a Cancer Journey, 


2006 


Private Schools 


 


 


 


 Supervisor of visual art teachers 


candidates in Secondary Public 


Schools 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Claudio Rodríguez 


Dolly 


EdD, 


 Counseling,  


Inter  American University 


San German, Puerto Rico 


PPMES Faculty 


 


Supervisor of Clinical 


Experience in 


History and Social Study 


 


Teaching fundamentals 


Professor Yes In service training and professional 


development of middle school teachers 


(all areas) 


Teaching Practicum Coordinator 


High School Biology Teacher 


 


Cooperating teacher certification 


course resource 


 


Workshop facilitator for students and 


teachers from the Department of 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


courses Education of Puerto Rico  


Supervisor of teachers candidates in 


Secondary Public Schools 


 


Cordero Mora 


Ibrahim 


 


Ph.D 


 


Teaching Physical 


Education 


 


Florida State University 


Physical Education 


Faculty 


 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in Physical 


Education 


Associate 


Professor 


Yes AAHPERD presenter 2005 and 


2006.  


 


 


 


CAAMP Abilities co-director 


 


Certified American Red Cross First 


Id, CPR, CPR for Professional 


Rescuers, AED, Oxygen 


administrator, PDD, and 


Lifeguarding instructor 


 


Coaching students for physical ed. 


Competencies. 


 


Volunteer volleyball coach 


providing yearly workshop to 


community agencies  


 


Supervisor of Physical Education 


teachers candidates in Secondary 


Public Schools 


 


CAAM Ability Summer Camp Co- 


Director. (For blind students) 


Cruz López Miguel PhD,  


Psychology,  


 


Syracuse University 


PPMES Faculty 


 


Teaching fundamental 


courses 


Associate 


Professor 


Yes In service training and professional 


development of middle school teachers 


(all areas) 


 


Cooperating teacher certification 


course resource. 


De León Ruiz  


Carmen E. 


 


MA 


 


Education 


 


University  of Puerto Rico 


 


Department of Education of 


Puerto Rico 


 


PPMES Part Time Faculty 


Spanish Methodology 


Course 


Instructor No Investigation: 


La importancia del proceso de 


induccion para el maestro y sus 


implicaciones para los administradores 


educativos. 


25 years as  Secondary School Spanish 


Teacher 


10 years as Advance Spanish Teacher 


 


Zone Spanish  Supervisor 


 


Moral Education Program Coordinator 


 


Cooperative Spanish Teacher Course 


facilitator. 


 


Del Ríos Pérez 


Luis Orlando 


Ph. D. 


University of Pittsburgh 


Motor Behavior 


Physical Education Faculty 


 


Professor Yes Puerto Rico’s Olympic Committee. XX 


Central American Games in Cartagena 


Colombia 


 


International Society for Advancements 


in Kinanthropometric Measurements 


Puerto Rico Department of Sports and 


Recreation: Central American Scholars 


Games in  Albergue Olímpico, Salinas 


Puerto Rico 


 


Research: Motor development for 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


 


International Association of Sport 


Information, Cuba. 


elementary school children. 


Presented to Physical Education 


Teachers 


 


Research: Plyometrics for Children. 


Presented to Physical Education 


Teachers 


 


Fernández Vivó 


Margarita 


 


Ph.D 


 


Teaching PE 


 


Florida State University 


Physical Education 


Faculty 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in Physical 


Education 


Professor Yes 


 


AAHPERD 


AEFR 


CAAMP abilities 


10 years  as Secondary Physical 


Education Teacher 


 


CAAM  Ability Summer Camp 


Director.   (For blind students) 


 


Ferrer López José 


 


Ed.D   


 


Curriculum and Learning 


Environments 


 


Turabo University 


 


 


 


 


 


Department of Education of 


Puerto Rico 


 


PPMES Part Time Faculty 


 


Arts 


Methodology 


Course 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Arts 


Teaching of fundamentals 


courses 


 


Instructor No Publication Thesis 


“The relationship between the 


satisfaction level of music teachers and 


theirs perceptions about the supervisory 


processes doing by their school 


directors”. 


9 years of experience in K-12 schools 


Music  Teacher Certificate 


Elementary School Director Certificate 


Liberal Arts School Director Certificate 


 


 Supervisor of Arts teachers candidates 


in Secondary Public Schools 


 


Figueroa Agrón José A. MA  


 


Master of Arts in Education: 


Administration and 


Supervision Specialization  


University of Phoenix 


Retired from the  


Department of Education of 


Puerto Rico by May 09 


 


PPMES Part Time Faculty 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Math 


 


Math  


Instructor No NCTM (National Council of Teachers 


of Mathematics) 


 


APMM (Puerto Rican Association of 


Teachers of Mathematics) 


 


 


Department of Education Retired 


 


Teaching Secondary Math  


 (7-12) 10 years 


Math Supervisor 


(K-12) 10years  


Math Teacher Certificate 


Secondary Physical Science Teacher 


Certificate 


Secondary School Principal Certificate 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


Methodology Course 


 


 


Math  Zone  Supervisor Certificate 


Superintendent of School 


 


Supervisor of  math teachers candidates 


in Secondary Public Schools 


 


González Linnette Ed. D 


Curriculum and Instruction 


 


Inter American University 


San German Campus 


PPMES 


Part Time Faculty 


Teaches 


Fundamental 


Courses 


Instructor No Curricular Design for Department of 


Education and Department of Health of 


Puerto Rico: 


How to prevent pregnancy 


 


Workshops for Aguada Educational  


District about: 


Assessment and Evaluation, 


Suicide in young people, 


Multiples Intelligence and 


Pregnancy in young students.  


 


Teaching Secondary Health Education 


the Department of Education of Puerto 


Rico 


Gracia Pérez Efraín 


MAE,  


Guidance and Counseling 


 


Inter American University of 


Puerto Rico 


 


JD,  


Catholic University 


PPMES Faculty 


Teaching fundamental 


courses 


Professor Yes In service training and professional 


development of middle school teachers 


(all areas) 


Cooperating teacher certification 


course resource 


Lebrón Tirado Ana M. 


  


Ed.D 


 


Educational  


Administration 


Inter American University of 


Puerto Rico 


DECEP 


Associate Director 


Secondary Teacher 


Preparation Program 


PPMES Faculty 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Biology 


 


Science Methodology 


Course 


 


Professor Yes  ASCD 


 


 


Science Teacher 


for 10 years at the Educational 


Department of Puerto Rico 


 


Grades 7-8-9 


(Introduction to Biology, Chemistry, 


Physic and Earth Science 


 


Secondary Science Teacher Certificate 


 


Secondary Biology 


Teacher Certificate 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


Child Development II 


Course 


 


 


 Supervisor of  biology teachers 


candidates in Secondary Public Schools 


 


Leon Ayala Edgar 


 


PhD,  


College & University 


Administration 


 


MA 


Health and Physical 


Education 


 


Michigan State University 


PPMES Faculty 


 


Teaches 


 The use of the computer at 


the classroom. 


 


Assistant 


Professor 


Yes On-Line Education Technology 


Applied to Education  Course in UPR-


Mayaguez 


 


 


 


 


Michigan State Secondary Professional 


Education Certificate 


Lorenzo González 


Edgardo 


 


Ph.D 


 


Statistics 


 


Wichita State University 


Math Education Faculty 


 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Mathematics 


 


 


Associate 


Professor 


Yes Mathematics Association of 


America 


 


International Biometric Association 


Teacher’s certificate of mathematics 


of the Department of Education of 


Puerto Rico 


 


Supervisor of math teachers 


candidates in Secondary Public 


Schools 


Marrero González 


Eda 


MA 


 


Hispanic Studies 


 


Universidad de Puerto 


Rico, Rio Piedras Campus 


Art and Science Faculty 


 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in Spanish 


 


Instructor No Aplha Delta Kappa Supervisor of  Spanish teachers 


candidates in Secondary Public 


Schools 


 


Mora Estrella Marta 


 


MS 


 


Adapted Physical 


Education 


 


University of New Mexico 


Physical Education Faculty 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Physical Education 


Professor Yes Tennis and volleyball varsity coach, 


NCAA’s UPRM senior woman 


administrator 


2 years (7-12
th


 grade adapted 


physical education substitute 


teacher)  


Physical  Education teachers 


candidates in Secondary Public 


Schools 


 


 


Núñez Ruíz William MA  Retired from Department Instructor No Professional Association of Spanish Department of Education Spanish 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


 Hispanic Studies 


 


Universidad de Puerto 


Rico, Rio Piedras Campus 


of Education 


 


PPMES Part Time 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Spanish 


and Portuguese   Teacher Retired 


 


35 years as Spanish Teacher 


Ocasio Cruz Lissette Ph.D 


 


History 


 


Winsconsin-Madison 


 Art and Science Faculty 


 


Adjunct faculty at PPMES 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Social Science and History 


 


Professor No/PPMES 


 


Yes/UPRM 


Puerto Rican 


Historians Association 


 


American History Association  


 


Alpha Delta Kappa 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Social Science and History 


 


Orama Meléndez Rebeca 


 


Ed.D 


 


Curriculum and Instruction 


 


Science Education 


 


University of Puerto Rico, 


Rio Piedras Campus 


DECEP  


Director 


 


PPMES Faculty 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in Biology 


and Chemistry 


 


Teaches 


fundamental courses 


including science 


methodology 


 


 


 


Associate Professor Yes Continues Education Extension and 


Professional Studies (DECEP) 


Director 


 


ASCD Member 


 


Alpha Delta Kappa 


(for women teachers) member 


 


Board of Scientific and Technical 


Services Member  


Member of Faculty Personnel 


Committee 


 


President ex-officio of each 


Department Committee 


 


Member of several Faculty and 


Institutional Committees such as:  


Registration COE , 51 Law, NCATE.  


 


 


15 years teaching 


Secondary science 


(Biology, Physics, Chemistry and 


Environmental Science) 


 


 2 years 


District Science Coordinator  


 


Recognition:  


Excellence Teacher of 1995 


Given by Foundation for the extol  of 


puertorrican teachers 


 


Elementary and Secondary School 


Students and Teachers workshop 


facilitator  


sponsor by: 


Department of Education and  the 


Resource Center for the Science and 


Engineering 


PRSSI , and by the University of Puerto 


Rico.  


 


Mentoring mentors from the 


Department of Education.  STEP 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


Project. 


Supporting teacher excellence and 


professionalism 


DEPR Teacher Induction Program 


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Biology and Chemistry 


 


High School Science Fair Judge 


 


Regional Fair Consultant & Judge 


 


 Ortiz SedaDarnyd 


 


 


 


 


Ph.D  


 


English  


 


Florida State University 


 


MFA in Theater Directing 


from Florida State University 


Art and Science Faculty 


Associate Dean of 


Academic Affairs RUM 


 


PPMES Adjunct Faculty  


 


Teaching English and 


Theatre methodology 


courses 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Theatre and 


English 


 


Professor No/PPMES 


 


 


Yes/UPRM 


Member of NCATE, TESOL Years at the university:  


22 time in public school:  


1 semester offering Theater courses 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Theatre and 


English 


 


 


 


Padilla Velez David Ph.D, Agricultural Education, 


The Ohio State University 


Director of the Department 


of Agriculture Education 


Research, Statistics and 


Seminar Courses Faculty 


Professor Yes President of Faculty Personnel 


Committee 


President ex-officio of each 


Department Committee 


 


Member of several Faculty and 


Institutional Committees such as: 


Academic Affairs, NCATE, Merit 


Review and so on. 


 


Advisor, National FFA Collegiate 


Agriculture Fair Consultant & Judge 


 


Secondary Students Mentor in 


agriculture matters 


 


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Agriculture Education 


 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


Organization  


  


Member of the following professional 


association: 


American Association of Agricultural 


Education; Association for Supervision 


and Curriculum Development; 


Association of Teachers of Puerto 


Rico; College of Agronomist of Puerto 


Rico. 


Pérez Muñoz Carlos 


A 


 


Ph.D 


 


Botany 


 


University of California 


Art and Science Faculty 


 


PPMES Adjunct Faculty 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in Biology 


Professor  No/PPMES 


 


Yes/UPRM 


Have served in numerous 


Departmental and several 


Institutional Committees. 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Biology  


Portuondo Duany 


Raúl 


 


Ed.D 


Science Physics Education 


 


La Habana University 


Art and Science Faculty  


 


 


Supervised Clinical 


Experience in 


Physical Science 


Professor No/PPMES 


 


Yes/UPRM 


… In Cuba,  


grades  6-12, 


 (1978 – 1994)  


 


Supervised Clinical Experience in 


Physical Science 


 


 


Quiñones Padovani 


Carlos E. 


Ph. D 


Florida State University 


Physical Education 


Teacher Education 


Physical Education 


Faculty  


Assistant 


Professor 


Yes Graduate Teaching/ 


Research Assistant, FSU 


 


Graduate  


Administrative Research Assistant, 


Ohio State University 


 


Volunteer Motor Development Lab. 


Teacher, The Ohio State University 


Child Care Center 


Pre-service Teacher Education: 


Elementary Teaching Methods in 


Physical Education, and Practicum 


in movement education. 


 


 


Ramírez Fourquet 


Teresita 


 


MA. Education 


 


Inter American University, 


San German Campus 


Work for  the Department 


of Education of Puerto Rico 


as Special Ed. Zone 


Supervisor 


Instructor No No 1 year as visual art elementary teacher 


and  


5 years as  zone supervisor 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


 


PPMES Part Time  


Faculty teaching art 


methodology 


 


Ramírez Nieves Betty 


 


Ph.D 


 


Computer Science 


 


Polytechnic University of 


Madrid 


Retired from UPRM Art 


and Science Faculty 


 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Mathematics 


Professor No Coordinator of Presidential Award 


of Excellence for Mathematics 


Teachers (from 1998-2004 


 


Member of the Executive 


Committee for the PAA in College 


Board 


Seminars and Workshop in 


Technology in the Teaching of 


Mathematic, Reasoning Strategies in 


Math, Spanish and English, 


supported by DE, NASA, NSF,GTE, 


College Board and other agencies 


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Mathematics 


 


Ríos Velázquez 


Carlos 


 


PhD-  


Post Doctoral 


 


Studies National  


Institute of Health 


Bethesda 


 


 


Ph.D 


 


Bacteriology 


 


University of Wisconsin- 


Madison 


Art and Science  Faculty 


 


PPMES Adjunct Faculty 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in Biology 


Associate 


Professor 


No/PPMES 


 


 


Yes/UPRM 


SACNAS 


 


Advisor of the Industrial 


Biotechnology Student Association 


 


Association of Science Teachers of 


Puerto Rico 


 


Horticulture Society for 


Microbiology 


 


Association of Future Teachers 


 


Honor Society 


 


Student Society of Microbiology 


Secondary Teacher Certificate from 


Department of Education, as part of 


the teacher preparation program at 


UPR-Mayaguez  


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Biology 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Rivera de Muñoz 


Carmen 


Master  


 


Business Administration 


 


Inter American University 


of Puerto Rico 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty  


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Commercial 


Instructor No None Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Commercial Administration 


 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


Administration 


 


Rivera Marrero 


Olgamary 


 


Ph.D  


 


Mathematics Education 


 


Virginia Tech. 


Mathematics Education 


 Faculty 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Mathematics 


Assistant 


Professor 


Yes Society of Advancement and 


Chicano and Native American in 


Science 


 


Society for Industrial and Applied 


Mathematics 


 


National Council of Teachers of 


Mathematics 


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Mathematics 


Rivera Montijo Myrna MA 


English Education 


 


University of Puerto Rico, 


Rio Piedras Campus 


Art and Science Faculty 


PPMES Adunct Faculty  


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in  


English 


 


Associate  


Professor  


No/PPMES 


Yes/UPRM 


TESOL  Puerto Rico Taught at elementary level for three 


years 


and intermediate 


level for one year 


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


English 


 


Rivera Villafañe Grisel Ed.D 


Educative Administration 


 


Inter American University, 


Cupey Campus 


PPMES 


Faculty 


 


Teaching fundamental 


courses 


 


Assistant Professor Yes Science and Health School Dean-  


Universidad del Este, Carolina, Puerto 


Rico 


 


Academic Dean 


UPR- Utuado, Puerto Rico 


 


NCATE Standard Committee  


UPR- Mayaguez 


 


Vocational and Technical Teacher 


Certificate 


Health Teacher Certificate  


Technological and Vocational Post 


Secondary Institute Principal 


Certificate 


Technical and Vocational Education 


General Zone Supervisor Certificate  


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in  


Health Education  


 


Regional Fair Consultant & Judge 


 


Rodríguez Vega Diana 


 


Ed.D 


 


Teaching PE 


 


 


Physical Education Faculty 


 


 


Professor Yes 


 


AAHPERD 


 


AEFR 


 


1 year K-6 (private school physical 


education) 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


Columbia University Institutional university assessment 


committee  


Román Pérez Rosa 


Iris 


 


Ph.D 


 


Curriculum and 


Instruction 


University of 


Pennsylvania State 


Art and Science Faculty 


 


PPMES Adjunct  


Faculty 


English Clinical 


Experience Supervisor 


Assistant 


Professor 


No/PPMES 


 


Yes/UPRM 


AERA Secretary Tracking 


Detracking SIG 


2005-2007 


 


 


 


 


English Clinical Experience 


Supervisor 


Ruiz Cordero Iván 


 


MA 


 


Curriculum and Instruction 


 


Pontificia Universidad 


Católica de Puerto Rico 


Work full time for the 


Department of Education of 


Puerto Rico as History 


Teacher 


 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty teaching social 


science and history 


methodology  


Instructor No Puerto Rico History Teachers 


Association 


National Honor Association  


History teacher since 2000 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Sánchez Mercado 


Brenda 


 


MAEE 


 


Business Administration 


 


Inter American University 


of Puerto Rico 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Commercial Education 


 


 


Instructor 


 


 


 


No Institute of Bank and Commerce 


Program Coordinator 


 


APEC Member 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Commercial Education 


Santaliz  Villabella 


Luis M. 


MA 


Doctor candidate 


  


Inter American University 


of Puerto Rico 


 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in  History  


Instructor No Eugenio María de Hostos Museum 


Director 


 


In charge of History Publications for 


the Mayaguez City Hall. 


 


Mayaguez City Hall Cultural 


Activities Coordinator 


 


Puerto Rico Test Administrator 


 


Coordinate school visits to the 


Museum. 


 


History School Presenter 


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in  


History 


 


Santana Morant 


Dámaris 


Ph.D 


 


Mathematic Education 


Faculty 


Assistant 


Professor 


No/PPMES 


 


American Statistical Association 


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Mathematics 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


 Statistic 


 


University of Florida 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Mathematics 


 


Yes/UPRM 


SACNAS 


Santiago Andino Edly  Ph.D,  


Agricultural Education,  


 


Penn State University 


Agricultural Education 


Faculty 


 


Clinical Practicum 


Coordinator 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in Agricultural 


Education 


Methodology, Curriculum, 


Administration and 


Organization Courses 


Faculty 


Associate Professor  Yes Member of the following professional 


association: 


American Association of Agricultural 


Education; Association for Supervision 


and Curriculum Development; 


Society of Agricultural Sciences of 


Puerto Rico; College of Agronomist of 


Puerto Rico. 


 


Member of several Committees such 


as: NCATE, Assessment, Strategic 


Planning and so on. 


Agriculture Fair Consultant & Judge 


 


Secondary Students Mentor in 


agriculture matters  


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Agricultural Education 


 


 


 


Santiago Sepúlveda  


Marisol 


 


Ph.D  


 


Psicología Clínica 


 


Pontificia Universidad 


Católica 


Art and Science Faculty 


 


PPMES Adjunct Faculty 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Health Education 


Associate 


Professor 


No/PPMES 


 


Yes/UPRM 


 


Professional College of Nursing 


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Health Education 


Santos Cabrera Antonio 


 


 


MA,  


Guidance and Counseling 


 


Inter American University  


PPMES Faculty Professor Yes President, Faculty Personnel 


Committee; 


Counselor, Future Teacher’s 


Association 


Multiple  workshops at schools 


Silva Guerrero Luis F. Ph.D,  


Agricultural Education,  


 


Cornell University 


Agricultural Education 


Faculty 


 


Agricultural orientation, 


International Agriculture, 


Youth Organization and 


Programs 


Courses Faculty 


Professor Yes Member of several Committees at 


Department level such as: Academic 


Affairs, Personnel, and Graduate 


Studies. Member of the  


College of Agronomist of Puerto Rico. 


Agriculture Fair Consultant & Judge 


 


Secondary Students Mentor in 


agriculture matters 


Talavera Hernández  MA  Instructor No Alpha Delta Kappa  (RHO)  Supervise Clinical Experience in 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


María de los Ángeles 


 


Hispanic Studies 


 


University of Puerto Rico, 


Rio Piedras Campus 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Spanish 


Círculo de Cultura Panamericana 


 


 


Spanish 


 


 


 


Toro Pérez Margaret 


 


Ed.D 


 


Curriculum and Instruction 


 


Inter American University of 


Puerto Rico 


Art and Science Faculty 


 


PPMES Adjunct Faculty 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Health Education 


 


Associate Professor No/PPMES 


 


Yes/UPRM 


College of Professional Nurse of Puerto 


Rico 


 


Sigma Theta Tau 


 


NCATE Standard Committee 


No Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Health Education 


Toro Manzano Iris MAEE 


 


English Education 


 


University of Puerto Rico 


Art and Science Faculty 


 


PPMES Adjunct Faculty 


English Clinical 


Experience Supervisor 


Assistant 


Professor 


 No/ 


PPMES 


 


 


Yes/UPRM 


Counselor- “Hermandad Colegial de 


Avivamiento” 


3-6 grades  


 


English Clinical Experience 


Supervisor 


 


 


Torres Elizabeth Ph.D 


Clinical Phycology 


 


Pontifica Universidad 


Catolica en Ponce 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty 


 


Teaches 


Fundamental Courses 


Instructor No Education Graduate Professor , UIA 


 


Clinical Experience as Pshycology 


 


APA Member 


As a health terapist work with (k-12) 


students with dissabilities 


Valentín Rodríguez 


Angela 


MA  


 


Hispanic Studies 


 


University of Puerto Rico, 


Rio Piedras Campus 


 


PPMES Adjunct  


Faculty 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Spanish 


Instructor No “Golden Key National Honor 


Society” 


 


 


 


 


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Spanish 


Vega Jose Ph.D. 


Philosophy of Law 


University of Basque 


Country, Spain 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty 


Foundamental Courses 


Assistant 


Investigator 


Yes Presenter:VIII Congress of the 


International Third Sector Research 


Society 


Coordinator and Faculty : Second 


Faith & Community Based 


Enterprise Management Academy 


 


Presenter: VII Latin American 


 Community School Board Member 







Faculty Member Name 
Highest Degree, Field, & 


University 


Assignment: Indicate the 


role of the faculty member 
Faculty Rank Tenure Track 


Scholarship, Leadership in 


Professional Associations, and 


Service: List up to 3 major 


contributions in the past 3 years 


Teaching or Other 


Professional Experience in P-12 


Schools 


Regional Conference and Caribbean 


International Society for Third 


Sector 


Vera Hernández 


Neyda T. 


 


MBA 


 


Manegement 


 


Metropolitan University 


PPMES Part Time 


Faculty 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Commercial Education 


Instructor No Academic Board Member, Universal 


Technology College of Puerto Rico 


 


 


APEC 


High School Student Mentor 


 


High School Speaker in Commercial 


Education content. 


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Commercial Education 


Villamil Freytes José A. 


 


Ph.D,  


Vocational Education,  


 


University of Connecticut 


Agricultural Education 


Faculty 


 


Evaluation, Adult 


Education, Program 


Planning, Supervised 


Occupational Experience 


Programas Courses Faculty. 


Professor  Yes Member of several Department 


Committees such as: Academic Affairs, 


Personnel, Strategic Planning, 


Assessment and so on. 


 


 


Member of the following professional 


associations: 


Association of Teachers of Puerto 


Rico; College of Agronomist of Puerto 


Rico. 


Agriculture Fair Consultant & Judge 


 


Secondary Students Mentor in 


agriculture matters 


Wayland Floyd Keith 


 


Ph.D  


 


Mathematics  


 


Louisiana State University 


Mathematic Education 


Faculty 


 


Supervise Clinical 


Experience in 


Mathematics 


Professor  


Yes 


Co-PI AlACiMA (PR-MSP) 


2004-present 


 


Co-PI of three NASA MASTAP 


sponsored projects 1995-2003 


Mayaguez  Action Research Group 


2005-present 


 


Professional Development of In-


service Math teachers 1991-present  


 


Supervise Clinical Experience in 


Mathematics 
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plan of “Diez para la Década’ (Exhibit A.2.1), UPRM developed the Strategic Plan (Exhibit A.2.2) and 
the Institutional Plan for the Assessment of Student Learning (Exhibit A.2.3) to assess the mission of 
UPRM. Both plans evolved as a result of extensive collaboration with the offices of the seven deans and 
other divisions of UPRM and both comprise the eight strategic goals.

      A.3. What are the institution's characteristics [e.g., control (e.g., public or private) and type of 
institution such as private, land grant, or HBI; location (e.g., urban, rural, or suburban area)]?

The UPRM is a public institution located in the city of Mayagüez on the west coast of the island of 
Puerto Rico. Fifty-four major buildings comprise UPRM’s 215-acre main campus in a city of 
approximately 95,000. It is a Science Technology Engineering & Mathematics (STEM) focused, Land 
Grant, Sea Grant, Space Grant Hispanic Serving Institution and the second largest institution of the 
University of Puerto Rico system, serving more than 12,000 students every year. In the almost one 
hundred years since its establishment as a small college of the University of Puerto Rico in 1911, UPRM 
has evolved into a comprehensive institution with over 50 undergraduate and 36 graduate programs in 
Engineering, Agricultural Sciences, Arts and Sciences, and Business Administration. During the 2009 
spring semester student enrollment reached 12,813 with 6,246 (49%) female and 1,104 (9%) graduate 
students. Among the four colleges, the largest enrollment was in engineering with 4,820 (38%) students, 
followed by sciences with 3,257 (25%) students. UPRM is one of the leading institutions awarding 
bachelor’s degrees to Latinos in the United States, ranking first among institutions awarding bachelor’s 
degrees to Latinos in engineering and biology in 2006-2007 (Exhibit A.3.1 Factbook: The condition of 
Latinos in Education 2008), and number one among institutions awarding engineering degrees to 
females in the last decade (Exhibit A.3.2 Under-represented Minorities in Engineering: A Progress 
Report)

      A.4. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the 
institutional context may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many 
exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

      B. The unit

      B.1. What is the professional education unit at your institution and what is its relationship to 
other units at the institution that are involved in the preparation of professional educators?
The main components of the teacher preparation unit are the PPMES (in Spanish Programa de 
Preparación de Maestros de Escuela Secundaria) and the EDAG (in Spanish Departmento de Educación 
Agricola). Initial teacher preparation at UPRM is directed at forming secondary school teachers. UPRM 
integrates teacher preparation into disciplinary departments either through specific programs in the 
departments or augmented disciplinary programs. This structure supports UPRM emphasis on breadth 
and depth of content knowledge. The education courses including foundations, methodology, and 
student teaching practice are offered by PPMES or EDAG. There are 13 initial teacher preparation 
programs (see Table 2). PPMES is housed in the Division of Continued Education and Professional 
Studies (in Spanish DECEP) and EDAG is housed in the College of Agricultural Sciences. The 
Departments of Physical Education, Mathematical Sciences, and Physics in the College of Arts and 
Sciences offer bachelor degrees in education with their respective specialized education courses are also 
part of the teacher preparation unit. Faculty from the College of Arts and Sciences and the College of 
Business Administration who supervise student teaching practice or teach specialized education courses 
in their respective departments also form part of the teacher preparation unit. All components of the 
teacher preparation unit respond to the unit head, the Dean of Academic Affairs. (Exhibit B.1 
Organizational Chart of the Unit)
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      B.2. How many professional education faculty members support the professional education 
unit? Please complete Table 1 or upload your own table at Prompt B.7 below. 

Table 1
Professional Education Faculty

Professional 
Education Faculty

Full-time in the 
Unit

Full-time in the Institution, 
but Part-time in the Unit

Part-time at the Institution & 
the Unit (e.g., adjunct 

faculty)

Graduate Teaching Assistants 
Teaching or Supervising Clinical 

Practice

Total # of Professional 
Education Faculty

Number of 
faculty

26 19 14 NA 59

      B.3. What programs are offered at your institution to prepare candidates for their first license 
to teach? Please complete Table 2 or upload your own table at Prompt B.7 below. 

Table 2
Initial Teacher Preparation Programs and Their Review Status

Program
Award Level (e.g., 

Bachelor's or 
Master's)

Number of 
Candidates Enrolled 

or Admitted

Agency or 
Association 
Reviewing 

Programs (e.g., 
State, NAEYC, or 
Bd. of Regents)

Program Report 
Submitted for 

National Review 
(Yes/No)

State Approval 
Status (e.g., 
approved or 
provisional)

Status of National 
Recognition of 
Programs by 

NCATE

Social Studies Bachelor in Arts 71 NCSS Yes Approved 
Nationally 
Recognized

History Bachelor in Arts 20 NCSS Yes Approved 
Nationally 
Recognized

Mathematics 
Education

Bachelor in 
Science

101 NCTM Yes Approved
Recognized with 
Conditions

Physical Sciences
Bachelor in 
Science

91 NSTA Yes Approved
Recognized with 
Conditions

Chemistry
Bachelor in 
Science

21 NSTA Yes Approved
Recognized with 
Conditions

Biology
Bachelor in 
Science

64 NSTA Yes Approved
Recognized with 
Conditions

English Bachelor in Arts 38 NCTE Yes Approved
Recognized with 
Conditions

Physical Education Bachelor in Arts 148 NASPE Yes Approved
To be re-
submitted fall 
2010

Art Bachelor in Art 21 State (CES) N/A Approved N/A

Theater Bachelor in Arts 0 State (CES) N/A Approved N/A

Spanish Bachelor in Arts 39 State (CES) N/A Approved N/A

Business 
Education

Bachelor in 
Science

48 State (CES) N/A Approved N/A

Agricultural 
Education

Bachelor in 
Science

85 State (CES) N/A Approved N/A

      B.4. What programs are offered at your institution to prepare advanced teacher candidates and 
other school professionals? Please complete Table 3 or upload your own table at Prompt B.7 below.
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Table 3
Advanced Preparation Programs and Their Review Status

Program
Award Level (e.g., 

Master's or 
Doctorate)

Number of 
Candidates Enrolled 

or Admitted

Agency or 
Association 
Reviewing 

Programs (e.g., 
State, NAEYC, or 
Bd. of Regents)

Program Report 
Submitted for 

National Review 
(Yes/No)

State Approval 
Status (e.g., 
approved or 
provisional)

Status of National 
Recognition of 
Programs by 

NCATE

N/A

      B.5. Which of the above initial teacher preparation and advanced preparation programs are 
offered off-campus or via distance learning technologies? What alternate route programs are 
offered? [In addition to this response, please review the "Institutional Information" in AIMS and, 
if updating is needed, contact NCATE with details about these programs.]
None of the above

      B.6. (Continuing Visit Only) What substantive changes have taken place in the unit since the 
last visit (e.g., added/dropped programs/degrees; significant increase/decrease in enrollment; major 
reorganization of the unit, etc.)? [These changes could be compiled from those reported in Part C 
of the AACTE/NCATE annual reports since the last visit.]
N/A

      B.7. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the unit 
context may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

B.1 UPRM Education Unit Organizational Chart

Instructions to use UPRM Institutional Report Electronic Exhibit Room

See Attachments panel below.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

    This section provides an overview of the unit's conceptual framework(s). The overview should 
include a brief description of the framework(s) and its development.

      C.1. How does the unit's conceptual framework address the following structural elements? 
[Please provide a summary here. A more complete description of the conceptual framework should 
be available as an electronic exhibit.]

 the vision and mission of the unit
 philosophy, purposes, goals, and institutional standards of the unit
 knowledge bases, including theories, research, the wisdom of practice, and educational 

policies that drive the work of the unit
 candidate proficiencies related to expected knowledge, skills, and professional 

dispositions, including proficiencies associated with diversity and technology, that are 
aligned with the expectations in professional, state, and institutional standards
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 summarized description of the unit's assessment system

Vision of the Unit

The vision of the University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez (UPRM) is to become a leading institution of 
higher education in Puerto Rico and throughout the entire American hemisphere while responding to the 
needs of a modern society within dynamic and diverse surroundings, and constantly searching for truth, 
knowledge, justice and peace. In the context of the vision and mission of UPRM, the unit aspires to 
develop subject matter specialists who are active teachers and lifelong learners who are highly capable, 
effective, dedicated educators in their fields (Exhibit C.1.1 Conceptual Framework).

Mission of the Unit
The mission of unit reflects the mission of the University of Puerto Rico. The unit’s mission is to serve 
society by preparing professional educators who are subject matter specialists with dispositions of 
social, cultural, humanistic sensitivities and ethical values, who also possess competence, skills and 
general knowledge, all of which will allow them to be highly effective teachers. The unit prepares 
subject matter specialists as professional educators, committed to vanguard educational paradigms, with 
an inquisitive attitude, capable of creative and critical thinking, and with mastery of pedagogical and 
conceptual knowledge in their discipline. Consistent with the University’s vision and mission, the initial 
teacher preparation program was designed to develop candidate knowledge and skills as professional 
educators. The program was established in accordance with the norms and regulations of the Department 
of Education of Puerto Rico (in Spanish DEPR) and those of the Board of Trustees of the University of 
Puerto Rico, as specified by Certifications No. 190 2000-01, No. 27 2003-04, and No. 47 2004-05 
(Exhibit C.1.2). 

Philosophy, purposes, and goals of the unit
This unit philosophy is expressed in the core beliefs and dispositions that drive the conceptual 
framework, and the delivery of courses within our programs. Framed inside the mission and vision of 
UPRM, the unit directs its actions and reflections towards the development of an efficient professional 
with the required conceptual and pedagogical knowledge for their discipline. The search for excellence 
in teaching is our ultimate goal and begins with the examination of established national, state, and unit 
standards for teaching and learning and the review of curriculum experiences and expectations in all 
programs. Unit constituents hold these beliefs and dispositions to be central to the accomplishment of 
national and Puerto Rican standards for teaching excellence leading to teacher candidates who are 
prepared to make a significant contribution to student learning in their chosen field. These tenets are 
intended to influence the teacher candidate beyond the program and throughout his or her professional 
development. The unit core beliefs direct the development and revision of programs, courses, design of 
instruction, research, service, and assessment. They influence the unit organization and design of what 
teacher candidates should know, the dispositions they should reflect, the skills they should be able to 
exhibit, and the kinds of assessment and evaluation used to gauge the performance of the teacher 
candidate.

The principal purpose of the unit, as stated in Certifications No. 27 2003-04, No. 47 2004-05, and No. 
190 2000-01 of the Board of Trustees of the University of Puerto Rico (Exhibit C.1.2), is to offer the 
curricular sequence for teacher certification in secondary education in accordance with the norms and 
regulations of the Department of Education of Puerto Rico (DEPR). Consistent with the university 
vision and mission, the program offers a sequence designed to update and strengthen knowledge, skills, 
and dispositions of professional educators. 

The unit goal is to prepare professional educators committed to new educational paradigms, leaders in 
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education with an inquisitive attitude, creative and critical thinkers, with a mastery of pedagogical and 
conceptual content in their discipline. The initial program develops cognitive, affective, psychomotor, 
research, technological, and communication skills that enable the candidate to enter the teaching 
profession as a competent teacher and fosters the lifelong learner mindset needed to expand and sustain 
highly effective classroom practices. 

Candidate proficiencies
Ten candidate proficiencies guide the unit. These proficiencies were articulated to meet established 
constructivist theoretical frameworks, to incorporate the results of current educational research, and to 
take into account what has been shown to be effective teaching practice in Puerto Rico. As an integral 
part of developing these proficiencies or competencies the unit requires candidates to obtain a bachelor's 
program in the discipline they propose to teach. Top scores on certification exams and solid career 
performances by former graduates have shown this to be effective. Candidate proficiencies are grouped 
in the three broad categories: knowledge, skills and professional dispositions.

Knowledge
1. Possess content knowledge - Prepare teachers that understand the central concepts, tools of inquiry, 
and structure of their discipline in a way that they can provide learning experiences that make these 
aspects of the subject matter meaningful to students. Encourage teachers to seek to deepen their 
knowledge in their discipline, be it natural sciences, social sciences, mathematics, physical education, 
Spanish, English, health, humanities, business, agriculture, technology or other.
2. Possess pedagogical content knowledge - Develop pedagogical content knowledge and an 
understanding of a broad variety of active methodologies of teaching-learning that allows planning 
instruction that reflects professional standards and curriculum goals. 
3. Possess knowledge of human development and learning. Prepare teachers that understand how 
children learn and develop so that they can provide opportunities that support their intellectual, social, 
and personal development promoting the integration of knowledge in all its manifestations. Prepare 
teachers to be consumers of sound research with the purpose of identifying fundamental strategies to 
encourage academic proficiency.

Skills
4. Demonstrate creative critical thinking - Contribute to the formation of free human beings who are 
reflexive, creative, critical thinking individuals to whom these attributes are important in their 
professional, social, and personal lives.
5. Exhibit comprehensive formation – communication leadership skills - Contribute to the 
comprehensive formation of a human being by developing his or her intellectual, emotional, and 
psychological abilities and his or her communication and leadership skills, as well as esthetical and 
ethical values. Prepare teachers to use effective verbal, nonverbal, and the use of technology to foster 
active inquiry, collaborations, and supportive interaction.
6. Demonstrate community building skills - Prepare teachers to foster relationships with school 
colleagues, parents, and educational partners in the larger community to support student learning and 
well-being thereby encouraging the development of ethical, civic, moral and esthetic values in harmony 
with individual and collective necessities for achieving a culture of peace and justice.
7. Assessment of student learning - Prepare teachers to use formal and informal assessment strategies to 
provide experiences that contribute to the continuous intellectual, social and physical development of 
each learner. Use the evaluation process to improve the quality and effectiveness of the teaching-
learning process.

Dispositions
8. Demonstrate caring dispositions - Prepare teachers to confront new challenges, social as well as 
educational, and to contribute to the improvement of Puerto Rico and the world. Further, prepare 
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teachers that can promote worthwhile personal relationships that provide stability, trust, and caring in 
order to increase learners' sense of belonging, self-respect and self-acceptance, and generate a positive 
climate for learning.
9. Demonstrate sensitivity to diversity - Prepare teachers to recognize and value a diversity of learning 
styles, social and talents as well as diversity related to social, economic, and cultural experiences, 
intelligences and talents. Furthermore, prepare teachers to value all students regardless of their race, 
color, religion, gender or sexual orientation, linguistic ability, ethnic origin or geographical area and to 
respond to this diversity of learners with the variety of instructional opportunities which promote the 
development of critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills of each individual. 
10. Demonstrate reflective practice - Empower teachers to keep abreast of educational innovations and 
promote the commitment to continual learning in order to meet the technological, educational, scientific, 
social, and cultural demands of the working world. Develop the reflective habits of continual evaluation 
of the effectiveness of classroom practices that lead to continuous professional development. For more 
detailed theoretical explanations see Conceptual Framework Exhibit C.1.1 and for alignments see 
Exhibit C.1.3 Candidate Proficiencies and Standards Alignment Matrix. 

Unit assessment system summary
The assessment system includes two distinct evaluation processes to address the Secondary Education 
Teacher Preparation Programs and the Agricultural Education Program. The processes share the same 
stages in the formative assessment model. The unit assessment system is a four-stage formative model: 
1) collect, aggregate and analyze data during the transition points; 2) make data and analysis available to 
the UPRM community (presentations at meetings, written reports, and websites); 3) discuss analyzed 
data, gather suggestions, and consider recommendations and possible actions during key committee 
meetings; and 4) implement approved actions. The diverse unit boards and committees carry out distinct 
unit assessment aspects under the oversight of the Teacher Education Executive Committee headed by 
the Dean of Academic Affairs. The unit boards and committees include: Teacher Preparation 
Assessment Board, Teacher Preparation Advisory Board, Methodology and Student Teaching 
Curriculum Committee, Comite Timón for SPA Program Reports, Institutional Report Steering 
Committee, and Permanent Committee of Arts and Sciences and PPMES. These committees and boards 
analyze the data, examine the assessment artifacts, review the instruments, and incorporate current 
research in the field. The guiding principle in collecting, aggregating, and analyzing data is to make 
decisions which lead to better prepared candidates, more effective programs, and improved unit 
performance. Further details of the composition and responsibilities of these boards and committees are 
available in the UPRM Teacher Preparation Assessment System Procedures (Exhibit 2.a1).

      C.2. (Continuing Visits Only) What changes have been made to the conceptual framework since 
the last visit?
N/A

      C.3. (First Visits Only) How was the conceptual framework developed and who was involved in 
its development?

Upon undertaking the task for accreditation, unit faculty met to discuss aspects related to philosophy, 
candidate proficiencies, and program goals during 2005-2006 (Exhibit C.3.1 Meeting Agenda and 
Minutes). The first framework draft was submitted to the teacher preparation community for feedback 
and recommendations. Collaborators included clinical supervisors, candidates, education faculty, 
content faculty, and cooperating principals and teachers. Subsequently, a committee comprised of five 
professors (from PPMES, EDAG, and the College of Arts & Sciences) integrated community 
recommendations and submitted the resulting Preconditions in February 2007. Since then the 
Framework has been revised to reflect program and institutional policy changes. The latest version 
reflects changes that enhance the capacity of the assessment system to respond to candidate, program, 
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and unit needs. Specifically, unit operation assessments and program quality assessments were added to 
this latest version.

      C.4. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the 
conceptual framework may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access 
many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

UPRM Conceptual Framework

See Attachments panel below.

STANDARDS

    This section is the focus of the institutional report. A description of how the unit meets each 
standard element must be presented. Significant differences among programs should be 
described as the response is written for each element under subheadings of initial teacher 
preparation, advanced teacher preparation, and other school professionals. Significant 
differences among programs on the main campus, in off-campus programs, in distance learning 
programs, and in alternate route programs should be identified. Links to key exhibits to 
support the descriptions may be attached to the last prompt of each element.

Standard 1: Candidate Knowledge, Skills, and Professional Dispositions

    Candidates preparing to work in schools as teachers or other school professionals know and 
demonstrate the content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge and skills, pedagogical and 
professional knowledge and skills, and professional dispositions necessary to help all students 
learn. Assessments indicate that candidates meet professional, state, and institutional standards.

Directions When Programs Have Been Reviewed Nationally or by a Similar State Review

To reduce burden and duplication, units have fewer reporting requirements for Standard1 
when programs have been submitted for national review or similar state review. These review 
processes cover many of the elements in Standard 1. For programs that have been submitted for 
national review or similar state review, units are asked to report in the IR only the following 
information:

 State licensing test data for Element 1a (content knowledge for teacher candidates) 
and Element 1e (knowledge and skills for other school professionals)

 Assessment Data for Element 1c (professional and pedagogical knowledge and skills)
 Assessment data for Element 1g (dispositions)
 Results of follow-up studies of graduates and employers (all standards elements)

Because program standards do not generally cover general professional knowledge and skills 
nor professional dispositions, the unit must respond to all of the prompts in Elements 1c 
(Professional and Pedagogical Knowledge and Skills for Teacher Candidates) and 1g 
(Professional Dispositions for All Candidates) regardless of whether programs have been 
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submitted for national or state review. 

The prompts for each element in the IR include reminders of when data for these programs 
need not be included. The term "similar state review" refers to state review processes that 
require institutions to submit assessments and assessment data for evaluation and/or approval. 
For more information on "similar state review," click on the HELP button at the top right 
corner of your screen.

1a. Content Knowledge for Teacher Candidates. [In this section the unit must address (1) initial 
teacher preparation programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels and, if the institution 
offers them, (2) licensure and non-licensure graduate programs for teachers who already hold a 
teaching license.]

      1a.1. What are the pass rates of teacher candidates in initial teacher preparation programs on 
state tests of content knowledge for each program and across all programs (i.e., overall pass rate)? 
Please complete Table 4 or upload your own table at Prompt 1a.5 below. [This information could 
be compiled from Title II data submitted to the state or from program reports prepared for 
national review.] 

Table 4
Pass Rates on Content Licensure Tests for Initial Teacher Preparation

For Period: 2007-2009

      
Program Name of Content Licensure Test # of Test Takers % Passing State Licensure Test

Overall Pass Rate for the Unit 
(across all initial teacher preparation 
programs)

See uploaded table

      1a.2. (Programs Not Nationally Reviewed) What data from other key assessments indicate that 
candidates in initial teacher preparation programs demonstrate the content knowledge delineated 
in professional, state, and institutional standards? [Data for initial teacher preparation programs 
that have been nationally reviewed or reviewed through a similar state review do not have to be 
reported here. Summarize data here only for programs not already reviewed. A table summarizing 
these data could be attached at Prompt 1a.5 below.]

Since UPRM candidates must complete a bachelor’s degree in content, depth and breadth of content 
knowledge is a characteristic of teachers prepared at UPRM. For the number of credits in each area see 
Exhibit 1a.2.1.a Content Courses and Credits. For the nature of the content course requirements in each 
area, see Exhibit 1a.2.1.b Content Courses and Credits.
A key assessment that demonstrates UPRM Teacher Preparation Program candidate content knowledge 
is candidate GPA in the area of specialization. The teacher preparation programs at UPRM for 
agricultural education, art, business education, and Spanish require a bachelor’s degree in these areas. 
The disaggregated specialization GPA data for agricultural education, art, business education, Spanish, 
and theater candidates over the past three academic years show that 94 percent of these UPRM 
candidates have met the Puerto Rico Department of Education criteria of 2.5 GPA or better. See Exhibit 
1a.2.2 UPRM Candidate Specialization GPA table. In fact, 64 percent of UPRM candidates in areas not 
reviewed by a Specialized Professional Association exceeded the UPRM target specialization GPA of 
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3.0. For agricultural education, art, business education, and Spanish, the specialization GPA includes at 
least 30 core content credit hours. So a specialization GPA of 3.0 demonstrates that candidates have 
acquired a depth and breadth of content knowledge. In the case of the remaining non-SPA program, 
theater, UPRM does not offer a bachelor’s degree. Theater candidates complete a bachelor’s degree in 
another field with a minimum of 21 credits in theater courses to meet Puerto Rico’s requirements for 
Theater teacher certification. The only UPRM theater candidate to complete the Teacher Preparation 
Program in the last three academic years, finished with a 3.50 GPA overall, a 3.51 GPA in physics, and a 
4.00 GPA in 24 credits in theater courses. 
A second key assessment that demonstrates PPMES Teacher Preparation Program candidate content 
knowledge is the content knowledge section of the Classroom Observation Instrument. See Exhibit 
1a.2.3a Classroom Observation Instrument and Survey Compilation. From August, 2007 to December 
2009, thirty-two of forty PPMES non-SPA candidates scored above 80 percent on the Classroom 
Observation Instrument Content Knowledge items. See Exhibit 1a2.3b Student Teaching Classroom 
Observations. A detailed item analysis of the Classroom Observation Instrument Content Knowledge 
items revealed that all non-SPA candidates were rated excellent 60 percent of the time and satisfactory 
37 percent of the time. See Exhibit 1a2.3b Content Knowledge Item Analysis Non-SPA Summary. 
During candidate teaching practice, university supervisors and cooperating teachers evaluate each 
candidate on six or more occasions utilizing the Classroom Observation Instrument. To score above 80 
percent on the content knowledge section, a candidate must be rated excellent (target) on at least 40 
percent of the content knowledge items across the six or more evaluations. The 8 candidates who failed 
to rate above the 80 percent target on the content knowledge section were still rated satisfactory in that 
area over the course of the semester.
Agricultural education candidates are evaluated with respect to content knowledge during their two 
student teaching courses and at two earlier instances: the curricular guide and participation in Puerto 
Rico’s FFA agricultural exam. Over 85 percent of the candidates have met expectations at each 
opportunity. See Exhibit 1a.2.4 Content Knowledge Agricultural Education Candidates Summary for 
details.
UPRM teacher preparation programs emphasize content knowledge requiring 30 to 71 content course 
credits. Candidate specialization GPAs and performances on Classroom Observation Instruments show 
that over 90 percent of the candidates exceed UPRM criteria in content knowledge. UPRM content 
knowledge criteria are designed to exceed state and professional standards.

      1a.3. (Programs Not Nationally Reviewed) What data from key assessments indicate that 
advanced teacher candidates demonstrate an in-depth knowledge of the content knowledge 
delineated in professional, state, and institutional standards? [Data for advanced teacher 
preparation programs that have been nationally reviewed or reviewed through a similar state 
review do not have to be reported here. Summarize data here only for programs not already 
reviewed. A table summarizing these data could be attached at Prompt 1a.5 below.]
Not applicable.

      1a.4. What do follow-up studies of graduates and employers indicate about graduates' 
preparation in the content area? If survey data are being reported, what was the response rate? [A 
table summarizing the results of follow-up studies related to content knowledge could be attached 
at Prompt 1a.5 below. The attached table could include all of the responses to your follow-up 
survey to which you could refer the reader in responses on follow-up studies in other elements of 
Standard 1.]

The Puerto Rico Teacher Certification Tests include a candidate survey section (PCMAS Survey). The 
aggregated results for all candidates from the institution and for all candidates in Puerto Rico are 
reported to UPRM annually by College Boards of Puerto Rico. In the aggregated results for the last 
three available years, over 50 percent of 475 UPRM candidates report having at least 30 university 
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credits beyond the bachelor’s degree versus less than 30 percent of the 15,333 candidates for all of 
Puerto Rico. Over 75 percent of 471 UPRM candidates report having more than 60 credits from outside 
pedagogy faculty and education departments versus less than 35 percent of 15,239 candidates for all of 
Puerto Rico. Further, more than 90 percent of UPRM candidates report their content preparation and 
their competence to teach that content as being very good or good. A comparative summary of candidate 
responses to content knowledge items on the PCMAS Survey from the latest reports available, reporting 
years 2007 through 2009, can be seen in Exhibit 1a.4.1 PCMAS Survey Content Knowledge Items 
Table. 
The unit conducts Practice Center Principal surveys annually. In the latest (2009) PPMES Practice 
Center Principals Survey, 12 of the 14 (84 percent) respondents rated teachers from the UPRM Teacher 
Preparation Program as always demonstrating mastery of material taught. Fourteen of 19 (74 percent) 
Practice Center Principals responded to the survey. In the latest (2009) Agricultural Practice Center 
Principals Survey, eleven of the twelve (92 percent) respondents rated UPRM agriculture teachers as 
always demonstrating mastery of material taught. Twelve of 30 (40 percent) Agriculture Practice Center 
Principals responded to the survey. See Exhibit 1a.4.2a Practice Center Principals Response Table, item 
22 in Exhibit 1a.4.2b PPMES Practice Center Principals Questionnaire, and items 2-3 in Exhibit 1a.4.2c 
Agricultural Practice Center Principals Questionnaire. 

      1a.5. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the content 
knowledge of teacher candidates may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to 
access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-5) should be uploaded.]

Table 4. Teacher Certification Test Results

Content Credits Exhibits 1a.2.1a_1a.2.1b

Exhibit 1a.2.2 UPRM Candidate Specialization GPA

Content Knowledge Classroom Observation Exhibits 1a.2.3b_1a.2.3c_1a.2.4

Practice Center Directors Exhibits 1a.4.1_1a.4.2a_1a.4.2b_1a.4.2c_1a.4.2d

See Attachments panel below.

1b. Pedagogical Content Knowledge and Skills for Teacher Candidates. [In this section the unit 
must address (1) initial teacher preparation programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels 
and, if the institution offers them, (2) licensure and non-licensure graduate programs for teachers 
who already hold a teaching license.] 

      1b.1. (Programs Not Nationally Reviewed) What data from key assessments indicate that 
candidates in initial teacher preparation programs demonstrate the pedagogical content knowledge 
and skills delineated in professional, state, and institutional standards? [Data for initial teacher 
preparation programs that have been nationally reviewed or reviewed through a similar state 
review do not have to be reported here. Summarize data here only for programs not already 
reviewed. A table summarizing these data could be attached at Prompt 1b.4 below.]

During their Student Teaching PPMES candidates are required to prepare an Electronic Portfolio with a 
Teacher Candidate Work Sample (TCWS). The TCWS contains seven teaching processes identified by 
research and best practice as key to improved student learning. Three of the seven sections 
corresponding to the seven teaching processes in the TCWS demonstrate their pedagogical content 
knowledge and skills. These three sections are Learning Objectives, Instruction Design, and Student 
Learning Analysis. In the Teacher Candidate Work Sample instructions (see Exhibit 1b.1.1 TCWS 
Instruction Manual) each process is followed by a TCWS Standard, the Task, a Prompt and a Rubric that 
defines various levels of performance for the Standard. Since implementing the Electronic Portfolio with 
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Teacher Candidate Work Sample in the academic year 2007-2008, sixteen of twenty-one (76 percent) 
non-SPA candidates were rated exemplary (target) in the learning objectives section, nineteen of twenty-
one (90 percent) were rated exemplary (target) in the instruction design section, and fourteen of nineteen 
(74 percent) were rated exemplary (target) in the student learning analysis section of the TCWS. (Two 
Electronic Portfolios reported no evaluation in the Student Learning section.) The Electronic Portfolios 
were adopted by all teaching practice supervisors in 2008-2009. For details see Exhibit 1b1.2 Teacher 
Candidate Work Sample Non-SPA Summary. 
Another assessment of pedagogical content knowledge and skills comes from the Pedagogical Content 
Knowledge sections of the Classroom Observation Instrument. From August, 2007 to December 2009, 
thirty-nine of forty UPRM non-SPA candidates scored above 80 percent overall on the Classroom 
Observation Instrument Pedagogical Content Knowledge sections. The items in the Classroom 
Observation Instrument that measure candidate pedagogical knowledge are aligned to three proficiencies 
identified in the UPRM Conceptual Framework. These are 1) planning instruction, 2) teaching learning 
process, and 3) critical thinking. From August, 2007 to December 2009, thirty-nine of forty UPRM non-
SPA candidates scored above 80 percent on items related to Planning Instruction. Thirty-nine of forty 
UPRM non-SPA candidates scored above 80 percent on items related to the Teaching Learning Process. 
Thirty-eight of forty UPRM non-SPA candidates scored above 80 percent on items related to Critical 
Thinking. See Pedagogical Content Knowledge Non-SPA Classroom Observation Summary Exhibit 
1b.1.3a. During candidate teaching practice, university supervisors and cooperating teachers evaluate 
each candidate on six or more occasions utilizing a Classroom Observation Instrument. To score above 
80 percent on the pedagogical content knowledge section, a candidate must be rated excellent on at least 
40 percent of the pedagogical content knowledge across the six or more evaluations. A detailed analysis 
of all UPRM candidate performance on the planning instruction items revealed that candidates were 
rated excellent (target) over 80 percent of the time. They were rated excellent over 85 percent of the time 
with respect to the teaching learning process and with respect to critical thinking. See Pedagogical 
Content Knowledge Classroom Observation Item Analysis Exhibit 1b.1.3b.
Agricultural education candidates are evaluated with respect to pedagogical content knowledge during 
their two student teaching courses and at three earlier instances: the curricular guide, the micro-teaching 
activity, and a pre-post exam. Over 80 percent of the candidates have met expectations at each 
opportunity. See Exhibit 1b.1.4 Pedagogical Content Knowledge Agricultural Education Candidates 
Summary for details.
Evaluations of Teacher Candidate Work Samples and summaries of Classroom Observations indicate 
that UPRM candidates demonstrate the pedagogical content knowledge and skills delineated by UPRM, 
Puerto Rico, and the respective professional standards.

      1b.2. (Programs Not Nationally Reviewed) What data from key assessments indicate that 
advanced teacher candidates know and apply theories related to pedagogy and learning, are able to 
use a range of instructional strategies and technologies, and can explain the choices they make in 
their practice. [Data for advanced teacher preparation programs that have been nationally 
reviewed or reviewed through a similar state review do not have to be reported here. Summarize 
data here only for programs not already reviewed. A table summarizing these data could be 
attached at Prompt 1b.4 below.]
Not applicable.

      1b.3. What do follow-up studies of graduates and employers indicate about graduates' 
preparation in pedagogical content knowledge and skills? If survey data have not already been 
reported, what was the response rate? [If these survey data are included in a previously attached 
table, refer the reader to that attachment; otherwise, a table summarizing the results of follow-up 
studies related to pedagogical content knowledge and skills could be attached at Prompt 1b.4 
below.]
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The Puerto Rico Teacher Certification Tests include a candidate survey section (PCMAS Survey). 
College Board reports the aggregated results for UPRM test takers to UPRM annually. In the reports for 
the last three available years, over 90 percent of responding UPRM candidates reported their education 
courses and their clinical practices as having been good or very good. Over 90 percent report their 
preparation as teachers as having been more than satisfactory or very satisfactory. For a comparative 
summary of candidate responses on the PCMAS Survey, see Exhibit 1b.3.1 PCMAS Survey 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge Items Table. 
In the latest (2009) PPMES Practice Center Principals Survey, the 14 respondents (79 percent of 19 
asked) rated teachers from the UPRM Teacher Preparation Program as always or almost always 
displaying the ideal with respect to pedagogical content knowledge and skills on 97 percent of their 
responses. In the latest (2009) Agricultural Practice Center Principals Survey, the 12 respondents (40 
percent of 30 asked) rated teachers from the UPRM Teacher Preparation Program as always displaying 
the ideal with respect to pedagogical content knowledge and skills on 89 percent of their responses. See 
items 23-26, 29, 46, and 47 in Exhibit 1a.4.2b 2009 PPMES Practice Center Principals Questionnaire 
and items 31-33 in Exhibit 1a.4.2c 2009 Agricultural Practice Center Principals Questionnaire. See 
Exhibit 1a.4.2a Practice Center Principals Response Table and Exhibit 1a.4.2d Practice Center 
Principals Survey Results and Summary.
The unit also conducts its own End of Program survey. In the December, 2009 survey, the respondents 
rated the preparation obtained from the UPRM Teacher Preparation Program with respect to pedagogical 
content knowledge and skills as good or excellent on 99 percent of their responses. All 35 candidates 
surveyed responded. See Exhibit 1b3.3a End of Program Responses and Exhibit 1b3.3b End of Program 
Questionnaire.

      1b.4. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the 
pedagogical content knowledge of teacher candidates may be attached here. (Because BOE 
members should be able to access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-
5) should be uploaded.)

Teacher Work Sample Exhibits 1b.1.1_1b.1.2

Pedagogical Content Knowledge Classroom Observation Exhibits 1b.1.3a_1b.3.3b_1b.3.4

PCMAS Survey and End of Program Pedagogical Content Knowledge Survey Info Exhibits 1b.3.1_1b.3.3a-1b.3.3b

See Attachments panel below.

1c. Professional and Pedagogical Knowledge and Skills for Teacher Candidates. [In this section the 
unit must address (1) initial teacher preparation programs at the undergraduate and graduate 
levels and, if the institution offers them, (2) licensure and non-licensure graduate programs for 
teachers who already hold a teaching license.] 

      1c.1. What data from key assessments indicate that candidates in initial teacher preparation 
and advanced teacher preparation programs demonstrate the professional and pedagogical 
knowledge and skills delineated in professional, state, and institutional standards to facilitate 
learning? [A table summarizing these data could be attached at Prompt 1c.5 below.]

Over 90 percent of UPRM candidates passed the Puerto Rico Teacher Certification Test (PCMAS) 
Professional Competencies Test Secondary Level over the past three years. See Exhibit 1c.1.1 PCMAS 
Professional Knowledge Test Results. This test examines candidates in the areas of philosophical 
foundations of education, human growth and development, social and psychological foundations of 
education, as well as teaching methodology and assessment. Since the inception of Teacher Certification 
Tests in Puerto Rico, the UPRM passing rate has been in the top quartile of all institutions preparing 
teachers in Puerto Rico. This demonstrates that UPRM candidates meet the professional and pedagogical 
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knowledge required by professional and state standards to facilitate learning.
A key assessment that indicates that initial teacher candidates meet UPRM professional and pedagogical 
knowledge standards is their GPA in foundations of education courses. The unit requires a 2.5 GPA in 
foundations of education courses; see Transition Point #2 in the Candidate Performance Assessment 
section of Exhibit 2a.1 UPRM Teacher Preparation Assessment System Procedures. Over the past three 
academic years, over ninety percent of three hundred twenty two UPRM candidates have earned a 3.00 
GPA or better in their foundations of education courses demonstrating the acquisition of fundamental 
professional and pedagogical knowledge. See Exhibit 1c.1.2 UPRM Candidate GPA in Foundations of 
Education courses.
An important assessment of professional and pedagogical knowledge and skills comes from the 
summary of the comprehensive formation sections of the Classroom Observation Instrument. The items 
in the Classroom Observation Instruments that measure candidate comprehensive formation are 
subdivided to align with four particular proficiencies identified in the UPRM Conceptual Framework 
under the area of comprehensive formation. These are 1) professionalism and responsibility, 2) values 
and ethics, 3) psychological strategies, and 4) communication skills. From August, 2007 to December 
2009, thirty-nine of forty UPRM non-SPA candidates scored above 80 percent on items related to 
professionalism and responsibility, on the items related to psychological strategies, and on the items 
related to communication skills. Forty of forty UPRM non-SPA candidates scored above 80 percent on 
the items related to values and ethics and overall with respect to comprehensive formation. To score 
above 80 percent on the comprehensive formation section or any of the subsections, a candidate must be 
rated excellent on at least 40 percent of the corresponding items across the six or more evaluations. 
Agricultural education candidates are evaluated with respect to comprehensive formation and 
communications skills during their final student teaching course and at three earlier instances: the 
curricular guide, the reflective essay on a one-time field experience, and participation in the Puerto Rico 
FFA agricultural exam. Over 95 percent of the candidates have met expectations at each opportunity. 
See Exhibit 1c.1.3a Comprehensive Formation Assessment Summary for details. 
A detailed analysis of all UPRM candidate performance on the comprehensive formation items revealed 
that candidates were rated excellent (target) 89 percent of the time. They were rated excellent over 90 
percent of the time with respect to professionalism and responsibility and with respect to values and 
ethics. They were rated excellent over 84 percent of the time with respect to psychological strategies and 
with respect to communication skills. The candidates were rated satisfactory or excellent over 99 percent 
of the time with respect to each of the four particular proficiencies. See Exhibit1c.1.3b Comprehensive 
Formation Item Analysis for details of performance with respect to subsections and disciplines.

      1c.2. What data from key assessments indicate that candidates in initial teacher preparation 
programs consider the school, family, and community contexts and the prior experiences of 
students; reflect on their own practice; know major schools of thought about schooling, teaching, 
and learning; and can analyze educational research findings? If a licensure test is required in this 
area, how are candidates performing on it? [A table summarizing these data could be attached at 
Prompt 1c.5 below.]

The first assessment that shows initial PPMES candidates are able to consider the school, family, and 
community contexts; the prior experiences of students; and know major schools of thought about 
schooling, teaching, and learning is the educational philosophy essay prepared and scored initially in the 
required educational philosophy course. Of the 173 candidates who approved the course during the past 
two semesters, 95 percent performed acceptably on the essay and 56 percent produced exemplary essays 
(see Exhibit 1c.2.1a Educational Philosophy Essay Results). The educational philosophy essay scoring 
rubric (see Exhibit 1c.2.1b Educational Philosophy Scoring Rubric) takes consideration of the school, 
family, and community contexts and major schools of thought into account under the education model 
and objectives section. In this section 88 percent of the 173 candidates were rated acceptable or better 
and 60 percent were rated exemplary. The scoring rubric addresses student differences including prior 
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experiences in the professional role / teaching qualities and skills segment. In this section 90 percent of 
the 173 candidates were rated acceptable or better and 58 were rated exemplary. See Exhibit 1c.2.1c 
Educational Philosophy Score Summary 2008-2009 for further details.
During their teaching practice, initial candidates are required to include a revision of their educational 
philosophy essay in their electronic portfolio. In that revision, they must show and explain changes.
All of the 34 candidates for whom detailed electronic portfolio performance analysis has been completed 
have fully met the criteria (total score over 80 percent) set for a successful portfolio. In the Reflection 
and Self-evaluation portion of the electronic portfolio, 85 percent met the criteria for exemplary (target) 
performance in this area. See Exhibit 1c.2.2a Teacher Candidate Work Sample Summary 2007-2009 and 
Exhibit 1c.2.2b E-Portfolio Evaluation Sheet and Rubric. For candidate by candidate performance see 
Exhibit 1c.2.2c TCWS Performance Summary 2007 2009.
Assessments of candidate reflective practices and ability to take school, family, and community into 
consideration are made during their teaching practice in the reflective practice and building community 
portions of the Classroom Observation Instrument. From August, 2007 to December 2009, thirty nine of 
forty (98 percent) UPRM non-SPA candidates were rated exemplary (scored above 80 percent) in the 
Reflective Practice portion and thirty five of forty (83 percent) were rated exemplary in the building 
community portion. See Exhibit 1a.2.3b Non-SPA Candidate Proficiencies Classroom Observation 
Summary 2007-2009. During candidate teaching practice, university supervisors and cooperating 
teachers evaluate each candidate on six or more occasions utilizing a Classroom Observation Instrument. 
To score above 80 percent on any portion, a candidate must be rated excellent on at least 40 percent of 
the items in that portion over the course of the six or more evaluations. A detailed analysis of all UPRM 
candidate performance on the classroom observation items revealed that candidates were rated excellent 
(target) on 88 percent of reflective practice items and on 85 percent of the building community items. 
See Exhibit1c.2.3b Reflective Practice and Building Community Item Analysis.
All UPRM initial candidates prepare to consider and work with the Nature and Needs of Exceptional 
Learners in a three credit course with the same title. During the course, candidates observe both special 
education classrooms and inclusive classrooms. Candidates are required to develop classroom activities 
that could be utilized with the exceptional learners in the observed classrooms.
In Puerto Rico, working with the community is a particularly important aspect of the agriculture 
teacher’s duties, more so than for teachers of the usual academic subjects. Agricultural education 
candidates are evaluated with respect to community building skills and professional disposition with the 
community during their student teaching courses. Over 95 percent of the agricultural candidates have 
met expectations at each opportunity. See Exhibit 1c.2.3a Agriculture Candidate Proficiencies on Key 
Assessments for details.
The Puerto Rico Teacher Certification tests include pedagogical situations in the Professional 
Competencies Test Secondary Level and the Content Specialization Tests. Reports to UPRM on 
candidate pedagogical situation performance are limited to average and standard deviation. However, in 
the most recent report, Informe Institucional Marzo 2008, UPRM candidate averages in the pedagogical 
situation on the different tests ranged from significantly higher to a full standard deviation higher than 
the average for all Puerto Rico candidates. See Exhibit 1c.2.4 Informes Institucionales de las Pruebas 
para Certificar Maestros.

      1c.3. What data from key assessments indicate that advanced teacher candidates reflect on their 
practice; engage in professional activities; have a thorough understanding of the school, family, and 
community contexts in which they work; collaborate with the professional community; are aware 
of current research and policies related to schooling, teaching, learning, and best practices; and can 
analyze educational research and policies and explain the implications for their own practice and 
the profession? [A table summarizing these data could be attached at Prompt 1c.5 below.]
Not applicable 
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      1c.4. What do follow-up studies of graduates and employers indicate about graduates' 
preparation related to professional and pedagogical knowledge and skills? If survey data have not 
already been reported, what was the response rate? [If these survey data are included in a 
previously attached table, refer the reader to that attachment; otherwise, a table summarizing the 
results of follow-up studies related to professional and pedagogical knowledge and skills could be 
attached at Prompt 1c.5 below.]
In the latest (2009) PPMES Practice Center Principals Survey, the 14 respondents (79 percent of 19 
asked) rated UPRM prepared teachers as always or almost always displaying the ideal with respect to 
professional and pedagogical knowledge and skills on 95 percent of their responses. In the latest (2009) 
Agriculture Practice Center Principals Survey, the 12 respondents (40 percent of 30 asked) rated UPRM 
prepared teachers as always displaying the ideal with respect to professional and pedagogical knowledge 
and skills on 93 percent of their responses. See items 21,24,27,28, 30, 31, 39, 48, 49, and 50 in Exhibit 
1a.4.2b PPMES Practice Center Principals Questionnaire and items 22-25 and 34 in Exhibit 1a.4.2c 
Agriculture Practice Center Principals Questionnaire. See Exhibit 1a.4.2a Practice Center Principals 
Response Table and Exhibit 1a.4.2d Practice Center Principals Survey Results and Summary. 
The Puerto Rico Teacher Certification Tests include a candidate survey section (PCMAS Survey). 
College Boards reports aggregated survey results for UPRM test takers annually to UPRM. In the 
aggregated results for the past three years, over 90 percent of responding UPRM candidates reported 
their education courses and their clinical practices as having been good or very good. Over 90 percent of 
responding UPRM candidates report their preparation as teachers as having been more than satisfactory 
or very satisfactory. A comparative summary of candidate responses can be seen in Exhibit 1c.4.1 
PCMAS Survey Pedagogical Knowledge and Professional Skills Items Table. 
In the latest unit End of Program survey (December, 2009), the respondents rated the preparation 
obtained from the UPRM Teacher Preparation Program with respect to professional and pedagogical 
knowledge and skills as good or excellent on 93 percent of their responses. See questions 1-8 and 15 in 
Exhibit 1b3.3b End of Program Questionnaire. See Exhibit 1b3.3a End of Program Responses for 
tabulated responses.

      1c.5. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the 
professional and pedagogical knowledge and skills of teacher candidates may be attached here. 
[Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of 
attachments (0-5) should be uploaded.]

Professional Knowledge Exhibits 1c.1.1_1c.1.2_1c.1.3a _1c.1.3b

Educational Philosophy Essay Exhibits 1c.2.1a 1c.2.1b 1c.2.1c

TCWS Performance Exhibits 1c.2.2a 1c2.2b 1c2.2c

Classroom Observation Professional Skills Exhibits 1c.2.3a 1c.2.3b

Exhibit 1c.4.1 PCMAS Survey Pedagogical Knowledge and Professional Skills Items Table

See Attachments panel below.

1d. Student Learning for Teacher Candidates. [In this section the unit must address (1) initial 
teacher preparation programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels and, if the institution 
offers them, (2) licensure and non-licensure graduate programs for teachers who already hold a 
teaching license.]

      1d.1. (Programs Not Nationally Reviewed) What data from key assessments indicate that 
candidates in initial teacher preparation programs can assess and analyze student learning, make 
appropriate adjustments to instruction, monitor student learning, and develop and implement 
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meaningful learning experiences to help all students learn? [Data for initial teacher preparation 
programs that have been nationally reviewed or reviewed through a similar state review do not 
have to be reported here. Summarize data here only for programs not already reviewed. A table 
summarizing these data could be attached at Prompt 1d.4 below.]
During their Student Teaching PPMES candidates are required to prepare an Electronic Portfolio with a 
Teacher Candidate Work Sample (TCWS). In the TCWS instructions (see Exhibit 1b.1.1 TCWS 
Instruction Manual) each process is followed by a standard, the task, a prompt, and a rubric that defines 
levels of performance for the standard. Three of the seven TCWS standards address the candidate effects 
on student learning: assessment plan, instructional decision making, and student learning analysis. 
The assessment plan portion of the TCWS is designed to measure student performance before, during, 
and after the instruction unit. In the assessment plan portion of the portfolio, 89 percent of the 21 non-
SPA candidates were rated exemplary (target). The instructional decision making portion of the TCWS 
asks the candidate to give examples of using on-going student learning analysis to make instructional 
decisions. In the Instructional decision making portion all the candidates were rated exemplary. In the 
student learning analysis portion of the TCWS candidates must analyze student assessment data, 
including pre/post assessments and formative assessments to determine progress related to the unit 
learning goals. In the student learning analysis portion of the TCWS 74 percent of the candidates were 
rated exemplary. See Exhibit 1b.1.2 Teacher Candidate Work Sample Non-SPA Summary. For 
candidate by candidate performance see Exhibit 1c.2.2c TCWS Performance Summary 2007-2009; see 
Exhibit 1c.2.2b E-Portfolio Evaluation Sheet and Rubric. 
Agricultural Education candidates are evaluated with respect to analysis and assessment of student 
learning during their last teaching practice course and at three earlier instances: the curricular guide, the 
micro-teaching activity, and Puerto Rico’s FFA Agricultural exam. Over 80 percent of the candidates 
have met expectations at each opportunity. See Exhibit 1d.1.2 Agriculture Student Learning Assessment 
and Analysis Summary for details.
The Classroom Observation Instrument includes an assessment portion that was designed to monitor 
candidate development with respect to student learning. Helping candidates develop their abilities to 
assess student learning and to make effective use of assessment information is the shared responsibility 
of the university supervisor and the cooperating teacher. From August, 2007 to December 2009, 40 of 
40 (100 percent) UPRM non-SPA candidates and 53 of 56 (94 percent) of UPRM SPA candidates were 
rated exemplary (scored above 80 percent) on the assessment portion of Classroom Observation 
Instrument. See Exhibit 1a.2.3b Teaching Practice Classroom Observations. A detailed analysis of 
performance on the Assessment items revealed that UPRM Non-SPA candidates were rated excellent 
(target) over 95 percent of the time and UPRM SPA candidates were rated excellent over 90 percent of 
the time. See Exhibit 1d.1.1a Assessment Item Analysis.

      1d.2. (Programs Not Nationally Reviewed) What data from key assessments indicate that 
advanced teacher candidates demonstrate a thorough understanding of the major concepts and 
theories related to assessing student learning; regularly apply them in their practice; analyze 
student, classroom, and school performance data; make data-driven decisions about strategies for 
teaching and learning; and are aware of and utilize school and community resources that support 
student learning? [Data for advanced teacher preparation programs that have been nationally 
reviewed or reviewed through a similar state review do not have to be reported here. Summarize 
data here only for programs not already reviewed. A table summarizing these data could be 
attached at Prompt 1d.4 below.]
Not applicable.

      1d.3. What do follow-up studies of graduates and employers indicate about graduates' ability to 
help all students learn? If survey data have not already been reported, what was the response rate? 
[If these survey data are included in a previously attached table, refer the reader to that 
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attachment; otherwise, a table summarizing the results of follow-up studies related to the ability to 
help all students learn could be attached at Prompt 1d.4 below.]
The unit conducts Practice Center Principal surveys annually. In the latest (2009) PPMES Practice 
Center Principals Survey, the fourteen respondents rated teachers from the UPRM Teacher Preparation 
Program always (highest possible rating) displaying the ideal with respect to student learning on 62 
percent of their responses. They rated UPRM prepared teachers as always or almost always displaying 
the ideal with respect to student learning on 94 percent of their responses. Fourteen of nineteen (79 
percent) PPMES Practice Center Principals responded to the survey. See items 33, 34, and 40-45 in 
Exhibit 1a.4.2b PPMES Practice Center Principals Questionnaire. In the latest (2009) Agricultural 
Practice Center Principals Survey, the twelve respondents rated UPRM agriculture teachers as always 
displaying the ideal with respect to student learning on 91.5 percent of their responses. Twelve of 30 (40 
percent) Agriculture Practice Center Principals responded to the survey. See items 13, 15, 19, 21, 26, 
and 30 in Exhibit 1a.4.2c Agricultural Practice Center Principals Questionnaire. Also see Exhibit 1a.4.2a 
Practice Center Principals Response Table and Exhibit 1a.4.2d Practice Center Principals Survey 
Results and Summary.
In the latest (2009) End of Program survey of completers, the completers rated their preparation with 
respect to disposition to teach as excellent on 64 percent of their responses. They rated the preparation 
obtained from the UPRM Teacher Preparation Program with respect to disposition to teach as good or 
excellent on 98 percent of their responses. All 35 candidates surveyed responded, but not necessarily to 
every question. See questions 11-13 in Exhibit 1b.3.3b End of Program Questionnaire. Also, see Exhibit 
1b.3.3a End of Program Responses.

      1d.4. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to student 
learning may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-5) should be uploaded.]

Exhibit 1d.1.1a Assessment Item Analysis

Exhibit 1d.1.2 Agriculture Student Learning Assessment and Analysis Summary

Exhibit 1d.4 Classroom Observation Item Analysis

See Attachments panel below.

1e. Knowledge and Skills for Other School Professionals

      1e.1. What are the pass rates of other school professionals on licensure tests by program and 
across all programs (i.e., overall pass rate)? Please complete Table 5 or upload your own table at 
Prompt 1e.4 below. 

Table 5
Pass Rates on Licensure Tests for Other School Professionals

For Period: Not applicable

      
Program Name of Licensure Test # of Test Takers % Passing State Licensure Test

Overall Pass Rate for the Unit 
(across all programs for the 
preparation of other school 
professionals)

Not applicable
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      1e.2. (Programs Not Nationally Reviewed) What data from other key assessments indicate that 
other school professionals demonstrate the knowledge and skills delineated in professional, state, 
and institutional standards? [Data for programs for other school professionals that have been 
nationally reviewed or reviewed through a similar state review do not have to be reported here. 
Summarize data here only for programs not already reviewed. A table summarizing these data 
could be attached at Prompt 1e.4 below.]
Not applicable

      1e.3. What do follow-up studies of graduates and employers indicate about the knowledge and 
skills of other school professionals? If survey data are being reported, what was the response rate? 
[A table summarizing the results of follow-up studies related to knowledge and skills could be 
attached at Prompt 1e.4 below. The attached table could include all of the responses to your follow-
up survey to which you could refer the reader in responses on follow-up studies in other elements of 
Standard 1.]
Not applicable

      1e.4. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the 
knowledge and skills of other school professionals may be attached here. [Because BOE members 
should be able to access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-5) should 
be uploaded.]

1f. Student Learning for Other School Professionals

      1f.1. (Programs Not Nationally Reviewed) What data from key assessments indicate that 
candidates can create positive environments for student learning, including building on the 
developmental levels of students; the diversity of students, families, and communities; and the 
policy contexts within which they work? [Data for programs for other school professionals that 
have been nationally reviewed or reviewed through a similar state review do not have to be 
reported here. Summarize data here only for programs not already reviewed. A table summarizing 
these data could be attached at Prompt 1f.3 below.]
Not applicable

      1f.2. What do follow-up studies of graduates and employers indicate about graduates' ability to 
create positive environments for student learning? If survey data have not already been reported, 
what was the response rate? [If these survey data are included in a previously attached table, refer 
the reader to that attachment; otherwise, a table summarizing the results of follow-up studies 
related to the ability to create positive environments for student leaning could be attached at 
Prompt 1f.3 below.]
Not applicable

      1f.3. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to other school 
professionals' creation of positive environments for student learning may be attached here. 
[Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of 
attachments (0-5) should be uploaded.]

1g. Professional Dispositions for All Candidates. [Indicate when the responses refer to the 
preparation of initial teacher candidates, advanced teacher candidates, and other school 
professionals, noting differences when they occur.] 
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      1g.1. What professional dispositions are candidates expected to demonstrate by completion of 
programs? 

The candidate proficiencies are the basis of the UPRM conceptual framework. The key assessments, 
transition points, program requirements, and course syllabi for the Teacher Preparation program are 
aligned with that conceptual framework precisely to develop the proficiencies in UPRM candidates to 
make them highly effective teachers. See Exhibit C.1.1 Conceptual Framework. There are three 
proficiencies in the conceptual framework that align with professional dispositions. These are: caring 
dispositions, sensitivity to diversity, and reflective practice.
Each of these professional dispositions is assessed through a number of items on the Classroom 
Observation Instrument. From August, 2007 to December 2009, 94 of 96 (98 percent) UPRM candidates 
were rated exemplary (scored above 80 percent) in the Classroom Observation Instrument caring 
disposition portion. In the same time period 93 of 96 (96 percent) were rated exemplary in the sensitivity 
to diversity portion and 90 of 96 (94 percent) were rated exemplary in the reflective practice portion. 
During candidate teaching practice, university supervisors and cooperating teachers evaluate each 
candidate on six or more occasions utilizing a Classroom Observation Instrument. To score above 80 
percent on any section, a candidate must be rated excellent (target) on at least 40 percent of the items 
over the course of the six or more evaluations. See Exhibit 1a.2.3a Classroom Observation Instrument 
and Survey Compilation. A detailed analysis of all UPRM candidate performance on the Classroom 
Observation items shows that candidates were rated excellent with respect to caring dispositions over 93 
percent of the time, excellent with respect to sensitivity to diversity over 88 percent of the time, and 
excellent with respect to reflective practice over 91 percent of the time. See Exhibit 1g.1.1 Professional 
Dispositions Item Analysis.

      1g.2. How do candidates demonstrate that they are developing professional dispositions related 
to fairness and the belief that all students can learn? [A table summarizing these data could be 
attached at Prompt 1g.5 below.]

Candidate fairness is assessed through a number of items in the values/ethics subsection of the 
comprehensive formation section and the caring disposition sections of the Classroom Observation 
Instrument. See Exhibit 1a.2.3a Classroom Observation Instrument and Survey Compilation. From 
August, 2007 to December 2009, 94 of 96 (98 percent) UPRM candidates were rated exemplary in the 
caring disposition portion of the Classroom Observation Instrument and 91 of 96 (95 percent) were rated 
exemplary in the values/ethics portion. See Exhibit 1a.2.3b Teaching Practice Classroom Observations 
and Exhibit1c.1.3a Comprehensive Formation Non-SPA Classroom Observation Summary. During 
candidate teaching practice, university supervisors and cooperating teachers evaluate each candidate on 
six or more occasions utilizing a Classroom Observation Instrument. To be rated exemplary, a candidate 
must score above 80 percent. To score above 80 percent in any portion of the Classroom Observation 
Instrument, a candidate must be rated excellent (target) on at least 40 percent of the items over the six or 
more evaluations. A detailed analysis of all UPRM candidate performance on the classroom observation 
items shows that all candidates were rated excellent with respect to caring dispositions over 93 percent 
of the time and excellent with respect to values/- ethics over 90 percent of the time. See Exhibit 1c.1.3b 
Comprehensive Formation Item Analysis and Exhibit 1g.1.1 Professional Dispositions Item Analysis.
Candidates also prepare an Electronic Portfolio with Teacher Candidate Work Sample during their 
teaching practice. In the TCWS, candidates must analyze a variety of contextual factors and show how 
instruction has been designed to take the contextual factors into account and meet student needs. See 
Exhibit 1b.1.1 TCWS Instruction Manual. 31 of 34 (91 percent) of UPRM Candidates were rated 
exemplary in the contextual factors portion of the TCWS.
Candidate dispositions are evaluated early in the required Writing Skills and Teaching Dispositions Test 
for formative purposes. Candidates who do not perform well in either the writing skills or disposition 
portion of the test are referred for career counseling, tutoring, or additional courses. Candidate 
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dispositions and attitudes about learning are also evaluated formatively in their Philosophical 
Foundations of Education and the Nature and Needs of Exceptional Learners courses.

      1g.3. What data from key assessments indicate that candidates demonstrate the professional 
dispositions listed in 1.g.1 as they work with students, families, colleagues, and communities? [A 
table summarizing these data could be attached at Prompt 1g.5 below.] 
Three sections of the Classroom Observation Instrument are aligned to three professional disposition 
proficiencies identified in the UPRM Conceptual Framework. These are 1) comprehensive formation, 2) 
caring dispositions, and 3) sensitivity to diversity. See Classroom Observation Instrument and Survey 
Compilation Exhibit 1a.2.3a. From August, 2007 to December 2009, ninety-six of ninety-six (100 
percent) UPRM candidates were rated exemplary in the Classroom Observation Instrument 
comprehensive formation section. See the Comprehensive Formation Non-SPA Classroom Observation 
Summary Exhibit1c1.1a and the Non-SPA Candidate Proficiencies Classroom Observation Summary 
2007 2009 Exhibit 1c2.3a. In the same period, forty of forty (100 percent) Non-SPA candidates and 
fifty-four of fifty-six (96 percent) SPA candidates were rated exemplary in the Classroom Observation 
Instrument Caring Dispositions section. In the same period, forty of forty (100 percent) Non-SPA 
candidates and fifty-three of fifty-six (95 percent) SPA candidates were rated exemplary in the 
Classroom Observation Instrument sensitivity to diversity section. During candidate teaching practice, 
university supervisors and cooperating teachers evaluate each candidate on six or more occasions 
utilizing a Classroom Observation Instrument. To be rated exemplary on any portion, a candidate must 
be rated excellent (target) on at least 40 percent of the items over the course of the six or more 
evaluations. A detailed analysis of all UPRM candidate performance on the classroom observation items 
shows that candidates were rated excellent with respect to comprehensive formation over 89 percent of 
the time, excellent with respect to caring dispositions over 93 percent of the time, and excellent with 
respect to sensitivity to diversity over 85 percent of the time. See Exhibit 1c.1.3b Comprehensive 
Formation Item Analysis and Exhibit 1g.1.1 Professional Dispositions Item Analysis.

      1g.4. What do follow-up studies of graduates and employers indicate about graduates' 
demonstration of professional dispositions? If survey data have not already been reported, what 
was the response rate? [If these survey data are included in a previously attached table, refer the 
reader to that attachment; otherwise, a table summarizing the results of follow-up studies related to 
professional dispositions could be attached at Prompt 1g.5 below.]
The unit conducts a Practice Center Principals survey annually. In the latest (2009) Practice Center 
Principals Survey, the fourteen respondents rated teachers from the UPRM Teacher Preparation Program 
always (highest possible rating) displaying the ideal with respect to disposition to teach on 73 percent of 
their responses. They rated UPRM prepared teachers as always or almost always displaying the ideal 
with respect to disposition to teach on 96 percent of their responses. Fourteen of nineteen (79 percent) 
Practice Center Principals responded to the survey. See items 33, 34, and 40-45 in Exhibit 1a.4.2b 
PPMES Practice Center Principals Questionnaire. See Exhibit 1a.4.2a Practice Center Principals 
Response Table and Exhibit 1a.4.2d Practice Center Principals Survey Results and Summary. 
In the latest (2009) End of Program survey of completers, the completers rated their preparation with 
respect to disposition to teach as excellent on 64 percent of their responses. They rated the preparation 
obtained from the unit program with respect to disposition to teach as good or excellent on 98 percent of 
their responses. All 35 candidates surveyed responded, but not necessarily to every question. See 
questions 11-13 in Exhibit 1b.3.3b End of Program Questionnaire. Also, see Exhibit 1b3.3a End of 
Program Responses.

      1g.5. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to professional 
dispositions may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-5) should be uploaded.]
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Exhibit 1g.1.1 Professional Dispositions Item Analysis

Exhibit 1g.2.1 Caring Dispositions Item Analysis

See Attachments panel below.

Optional

      1. What does your unit do particularly well related to Standard 1?

The UPRM teacher preparation program emphasizes content knowledge requiring 30 to 72 content 
course credits. The details of content course requirements can be seen in Exhibit 1a.2.1a Content Credits 
per Program and Exhibit 1a.2.1b Content Courses and Credits. The breadth and depth of UPRM 
candidate content knowledge base is reflected in their performance on Puerto Rico’s Teacher 
Certification Specialization tests and in the evaluations of their performance during teaching practice. 
At UPRM the candidates are the strongest feature of the teacher preparation program. UPRM is one of 
the most selective higher education institutions in Puerto Rico, so candidates should perform well with 
respect to content knowledge and learning. Teacher Preparation Program completers also demonstrate a 
strong commitment to the teaching profession. At the end of each semester, the candidates completing 
student teaching share their experiences with peers and faculty. During these moments, they reveal their 
individual and collective transformation from efficient learners to passionate teachers. Whether the unit 
produces this transformation or it is a more a result of their experience working with the students in the 
schools, the UPRM Teacher Preparation Program produces teachers with the knowledge, skills, and 
dispositions to help students learn.

      2. What research related to Standard 1 is being conducted by the unit or its faculty?

 

STANDARD 2. ASSESSMENT SYSTEM AND UNIT EVALUATION

    The unit has an assessment system that collects and analyzes data on the applicant 
qualifications, the candidate and graduate performance, and unit operations to evaluate and 
improve the unit and its programs.

[In this section the unit must include (1) initial and advanced programs for teachers, (2) 
programs for other school professionals, and (3) off-campus, distance learning, and alternate 
route programs, noting differences when they exist.]

2a. Assessment System

      2a.1. How does the unit ensure that the assessment system collects information on candidate 
proficiencies outlined in the unit's conceptual framework, state standards, and professional 
standards?

The unit assessment system collects information on candidate proficiencies as outlined in the unit 
conceptual framework (Exhibit C.1.1 Unit Assessment System Description section in UPRM 
Conceptual Framework p.28-43). The unit conceptual framework is aligned with UPRM student 
learning standards, Puerto Rico Council for Higher Education state standards, professional NCATE 
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standards, specialized professional associations standards, and with INTASC performance standards 
(Exhibit C.1.1 Candidate Proficiencies-Standards Alignment Matrix in UPRM Conceptual Framework 
p.21-27). By addressing each candidate proficiency with one or more assessment artifacts and by 
aligning each artifact in the system with the conceptual framework, the unit ensures the system collects 
the information needed on candidate proficiencies. Candidate assessment artifacts are designed to 
measure specific proficiencies as described in the conceptual framework. The collection of information 
on candidate proficiencies is a continuous process. The information collected is reviewed as candidate 
pass the various transition points (Exhibit 2a.1 Candidate Performance Assessment section in UPRM 
Teacher Preparation Assessment System Procedures). The unit conceptual framework links course work 
to the assessment system to systematically monitor candidate progress through the program. Through 
coursework, field experiences, and clinical experiences, candidate progress is reviewed regularly and 
candidate is advised accordingly. 
Each of the proficiencies identified was generated from the theoretical and philosophical conceptual 
framework for which INTASC standards were used as a blueprint. Candidate proficiencies are grouped 
in the categories of knowledge, skills, and dispositions. When a committee revises an assessment 
artifact, the revision must align with the curricular framework and address the relevant candidate 
proficiencies. 

Some assessment artifacts, such as the Writing Skills and Teaching Dispositions Test, are used across all 
teaching disciplines. Other assessment artifacts such as required content courses, Student Teaching 
Portfolios, and classroom observation instruments vary to meet the particular needs of the teaching 
discipline. For example, the classroom observation instrument (COI) in science includes items related to 
laboratory safety while mathematics requires a course in number theory, and Agricultural Education 
requires evidence of voluntary community service in the Student Teaching Portfolios. Even though 
artifacts vary, they still measure the same candidate proficiencies and are aligned to the same curricular 
framework. The Teacher Candidate Work Sample (TCWS) is a valuable key assessment which evaluates 
all ten candidate proficiencies. Some candidate proficiency assessments are longitudinal extending 
across several semesters. For example, PPMES candidate write an educational philosophy essay in their 
Philosophy of Education course, revise the essay during their methodology course, and revisit it again as 
they complete their teaching practice. In Agricultural Education, portfolios are prepared and assessed 
across several courses to measure candidate progress and to promote candidate reflective habits. 

Ongoing collection, revision, discussion, and modification of assessment data by the unit as well as by 
faculty committees ensure continued alignment of assessment artifacts with the conceptual framework 
(Exhibit 2a.1.2 Agendas & Exhibit 2a.1.3 Minutes of IR and other committee meetings are posted online 
at http://sites.google.com/site/irncateuprm/reuniones). The unit views the assessment system and the 
conceptual framework as work in progress which can be refined and improved through experience, 
feedback, discussion, and study.

      2a.2. What are the key assessments used by the unit and its programs to monitor and make 
decisions about candidate performance at transition points such as those listed in Table 6? Please 
complete Table 6 or upload your own table at Prompt 2a.6 below.

Table 6
Unit Assessment System: Transition Point Assessments

Program Admission
Entry to clinical 

practice
Exit from clinical 

practice
Program completion

After program 
completion

See uploaded table
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      2a.3. How is the unit assessment system evaluated? Who is involved and how?
UPRM began the design of the program assessment system in 2005 in preparation for the submission of 
the preconditions in February 2006. The teacher education programs developed a unit assessment system 
based on the unit conceptual framework. While data were and continue to be collected from that point, 
significant modifications, improvements, and revisions have occurred within the assessment system over 
the years. The Teacher Education Assessment Board (TEAsB) has primary responsibility for evaluating 
the unit assessment system. The Teacher Education Assessment Board receives input from various 
committees and boards including the Methodology and Student Teaching Curriculum Committee, the 
Comité Timón for Program Report, the IR Steering Committee, and the Teacher Education Advisory 
Board (TEAdB). The Teacher Education Executive Committee receives the evaluation and 
recommendations from the Teacher Education Assessment Board regarding the assessment system and 
chooses a course of action. The Teacher Education Assessment Board reviews assessment artifacts, 
instruments, and procedures. They also analyze data to make modifications and improvements based on 
the actual use of assessments, feedback from the field, as well as ongoing research. While the unit 
modifies what data or how data is collected, organized, maintained, or analyzed; the purpose of the 
assessment system remains to evaluate and improve candidate, program, and unit performance (in 
Exhibit 2a.1 UPRM Teacher Preparation Assessment System Procedures, see Table 1 Committees: their 
Functions and Members and meeting minutes at http://sites.google.com/site/irncateuprm/reuniones)

The TEAsB is responsible for the collection of data, data entry, statistical analysis, and studies required 
to assess the effectiveness of the programs. The board, the program coordinators, and the program 
directors share the responsibility for the interpretation of the assessment results. At board, committee, 
and faculty meetings, assessment data are discussed as well as possible improvements in assessment 
tools or data collection methods. Specific aspects of the assessment system are discussed with external 
constituencies at both the Teacher Education Advisory Board meetings and in meetings with practice 
teaching supervisors (Exhibit 2a.3.1 Boards web site at https://sites.google.com/site/ppmesuprm/home). 
These discussions focus on the nature of assessment data collected, broad results, and suggestions 
regarding the applicability of the assessment system in light of 7-12 school realities. Among the multiple 
committees and boards that work with unit assessment system and unit data, the TEAsB is the one in 
charge of overseeing the operation and evaluation of the assessment system.

Recognizing that success of an academic institution in today’s changing environment requires processes 
aimed at continuous improvement, UPRM requires every program and organization to develop a 
strategic plan for improvement which includes professional accreditation when available. Assessment of 
institutional effectiveness at UPRM occurs on both institutional and unit levels. The Office of 
Continuous Improvement and Assessment (in Spanish OMCA) serves to develop and monitor program 
assessment efforts at the institutional level. The unit submitted the assessment system plan to OMCA 
which certified the unit assessment plan complies and aligns with institutional strategic plan 
(http://www.uprm.edu/omca/)

      2a.4. How does the unit ensure that its assessment procedures are fair, accurate, consistent, and 
free of bias?

With regard to fairness, the unit takes measures to be certain candidate knows what is expected of them, 
how to meet these expectations, and how they will be evaluated. Both PPMES and EDAG maintain web 
sites where program requirements, forms, and manuals are readily available (see online 
http://www.uprm.edu/educon/ppmes_formularios.html and 
http://www.uprm.edu/agricultura/edag/index.php). In addition, the unit requires candidate to attend a 
week-long orientation sessions about expectations. The manuals cover teaching practice, methodology, 
and in PPMES the Electronic Portfolio (E-Portfolio) which includes the Teacher Candidate Work 
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Sample (TCWS). Candidate develop their E-Portfolio over three courses, starting in computers in the 
classroom course, continuing in the methodology, and in the student teaching courses. The TCWS was 
developed from the pioneering efforts of the Renaissance Group and aligned with the unit conceptual 
framework. The conceptual framework is aligned with institutional standards, state standards, 
professional standards, and INTASC performance standards. All candidate assessments must be aligned 
with the conceptual framework. The same criteria established under the broader categories of 
knowledge, skills and dispositions expressed in the conceptual framework appear in key assessments. 
This way, the unit assures assessments are congruent with the complexity, cognitive demands, and skill 
requirements described in the standards.

To ensure consistency and accuracy, directors schedule semester workshops and orientations for teacher 
candidates, cooperating teachers and school directors, university supervisors, and methodology 
professors (Exhibit 3.5 Meetings). This assures everyone involved in the process understands 
expectations, forms, and assessment instruments so all can effectively work to achieve objectives and 
make sure key assessments are accurate because they measure what they intend to measure. Each 
assessment instrument, revised or created, is subjected to a continuous improvement review by all 
stakeholders involved to verify consistency, fairness, accuracy, and freedom from bias. The school and 
university faculty discuss changes to instruments among themselves and with candidate. Limitations 
with the rubrics of key assessments which may introduce sources of bias were openly discussed in 
committees and clinical faculty meetings. Instructions and timing of assessments were clearly stated and 
shared with faculty and candidate. To ensure consistency and freedom of bias, the assessment 
instructions and scoring guide were reviewed by faculty to identify and eliminate problems such as 
missing content information and vague instructions, and poorly worded questions. Furthermore, an 
education researcher reviewed each assessment to guarantee freedom of bias in terms of gender, race, 
and ethnicity while exhibiting sensitivity to issues of labeling (Exhibit 2a.4).

      2a.5. What assessments and evaluation measures are used to manage and improve the 
operations and programs of the unit?

UPRM requires every program and organization to develop a strategic plan for improvement which 
includes professional accreditation when available as established the Institutional Plan for the 
Assessment of Student Learning (Exhibit 2a.5.1) and mandated in Institutional Policy Certification #138 
2003-2004 9Exhibit 2a.5.2). Therefore the unit uses a number of assessments and evaluations to allow 
for feedback and suggestions to manage and improve unit operations and programs. University-wide 
course evaluation process allow candidate to give regular feedback each semester on instructor 
performance with respect to: general academia, teaching, service, research and creative work to facilitate 
student learning, (Exhibit 2a.5.3 Cuestionario de Opinión Estudiantil 
http://www.uprm.edu/evaluaciondocente/docs/COE.pdf ). The information provided by the Cuestionario 
de Opinión Estudiantil (student opinion survey) is reviewed each semester individually for each 
instructor by directors and discussed in a personal goal-setting conference with the individual instructor. 
This is done particularly if the results denote a need for improvement. When directors have spotted 
repeated areas for improvement they arrange special themed professional development activities with 
the institutional Professional Enrichment Center (CEP) ( http://uprm.edu/cep/ ). 

An end-of-program evaluation is given to each candidate at the end of the Student Teaching course 
(Exhibit 2a.5.4 UPRM Assessment Instruments Compilation). The form asks candidates to answer 
quantitative questions about the quality of the education program, advising, field experiences, and 
connection to the conceptual framework, as well as qualitative questions about the program and 
suggestions for improvements. Results of these evaluations are aggregated and discussed in program 
meetings to improve courses, professor performance, administrative process, and physical facilities. 
(Exhibit 2a.5.5 Teacher Program Minutes and Exhibit 2a.5.6 End of Program Survey Results).
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Assessments and evaluations commonly used to manage and improve unit operations are alumni 
surveys, admission and retention data, and the PCMAS Battery of Tests (Exhibit 2a.5.7 Summaries of 
data from key assessments used at transition points).

      2a.6. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the unit's 
assessment system may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many 
exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-5) should be uploaded.]

Table 6 UPRM Transition Points

See Attachments panel below.

2b. Data Collection, Analysis, and Evaluation

      2b.1. What are the processes and timelines used by the unit to collect, compile, aggregate, 
summarize, and analyze data on candidate performance, unit operations, and program quality? 

 How are the data collected?
 From whom (e.g., applicants, candidates, graduates, faculty) are data collected?
 How often are the data summarized and analyzed?
 Whose responsibility is it to summarize and analyze the data? (dean, assistant dean, data 

coordinator, etc.)
 In what formats are the data summarized and analyzed? (reports, tables, charts, graphs, 

etc.)
 What information technologies are used to maintain the unit's assessment system?

How are the data collected?
The unit collects a variety of data regarding candidate performance, unit operations, and program quality 
in the four transition points (TP) and after program completion (with PCMAS surveys and employer 
questionnaires). Transition points for the PPMES are as follow: TP # 1) Entrance to the Teacher 
Preparation Program of Secondary Education; TP# 2) Enrollment in Theory and Methodology Course; 
TP # 3) Admission to Student Teaching; and TP# 4) Program Completion.

The major sources of data for candidate performance assessment are: candidate transcripts, field and 
clinical observations, E-Portfolio with TCWS, Content Portfolios (EDAG), Teacher Certification Test 
Results (PCMAS), surveys, and questionnaires. Additional candidate data sources include: General 
Admission Index (IGS), Writing Skills and Teaching Dispositions Test, and Educational Philosophy 
Essay. Unit operation and program quality assessment include: enrollment projections and demand, 
faculty evaluations, cooperating teacher evaluations, and PCMAS surveys and employee questionnaires. 
Data from these sources serve multiple purposes; consequently they are subject to multiple processes.

From whom (e.g., applicants, candidates, graduates, faculty) are data collected?
The UPRM Teacher Preparation Assessment System Procedures document (Exhibit 2a.1) explains in 
detail processes of collecting, aggregating, disaggregating, and analyzing assorted data including: how 
are they collected, from whom are they collected, how often are they collected and analyzed, who is 
responsible for aggregating and analyzing the data, as well as how is that information used and by 
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whom. 

How often are the data summarized and analyze and whose responsibility is it to summarize and analyze 
the data?
In brief, there are five principal places where the data are collected, summarized, and used: the 
Agricultural Education Program (EDAG) Department, the office of Teacher Preparation Program in 
Secondary Education (PPMES), the Division of Continued Education and Professional Studies 
(DECEP), the Office of Institutional Research and Planning (OIIP), and the Registrar’s Office. The 
directors of the Department of Agricultural Education and of the Teacher Preparation Program in 
Secondary Education collect operational data to plan course offerings, assign teaching duties, and 
coordinate clinical practice. The directors and their academic advisors use candidate performance data to 
guide candidates through their teacher preparation program or sequence. The director of the DECEP 
handles faculty evaluations and follow-up surveys. The Assessment Board reviews and analyzes all of 
the available data relevant to the quality of the teacher preparation program. The dean of academic 
affairs coordinates the discussion of the findings of the assessment board with the pertinent departments 
and personnel. 

Teacher certification exams, the Writing Skills and Teaching Dispositions Test, and follow-up surveys 
are carried out annually. The operational data, candidate performance data, and program quality data are 
collected and analyzed each semester. 

In what formats are the data summarized and analyzed and what information technologies are used to 
maintain the unit's assessment system?
Data are summarized in narratives, tables, and charts. UPRM uses in-house programs (Information 
Technology Center and OIIP) to aggregate demographic data and transcript information. In addition, the 
unit presently uses MicroSoft Excel spreadsheets and Access database to analyze and store candidate and 
unit data. UPRM recently acquired CWReporter and is in the process of migrating the data and analysis 
process. MicroSoft Word and PowerPoint are used to prepare, disseminate, and store data reports. Data 
which is appropriate for public distribution are made available through the UPRM website: 
http://educon.uprm.edu. The assessment board and the advisory board working documents are stored on 
line at https://sites.google.com/site/ppmesuprm/home. The Specialized Professional Association (SPA) 
reports, other official reports, and related information are available to interested parties at 
http://sites.google.com/site/cannybellido/ncate-sparum.

      2b.2. How does the unit disaggregate candidate assessment data for candidates on the main 
campus, at off-campus sites, in distance learning programs, and in alternate route programs?
There are 13 programs and they are all on the main campus: Agriculture, Arts, Business Education, 
Biology, Chemistry, English, History, Mathematics, Physical Education, Physics, Social Studies, 
Spanish, and Theater. Data is disaggregated by program, student teaching course, semester, or year. 
Candidates can either complete their student teaching before they complete their content or bachelor’s 
degree while others complete their post bachelor’s degree; hence the unit disaggregates candidate 
assessment data into pre and post baccalaureate.

      2b.3. How does the unit maintain records of formal candidate complaints and their resolutions?

There is a student ombudsperson office assigned to the Dean of Student Affairs office. The 
ombudsperson is in charge of finding non-adversarial solutions to conflict situations brought forth by 
students. The office documents college students’ visits (including teacher preparation candidates), 
petition follow up, work toward conflict resolution, and, if necessary, assists college students in the 
formal complaint process (http://www.uprm.edu/procuraduria/documentos_oficiales.html).
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When candidate complaints involve practice centers or other matters specific to the Teacher Preparation 
Program, PPMES and EDAG attempt to resolve the conflict. Both offices (PPMES and EDAG) maintain 
records of formal complaints and resolutions. For formal complaints, candidate fill out a form (Exhibit 
2b.3.1 Example of a student complaint form and unit response), and meet with the program PPMES 
associate director or EDAG director. If complaints involve a faculty, candidate are asked to discuss the 
matter directly with the faculty first. If a satisfactory solution is not found between candidate and faculty, 
the candidate may then appeal to PPMES associate director or EDAG director, to academic dean of their 
college, and finally to the associate dean of academic affairs, in that order.

      2b.4. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the unit's 
data collection, analysis, and evaluation may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be 
able to access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-5) should be 
uploaded.]

2c. Use of Data for Program Improvement

      2c.1. In what ways does the unit regularly and systematically use data to evaluate the efficacy of 
and initiate changes to its courses, programs, and clinical experiences?

The unit regularly and systematically uses data to evaluate program efficacy and to initiate changes, as 
follows:

1) The office of PPMES, Department of Agricultural Education, and content departments use candidate 
transcript data including: content and education courses previously taken, grades obtained, overall GPA, 
and specialized GPA to plan course offerings. The same data are used to counsel students during 
enrollment. Candidate transcript data allow education and content departments to identify course 
offerings needed. UPRM also encourages students to take initial education courses as free or 
recommended electives as a means of recruiting future teacher candidates. The courses needed for 
candidates and the demand from non-candidates are taken into account for allocation of teaching 
resources. In this regards, it is particularly important to identify candidate who will enroll in 
Methodology and the Student Teaching courses in order to recruit the adjunct university faculty and 
school faculty.
2) The departments and faculty in the unit regularly use faculty evaluations by candidates. Faculty use 
student teaching evaluations to monitor and improve their classroom performance. Student evaluations 
are taken into account at UPRM for teaching assignments, tenure, and promotion. The departments use 
aggregated evaluation data to plan faculty (university and clinical) professional development every 
semester. Candidate evaluations of cooperating teachers are a major factor in subsequent school 
placements.
3) The office of PPMES and department of EDAG use Teacher Certification Test results (PCMAS) 
annually to evaluate how well their respective programs are preparing candidates to meet UPRM and 
Department of Education of Puerto Rico (DEPR) teacher requirements, particularly those of content and 
pedagogical knowledge. The Teacher Certification Test results are submitted to the Puerto Rico Title II 
reports on teacher preparation programs. The results are used by UPRM and the DEPR to evaluate the 
quality of the teacher preparation programs. The UPRM assessment board uses PCMAS results to 
identify strengths and weaknesses in the existing curricula and make data driven decisions regarding 
course content and program requirements. The specific content courses required for each of the 
methodology and student teaching courses were revised in response to an analysis of PCMAS content 
test results. An example of data driven program change came about after a detailed examination of 
UPRM candidates who did not pass history and social studies teacher certification tests in 2007-08 
revealed many had not taken highly relevant, and expected, content courses. A total of 18 core content 
courses were identified which provide critical content knowledge for history and social science 
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candidates to perform well on the certification test and in clinical practice. Beginning August 2010, 
UPRM history and social studies candidate are required to complete those 18 core content courses prior 
to their methodology courses. Under existing rules, candidate must pass their methodology course with a 
grade of B or better in order to apply to take the licensure exam. 
4) The office of PPMES and department of EDAG also use the Teacher Certification Survey (PCMAS 
Survey) to assess candidate perception of their respective preparation: programs, courses, faculty, and 
clinical experience. The Teacher Certification Survey is included in the annual institutional report 
(Informe Institucional de College Board). The report provides aggregated responses for UPRM Teacher 
Certification Test takers and for all Teacher Certification Test takers in Puerto Rico. The survey has 
confirmed candidate satisfaction with their preparation, especially with regard to content knowledge and 
pedagogical content knowledge.
5) In addition to PCMAS Survey, the unit conducts various surveys which have proven to be very 
informative in helping to establish initiatives which innovate and improve the quality of the programs 
and the unit operations. The surveys include: the End of Program Survey, the Cooperating Teacher 
Survey, and the Practice Center Principal Survey. One example of changes made in response to survey 
findings is remodeling the physical facilities. Candidate made specific recommendations for improving 
the available technology resources in the 2006-07 End of Program Survey. The subsequent remodeling 
included an additional computer center and the addition of “smart boards” and data displays to several 
classrooms. The unit created the Resource Center for Investigation and Educational Services (in Spanish 
CRUISE) to address candidate concerns regarding resources for planning and preparing for their 
teaching practice classes. CRUISE received a significant addition of equipment and educational 
materials to its resources in fall 2009. In order to continue the expansion of resources, CRUISE 
submitted a proposal and received notification of the approval of $30,000 (pending confirmation). An 
example of programmatic changes in response to Cooperating Teacher and Practice Center Principal 
Survey findings was the increase in the number of candidate clinical experience hours. Another 
programmatic change during 2008 was the revision and adoption of evaluation forms for the student 
teaching course in PPMES aligned with the UPRM curricular framework. The revisions were made in 
response to findings in the Cooperating Teacher, University Supervisor, and Practice Center Principal 
surveys. Cooperating teachers and university supervisors were subsequently involved in the revision. 
6) The office of PPMES and department of EDAG use field and clinical experience supervisory data 
such as Teaching Center (school site) attendance hours, UPRM teacher preparation seminars, and 
workshops attendance to assure both candidate and clinical faculty meet their responsibilities. Grades in 
student teaching practice take into consideration school, seminar, and workshop attendance.
7) Candidate statistics and demographics such as content programs, year of curricular sequence 
enrollment, status, etc. are used to complete annual institutional reports that affect funding allocation. In 
the fall semester of the 2009-2010 academic year, there were 747 teacher candidates from 39 UPRM 
undergraduate programs, 10 graduate programs, and 2 non-degree programs.

Exhibit 2c.1 shows the assessment system timetable. 

      2c.2. What data-driven changes have occurred over the past three years?

(a) The teacher preparation program developed the Writing Skills and Teaching Dispositions Test in 
response to poor results obtained in the area of communication in UPRM PCMAS. The Writing Skills 
and Teaching Dispositions Test requires and allows the program to identify and address candidate 
deficiencies in writing skills early on in their program and assess the disposition to teaching of all 
candidates. Originally this essay was generated by College Board for the UPR system. Subsequently, it 
has become a UPRM in-house operation which has facilitated identification of candidate who need help 
with their communication skills at an earlier stage. In such cases, help is coordinated with the university 
Arts & Sciences Writing Center.
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(b) The program developed the Teacher Candidate Work Sample and Electronic Portfolio in response to 
a need for developing reflective practice and focus on student learning in candidate classrooms. TCWS 
also addressed the need to assess and develop candidate sensitivity to diversity, and consequently skills 
to deal with the diversity present in the classroom. The Introduction to Computers course has integrated 
the creation of the Electronic Portfolio to address candidate technology skill development.
(c) In Agricultural Education, data from candidate performance led program committees to modify 
course content, program requirements, program standards, and courses of study. 
(d) A unit assessment, the development of the candidate educational philosophy task and rubric, 
provided opportunity for reflection after the teaching practice.
(e) Favorable feedback from candidate, cooperating teacher, and principal increased the number of hours 
in clinical experiences.
(f) The program developed additional seminars for candidate, university supervisors, and cooperating 
teachers to address Teacher Candidate Work Sample and E-Portfolio implementation. The program 
offered university supervisors and cooperating teacher orientations on how to use electronic equipment, 
rubrics, and how to guide candidates through them. The program trained candidates on how to carry out 
student learning analysis, design of pre-post assessments, and technology integration. The program also 
developed and revised Manuals for both candidate and faculty.
(g) The Department of Physical Education created new assessments to address NASPE content 
knowledge standards. 
(h) The program established effective communication with OIIP to systematically request candidate 
grades in education and content courses as well as demographic information from CIT and OIIP to 
incorporate these data into the unit assessment system.
(i) The program established specific content course requirements for methodology and student teaching 
courses in response to university supervisor feedback and candidate performance on Teacher 
Certification Exams (PCMAS). The requirements were aligned to SPA content standards and 
Specialized Teacher Certification Exam description.
(j) The program enforced content and education course requirements prior to candidate taking the 
Teacher Certification Exams.
(k) University faculty created safety module for physical science candidates.
A fuller picture of changes can be ascertained by reviewing individual program reports (Exhibit 2c.2 
Preconditions Report and SPA Reports http://sites.google.com/site/cannybellido/ncate-sparum

      2c.3. What access do faculty members have to candidate assessment data and/or data systems? 

The assessment board analyzes candidate data and discusses their findings with the advisory board and 
pertinent committees. Summaries of the assessment data and related recommendations for improvement 
in procedures, courses, and programs which arise from these discussions are presented to department 
directors and faculty. Candidate assessment data appropriate for public distribution are made available 
through the UPRM website: http://educon.uprm.edu. The Teacher Education Assessment Board 
(TEAsB) and Teacher Education Advisory Board (TEAdB) working documents are stored on line at 
https://sites.google.com/site/ppmesuprm/home.The Specialized Professional Association (SPA) reports, 
other official reports, and related information are available to interested parties at 
http://sites.google.com/site/cannybellido/ncate-sparum. This information has been sent to faculty in the 
PPMES and Agricultural Education programs.

      2c.4. How are assessment data shared with candidates, faculty, and other stakeholders to help 
them reflect on and improve their performance and programs?

Candidates have regular exposure to data on their performance and there is an expectation they will use 
that data to reflect on and improve their performance. Education courses take a mastery approach to 
performance, giving candidates extensive feedback and the opportunity to improve their performances 
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based on this feedback. This is reinforced for candidates through the methodology course where they are 
required to present demonstrative lessons and receive feedback from peers before presenting it in a 
secondary school class, and particularly during courses where candidates meet with their supervisors 
weekly (Exhibit 2c.4.1 Methodology Handbook Manual and Teacher Practice Manual Handbook). 
Monthly reflections allow for candidates to consider how their performance can be improved. Field 
experience assessment using the Classroom Observation Instrument (COI) is discussed among 
supervisors, cooperating teachers, and candidates. Courses provide opportunities for peer presentations 
and feedback, such as mini-lectures done in the methodology classes where formal feedback from peers 
is encouraged. Also students are required to do “peer- reviews” of written work such as monographs and 
essays before handing them in. 

Education faculty participate in the review of assessment data at program meetings. The findings of data 
assessments as the results for SPA reports were shared with Arts and Sciences faculty, part-time faculty, 
and university administration in Teacher Education Executive Committee meetings (Exhibit 2c.4.2 
Agenda of meetings Teacher Education Executive Committee and Arts & Sciences Permanent 
Committee). Faculty are actively involved in the review and analysis of data and recommendations for 
program modifications are based on these reviews.

The http://sites.google.com/site/cannybellido/ncate-sparum website displays Title II assessment data 
results. Assessment data are also regularly shared with external groups such as Arts & Sciences and 
Teacher Preparation Program Permanent Committee, which includes directors of content programs. 
Results are also shared in meetings with field and clinical faculty, school superintendents, principals and 
cooperating teachers, assessment board, and advisory boards. These groups and committees review 
assessment data as part of ongoing initiatives to elicit outside feedback and directions for modifications 
of programs.

Candidate assessment data appropriate for public distribution are made available through the UPRM 
website: http://educon.uprm.edu. The assessment board and advisory board working documents are 
stored on line at https://sites.google.com/site/ppmesuprm/home. The Specialized Professional 
Association (SPA) reports, other official reports, and related information are available to interested 
parties at http://sites.google.com/site/cannybellido/ncate-sparum.

      2c.5. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the use of 
data for program improvement may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to 
access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-5) should be uploaded.]

Optional

      1. What does your unit do particularly well related to Standard 2?

What the unit does particularly well with respect to the assessment system is to focus on candidate 
formation and student learning. Data collected in the assessment system is used primarily to help 
candidate become effective teachers. In the process, candidate supervisors focus candidate on the 
learning of their students, thereby forming the reflective habits which will allow them to develop further. 
Assessments artifacts are systematically revised to better address candidate needs.

The agricultural education assessment system is formative; evaluating candidate skills many times 
throughout the program to monitor their development. Students learn about the content and follow a 
curricular guide which provides opportunities to plan and evaluate student classes before their own 
teaching practice. Candidates present a teaching activity in which they are evaluated by their peers. 
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Candidates also coordinate the Puerto Rico FFA agricultural science state exam for high school students. 
Under supervision, candidates are responsible for developing, administering, and scoring these exams. 
The agricultural science state exam is a learning experience for the candidates and for the students from 
the island who participate. The UPRM Agricultural Education program is the only program in Puerto 
Rico which prepares agriculture teachers. Candidate also present agricultural lessons at schools where 
there is no agricultural program as part of an agricultural literacy program.

      2. What research related to Standard 2 is being conducted by the unit or its faculty?

 

STANDARD 3. FIELD EXPERIENCES AND CLINICAL PRACTICE

    The unit and its school partners design, implement, and evaluate field experiences and 
clinical practice so that teacher candidates and other school professionals develop and 
demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and professional dispositions necessary to help all students 
learn. 

[In this section the unit must include (1) initial and advanced programs for teachers, (2) 
programs for other school professionals, and (3) off-campus, distance learning, and alternate 
route programs, noting differences when they exist.]

3a. Collaboration between Unit and School Partners 

      3a.1. Who are the unit's partners in the design, delivery, and evaluation of the unit's field and 
clinical experiences?

The partners in the design, delivery, and evaluation of the unit field and clinical experiences comprise 
the interaction between the associate director of the Division of Continuing Education and Professional 
Studies (in Spanish DECEP) who is also the coordinator of the Teacher Preparation Program in 
Secondary School (in Spanish Programa de Preparación de Maestros de Escuela Secundaria or PPMES), 
the coordinator for clinical experience in Agriculture Education (in Spanish EDAG), unit faculty at the 
University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez (UPRM), university supervisors, the Department of Education of 
Puerto Rico (DEPR), Unit Teacher Education Advisory Board (TEAdB), school principals, and 
cooperating teachers. School districts mainly used as observation and practice sites are in Adjuntas, 
Aguada, Aguadilla, Añasco, Arecibo, Cabo Rojo, Camuy, Coamo, Hormigueros, Isabela, Jayuya, Lajas, 
Lares, Las Marias, Maunabo, Mayagüez, Moca, Orocovis, Rincón, Sabana Grande, San Germán, San 
Sebastián, Toa Alta, Utuado, and Yauco. (Exhibit 3a.1.1) (Exhibit 3a.1.2)

The associate director of DECEP-PPMES and the coordinator of EDAG are the administrators in charge 
of processing field experiences and clinical practices. Unit administrators work in collaboration with 
school partners (school principals and cooperating teachers) in field experience and clinical practice 
placements. This collaboration is governed by Department of Education of Puerto Rico (DEPR) through 
dispositions in Law 79 of 1989 (Exhibit 3a.1.3) and through Rules for the Organization and Function of 
School Placements (2000) (Exhibit 3a.1.4) which authorizes the designation of schools which can serve 
as practice sites. Policy Letter 10-2004-2005 (Exhibit 3a.1.5) regulates norms and rules for the 
organization and establishment of practice sites in Puerto Rico (PR).

Feedback from candidates is channeled through university supervisors, principals, and cooperating 
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teachers throughout the academic calendar. Continuous feedback in the areas of content knowledge, 
pedagogical content knowledge, knowledge of human development and learning, creative critical 
thinking, comprehensive formation, community building skills, assessment of student learning, caring 
disposition, sensitivity to diversity, and reflective practice is carried out during and after each visit to 
schools. 

It is important to point out the direct collaboration on behalf of the university faculty, principals, 
cooperating teachers, and TEAdB. (Exhibit 3a.1.6) Meetings carried out each academic year yield 
recommendations regarding evaluation of the conceptual framework and administration of candidates in 
field experiences and clinical practices. (Exhibit 3a.1.7) Recommendations are taken into consideration 
for decision making regarding design, implementation, and evaluation of the field experiences and 
clinical practices, as well as for improving program effectiveness in order to develop candidate 
knowledge, skills, and dispositions. Finally, recommendations are integrated into official unit 
documents. The unit also trains cooperating teachers regarding logistics and instruments used for 
candidate assessment.

      3a.2. In what ways have the unit's partners contributed to the design, delivery, and evaluation 
of the unit's field and clinical experiences?

Unit partners have contributed to the design, delivery, and evaluation of unit field and clinical 
experiences as follows. The associate director of the DECEP and the coordinator of EDAG are the 
administrators in charge of processing the placements for field experiences and clinical practices with 
the school partners. Official letters are sent to school principals and cooperating teachers where 
candidates will carry out their clinical practice. Principals either accept the placements or recommend 
candidates to other cooperating teachers. Unit faculty collaborate offering methods and student teaching 
courses. This commitment is evident through the professional relationship developed among unit 
professors and school partners for the design, delivery, and evaluation of both field experiences and 
clinical practices. Five of the ten methods courses are offered by cooperating teachers and/or unit faculty 
with experience in the Department of Education of Puerto Rico (DEPR). (Exhibit 3a.2.1) They offer 
candidates their expertise regarding knowledge, skills, and dispositions in both content area and teaching 
performance in DEPR. In clinical practice, university supervisors provide candidates with feedback in 
all content areas. This feedback also allows for revision and updating of instruments and rubrics used in 
order to systematize changes thus allowing future candidates to benefit from the modifications. 

The Teacher Education Advisory Board (TEAdB) (Exhibit 3a.1.6) contributes with revisions of 
procedures, conceptual framework, and in the evaluation of candidates. Meetings carried out each 
academic year yield recommendations regarding evaluation and administration of candidates in field 
experiences and clinical practices. (Exhibit 3a.1.7) Recommendations are taken into consideration for 
decision making in design, implementation, and evaluation of field experiences and clinical practices as 
well as improvement of program effectiveness in order to develop candidate knowledge, skills, and 
dispositions. 

The collaboration of the Department of Education of Puerto Rico (DEPR) is through dispositions in Law 
79 of 1989 (http://www.de.gobierno.pr) (Exhibit 3a.1.3) and through Rules related to the Organization 
and Function of School Placements (2000) (Exhibit 3a.1.4) which authorize the creation of practice 
centers. Policy Letter 10-2004-2005 (Exhibit 3a.1.5) regulates norms and rules for the organization and 
establishment of practice centers in Puerto Rico (PR). The purpose of the established criteria for the 
selection of schools for field experiences and clinical practice is to ensure candidates develop all skills, 
proficiencies, and dispositions required to become excellent teachers.
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      3a.3. What are the roles of the unit and its school partners in determining how and where 
candidates are placed for field experiences, student teaching, and internships?

The roles of the unit in determining how and where candidates are placed for field experiences and 
student teaching are the responsibility of the associate director of DECEP and the coordinator of EDAG, 
who provide preliminary placements in secondary schools for candidates. Recommendations from 
university supervisors regarding placements are taken into consideration and evaluated. Placements are 
determined based on schools which have certified cooperating teachers. These preliminary assignments 
are sent to school principals and cooperating teachers for final approval. (Exhibit 3a.3.1) (Exhibit 
3a.3.1a) (Exhibit 3a.3.2) (Exhibit 3a.3.2a)

The Department of Education in Puerto Rico (DEPR) collaborates with the unit by allowing candidates 
to access public schools in PR to carry out their field experiences and clinical practices. The placement 
process is governed by DEPR Policy Letter 10-2004-2005 (Exhibit 3a.1.5) which authorizes candidate 
official access to public schools in Puerto Rico allowing them to participate in the teaching/ learning 
process in order to carry out their field experiences and clinical practices. It is important to point out that 
secondary level education in Puerto Rico refers to both middle and high schools.

Criteria used for candidate placement in schools are the following: secondary level public school (grades 
seventh through twelfth), candidate preference regarding geographical area, diversity regarding 
academic preparation of cooperating teachers and are current regarding their cooperating teacher 
certification as established by Law 79 (regulates the practice of teacher preparation in DEPR- 1989). 
(Exhibit 3a.1.3) (Exhibit 3a.3.3)

Candidate must formally apply for the methods course either in September or February of each 
academic year. The application form is evaluated by the academic advisor and placements are 
determined by the associate director of DECEP and the coordinator of EDAG. In the methods course, 
candidate observe and analyze the teaching learning process throughout the semester during a minimum 
of 15 hours (PPMES) and 90 hours (EDAG). In April or November, candidate perform at least one 
demonstrative class in which they show their planning skills, content knowledge of topic under 
discussion, skills of the day, and dispositions in their area of specialization. (Exhibit 3a.3.4) It is the 
responsibility of the university supervisor of the methods course and cooperating teacher to supervise 
and guide candidate in this experience (Transition Point II).

Likewise, candidate in the methods course must also formally apply for student teaching either in 
September or February of each academic year. Once in the student teaching course, candidates are 
placed in a school where university supervisors carry out their initial visit. During this visit, university 
supervisors meet with school principals and cooperating teachers to establish evaluation criteria and 
agreements regarding clinical practice (Transition Point III).

      3a.4. How do the unit and its school partners share expertise and resources to support 
candidates' learning in field experiences and clinical practice?

and workshops throughout the academic year. The purpose of these professional meetings is to discuss 
faculty and administrative issues as well as issues concerning candidates. The opinions of unit faculty, 
principals, and cooperating teachers are taken into consideration while elaborating the conceptual 
framework. (Exhibit 3a1.7) The design, implementation, and evaluation of the formative and summative 
assessment forms, observational protocols, new procedures as well as candidate strengths and 
weaknesses are discussed. Recommendations which surface from these meetings are evaluated and 
incorporated in all documents under discussion with the intention of improving administrative and 
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faculty processes in both field experiences and clinical practices which will work towards improving 
program effectiveness regarding development of candidate content knowledge, skills, and dispositions. 

University supervisors and cooperating teachers share their expertise with each other through discussions 
held at evaluations of candidate teaching performances. 

Another example of how the unit and school partners share their expertise is through a variety of courses 
in education which are taught by cooperating teachers through part-time hiring practices. (Exhibit 3a.2.1) 
These cooperating teachers meet with unit faculty where formal discussions of course syllabi and 
teaching experiences are held. The results of these practices support candidate content knowledge base 
by learning from their teaching and administrative expertise. This process promotes sharing of current 
DEPR classroom initiatives.

      3a.5. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to 
collaboration between unit and school partners may be attached here. [Because BOE members 
should be able to access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-5) should 
be uploaded.]

3b. Design, Implementation, and Evaluation of Field Experiences and Clinical Practice

      3b.1. What are the entry and exit requirements for clinical practice?
The following are the entry requirements for clinical practice: candidate must either be a student or hold 
a bachelor’s degree in any of the following concentrations: agricultural education, any of the social 
sciences, history, mathematics education, physical sciences, chemistry, biology, physical education, 
English, art, theater, Spanish or business education. The candidate must be evaluated and recommended 
by their department academic advisor; have a minimum GPA of 2.5 (in both general and major); all of 
the core requirements of their bachelor’s degree; twelve credits towards foundations of education 
courses for PPMES and fifteen for EDAG; a methods course in their specialization area; and have 
approved 18 credits of the 21 specialization credits required by DEPR towards Certification. The 
methods course must be approved with an A or B. (Transition Point III) (Exhibit 3b.1.1, page 8 (Exhibit 
3a.3.4) (Exhibit 3a.5.2) 

Exit criteria or requirements for clinical practice are: a minimum GPA of 2.50 in both general and major 
(all candidates who plan to attain teacher certification from DEPR must have a 2.50 minimum GPA; 
approval of the clinical practice course; compliance with all of the basic requirements of Education and 
requirements of their specialization area, and completion of the electronic portfolio (TCWS) (Transition 
Point IV). (Exhibit 3b.1.1, page 8) (Exhibit 3b.1.2) (Exhibit 3b.1.3)

      3b.2. What field experiences are required for each program or categories of programs (e.g., 
secondary) at both the initial teacher preparation and advanced preparation levels, including 
graduate programs for licensed teachers and other school professionals? What clinical practice is 
required for each program or categories of programs in initial teacher preparation programs and 
programs for the preparation of other school professionals? Please complete Table 7 or upload 
your own table at Prompt 3b.9 below.

Table 7
Field Experiences and Clinical Practice by Program

Clinical Practice (Student Teaching 
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Program Field Experiences or Internship) Total Number of Hours

Agricultural Education 150 225 375 

Social Studies 30 300 330

History 30 300 330

Mathematics Education 30 300 330

Physical Sciences 30 300 330

Chemistry 30 300 330

Biology 30 300 330

Physical Education 40 300 340

English 30 300 330

Art 30 300 330

Theater 30 300 330

Spanish 30 300 330

Business Education 30 300 330

      3b.3. How does the unit systematically ensure that candidates develop proficiencies outlined in 
the unit's conceptual framework, state standards, and professional standards through field and 
clinical experiences in initial and advanced preparation programs?

The unit systematically ensures candidates develop proficiencies outlined in the unit conceptual 
framework, state standards, and professional standards through educational activities in the following 
courses:
-Human Growth & DevelopmentI1: research projects and written and oral reports
-Human Growth & Development II: written and oral reports and case analysis
-Social Foundations of Education: Research project: observe and analyze school context, study 
community and social problems
-Philosophical Foundations in Education: elaboration of their teaching philosophy using a conceptual 
framework
-Nature and Needs of Exceptional Learners: candidates visit a special education classroom; interview a 
special education teacher and parents of handicapped children; participate in activities for handicapped 
children and reflect on this activity. These activities allow for student family involvement
-The Use of Microcomputers in the Classroom: use of technology in education settings, electronic 
portfolio 
Audiovisual Media in Teaching Vocational Agriculture: Location, selection and evaluation of 
audiovisual materials for teaching, design and evaluation of videos, posters, web pages, word and excel 
documents (such as applications and roll book) for a lesson topic; electronic portfolio. 
Methodology courses: field experiences, teaching in small groups in the school, microteaching 
experiences at the school and university, preparing and teaching one full lesson class, and producing an 
electronic portfolio
EDAG field experiences, teaching in small groups at school; prepare and teach one full lesson class; 
coordinate an agricultural literacy project and teach it at an urban private school, cover all required 
activities related to the agricultural education program (Exhibit 3a.3.4); electronic portfolio
Student Teaching courses: clinical practices, teaching in large groups at school, microteaching 
experiences at school and university, preparing and teaching full-lesson classes, producing an electronic 
portfolio
EDAG clinical practices, teaching large groups at school; prepare and teach full lesson classes; cover all 
required activities related to components of the agricultural program; electronic portfolio
Methods in Teaching Vocational Agriculture: written and oral reports using innovative teaching 
methods, evaluate teaching dispositions
Curriculum Development: written and oral reports; develop a curriculum guide of at least 25 lesson 
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plans with instructional and evaluation strategies and materials which integrate other academic classes, 
agricultural content knowledge and diversity in the classroom; elaborate philosophy of education and 
apply to these lessons
Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture: analysis of their pedagogical knowledge 
(pre-post test); development, coordination and evaluation of Puerto Rico’s agricultural state exams in 16 
different areas; perform and analyze their peer during a microteaching activity; be acquainted with 
regulation, components and paperwork related to the program; portfolio
Audiovisual Media in Teaching Vocational Agriculture: Locate, select and evaluate audiovisual 
materials for teaching purposes; design and evaluate videos, posters, web pages, word and excel 
documents (such as applications and roll book) for a lesson topic; electronic portfolio
These activities prepare candidates with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions to be competent when 
they are teaching. 

      3b.4. How does the unit systematically ensure that candidates use technology as an instructional 
tool during field experiences and clinical practice?
The unit systematically ensure candidate use technology as an instructional tool during field experiences 
and clinical practices, through daily planning of pedagogical materials, class delivery and the Teacher 
Candidate Work Sample.

All candidate are required to pass one of the following courses: Use of Microcomputers in the 
Classroom or Audiovisual Media in Teaching Vocational Agriculture where candidate are expected to 
develop skills which will prepare them in this area. This course enables them to use Word to create 
documents, i.e., exams, bulletins, tables for rubrics, and brochures among others. Also, candidate use 
Excel to prepare spread sheets, grade books and graphs. Regarding instruction, the use of Power Point 
allows candidate to create electronic presentations and instructional modules of their specializations.

Regarding the internet, candidate learn how to manage a blog and create web pages as instructional 
tools. This means candidate can publish electronic presentations, articles, link them to other references 
on the internet, videos or other documents which are available to them as future teachers. Candidate also 
learn to record their voices on the computer to create podcasts. These audio texts may contain a 
presentation, instructions or a course lecture. As future teachers, they learn how to publish podcasts on a 
blog and how to download them to their computers and place them on their electronic devices such as 
iPods or MP3 players and listen to them at a later time.

For example, candidate in EDAG learn how to develop educational videos, edit photography and video 
recordings, and prepare posters and informative web pages regarding a particular lesson, topic, or 
process. Candidate work in pairs and coordinate a radio transmission at a local radio station where they 
present to the public an educational informative program. This activity is recorded and used for self-
evaluation and these instructional materials are made available to teachers as well. 

Finally, candidate are required to create an electronic portfolio as part of their assessment. The course 
emphasizes the use of specialized programs, references and resources for different academic areas, for 
example, simulators for physics, graphic calculators for physics and mathematics, translators and spell 
checkers for both English and Spanish, internet pages where they can create timelines (chronological 
order for historical events), and satellite mapping for example: Google Earth y Google Maps for 
geography (Exhibit 3b.4.1) (Exhibit 3b.4.2)

All courses offered in the unit (foundations of education, field experiences, and clinical practice courses) 
use technology as an instructional tool.
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      3b.5. What criteria are used in the selection of school-based clinical faculty? How are the 
criteria implemented? What evidence suggests that school-based clinical faculty members are 
accomplished school professionals? 

Criteria for selection of school faculty are established in DEPR Policy Letter 10-2004-2005 (Exhibit 
3a.1.5) which states cooperating teachers must possess: knowledge of the curriculum reform and its 
classroom implementation, preparation and certification in their area of specialization, minimum of (2) 
years experience as a teacher in the public school system, approve a three-credit cooperating teacher 
course and recertify every five (5) years, knowledge of teacher profile and professional standards, create 
a positive environment for the development of human values fomented by DEPR, favorable letter of 
recommendation on behalf of the school principal, demonstrate effective professional competencies, and 
effective oral and written communication skills in both Spanish and English. Any teacher interested in 
becoming a cooperating teacher must show proof of all the criteria mentioned above.

The unit receives letters from cooperating principals which recommend highly-qualified teachers who 
are role models and are willing and able to receive and train candidates to become highly effective 
teachers. The final decision for hiring cooperating teacher rests upon the cooperating principal who 
maintains a file of their qualifications. (Exhibit 3b.5.1)

Future contracting will depend on recommendations and feedback provided by university supervisors 
and candidates. (Exhibit 3b.5.1 and 3b.5.1a) University supervisor observations and candidate 
experiences corroborate if cooperating teachers have effectively facilitated candidates classroom 
adaptation, knowledge of academic and administrative responsibilities and orientation of school 
documents; have an FFA chapter and supervised agricultural projects, use the school farm; and have a 
command of creative critical thinking, comprehensive formation, caring disposition, content knowledge, 
community building skills, sensitivity to diversity, pedagogical content knowledge, and reflective 
practice as well as assessment of student learning.

      3b.6. What preparation do school-based faculty members receive for their roles as clinical 
supervisors? 

The preparation school-based faculty members receive for their roles as clinical supervisors are found in 
the Clinical Practice Manual which contains details of the academic and administrative aspects which 
impact clinical practice. (Exhibit 3b.1.1, pages 21, 24, and 27). This manual is located on the electronic 
page of the unit where faculty, university supervisors, candidates, schools principals, and cooperating 
teachers can easily access it and obtain a copy. Also hard copies are available upon request. Candidates 
in EDAG are provided a CD which contain the teacher candidate manual (Exhibit 3a.3.4) and the 
cooperating teacher manual (Exhibit 3a.5.2)

All cooperating teachers must take and pass the Cooperating Teacher course. This course consists of 45 
contact hours and is directed to current teachers interested in becoming a cooperating teacher (CT) for 
the first time as is required by Law 79. (Exhibit 3a.1.3) The CT prospect becomes familiar with the 
theoretical framework which sets the foundations for the legal, social, psychological and pedagogical 
aspects and which include the basic principles of supervision and deep analysis of the teaching learning 
process. The CT prospect will have the opportunity to examine and evaluate texts, manuals, documents 
and letters; moreover, they will have the opportunity to discuss problems and policies which affect the 
program in addition to design strategies for the betterment and integration of appropriate processes. 
Every five (5) years, the CT must approve a recertification course for cooperating teachers. This course 
comprises a minimum of eighteen (18) contact hours as stipulated by DEPR, nevertheless, the course 
offered by our unit comprises twenty one (21) contact hours. However, these two courses share the same 
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objectives. (Exhibit 3b.6.1) The unit offers workshops related to specific areas were cooperating teachers 
are invited to attend and receive current information related to their area of expertise.

      3b.7. What evidence demonstrates that clinical faculty members provide regular and continuous 
support for student teachers, licensed teachers completing graduate programs, and other school 
professionals?

Evidence which demonstrates clinical faculty provide regular and continuous support for student 
teachers is observed in the weekly three-hour seminars where university supervisors and candidates 
meet to discuss candidate clinical practice experiences. Discussions of evaluation results on behalf of 
both the university supervisor and the cooperating teacher also allow for direct communication with the 
candidate.

Candidate are visited and/or evaluated at least six (6) times in PPMES by the university supervisor who 
must evaluate candidate performance every (2) two weeks and three (3) times in EDAG (Exhibit 3b.1.1, 
page 14). However, if there seems to be any type of difficulty, the number of visits at any point in the 
semester and these evaluations will be discussed with the candidate in order to provide feedback.

On the other hand, cooperating teacher carry out daily evaluations of candidate performance (Exhibit 
3b.1.1, page 36) (Exhibit 3a.3.4, page 75) and at least three (3) evaluations per semester (Exhibit 3b.1.1, 
page 13). Daily evaluations are discussed with the candidate to provide feedback and the results are used 
for monthly candidate evaluations. The three monthly evaluations are performed at the end of each full 
academic month during the semester while EDAG have five formative evaluations (Exhibit 3a.3.4, page 
75) and two exhaustive evaluations (Exhibit 3a.3.4, page 77). 

Finally, the correction and feedback of candidate electronic portfolios provide direct and continuous 
communication with the candidate. Other methods used to stay in touch are e-mail, telephone, text 
messaging, and face to face interaction at unit seminars offered to all candidates. 

Moreover, each school is assigned a contact candidate who is in responsible for handling forms and 
documents between the unit and the school. Another method in which the unit provides regular and 
continuous support is through the supervision and evaluation course for cooperating teachers, as 
stipulated in Law 79.

      3b.8. What structured activities involving the analysis of data and current research are required 
in programs for other school professionals?
Not applicable.

      3b.9. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the design, 
implementation, and evaluation of field experiences and clinical practice may be attached here. 
[Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of 
attachments (0-5) should be uploaded.]

Table 7 Field Experiences and Clinical Practice by Program

See Attachments panel below.

3c. Candidates’ Development and Demonstration of Knowledge, Skills, and Professional 
Dispositions to Help All Students Learn
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      3c.1. On average, how many candidates are eligible for clinical practice each semester or year? 
What percent, on average, complete clinical practice successfully?

From the academic year 2007 to 2009, on average 108 candidates are eligible for clinical practice every 
year and an average of 98 percent complete clinical practice successfully in the thirteen teacher 
education programs. For more details please see the uploaded table in Exhibit 3c.1 Eligible candidates 
for clinical practice and approval rate.

      3c.2. What are the roles of candidates, university supervisors, and school-based faculty in 
assessing candidate performance and reviewing the results during clinical practice? 

The roles of candidates, university supervisors, and school-based faculty in assessing candidate 
performance and reviewing results during clinical practice are carefully assessed and revised. These 
roles are specified in the Teacher Practice Manual (Exhibit 3b.1.1- pages 11 and 18) (Exhibit 3a.3.4, 
pages 12-26) and Cooperating Teacher Manual (Exhibit 3a.5.2, pages 8-28). Candidate are expected to 
demonstrate a command in their area of specialization, pedagogy, understanding of state and national 
standards, command of creative and critical thinking, knowledge of self as an educator, understanding 
and knowledge of students regarding diversity, learning styles, assessment of student learning, school 
community work, and reflective practices in the teaching learning process. 

University supervisor roles are to provide direct supervision of candidate performance in secondary 
schools. They are also the liaison between the university and the practice site. Specific roles for 
university supervisors are also in the Teacher Practice Manual (Exhibit 3b.1.1- page 27).

Cooperating principals are directly in charge of candidate placement in their schools and of the other 
administrative aspects regarding clinical practice. Specific roles for the cooperating principals are also in 
the Teacher Practice Manual (Exhibit 3b.1.1- page 24) (Exhibit 3a.3.4).

Cooperating teachers offer feedback to candidate on the teaching learning processes by identifying 
candidate strengths and weaknesses. Their specific roles are also in the Teacher Practice Manual 
(Exhibit 3b.1.1- page 21) (Exhibit 3a.5.2). Unit faculty have aligned assessment tools with the 
conceptual framework, Specialized Professional Association (SPA) and NCATE standards as well as 
state and national standards. This assessment will determine if candidates possess the knowledge, skills, 
and dispositions in education and their area of specialization. Evaluation instruments used to assess 
candidate have been revised in the past three (3) years by incorporating feedback provided from 
cooperating principals and teachers, university supervisors, and faculty. The objective is to assess 
candidate performance and to evaluate results during clinical practice.

      3c.3. How is time for reflection and feedback from peers and clinical faculty incorporated into 
field experiences and clinical practice?

Time for reflection and feedback from peers and clinical faculty is incorporated into field experiences 
when candidates present their demonstration class. 

Part of the seminar in clinical practice requires candidate to write a reflection of their experiences at 
school every week. Time for reflection is incorporated into the seminar when candidate share their 
experiences and receive feedback from university supervisors and peers. 

In their clinical practice, university supervisors, as well as cooperating teachers, provide feedback to 
candidate. Both evaluate candidate performance with formative and summative assessment; university 
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supervisors a minimum of six times and cooperating teachers at least three times. (Exhibit 3c.3.1)

This instrument assesses candidate content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge, creative critical 
thinking, comprehensive formation, community building skills, caring dispositions, sensitivity to 
diversity, reflective practice, and assessment of student learning. The instrument is aligned to the 
candidate proficiencies, stated in the conceptual framework. (Exhibit 3c.3.1) (Exhibit 3c.3.2) Candidate 
reflect on their practice after discussing classroom evaluations with their university supervisors who 
point out both candidate strengths and weaknesses in the teaching process. Feedback from the university 
supervisor will provide essential elements for candidates to embark on their reflections.

In the Teacher Candidate Work Sample, specifically in Section 7: Reflection on candidate teaching 
learning experiences allows candidate to reflect profoundly about teaching and student learning in order 
to improve teaching practice. The specific task for the candidate is to reflect on how teaching impacts 
student learning. They must evaluate their development as teachers and identify what can they do to 
improve further their teaching practice and continue to grow professionally. (Exhibit 3c.3.3, pages 17 
and 25) (Exhibit 3a.3.4)

      3c.4. What data from multiple assessments provide evidence that candidates demonstrate the 
knowledge, skills, and professional dispositions for helping all students learn in field experiences 
and clinical practice?

Data in Exhibit 3c.3.3 (pp. 9 – 10) (Exhibit 3a.3.4, page 89) related to the Teacher Candidate Work 
Sample (TCWS) show candidate in field experiences and clinical practice demonstrate the knowledge, 
skills and professional dispositions for helping all students learn. 

In the field experience course one finds the following processes: conceptual factors and adaptations to 
the learning environment (knowledge and dispositions), learning goals and objectives (knowledge and 
skills), teaching design and implementation (knowledge and skills), and reflection of the teaching and 
learning experience (knowledge and skills).

In the clinical practice course one finds the same processes as the field experience course including 
learning evaluation plan (Knowledge and Skills), decision making in the teaching learning process 
(Knowledge and Skills) and analysis of learning results (Knowledge and Skills).

The Teacher Candidate Work Sample rubric (Exhibit 3c.3.3a) demonstrates diverse assessments which 
provide evidence regarding professional knowledge, skills, and dispositions, of candidates in field 
experiences and clinical practice. This instrument is critiqued, revised, and evaluated accordingly by unit 
faculty involved in the process.

Exhibit 3c.4.1 shows candidate profile alignment with multiple instruments and assessments which 
demonstrate candidate knowledge, skill, and professional dispositions for helping all students learn in 
field experiences and clinical practice. Exhibit 3c.4.2, the Classroom Observation Instrument (COI), 
shows how candidate dispositions are aligned.

      3c.5. What process is used to ensure that candidates collect and analyze data on student 
learning, reflect on those data, and improve student learning during clinical practice?

The process used to ensure candidate collect and analyze data on student learning is obtained from the 
candidate Teacher Candidate Work Sample (TCWS) (Exhibit 3c.3.3) in their electronic portfolio (E-
Portfolio) (Exhibit 3c.5.1). The collected data comes from contextual factors and adaptation to the 
learning environment (p.11), learning goals and objectives (p. 11-12), assessment plan (p. 12-13), design 
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for instruction (p. 13-14), instructional decision making (p. 14), analysis of student learning (p. 15-16), 
and reflection on teaching and learning (p. 16). 

In the contextual factors, candidate use information of the teaching learning environment and student 
individual differences to establish the learning objectives and plan instruction and evaluation 
accordingly. The learning goals and objectives establish significant, challenging, varied and appropriate 
learning. The assessment plan uses multiple modes and approaches before, during, and after the learning 
processes which in turn are aligned to the learning objectives.

In design and implementation for instruction, candidate align learning goals and content representation 
to appropriate and relevant instructional activities, assignments, and resources by taking into 
consideration student learning context and needs.

In the instructional decision making, candidate continuously monitor student learning in order to modify 
their teaching to allow all students to learn.

Analyses of student learning results are used to develop student learning profiles, to communicate 
student progress and to validate alignment of learning goals and instruction.

Finally, candidate reflection on their teaching learning practices point candidate towards effective 
instruction. (Exhibit 3c.3.3 and Exhibit 3c.3.3c) (Exhibit 3c.5.1)

      3c.6. How does the unit ensure that all candidates have field experiences or clinical practice that 
includes students with exceptionalities and students from diverse ethnic/racial, linguistic, gender, 
and socioeconomic groups?
The unit ensures all candidates have field experiences and clinical practices which include students with 
exceptionalities and students from diverse ethnic/racial, linguistic, gender, and socioeconomic groups in 
a mainstream classroom environment. Candidate are required at least ten hours during the semester in 
the Nature and Needs of Exceptional Learners course. Candidate should observe the teaching learning 
experience (both mainstream and special education) and analyze observations (Exhibit 3c.6.1). 
Candidate placements had not been tracked because exceptional students are found in every inclusive 
classroom (Exhibit 3c.6.2). All candidate placements are in accordance with Policy Letter 10-2004-2005 
(Exhibit 3a.1.5). The Department of Education of Puerto Rico (DEPR) student population comprises 
learners with varying degrees of exceptionalities (superior, normal, and special needs); learners of 
various ethnicities (Puerto Ricans, Dominicans, Haitians, and other Latin Americans); different 
languages (Spanish, English, French); and mixed gender groups of various socio-economic levels (high, 
middle, and low). In different classrooms at the DEPR one or more of these groups are represented. 
Candidates are expected to deal with the challenges these students bring to the classroom without 
incurring in any type of discrimination. 

Although we have not specifically tracked each of these diversity elements in the placements in the past, 
the unit designed a Field Experiences Based on Diversity form to ensure each candidate become aware 
of how each field experience may be enriched by observing these characteristics in their visits to 
different school sites (Exhibit 3c.6.3). Candidate will fill out the form in which they identify their own 
school experiences. In an effort to expose candidate to different types of schools and increase their 
diversity experience, the unit will take this information into consideration when assigning candidates to 
field experiences and clinical practices depending upon availability of school sites, qualified faculty, and 
the nature of the course assignment. 

      3c.7. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the 
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development and demonstration of knowledge, skills, and professional dispositions for helping all 
students learn may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many 
exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-5) should be uploaded.]

3c.1 Eligible candidates for clinical practice and approval rate

See Attachments panel below.

Optional

      1. What does your unit do particularly well related to Standard 3?

1. The Teacher Education Advisory Board represented unit faculty, candidates, and school partners work 
together to attain the unit vision, mission, and goals.
2. The unit has an effective communication system with school partners to ensure opportunities for all 
candidates to gain cognitive, affective, and psychomotor development in field experiences and clinical 
practices.
3. The unit has developed manuals for methods and student teaching courses with academic and 
administrative requirements for all partners and a manual for the electronic portfolio.
4. Candidate in clinical practice course are evaluated every two weeks by university supervisors. 
Cooperating teacher provide daily feedback to candidates and formally evaluate them on a monthly 
basis.
5. The unit has very high clinical practice courses approval rates.
6. Twenty contact hours of professional seminars, lectures, and workshops are offered each semester by 
different university faculty.
7. The Teacher Candidate Work Sample (TCWS), a required assessment tool, leads our candidates 
through the cycle of the teaching/learning process. 
8. Quality control is emphasized throughout all levels. The selection of unit faculty, school partners, and 
candidates is done through criteria which reflect excellence. Individuals are monitored throughout 
various points in the semester to ensure compliance with all criteria.
9. The unit train cooperating teachers to strengthen their educational and specialization areas with 
cutting edge tools and state of the art technology and techniques.
10 EDAG candidate have field experiences at private schools where they coordinate literacy projects to 
non-served population.
11. EDAG candidate work is available for teachers with limited resources so they can develop and 
enhance student learning environment.
12. Our commitment goes beyond the established standards when is directed towards establishing trust, 
respect, and support that will ensure compliance with institutional goals

      2. What research related to Standard 3 is being conducted by the unit or its faculty?

The Unit has carried out the following research to assess of the quality of the program offerings as part 
of the unit assessment system:

1. Questionnaire to Principals at Practice Centers regarding educational practices of alumni from the unit 
(Upload). (Exhibit 3c.7.1)
This questionnaire aims to shed evidence of the opinions of the public school principals regarding the 
performance of their school teachers who are alumni of the unit.

2. Questionnaire to candidates regarding Teaching Practice (Upload). (Exhibit 3c.7.1a)
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This questionnaire aims to document candidate opinions regarding professors, courses and physical 
facilities of the unit.

3. Questionnaires to Cooperating Teachers (Upload). (Exhibit 3c.7.1b)
This questionnaire shows cooperating teacher opinions regarding our unit, the candidates, and their 
relation with university supervisors.

4. Cooperating Teacher Evaluation Form by candidates. (Exhibit 3c.7.1.c)
This questionnaire was designed to seek candidate opinions regarding cooperating teachers.

STANDARD 4. DIVERSITY

    The unit designs, implements, and evaluates curriculum and provides experiences for 
candidates to acquire and demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and professional dispositions 
necessary to help all students learn. Assessments indicate that candidates can demonstrate and 
apply proficiencies related to diversity. Experiences provided for candidates include working 
with diverse populations, including higher education and P-12 school faculty; candidates; and 
students in P-12 schools.

[In this section the unit must include (1) initial and advanced programs for teachers, (2) programs for 
other school professionals, and (3) off-campus, distance learning, and alternate route programs, noting 
differences when they exist.]

4a. Design, Implementation, and Evaluation of Curriculum and Experiences

      4a.1. What proficiencies related to diversity are candidates expected to develop and 
demonstrate? 

Candidates are expected to develop and demonstrate sensibility to diversity. Diversity in all its 
manifestations should be recognized, accepted, and respected. 

Puerto Ricans have a rich cultural heritage which is influenced by three major ethnic groups: Taíno 
Indians, Spaniards and Africans. The Island’s population is Hispanic with no ethnic or racial majority 
therefore making race a narrow definition for diversity. Other factors, as shown below, will be 
considered to demonstrate how diversity is addressed in the unit.

The unit will prepare teachers who recognize, understand, and value a diversity of learning styles, 
intelligences, and talents as well as diversity related to social, economic, and cultural experiences. 
Furthermore, it will prepare teachers who value all students regardless of their race, color, religion, 
gender or sexual orientation, linguistic ability, ethnic origin, or geographical area. They will be able to 
respond to this diversity of learners with a variety of instructional opportunities which promote the 
development of critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills of each individual (Exhibit 
4a.1.1 Conceptual Framework).

Candidates are also expected to demonstrate caring dispositions. The unit prepares teachers to confront 
new challenges, social as well as educational, and to contribute to the improvement of Puerto Rico and 
the world. Further, the unit will prepare teachers who can promote worthwhile personal relationships 
which will provide stability, trust, and caring in order to increase the learners' sense of belonging, self-
respect and self-acceptance, and generate a positive climate for learning. 
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The unit Core Beliefs establishes that each teacher has the right and responsibility to contribute to the 
solution of social, cultural, ecological and scientific problems-both local and global- in the quest for a 
culture of justice and peace and every student has the right to have a competent effective teacher who 
actively collaborates in his/her personal development. Candidates can improve their effectiveness by 
examining carefully what students learn, reflecting on how to respond to their needs, and using 
instructional strategies demonstrated to be effective by educational research. 

Candidates are also required to possess knowledge of human development and learning. The unit will 
prepare candidates who understand how children learn and develop so they can provide opportunities to 
support their intellectual, social, and personal development promoting the integration of research with 
the purpose of identifying fundamental strategies to encourage academic proficiency.

The unit graduates candidates who not only recognize the Puerto Rican heritage and interpret 
contemporary issues, but also who can operate in a global context, relate to a societal context, and 
demonstrate respect for other cultures (Exhibit 4a.1.2- 2009-2010 Undergraduate Catalog, p. 3b).

      4a.2. What required coursework and experiences enable teacher candidates and candidates for 
other school professional roles to develop:

 awareness of the importance of diversity in teaching and learning; and
 the knowledge, skills, and professional dispositions to adapt instruction and/or services 

for diverse populations, including linguistically and culturally diverse students and 
students with exceptionalities?

Candidates who are in the Teacher Preparation Program in Secondary Education (in Spanish PPMES) 
are required to take Human Development I and II and Social Foundations of Education (EDFU 3001, 
3002, and 3007) which enable them to become aware of the importance of diversity in teaching and 
learning (Exhibit 4a.2.1 course syllabi for EDFU 3001, 3002, and 3007). Candidates in the program of 
Agricultural Education (in Spanish EDAG) are required to take Methods in Teaching Vocational 
Agriculture, Curriculum Development and Organization and Administration in Vocational Agriculture 
(Exhibit 4a.2.1a, EDAG 4005, 4006, and 4007 course syllabi). However, all candidates in the unit are 
required to take the Seminar on the Nature and Needs of Exceptional Children which enables them to 
develop knowledge, skills, and professional dispositions to adapt instruction and/or services for diverse 
populations, including linguistically and culturally diverse students and students with exceptionalities 
(Exhibit 4a.2.2, EDES 4006 course syllabus). 

All programs in UPRM require twelve credits in English and six credits in Spanish. Our candidates 
possess the knowledge to work with students who come to Puerto Rico and speak English only. 

The Teaching of Physical Education program requires candidates to take the Teaching of Physical 
Education for the Handicapped (Exhibit 4a.2.3 EDFI 3395 Course Syllabus). The Undergraduate 
Catalogue (Exhibit 4a.1. Undergraduate Catalogue pages 226-231) lists several courses designed for 
candidate to address teaching students with physical and/or cognitive disabilities while other courses are 
specifically designed to teach candidates to work with a community of diverse ages, i.e., preschool 
children and the elderly; Exhibit 4a.2.3.a is a table with a list of courses for adapted teaching in physical 
education; Exhibit 4a.2.3b shows a lesson plan in Physical Education which requires candidate to 
demonstrate how the class is adapted; and Exhibit 4a.2.3.c shows a bimestrial evaluation (items 2-8) 
where candidate demonstrate sensitivity to diversity. 
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In the English program, candidates who are in the Methods course are required to take Perspectives of 
Teaching English (Engl 5010) in which they learn about the different approaches and methods 
throughout the history of teaching English as a Second Language which they can use to teach students 
with diverse learning needs. (Exhibit 4a.1.2 Undergraduate Catalogue, p. 164). After evaluating the 
curricular sequence for the Specialized Professional Association (SPA) in this case the National Council 
of Teachers of English (NCTE), this course is required before they register in Student Teaching of 
English in Secondary Schools (Edpe 4246). (Exhibit 4a.2.4 course syllabi for Edpe 4246 and Ingl 5010).

Candidates in their field experience as well as clinical practice are able to address students of diverse 
populations in the classroom. Weekly meetings and discussions with university supervisors, cooperating 
teachers, special education teachers, school counselors, and peers allow for multiple understandings of 
the nature and need of diverse students through experiences in various settings. Candidates are required 
to meet with school staff in charge of students in special education and inform themselves of the 
accommodations required for each individual which include but are not limited to cognitive and physical 
disabilities. For example, the unit makes an effort to place students in different school settings (rural or 
urban) and in different types of schools (academic, vocational, bilingual, or magnet schools). Also 
school principals place students in classrooms with diverse abilities (exceptional and special learners). 
(Exhibit 4a.2.2) 

In the Agricultural Education Program, candidates are required to develop a lesson plan adapted to the 
needs of the students (EDAG 4006) Moreover, candidates are required to work on their portfolio in both 
their field experiences and clinical practice and are required to address issues of diversity particular to 
their practice center by understanding the contextual factors of the learning community. Candidates must 
also show how they adapt their instruction not only for students who are in special education but also 
indicate how they adapt their instruction for exceptional learners or students who come from a different 
culture or are not native Spanish speakers (Exhibit 41.2.).

      4a.3. What key assessments provide evidence about candidates' proficiencies related to 
diversity? How are candidates performing on these assessments? 

Candidate proficiencies related to diversity are assessed in several courses; beginning in the foundations 
of education courses where they create a project of who they are, where they come from, and who are 
the people around them and how to be sensitive to other people. Exhibit 4a.3 shows candidate work. 

In the clinical practice there are two different assessments in Exhibit 4a.3.1.the Classroom Observation 
Instrument (COI) and in Exhibit 4a.3.2 the Teacher Candidate Work Sample.

The unit developed a Classroom Observation Instrument (COI) (Exhibits 4.a.3.1.a, 4.a.3.1.b, and 
4.a.3.1.c) in which ethical and esthetic values, caring dispositions, and sensitivity to diversity among 
others are assessed using a three-point scale. Candidate performance in the classroom is evaluated. An 
English version of COI is used for candidates in the English department as well as a shorter three-page 
version and a summary sheet which is used for data collection.

Exhibit 4.d.1.2.d shows a rating distribution on COI which demonstrates how candidate perform on 
dispositions related to diversity. During candidate teaching practice, university supervisors and 
cooperating teachers complete six or more Classroom Observation Instruments. These instruments range 
from 24 items (History) to 121 items (Physical Education). As should be expected, most candidates 
show improvement in all areas as the semester progresses. The Sensitivity to Diversity: Rating on 
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Classroom Observation Instruments 2nd Semester 2008 2009 table shows that UPRM Candidates were 
rated excellent on over 88% of the 1069 Sensitivity to Diversity item responses and less than 2% were 
rated as deficient, meaning needing significant improvement. The Classroom Observation Instruments 
for that semester are available in an Access database. The actual classroom observations for other 
semesters are also available, but not in electronic form.

The Teacher Candidate Work Sample (TCWS) particularly in the section of Contextual Factors and 
Design for Instruction allow candidate to address diversity components (Exhibit 4a.3.2). Candidate use 
information from the learning-teaching context and student individual differences to set learning goals 
and plan instruction and assessment. Regarding the task, candidates are required to discuss relevant 
factors and how they may affect the teaching-learning process and include supporting and/or challenging 
evidence which promotes/affects instruction and student learning. They also discuss community, district, 
and school factors: address geographic location, community and school population, socio-economic 
profile and race/ethnicity; and also address such things as stability of the community, political climate, 
community support for education, and other environmental factors.

Regarding students, candidates address student characteristics in the Design for Instruction and 
Assessment Plan part of the TCWS where they include factors such as age, gender, race/ethnicity, 
special needs, achievement/developmental levels, culture, language, interests, learning styles/modalities 
or student skill levels. Finally, candidates evaluate the instructional implications and address how 
contextual characteristics of the community, classroom and students have implications for instructional 
planning and assessment. They include specific instructional implications for at least two characteristics 
and any other factors that will influence how to plan and implement the unit. 

      4a.4. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to diversity 
proficiencies and assessments may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to 
access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-5) should be uploaded.]

4b. Experiences Working with Diverse Faculty

      4b.1. What opportunities do candidates (including candidates at off-campus sites and/or in 
distance learning or alternate route programs) have to interact with higher education and/or 
school-based faculty from diverse groups? 

Candidates have opportunities to interact with diverse higher education faculty at UPRM who come 
from different countries. Information on the UPR website indicates (translated to English for this 
report): “UPRM is one of the units with the highest numbers of international alumni and faculty. Its 
vibrant student life, sports, multiple extracurricular activities and scientific accomplishments make ‘El 
Colegio’ one of best known academic institutions among the population in general.”
http://www.upr.edu/?type=page&id=recintos_Mayaguez&ancla=Mayaguez&r_type=items&r_id=1

Higher education faculty serving students in the thirteen initial programs represent over 15 countries. 
(Exhibit 4b.1.1 Faculty Countries of Origin by Program)

Faculty in the unit have diverse professional preparation since they hold degrees from accredited 
institutions in the United States (Columbia University, Cornell University, Florida State University, 
Institute of Health Bethesda, Louisiana State University, Michigan State University, New York 
University, Ohio State University, Pennsylvania State University, Syracuse University, The University 
of California, The University of Connecticut, The University of Florida, The University of Minnesota, 
The University of New Mexico, The University of Phoenix, The University of Santa Barbara, The 
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University of Wisconsin- Madison, Virginia Tech, Wichita State University); Puerto Rico (Catholic 
University of Puerto Rico, Inter American University of Puerto Rico at Cupey Campus, Inter American 
University of Puerto Rico at San German, Metropolitan University, Turabo University, The University 
of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez, The University of Puerto Rico at Rio Piedras); Spain (Basque Country 
University and Polytechnic University of Madrid); and Cuba (La Habana University). 

This variety of experiences among university faculty enriches candidates learning opportunities. Exhibit 
4b.1.2 illustrates unit faculty professional diversity by location of the institution of higher education, 
academic degree, rank, type of appointment, and gender. Although 98 per cent of the faculty in the unit 
are Hispanic, the variety of experiences and training from each faculty including language abilities up to 
religious beliefs provide candidate with an opportunity to interact with faculty from diverse groups.

      4b.2. What knowledge and experiences do faculty have related to preparing candidates to work 
with students from diverse groups? 
Faculty in the unit have various knowledge and experiences related to preparing candidates to work with 
students from diverse groups. 

All foundations of education faculty in the unit have received a degree related to education. They 
possess the knowledge to prepare candidates to work with students from diverse groups. For example, in 
Foundations of Education courses, faculty focus on the biophycosocial content in which they teach 
candidates to understand that learners do not develop at the same rate nor do they go through the same 
stages at the same time. They also teach candidates to understand each person is exposed to different 
social conditions which in turn affect them in their learning. 

Eight out of eleven faculty who teach Foundations of Education possess a Ph.D. The different 
specialization areas include: counseling (3), curriculum and instruction (2), health education (2), 
supervision and administration (2), clinical psychologist (1), and school psychologist (1). In addition to 
this, faculty have different research interests, submit proposals for grant monies, carry out 
investigations, serve in graduate committees as chair or members in their departments, or work in 
administrative positions. These experiences are also a venue to enrich candidate experience to work with 
diverse groups. 

Each of the faculty who teach in the unit come from different countries (Puerto Rico, United States, 
Columbia, and Dominican Republic) and different towns of Puerto Rico. Faculty have a variety of 
training from different universities which make their teaching styles very diverse as well. Candidates 
learn to work with a diverse faculty with a diverse background. Candidate learn through the different 
teaching styles and this allow them to learn and adopt a teaching style which has been influenced by 
both faculty and the different courses they take.

Candidate expose their diversity regarding their own knowledge and experiences to students they teach. 

      4b.3. How diverse are the faculty members who work with education candidates? [Diversity 
characteristics in addition to those in Table 8 can also be presented and/or discussed, if data are 
available, in response to other prompts for this element.] Please complete Table 8 or upload your 
own table at Prompt 4b.5 below.

Table 8
Faculty Demographics
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Prof. Ed. Faculty Who Teach 
Only in Initial Teacher 
Preparation Programs

n (%)

Prof. Ed. Faculty Who 
Teach Only in Advanced 

Programs
n (%)

Prof. Ed. Faculty Who Teach in 
Both Initial Teacher Preparation & 

Advanced Programs
n (%)

All Faculty in the 
Institution

n (%)

School-based 
faculty
n (%)

American Indian 
or Alaska Native
Asian
Black or African 
American, non-
Hispanic
Native Hawaiian 
or Other Pacific 
Islander
Hispanic or 
Latino 58 (98%) 124 (100%)

White, non-
Hispanic 1(2%)

Two or more 
races
Other
Race/ethnicity 
Unknown
Total
Female 36(61%) 434 97(78%)
Male 23(39%) 632 27(22%)
Total 59 1,066 124

      4b.4. What efforts does the unit make to recruit and retain a diverse faculty?
The unit complies with State and Federal employment practices when hiring faculty. In an effort to 
strengthen UPRM’s diversity among faculty, the Administrative Board issued Certification 02-03 215 
dated January 29, 2003 in which it received and approved Certification Number 02-54 (Exhibit 4b.4) 
part of which was translated into English for this report as follows:

“It shall be the general policy of the University of Puerto Rico Mayaguez Campus regarding faculty 
recruitment to issue public announcements for hiring. Qualified individuals, even if they hold a terminal 
degree from our institution, will be considered without preference or discrimination. In case of identical 
qualifications, preference will be towards diversity in an attempt for the institution to establish a 
universal environment. Candidates will be considered based on their merits taking into consideration the 
corresponding personnel committee recommendations.”

The Office of Human Resources ensures that all departments with faculty openings within UPRM 
announce the position beyond the university and the Island in journals of major publication such as the 
Chronicle of Higher Education and in professional and electronic journals related to the field of the 
vacant position in order to ensure a larger and diverse pool of applications. The Office of Human 
Resources also publishes the openings in their UPRM website. (Exhibit 4b.4.1)

In order to retain diverse faculty, UPRM provides resources through the Center for Professional 
Development for new professors which include training, orientation week for newly hired faculty.

      4b.5. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to faculty 
diversity may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

4c. Experiences Working with Diverse Candidates

      4c.1. What opportunities do candidates (including candidates at off-campus sites and/or in 
distance learning or alternate route programs) have to interact with candidates from diverse 
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groups?

Due to the nature of our program at UPRM, candidates in the unit have the opportunity to interact with a 
diverse population not only related to their field of study, but also related to other units in Puerto Rico 
and recently from universities in the United States. For example, candidates who are pursuing their 
bachelors or curricular sequences come from four different faculties (Agriculture, Arts and Sciences, 
Business Administration and Engineering) and those who come through the alternate route (4004) either 
come from various campuses of the University of Puerto Rico system (Aguadilla, Arecibo, Cayey, 
Ponce, or Río Piedras) or come from private institutions of higher education in Puerto Rico 
(Interamerican University at San German or Aguadilla, Catholic University at Mayaguez and Ana G. 
Méndez) and United States (Florida). (Exhibit 4c.1.1 List of Candidates by Semester)

Also candidates come from different parts of Puerto Rico, each area rich in culture and tradition 
particular to that area. (Exhibit 4c.1.2 List of Candidates by SES and Hometown).

      4c.2. How diverse are the candidates in initial teacher preparation and advanced preparation 
programs? [Diversity characteristics in addition to those in Table 9 can also be presented and 
discussed, if data are available, in other prompts of this element.] Please complete Table 9 or 
upload your own table at Prompt 4c.4 below.

Table 9
Candidate Demographics

Candidates in Initial Teacher 
Preparation Programs

n (%)

Candidates in Advanced 
Preparation Programs

n (%)

All Students in the 
Institution

n (%)

Diversity of Geographical Area 
Served by Institution

(%)
American Indian or 
Alaska Native
Asian
Black or African 
American, non-Hispanic
Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander
Hispanic or Latino 747(100%) 13,828
White, non-Hispanic
Two or more races
Other 1
Race/ethnicity unknown
Total
Female 420 (56%) 6,695(48%)
Male 327 (44%) 7,133(52%)
Total 747 13,828

      4c.3. What efforts does the unit make to recruit and retain candidates from diverse groups?

Regarding making information accessible to diverse groups, the unit posts on its Webpage information 
about the various programs and sequences that are available to all who are interested in applying (both 
for those pursuing their bachelors as well as for those who already have a bachelor’s degree). Also, 
during the fall semester, usually early December, the unit carries out its Open House for high school 
students. Here both PPMES and EDAG set up kiosks to invite all students from different parts of Puerto 
Rico to learn about the programs. The unit encourages potential candidates from all over the Island to 
apply. (Exhibit 4c.3)

Regarding accessibility to the program, when potential candidates apply but do not meet all the criteria, 
various options to deal with the deficiencies are presented in order to comply with all of the 
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requirements before entering the program. 

Likewise, the unit alternative route allows for potential candidates who obtained their bachelor’s at other 
accredited institutions to apply and complete the program towards certification. 

Regarding potential candidates who work and non-traditional students, the unit provides several classes 
scheduled after regular school hours which allow them to transition into the program. (Exhibit 4c.3.1)

      4c.4. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to candidate 
diversity may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

4d. Experiences Working with Diverse Students in P-12 Schools

      4d.1. How does the unit ensure that candidates develop and practice knowledge, skills, and 
professional dispositions related to diversity during their field experiences and clinical practice?

The unit ensures that candidates develop and practice knowledge, skills and professional dispositions 
related to diversity during their field experiences and clinical practices by providing them with the 
opportunity to work in diverse settings related to type of school, location of school, and class 
composition. Candidates are placed in either urban or rural secondary schools. Also candidates are 
placed in one of the following types of schools: academic (regular or bilingual), vocational, or magnet. 
Exhibit 4d.1.1 shows a table with different DEPR Practice Centers used by UPRM. Candidate also have 
access to CROEM which is a specialized or Magnet school (Exhibit 4d.1.1.a). A map of the island of 
Puerto Rico in Exhibit 4d.1.1.b illustrates the different practice centers in various towns of the island 
where candidate have field experiences and clinical practices. PPMES school sites are located in 
Western Puerto Rico (red pins) while EDAG school sites are distributed throughout the island.

      4d.2. How diverse are the P-12 students in the settings in which candidates participate in field 
experiences and clinical practice? Please complete Table 10 or upload your own table at Prompt 
4d.4 below. [Although NCATE encourages institutions to report the data available for each school 
used for clinical practice, units may not have these data available by school. If the unit uses more 
than 20 schools for clinical practice, school district data may be substituted for school data in the 
table below. In addition, data may be reported for other schools in which field experiences, but not 
clinical practice, occur. Please indicate where this is the case.]

Table 10 
Demographics on Sites for Clinical Practice in Initial and Advanced Programs

Name of 
school

American 
Indian or 
Alaska 
Native

Asian

Black or 
African 

American, 
non-

Hispanic

Native 
Hawaiian 
or Other 
Pacific 
Islander

Hispanic 
or Latino

White, 
non-

Hispanic

Two or 
more 
races

Other
Race / 

ethnicity 
unknown

Students 
receiving 

free / 
reduced 

price 
lunch

English 
language 
learners

Students 
with 

disabilities

                         

      4d.3. How does the unit ensure that candidates use feedback from peers and supervisors to 
reflect on their skills in working with students from diverse groups?
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During field experiences, candidates present a demonstrative class which is evaluated by peers and their 
university supervisor and feedback allow candidate to reflect lesson development regarding student 
cognitive, physical, cultural, and linguistic abilities. Candidate write their reflection based on feedback. 

Candidate in clinical practice are required to write reflections of their experiences at school and share 
with their peers and supervisor in the weekly seminar. Debriefing sessions allow candidate to discuss 
different situations encountered throughout the week and the approach they used to deal with each one. 
Time for reflection is incorporated into the seminar and candidate receive feedback from the university 
supervisor and peers. Candidate performance is evaluated with formative and summative assessments; 
university supervisors a minimum of six times and cooperating teachers at least three times. The COI 
assesses in various areas including caring dispositions, sensitivity to diversity, reflective practice and 
assessment of student learning among others (Exhibit 4.d.2.Classroom Observation Instrument). 
Candidate are able to reflect on their practice after discussing classroom evaluations with their university 
supervisor who points out strengths and weaknesses in the teaching process. This provides essential 
elements for candidate to embark on their reflections and to share their experiences with their peers.

In the teacher work sample, specifically in contextual factors, candidate reflect on how to design 
instruction based on individual student needs. In design for instruction, candidate aim to use a variety of 
teaching strategies, tools and technology. Again, feedback allows sharing and reflecting on different 
practices. As a group they evaluate their development as teachers and identify how to improve teaching 
practice and continue to grow professionally considering an array of issues related to diversity in the 
classroom and community as well.

      4d.4. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the diversity 
of P-12 students in schools in which education candidates do their field experiences and clinical 
practice may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

Table 10 Demographics on Sites for Clinical Practice

See Attachments panel below.

Optional

      1. What does your unit do particularly well related to Standard 4?

The Center for Professional Enrichment (CEP) continually trains both new and senior faculty and 
teaching assistants to work with a diverse population through workshops and professional development 
activities. Regarding cultural differences, it is important for new hires from abroad to understand our 
culture in order to provide a rich teaching/learning experience (Cultural Shock). The unit through the 
Institute for the Development of on-Line Teaching and Learning (in Spanish IDEAL) exposes faculty to 
the latest in technology in the classroom. Both CEP and IDEAL collaborate hand in hand to supply 
departments with tailored made hands-on workshops for their faculty. When the unit invests in new 
technologies, it provide workshops for smooth transitions to technologies and equipment. Resources for 
teaching workshops are extended to candidates and school faculty throughout the year.
In an effort to provide candidates and faculty with experiences related to diversity, the unit promotes 
many cultural activities all year long. However, in the past two years, the “Agenda Cultural” has 
sponsored an activity called “Del Otro Lado” which roughly translates to “From the Other Side” that 
deals with issues related to sexual orientation, gays, lesbians, bisexual, transsexuals, and related topics. 
Link: http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=28931421589
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The unit also sponsors a number of student associations which allow students of diverse interests and 
needs to fully participate of the university experience through enriching extracurricular activities. For 
example in 2008-2009 there were 148 officially recognized student associations. (Exhibit 4d.4.1). 

The unit provides candidates with experiences rich in diversity and our periodical pupublishes the 
variety of opportunities available for faculty, candidates, andcommunity to expose themselves to diverse 
academic, social, and cultural activities. (4d.4.2.4).

      2. What research related to Standard 4 is being conducted by the unit or its faculty?

Through research, the unit provides candidates the opportunity to work with diverse populations. For 
example the Center for Access to the University (CUA) (Exhibit 4.2.1) began in 2007. Its focus is 
community outreach for investigating and working directly with educational inequality in Puerto Rico. 
CUA is particularly interested in how to increase access and success in higher education for the poorest 
populations in PR. They are working with close to 145 students (grades 7-12) from the public housing 
projects in Mayagüez. Activities include visits to the main campus, College Board reviews, summer 
camps and recently an academic support and tutoring program which is carried out on campus with 
volunteers to mentor these middle and high school students. 

Science on Wheels is a research project, funded by NSF that began 17 years ago at UPRM. It provides 
science teachers with workshops and demonstrations at schools. The purpose is to increase student 
access and interest in sciences before graduating from high school as well as to motivate them to 
consider higher education at UPRM. Science on Wheels has impacted close to 120 thousand students in 
public and private schools in Puerto Rico. The next step is to take this successful project to Spain. 
(Exhibit 4.2.2) 

Recent research which focuses on understanding why students abandon their college careers aims to 
collect data that will allow researchers to develop strategies and projects with a more proactive approach 
to working with students who are at risk of not completing their college degrees. Understanding the 
departure puzzle of college students aims to concentrate efforts in providing students at risk with the 
tools they need in order to complete their degrees. The effort in this research is to investigate and expose 
a genuine concern of a particular population and determine which factors contributed to their departure 
and to develop institutional policies to provide access to graduation to all students

STANDARD 5. FACULTY QUALIFICATIONS, PERFORMANCE, AND DEVELOPMENT

    Faculty are qualified and model best professional practices in scholarship, service, and 
teaching, including the assessment of their own effectiveness as related to candidate 
performance; they also collaborate with colleagues in the disciplines and schools. The unit 
systematically evaluates faculty performance and facilitates professional development.

[In this section the unit must include the professional education faculty in (1) initial and 
advanced programs for teachers, (2) programs for other school professionals, and (3) off-
campus, distance learning, and alternate route programs, noting differences when they exist.]

5a. Qualified Faculty

      5a.1. What are the qualifications of the full- and part-time professional education faculty (e.g., 
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earned degrees, experience, and expertise)? Please complete Table 11 or upload your own table at 
Prompt 5a.5 below. [Professional Education Faculty information compiled by AIMS from earlier 
reports submitted for the national review of programs and updated by your institution (see Manage 
Faculty Information page in your AIMS workspace) can be imported into Table 11. For further 
guidance on completing this table, see the directions provided below (select link "click here") as 
well as in the Help document (click on "Help" in the upper right corner of your screen.)]

Table 11
Faculty Qualification Summary 

      5a.2. What expertise qualifies professional education faculty members who do not hold terminal 
degrees for their assignments?

Certification No. 71 2006-07 (Exhibit 5a.2), establishes that in order to be considered for tenure, faculty 
need a terminal degree in the content area they will teach. Eighty four percent of the unit’s full time 
faculty holds a doctoral degree related to education. Currently, there are only 4 permanent faculty who 
do not hold a Doctoral Degree. However, their expertise has been proven through an average of 
experience of 10 years in higher education in one or more of the following positions: chancellor, dean, 
directors, assistant director, teacher, elementary and secondary school cooperating teacher, methodology 
teachers, and as university supervisors. All these faculty hold a master’s degree in education and are 
fully qualified for the subject matter, methodology, or clinical practice they teach or supervise. Sixty 
four percent of the adjunct faculty who teach methods or clinical practice hold a doctoral degree and are 
experts in their content knowledge area. In 2009-10, the unit hired eleven part-time faculty members 
who teach methodology courses or supervise clinical practice. Five (45%) of them hold a doctoral 
degree and the other 6 a master’s degree. Four of the part-time faculty with master’s degree also work as 
secondary public school teachers and are classified as highly qualified teachers. The other 2 are former 
teachers retired from the public school sector after a productive career with a great deal of experience to 
share with our teacher candidates. One of them has served as an assistant principal and regional math 
supervisor for more than 20 years. We hired 2 new part-time supervisors: one for the teaching of history 
and the other for art; both hold a master’s degree and have taught in higher education for several years. 
All the instructors with a master’s degree have taught secondary school, with experience delivering 
seminars, workshops, mentoring sessions or tutoring teachers and/or students from either public or 
private schools. (Exhibit 5a.2.1)

      5a.3. How many of the school-based faculty members are licensed in the areas they teach or are 
supervising? How does the unit ensure that school-based faculty members are adequately licensed?

One hundred percent (100%) of the partnership school faculty are certified in the fields they teach 
(Exhibit 5a.3). School-based faculty serve as cooperating teachers for candidates and must have a 
Cooperating Teacher Certification in force for five years and a teacher certification at the level and 
content area they teach. These processes are regulated by Policy Letter 10-2004-2005 of the Department 
of Education of Puerto Rico (Exhibit 5a.3.1) which establishes that to be certified as cooperating 
teachers, they must be licensed and have at least two years of teaching experience. In addition, a three 
credit hour course (45 hours) (Exhibit 5a.3.2 ) must be approved previously to serving as Cooperating 
Teachers. They also must comply with further educational requirements in order to recertify every five 
years and keep up to date. The unit provides both the Cooperating Teacher courses and the 
recertification course and issues certificates accordingly. Cooperating teachers are selected by the 
director and clinical practice coordinators of the unit after consultation with the school principal. 
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Decisions for their continued services is based on evaluations of their performance according to 
established criteria. These evaluations are assessed by candidate evaluations, university supervisors, and 
the recommendations of the clinical practice coordinator (Exhibit 5a.3.3). The unit also asks cooperating 
teachers to evaluate the Program (Exhibit 5a.3.4). This on-going feedback is analyzed and used for 
decision making to improve the Program. 

To this date, the unit has a list of more than 130 certified school-based faculty. We are currently working 
with thirty five of them. This number changes each semester and depends on how many candidates are 
eligible for clinical practices. (Exhibit 5a.3.5) 
http://www.de.gobierno.pr/dePortal/Descargas/cartas/10-2004-2005.pdf

      5a.4. What contemporary professional experiences do higher education clinical faculty 
members have in school settings?

The clinical faculty members who supervise field experience and clinical practice are selected based on 
their academic and professional experience in school settings. More than 15 faculty had experiences 
working in secondary school either as classroom teachers or as a resource since they had mentored, 
tutored, or provided workshops and seminars at school facilities. Their knowledge contributed to form 
better candidates. When clinical faculty visits schools and evaluates classroom environment, they share 
their expertise and observations to improve teaching practices for candidates as well as for their 
cooperating teachers. To illustrate, last semester we had four teachers from the Department of Education 
of Puerto Rico teaching different educational courses including field experiences and clinical practices. 

Several faculty members are involved in teacher and student trainings. Current and past partnerships 
with school systems include: AFAMaC (Mathematics and Science Education Partnership Program) 
http://ifem.math.uprm.edu/afamac/; IFEM (Institute for the Strengthening of Mathematics for Teachers 
grades 4 to 12) http://ifem.math.uprm.edu/, OMPR (Mathematics Olympics for Elementary and 
Secondary Students) http://www.ompr.comoj.com/, ALACIMA (Alliance for the Improvement of 
Science and Mathematics Teaching in Schools) http://alacima.uprrp.edu/index.php, Science on Wheels 
(Enhancing Science and Technology Education in K-12) http://sonw.uprm.edu/ols), CUA (University 
Center for Equal Access to Education) http://www.cua.uprm.edu/public_main/, and REMA (Internet 
resource for candidates and their students) http://sites.google.com/site/remappmes/. Faculty members 
also collaborate as organizers, coaches, referees, and/or judges in Special Olympics 
http://www.uprm.edu/edfi/index.php. Faculties also serve as judges in Agricultural and Science fairs in 
schools island-wide. Another mentoring program faculty have collaborated in DEPR was Supporting 
Teacher Excellence and Professionalism (STEP). 

      5a.5. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to faculty 
qualifications may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many 
exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

Table 11 Faculty Qualification Summary

See Attachments panel below.

5b. Modeling Best Professional Practices in Teaching

      5b.1. How does instruction by professional education faculty reflect the conceptual framework 
as well as current research and developments in the fields? 
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The conceptual framework, current research, and development in the field are reflected in instruction by 
professional education faculty, in course syllabi, field and clinical experiences, and assessments. 

All faculty members possess a thorough understanding of the content they teach. They are teacher-
scholars who integrate advances in their courses and contribute to the advancement of professional 
practices in their field of study. There are committees for every course; faculty who teach the same 
course meet to review the syllabus, course objectives, references, and main topics as well as discuss the 
teaching and evaluation strategies. These course committees select the textbook and specify the 
supplementary readings candidate are required to read. These regular reviews ensure the conceptual 
framework is an integral part of course instruction and that current research and developments in the 
field are integrated. 
The integration of theory and practice promoted by faculty leads candidate to explore the structure of the 
discipline, the context, and individual nature of learning and teaching. Candidate reflect and explain 
instructional decisions from field and clinical experiences. 

Part of faculty academic requirements include to serve in a Thesis or Dissertation Committee either as a 
reader or chair; therefore, faculty who are engaged as readers bring in new and current knowledge to 
their courses. 

Evaluations by candidates demonstrate faculty instruction reflects aspects of the conceptual framework 
such as content knowledge, critical thinking, oral and written communications skills, research skills, and 
use of technology. 
In peer evaluations content knowledge, pedagogical practices, planning, class interactions, use of 
technology are assessed. 

See exhibit:
5b.1 Student Survey and results.
5b.1.2 Faculty evaluation Format 
5.b.1 (3) Student Opinion Survey (Parts of COE) 

      5b.2. How do unit faculty members encourage the development of reflection, critical thinking, 
problem solving, and professional dispositions? 

Reflection, critical thinking, problem solving, and professional dispositions are developed through a 
broad range of instructional practices. Candidate in the unit are involved in the following educational 
experiences: case studies, group activities, debates, demonstrations, inquiry projects, portfolios, films, 
technology-based projects, and lectures. 

To develop reflection, critical thinking, problem solving, and professional dispositions, the unit requires 
all candidate to develop a Teacher Candidate Work Sample (TCWS) (Exhibit 5b.2) in their field 
experience and clinical practice. The TCWS was developed by the Renaissance Group 
(http://www.uni.edu/itq/RTWS/index.htm) and our unit adopted it. To illustrate, each candidate must 
develop as a final assessment in the required Philosophy of Education course (EDFU 4019) (Exhibit 
5b.2) an essay on their educational philosophy. Later, candidates must reflect on their philosophy in the 
field experience course as well as in their clinical practice. Candidates are also required to include three 
disposition reflection essays in the TCWS while observing in the school classroom (at the beginning of 
the semester, in the middle, and towards the last month) during the field experience course and three 
more during the clinical practice. Candidates must reflect on how to improve their teaching practice by 
analyzing relationships between instruction and student learning. 
In courses like the exceptional children and social problems in education, faculty encourage the use of 
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case studies and a diverse array of research methods. These strategies allow candidate to reflect, solve 
problems, and develop a critical-thinking mentality.

      5b.3. What types of instructional strategies and assessments do unit faculty members model?

Faculty members use a wide variety of instructional methods and assessments to meet the outcomes of 
the Conceptual Framework. 

Faculty at PPMES are aware they serve as models for candidate in teaching practice, so they deliberately 
utilize a variety of pedagogical techniques in their classrooms. In addition to lecture, they use group 
work, video presentations, oral and written presentations, simulations, power point presentations, on-line 
interaction using Elluminate, a variety of field experiences, guest speakers, panel discussions, group and 
individual candidate presentations, a variety of advance organizers, student self-assessment, seminars, 
candidate logs, and other reflection response techniques.

Faculty use both formative and summative assessments. Formative assessment strategies include 
quizzes, tests, oral and written presentations, portfolios, categorizing grids, conceptual maps, 
demonstratives classes, schools observations, daily work, study cases and special projects. Summative 
assessment require faculty to evaluate candidate’s overall performance for a final grade. Evaluation 
criteria are outlined in the course syllabus and discussed with candidates at the beginning of each 
semester. (See summaries of syllabi in Exhibits). 

      5b.4. How do unit faculty members incorporate the use of technology into instruction?

Faculty regularly uses technology in teaching and scholarly activities. All faculty members are provided 
with computers and accompanying printing, electronic mail, and Internet services in their offices. All 
classrooms in the program are equipped with computer, internet, electronic board, and in focus 
projector. Additionally, there is a cart with twenty (20) laptops available for faculty classroom use. 
There are three projection rooms readily available for faculty to incorporate media into their instruction 
(for example movies). There are also three classrooms equipped with television, with both VCR and 
DVD players, and speakers. There are two computer labs for teaching microcomputers and technology 
training (for example E-portfolio). One of the computer labs is also available as a computer center for 
candidate use during regular hours.

Faculty is also knowledgeable about microcomputers and technology, integrating these into their own 
teaching and scholarship. They incorporate computer applications and information regarding technology 
in their courses. Faculty is trained to use technology, such as Windows, power point presentations, 
Excel, audio and video conferencing, web-based instruction and you tube videos. Faculty use smart 
boards, incorporate film clips, use on-line data bases, chats, blogs, podcasts, e-mail, video recordings of 
demonstrative classes among others. Candidates in turn are required to utilize technology in course 
assignments, field experiences, clinical practices, and in communication with peers and faculty.

In the past, several faculty members utilized the WebCT platform. However, during fall of 2009 the unit 
(http://uprm.info/ideal/) migrated to Moodle and is currently retraining its faculty to use this new 
platform. Several faculty members offered hybrid courses and interactive distance communication using 
Elluminate Platform (Edfu 4019 and Edpe 3129) (Exhibit 5b.4 ). Also faculty is training in the use of 
clickers as in-classroom assessment tools as well as using Google sites in order to provide feedback and 
evaluate candidate TCWS since all candidates are required to prepare the electronic portfolio.
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Specific examples in which technology is being used in individual courses can be seen in course syllabi 
and in candidate electronic portfolios.

In order to promote professional development regarding the use of cutting edge technology, the unit 
through the Center for Professional Enhancement (CEP) and through the Institute for the Development 
of on-Line Teaching and Learning (in Spanish IDEAL for Instituto para el Desarrollo de la Enseñanza y 
el Aprendizaje en Línea) provides technological training for all faculty throughout the academic year 
(Exhibit 5b.4).

      5b.5. How do unit faculty members systematically engage in self-assessment of their own 
teaching?

Faculty members are evaluated by candidates with student opinion survey students’ opinion known as 
COE) at the end of each course. Instructors receive this feedback when the semester is over and grades 
are turned in. Faculty members use the results of their evaluations to make appropriate adjustments for 
subsequent semesters. Besides the COE survey, candidates are encouraged to evaluate faculty through 
open-ended questions which highlight their strengths and areas for improvement. (Exhibits 5b.5 COE 
and 5b.5.1 Open-ended Questions)

Results of candidate evaluations are a required component of reappointment, tenure, and promotion 
reviews. Faculty members seeking tenure are expected to garner strong teaching reviews from 
candidates in order to earn tenure. Candidate assessments are collected for tenured faculty and used in 
promotion and professional development. The COE instrument is divided into different parts which 
allow candidates to evaluate not only the faculty ’s content knowledge, but also the punctuality, 
methodology, test construction, respect towards different views and diversity and so on. The COE 
instrument is composed of 37 items. The analysis offered by the computer office summarizes each item 
so faculty can evaluate their execution in a profound and meaningful way. 
http://www.uprm.edu/evaluaciondocente/docs/COE.pdf

Peer evaluation by the Personnel Committee is mandatory according to Certification 86-87 476 of the 
Administrative Board. These are required when faculty are evaluated for tenure or promotion. Faculty 
are also responsible for self evaluation using Appendixes F (General Evaluation Module) and G 
(Teaching Evaluation Module). (Exhibits 5b.5.2 and 5b.5.3 accordingly) 
http://www.uprm.edu/senadojunta/docs/certjunta/86-87-476.pdf
(Samples of faculty formats evaluations are available in the exhibits.) 

      5b.6. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to faculty 
teaching may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

5c. Modeling Best Professional Practices in Scholarship

      5c.1. What types of scholarly work are expected of faculty as part of the institution's and unit's 
mission? 

Institutional Policy through Certification 08-09-309 requires faculty teach to develop scholarly research, 
mentor and counsel candidates, provide creative work, investigation, presentations, publications, peer 
evaluations, and participate in activities of academic interest in their college and institution. 
http://www.uprm.edu/senadojunta/juntacertareas.html
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Unit effort to promote scholarship derives directly from UPRM mission to serve society by preparing 
professional educators who are subject matter specialists with dispositions of social, cultural, humanistic 
sensibilities and ethical values, who possess competence, skills and general knowledge, to become 
highly effective teachers. The unit prepares educators committed to vanguard educational paradigms, 
with an inquisitive attitude, capable of creative and critical thinking with mastery of pedagogical and 
conceptual knowledge in their discipline. Hence, faculty serve the educational community by modeling 
and applying their expertise to improve the candidate professional knowledge, and ensure faculty keep 
current in their fields. The unit provides various resourses to ensure faculty comply with scholarly work. 
CEP is responsible for training faculty in new technologies in the classroom: use of smart boards, 
clickers, podcasts, blogs, new platforms such as Moodle, and electronic portfolios. CEP provides 
workshops in areas such as writing proposals, developing grants, administering budgets, writing 
research, and presenting findings. The unit provides support for research through the Research and 
Development Center (in Spanish CID for Centro de Investigación y Desarrollo) which is responsible for 
reviewing, endorsing, and submitting proposals to external sponsors. Support ranges from initial funding 
opportunities, dissemination through compliance with human research and animal protection policies. 
The unit holds faculty up to the highest standards, thus ethics seminars and investigation are readily 
available.

      5c.2. In what types of scholarship activities are faculty members engaged? How is their 
scholarship related to teaching and learning? What percentage of the unit's faculty is engaged in 
scholarship? (Review the definition of scholarship in the NCATE glossary.) [A table could be 
attached at Prompt 5c.3 below to show different scholarly activities in which faculty members are 
involved and the number involved in each activity.]

The major emphasis of UPRM is teaching. However, faculty members are routinely engaged in other 
scholarly activities, specifically, guiding theses and conducting research. (Exhibit 5c.2)

In Agricultural Education 75% of the faculty members are engaged in research activities. Faculty 
members participate and present in regional and national conferences. They publish in professional 
journals. They also write proposals, mentor students, and support the community through educational 
and special service projects.

Faculty members demonstrate they are teacher scholars through publications, presentations, creative 
work and service. Twenty three of twenty five (92%) full time faculty have published and also made at 
least one presentation every year. Some have published more than five papers and a variety of other 
academic publications. Some faculty members contribute a considerable number of both. Presentations 
and workshops are made at local, national, and international conferences and meetings. Favorite areas of 
faculty interest include active learning, evaluation and assessment, discipline, test construction, 
planning, use of technology, educational philosophy, social problems in education, how students learn, 
neuroscience, effective strategies and techniques in education, and curriculum development.

Fifty five percent (55%) of full time faculty also participate in interdisciplinary grant collaborations to 
seek external and internal funding for new initiatives in education. (Exhibit 5c.2.1)

http://www.uprm.edu/cep/
http://cid.uprm.edu/
http://www.uprm.edu/cpshi/introduccion.htm

Faculty have also written or edited books, contributed chapters in edited books and published 
instructional materials while others have prepared instructional modules for their courses. Our faculty 
also collaborates in their scholarship with other colleagues both within the university as well as with 
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colleagues at other institutions of higher education, colleagues in K-12 classrooms, and other educational 
settings.

      5c.3. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to faculty 
scholarship may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

5d. Modeling Best Professional Practices in Service

      5d.1. What types of service are expected of faculty as part of the institution's and the unit's 
mission? 

Following with the institutional mission, faculty are required to actively and consistently engage in 
service activities which contribute to the improvement of candidate experiences, community service, the 
program, and educational professionalism. Faculty members are expected to model unit core beliefs as 
described in the conceptual framework.
Voluntary service have been provided to non profit communities organizations, either as advisors or 
members of their directive boards. These organizations engaged in providing services to the community 
such as education, environmental conservation, advocacy for population with special needs and 
empowerment among others.

All faculty are required to serve on committees at various levels: departmental, college, unit and 
institutional; collaborate with secondary schools as members of school boards; and participate in 
professional associations at the local, state, and national level. For example, institutional committees 
include the Registration Committee, Library Committee, Teacher Education Exeecutive Committee, 
Teacher Education Assessment Board, Teacher Education Advisory Board, Program Evaluation 
Committee, and Ad Hoc committees. Departmental committees include the following: Institutional 
Report Steering Committee, Teacher Education Advisory Board, Teacher Education Assessment Board, 
Curriculum Committee, Personnel Committee, and Student Learning Assessment Committee. Faculty 
support candidate at the program level by hosting orientations, advising candidates, and providing 
additional feedback during field experiences and clinical practice. As part of the annual institutional 
report, faculty must present evidence of their activities and their impact on the academic, professional 
and the external community. 

      5d.2. In what types of service activities are faculty members engaged? Provide examples of 
faculty service related to practice in P-12 schools and service to the profession at the local, state, 
national, and international levels (e.g., through professional associations). What percentage of the 
faculty is actively involved in these various types of service activities? [A table could be attached at 
Prompt 5d.3 below to show different service activities in which faculty members are involved and 
the number involved in each activity.]

Seventy five (75%) of our faculty are engaged in various service activities related to K-12. For example, 
during the month of December the unit holds an Open House for students from public schools of Puerto 
Rico. Faculty volunteered to offer orientations about the program. (Exhibit 5d.2. ) Every year during the 
Spring semester, the unit holds the highly awaited “5 Días con Nuestra Tierra” which roughly translates 
to: 5 days with our land. Here the unit opens to the community at large for five days showing the latest 
in the field of Agriculture. Faculty also serves as judges for science fairs, mathematical competitions and 
coaches for school teachers in several teaching academies. For example, faculty collaborate with 
AlaCiMa which provides training for K-12 teachers of Math and Science. During the summer, faculty 
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from physical education carry out a week-long activity directed to visually impaired students from the 
Island.

Unit faculty serve the campus community in a variety of leadership roles. They have been appointed to 
serve on committees such Middle States Accreditation, NCATE, Faculty Senate, Academic Affairs, 
Strategic Planning, Assessment, Personnel, Graduate Studies, Graduate Council, Institutional 
Disciplinary Committee, and offer seminars and workshops for graduate students.

In the external community, all faculty serve or have served in diverse and meaningful ways. For 
example, some have served in the Commissioner’s Advisory Committee for Professional Standards, the 
Policy Committee for Gifted and Talented Children for the Department of Education of Puerto Rico, and 
on the College Entrance Examination Board Review Panel, among others. They have also served as 
members of the Board of Directors in different institutions, contributed with volunteer service for non-
profit community development associations, and with other private and public educational institutions in 
roles such as theses reviewer for students outside UPRM.

The faculty is actively involved in professional associations; some serve as peer reviewers for papers 
submitted to international conferences. Other faculty provide education-related services at the local, 
state, national, and/or international levels in their areas of expertise and specialization. Evidence of this 
is available in curriculum vitae provided by faculty.

      5d.3. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to faculty 
service may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

5e. Unit Evaluation of Professional Education Faculty Performance

      5e.1. How are faculty evaluated? How regular, systematic, and comprehensive are the unit 
evaluations of adjunct/part-time, tenured, and non-tenured faculty, as well as graduate teaching 
assistants?

The evaluation process for faculty is standard across all academic departments in UPRM. Peer 
evaluation by the Personnel Committee is mandatory (Administrative Board Certification 86-87 476). 
Faculty who are assistant professor require annual evaluations, associate professors every two years , 
and full professors every four years. (Administrative Board Certification 86-87 476 p.3) 

Results of faculty evaluation by candidates are a required component for reappointment, tenure, and 
promotion reviews. In the unit, faculty seeking tenure are expected to garner strong teaching reviews 
from candidates in order to earn tenure. Candidate assessments are collected for tenured faculty and used 
in promotion and professional development. 
http://www.uprm.edu/senadojunta/docs/certjunta/86-87-476.pdf

All faculty including adjunct and non-tenured faculty are evaluated using the Student Opinion Survey 
(COE) instrument. The unit uses the results for hiring decisions. Results of the evaluations are posted on 
the faculty university account for them to access, review, and study in order to set new goals. 
http://www.uprm.edu/evaluaciondocente/docs/COE.pdf

      5e.2. How well do faculty perform on the unit's evaluations? [A table summarizing faculty 
performance could be attached at Prompt 5e.4 below.)
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In 2006, the unit validated an instrument called End of Program Survey with the purpose of gathering 
data related to the performance of the unit. Every year, candidate close to completing the Program 
answer the “End of Program Survey” in which they evaluate the courses, faculty, administrative process, 
and physical facilities.

Candidate ranked faculty performance and results for the last three years showed a steady increment 
from 85% in (2006), 93% (2008), to 96 % in 2009. The difference is an eight percent between 2006 and 
2008 and a three percent between 2008 and 2009; which indicates faculty are reflecting over their 
practices and making efforts to promote a mentality of continuous improvement. These practices are 
yielding promising results.

On the other hand, results from COE for the last three years were: 92.89% for 2006-07, 92.71% for 
2007-08, and 93.91% for 2008-2009. The overall average reflects faculty is pretty stable in their 
practice. COE is a campus-wide assessment tool administered to all students enrolled in courses in 
UPRM regardless if they are registered in the Teacher Certification Program as opposed to the former 
instrument which gathers data from candidates who are more familiar with the program. 

When results of both instruments are compared, they show highly similar results. It is reasonable to 
conclude students are consistently grading faculty performance in a positive manner. The importance of 
both results shows the unit has a qualified faculty. 

      5e.3. How are faculty evaluations used to improve teaching, scholarship, and service? 

Faculty evaluations are used to improve teaching. Candidate have the opportunity to sincerely express 
themselves by answering an open-ended questionnaire which is part of the COE. Candidate are 
instructed to point out two strengths faculty possess in teaching the course and they are also encouraged 
to point out two recommendations for course improvement. Additional space is provided for additional 
comments. Faculty will not see results of these evaluations until the following semester. When results 
come in and a weakness is identified, the department chair meets with the faculty in order to develop a 
plan for improvement. The faculty self-reflects on the practices and makes the necessary adjustments.

Evaluations of teaching, scholarship, and service are performed by faculty peers. If the results are not 
positive, faculty must reflect on their practice and be willing to request recommendations for 
improvement. 

      5e.4. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the unit's 
evaluation of professional education faculty may be attached here. [Because BOE members should 
be able to access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be 
uploaded.]

5f. Unit Facilitation of Professional Development

      5f.1. How is professional development related to needs identified in unit evaluations of faculty? 
How does this occur? 

Results from the Student Opinion Survey (COE) are divided into the following: promoting learning, 
designing educational experiences, teaching, administration, and quality of content knowledge. After 
reviewing and analyzing details of the COE results, faculty are encouraged to engage in a wide array of 
professional development activities on their own initiative. Also, the Center for Professional 
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Enhancement (CEP) offers a variety of workshops and activities for faculty to improve their teaching 
skills. CEP periodically receives petitions and recommendations from different departments at UPRM. 
Recommendations received in these workshops respond to specific needs. For example, the unit 
identified the need to strengthen computer skills among faculty to facilitate the adoption of educational 
technology. The unit made arrangements with CEP for the delivery of different workshops in this 
particular area to enhance faculty technological skills. The unit also collaborates with CEP on an 
ongoing basis organizing workshops in topics related to how people learn; for instance new 
developments in neuroscience and learning. 

      5f.2. What professional development activities are offered to faculty related to performance 
assessment, diversity, technology, emerging practices, and/or the unit's conceptual framework? 
Each semester CEP offers numerous professional development activities for faculty to improve their 
teaching. Several workshop titles offered include the following: (2009) Blogs, Clickers and Other 
Educational Technologies; Creating Syllabi and Course Objectives; Introduction to the Research and 
Development Center; Who Are My Students, Net Generation and UPRM Student Profile; Easy to Use 
Active Learning Techniques, Course Management With Moodle. (2008) Active Learning; How Students 
Learn; Faculty Evaluation System; Instructional Objectives; Students’ Rights and Duties; Professor/ 
Student Relationship; Library Orientation, Test Construction, First Day Of Class: Cultural Shock. 

At the beginning of each semester, the unit offers a variety of seminars for candidate and all faculty are 
invited. Seminars include: Effective Use of a Roll Book; Test Score Tabulation and Analysis, Discipline 
and Classroom Management, Curriculum; Unit and Daily Planning; Specification Payroll; How to Make 
Tests; Reasonable Adaptations; and Electronic Portfolios. Seminars are selected from a list of concepts 
candidate identify as important. A three-day seminar is underway for university supervisors who do not 
hold a doctoral degree in education. Topics are similar to those taught to candidates. Besides faculty 
development, the Chancellor’s Office offers two workshops each semester for administrative personnel 
to develop knowledge, attitudes, and skills related to their duties.

http://www.uprm.edu/cep/

      5f.3. How often does faculty participate in professional development activities both on and off 
campus? [Include adjunct/part-time, tenured, and non-tenured faculty, as well as graduate 
teaching assistants.]

Full time, adjunct, and non-tenured faculty participate in professional development activities on and off 
campus and they participate in at least one professional development activity per semester; however, 
there are faculty who participate in more than six professional development activities in a any given 
year. In spite of the serious economic constraints present in Puerto Rico, opportunities for pertinent on 
campus professional development are available through the CEP and the Division of Continued 
Education and Professional Studies (DECEP). A list of faculty with professional development activities 
in which they have participated is available in Exhibit 5f.3.1.

      5f.4. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the unit's 
facilitation of professional development may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be 
able to access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be 
uploaded.]

Optional
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      1. What does your unit do particularly well related to Standard 5?

Overall, the ultimate assessment of how well the unit performs with respect to preparing competent 
teacher candidates may be our program graduate performance on the Teacher Certification Tests 
(PCMAS) of the Department of Education of Puerto Rico. These exams, administered by College 
Entrance Examination Board (CEEB), in many instances represent the most important criteria as a 
recruitment gauge by both private and public educational institutions where it determines starting salary, 
job conditions, or benefits offered to teachers. Historically, graduates from PPMES at UPRM have done 
particularly well in PCMAS tests, with minor exceptions, when compared to graduates from other 
institutions. This outcome, coupled with the scores obtained in the student evaluations described earlier, 
could not be possible, in our judgment, without a faculty who dedicate considerable time and effort to 
maintaining a high standard of competency, modeling best practices, reflecting upon their professional 
practices, and who continuously are collaborating with colleagues in and out of their discipline, unit, 
schools, and communities.

      2. What research related to Standard 5 is being conducted by the unit or its faculty?

Both the COE and the End of Program surveys to pre service teachers represent institutional research 
endeavors undertaken by the unit to systematically evaluate faculty performance and facilitate the 
identification of professional development needs. Also, full time and adjunct faculty as part of their 
academic work load related to the Program or collaborative initiatives with external funding such as 
ALACIMA and AFAMAC engage in research to improve teaching across the disciplines or dealing with 
a particular subject matter. On occasions, research conducted involves teacher candidates working with 
faculty who upon graduation will benefit from the acquired knowledge or experience. 

Future plans include to identify resources to undertake research among graduates from the program to 
inquire further into aspects of their education that could have helped them improve actual performance 
in the classroom. Plans include to seek additional resources to expand support offered to faculty and 
student research endeavors through CRUISE. Institutional and faculty research in support of a better 
teacher preparation is also expected and is likely to be encouraged by the synergy sparked by the recent 
appointment of a researcher as auxiliary director for the Continuing Education Program of the unit 
which provides professional development opportunities to adults. With a business research and 
entrepreneurship educational background, this addition to our staff will yield and assist in expanding 
external resources available to support research and community service endeavors which will foment an 
even stronger research-based teacher preparation program.

STANDARD 6. UNIT GOVERNANCE AND RESOURCES

    The unit has the leadership, authority, budget, personnel, facilities, and resources, including 
information technology resources, for the preparation of candidates to meet professional, state, 
and institutional standards.

[In this section the unit must include (1) initial and advanced programs for teachers, (2) 
programs for other school professionals, and (3) off-campus, distance learning, and alternate 
route programs, noting differences when they exist.]

6a. Unit Leadership and Authority 

      6a.1. How does the unit manage or coordinate the planning, delivery, and operation of all 
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programs at the institution for the preparation of educators? 

The unit with the primary authority and responsibility for teacher preparation programs at UPRM 
consists of the Secondary Education Teacher Preparation Program (in Spanish PPMES for Programa de 
Preparación de Maestros de Escuela Secundaria) and the Agricultural Education Program (in Spanish 
EDAG for Departmento de Educación Agricola) under the Office of the Dean of Academic Affairs. 
PPMES is housed in the Division of Continuing Education and Professional Studies (in Spanish 
DECEP) and EDAG is housed in the College of Agricultural Sciences. The program directors coordinate 
the planning, delivery, and operation of all programs at the institution for the preparation of educators. 
The EDAG director reports to the dean of agricultural sciences, who in turn reports to the dean of 
academic affairs. The PPMES associate director reports to the DECEP director who reports directly to 
the dean of academic affairs. The dean of academic affairs, the unit head, oversees all components of the 
teacher preparation at UPRM. The dean of academic affairs shares responsibilities with one associate, 
and one assistant dean. In addition, the dean works with the academic faculty deans (Arts and Sciences, 
Agricultural Sciences, Business Administration, and Engineering) and the unit directors. The dean of 
academic affairs reports to the chancellor.

While PPMES offers the education courses including foundations, methodology, and student teaching 
practice; the content courses are offered by 13 disciplinary departments. This structure supports UPRM 
emphasis on breadth and depth of content knowledge. The directors of the disciplinary departments 
collaborate with the DECEP director and the PPMES associate director in the planning and coordination 
of delivery of courses. The departments of Physical Education, Mathematical Sciences, and Physics in 
the College of Arts and Sciences offer bachelor degrees in education with their respective specialized 
education courses. These programs are also part of the teacher preparation unit. Faculty from the 
College of Arts and Sciences and the College of Business Administration who supervise student 
teaching practice or teach specialized education courses in their respective departments also form part of 
the teacher preparation unit (Exhibit 6a.1.1 Organizational Chart of the Unit).

UPRM has a well-defined organizational structure with clear lines of leadership and authority to 
facilitate its efficiency and effectiveness. The UPRM chancellor, the highest academic and 
administrative authority, is nominated by the president of the University of Puerto Rico (UPR) system, 
in consultation with the faculty, the administrative personnel, and UPRM students. The chancellor is 
appointed by the Board of Trustees in accordance with the University of Puerto Rico Law # 1 enacted 
January 20, 1966, Article 7 (Exhibit 6a.1.2).

The chancellor’s main responsibilities include: 1) Preside over the Administrative Board, the Academic 
Senate, and faculty meetings; 2) Appoint deans, departmental directors, and university personnel; 3) 
Resolve appeals against decisions made by deans; Represent the campus at functions, ceremonies, and 
academic activities; 4) Prepare the campus’ annual report and budget petition for submission to the 
president. 
The UPRM Administrative Board consists of the chancellor as presiding officer, the deans, two 
academic senators elected from faculty members, not ex-officio members, and an elected student 
representative. The president of the university also serves as an ex-officio member. The Administrative 
Board acts as an advisory body to the chancellor, prepares the campus development plan, approves the 
chancellor’s budget proposal, and makes final personnel decisions regard tenure, promotion, and leaves 
of absence.
The Academic Senate at UPRM includes all the Administrative Board members, the library director, the 
counseling office director, and faculty representatives elected from the colleges whose total must not be 
less than twice the number of the ex-officio members, an elected member from the library and 
counseling office, and ten student representatives. The Academic Senate is the official forum of the 
academic community. Its main task is to participate in the formulation of academic processes within the 
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university legal structure. The faculty is composed of chancellor, deans, department directors, and 
professors. The University of Puerto Rico law defines faculty functions, privileges, duties, and rights. 
The dean of administration is responsible for planning, coordinating, evaluating, and supervising tasks 
related to the different administrative and operative processes.

      6a.2. What are the unit's recruiting and admissions policies? How does the unit ensure that they 
are clearly and consistently described in publications and catalogues?

Admission to a UPRM undergraduate program is determined by the General Admission Index (the IGS 
in Spanish) which is a weighted average (50 percent) of the high school grade point average and (50 
percent) the College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) mathematical aptitude and verbal aptitude 
scores. The admission IGS for each program is set according to the capacity to meet the demand. 
Consequently, the admission IGS is different for each program and may vary for a given program from 
year to year.

Prospective candidates may either enroll in PPMES or EDAG after completing a bachelor's program or 
while pursuing a bachelor's degree at UPRM. Prospective candidates who have completed a bachelor's 
degree from any UPRM program or from another institution can apply for admission or re-admission to 
UPRM to complete a curricular sequence in the Teacher Preparation Program. Prospective candidates 
who are pursuing a bachelor's program at UPRM in the Colleges of Agricultural Sciences, Arts and 
Sciences, Business Administration, or Engineering can also apply for admission to the teacher 
preparation program in PPMES or EDAG. The policies and practices regarding recruiting and admitting 
teacher candidates are established in the brochure (Exhibit 6a.2.1) and the Undergraduate Catalog 
(Exhibit 6a.2.2). 

Every year, all departments are required to send to the office of academic affairs all changes and 
corrections to the institution catalog regarding recruitment, admission practices, academic offerings, and 
requirements as well as other information of interest to the university community.

Admission requirements and general information are included on the admission application form for 
teacher candidate prospects. The teacher preparation program maintains a web site on which the 
program requirements, forms, and manuals are available (Exhibit 6a.2.3). Candidates are informed about 
the institutional dates on the academic calendar published on the UPRM web site (Exhibit 6a.2.4). 

      6a.3. How does the unit ensure that its academic calendars, catalogues, publications, grading 
policies, and advertising are accurate and current?

The UPRM webpage (http://www.uprm.edu is continuously updated with information regarding 
admissions, the academic calendar, the catalog, and academic offerings. Department directors are 
charged with keeping information regarding programs offered by their departments accurate and up to 
date in the university catalog. To this end, the dean of academic affairs sends annual reminders with 
deadlines for these updates. The unit issues paper and electronic memorandums, flyers, brochures, 
guides, and manuals to keep candidates and prospective candidates informed. The unit regularly posts 
recent information and promotional materials on bulletin boards. The 2005 Middle States Commission 
on Higher Education Self-Study Survey revealed that 85 percent of the students perceived the institution 
as honest and reliable with respect to the information it discloses to the internal and external community 
(Exhibit 6a.3.1 MSCHER UPRM Self Study).

      6a.4. How does the unit ensure that candidates have access to student services such as advising 
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and counseling?

Teacher candidate have access to all college student services provided by UPRM. The dean of student 
affairs is engaged in the holistic development of college students with special emphasis on the 
intellectual, psychological, physical, and personal aspects. Student services that complement academic 
life include those offered by the offices of Financial Aid, Counseling and Guidance, Admissions, 
Extracurricular Activities, Quality of Life, Psychological Services, Medical Services, Student 
Associations, and Athletic programs. Exhibit 6a.4.1 http://www.uprm.edu/orientacion/index.html).

Candidates have access to quality professional counseling provided by the Counseling and Guidance 
Department. Professional counselors offer the Adjustment to University Life Seminar to all first year 
college students prior to their first semester. This seminar provides UPRM students including unit 
candidates the opportunity to become acquainted with different aspects of university life.
Departmental academic counseling assists candidates scheduling their academic load each semester in 
accordance with course sequence of their program of study and individual needs. The unit director and 
faculty are available to provide candidates with additional counseling and guidance. Furthermore, each 
candidate is assigned a full-time faculty member in his/her department as an advisor. The PPMES 
counselor evaluates candidates academic programs and advises them regarding meeting the 
requirements to enter teaching practice. Candidates are advised and counseled by the PPMES 
coordinator with respect to their field experiences and clinical practices. Therefore, teacher preparation 
program candidates benefit from two professionals who monitor and track their progress throughout 
their programs of study as well as orientation from a counselor in the dean of students’ office. 
Candidates also have access to psychologists and mental health specialists at the medical services center.

      6a.5. Which members of the professional community participate in program design, 
implementation, and evaluation? In what ways do they participate? 
The Teacher Education Advisory Board, the Teacher Education Assessment Board, the Institutional 
Steering Community, the Comite Timon for Program Reports, and the Methodology and Student 
Teaching Curriculum Committee seek input from the professional community. Exhibit 6a.5.1 includes a 
table with the Unit Committees, their functions, and members with a detailed listing of which members 
of the professional community belong to which of these committees, the specific responsibilities of the 
committees, and how they participate in program design, implementation, and evaluation. Specifically 
through the Teacher Education Advisory Board, the unit regularly obtains information and 
recommendations from 7-12 faculty, candidates, principals, cooperating teachers, and district 
administrators. The main goal of the Advisory Board is to analyze the efficiency and effectiveness of 
UPRM teacher preparation programs and recommend improvements. The unit communicates regularly 
with the professional community through frequent involvement in schools and makes extensive use of a 
network of teachers and administrators to obtain ongoing formative and summative feedback. The unit 
convenes annual meetings with 7-12 cooperating teachers and administrators to focus on specific 
program strengths and areas for improvement, as well as implementation and evaluation issues.
When specific areas for improvement in aspects of professional development have been detected, the 
UPRM Center for Professional Enrichment (CEP http://www.uprm.edu/cep/ is asked for collaboration. 
The CEP is the office in charge of organizing professional development workshops for continuous 
improvement of faculty teaching learning, assessment, and research skills across the campus in 
accordance with the identified needs of the academic units. This Center responds directly to the dean of 
academic affairs and well prepared faculty from all disciplines as well as professional community 
members serve as resources.

      6a.6. How does the unit facilitate collaboration with other academic units involved in the 
preparation of professional educators?
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The unit facilitates and sustains communication and collaboration with other UPRM academic 
departments which contribute to the preparation of teacher candidates through general education courses 
and specialized courses of varied disciplines that are requirements of the program. Besides the 
established collaboration between the faculty of PPMES and EDAG, faculty from the discipline 
departments also have the opportunity to participate actively in the decisions that affect their program as 
members of curriculum, program accreditation, program evaluation, and program revision committees. 
(Exhibit 6a.6.1 http://sites.google.com/site/irncateuprm/reuniones and 
Exhibit 6a.6.2 Minutes of Board and Committees meetings https://sites.google.com/site/ppmesuprm/).

The unit collaborates closely with the Short Courses and Special Projects Program (in Spanish PCCPE). 
The cooperating teacher course, a 45 contact hour course required by the PRDE that UPRM offers 
annually organized and sponsored in part by the PCCPE. The reviews for the Teacher Certification 
Exams, 27 contact hours, are also organized and offered by the PCCPE. The PCCPE recently submitted 
a $30,000 proposal to the Angel Ramos foundation to expand the materials and resources in the 
CRUISE. The CRUISE (Centro de Recursos Universitarios Investigación y Servicios Educativos) itself 
was created to address candidate concerns regarding resources for planning and preparing for their 
teaching practice classes. The CRUISE received a significant addition of equipment and educational 
materials in the fall of 2009 from the Puerto Rico MSP known locally as AlACiMa. The CRUISE is 
cooperating with Dr. Craig Wilson from Texas A&M and his Mini-Institute for Future Scientists 
sponsored by the USDA. UPRM has a history of working with the local schools, teachers, and 
candidates. Current projects include AFAMAC (MSP), GLOBE, and Future Farmers of America (for 
more information on these and other projects see Exhibit 6a.6.3).

      6a.7. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to unit 
leadership and authority may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access 
many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

6b. Unit Budget

      6b.1. What is the budget available to support programs preparing candidates to meet 
standards? How does the unit's budget compare to the budgets of other units with clinical 
components on campus or similar units at other institutions?

As a state institution, the University of Puerto Rico (UPR) system is primarily funded by general state 
funds on a formula specified by law to accomplish its mission and goals. Specifically, funding is based 
on the number of students enrolled and the academic programs. The portion of the UPRM budget 
provided by the Commonwealth government is a recurrent assignment for operational expenses. The 
UPR Board of Trustees approves and certifies the budget assigned to UPRM. Annually, the academic 
departments and the administrative offices submit budget petitions to the UPRM chancellor, based on 
the activities planned for the following year. This petition is carefully revised by the chancellor and his 
staff to assure an effective assignment consistent with institutional plans. This budget is later presented 
to the Administrative Board in conjunction with the budgetary distribution, for approval. Once the 
budgets are assigned to the departments, the funds are administered by the department director 
according to university policies. In the event that additional resources are needed, the department 
director submits an application requesting funds to the chancellor for his consideration. 

In the case of the PPMES, its operational budget is supplemented by DECEP revenues from offerings to 
the general community, including short courses. It is difficult to make direct budget comparisons 
between the teacher preparation unit and other academic units because some programs require more 
expensive equipment or more faculty than others. Table 6b.1, presents the annual budget of the unit 
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compared to Nursing and Business Administration for years 2006-2009. These budget allocations 
correspond to the affiliated faculty and the number of students served by each department. The unit has 
consistently been funded at a level that can support its programs. While funding has remained relatively 
constant over the last three years, the funding has been adequate to support the unit. In comparison to the 
budgets of other academic units on campus the teacher preparation unit budget is adequate. 

The final budget for units shows an increase of 7% percent during the last four years. As observed in 
Table 6b.2, the Institution assigned sufficient funds to the program to allow the unit to offer quality 
service to teacher candidates. (Exhibit 6b.1.2 Unit Budget).

      6b.2. How adequately does the budget support all programs for the preparation of educators? 
What changes to the budget over the past few years have affected the quality of the programs 
offered? 

years 2006-2007 to 2008-2009 as a result of an institutional policy directed at retaining the most 
competent faculty. This policy is expected to improve the quality of all UPRM programs, including the 
teacher preparation program, during the coming years.

An increase in the expenditure for equipment and professional accreditation can be observed in the 
budget in spite of the current financial constraints faced by the institution. Investments in the unit have 
improved facilities and the program by increasing technological support for the learning process and the 
self-evaluation related to the accreditation process. Both directly contribute to improvements in program 
quality.

Last year unit faculty enjoyed the benefits of institutional funds for sabbaticals, and leaves of study. 
During 2008-2009 a total of $574,178.92 were expended for such purposes which represented 
approximately 4.35 percent of the annual budget. These investments directly supported all programs for 
the preparation of educators. (Exhibit 6b.1.1 Código 8010,2211, 2212, 2213 Presupuesto General).

Unit accomplishments show an effective use of financial resources. Physical facilities, technology in the 
classroom, and accreditation are important in the unit and have received corresponding financial 
support. The unit maintains high standards and works to improve. The consistent high success rates of 
unit candidates on the PCMAS tests over the years, as shown in standard one data analysis, reflects these 
high standards

The budget in the unit compares favorably with other academic units (Exhibit 6.b.1). Table 6.b.2. shows 
the budget assigned to different bachelor degree granting UPRM departments. 

      6b.3. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to the unit's 
budget may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

6c. Personnel

      6c.1. What are the institution's and unit's workload policies? What is included in the workloads 
of faculty (e.g., hours of teaching, advising of candidates, supervising student teachers, work in P-
12 schools, independent study, research, administrative duties, and dissertation advisement)? 

Policies and practices of the unit which establish duties, functions, and responsibilities of the faculty are 
contained in Articles 63, 64, and 65 of the General Bylaws of UPR. 
(http://www.upr.edu/sindicos/docs/reglamento.pdf). 
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Faculty duties include the following: work for the effective development of departmental and college 
objectives, attend meetings, present and discuss matters related to the university, participate in 
consultations and election processes, keep current in their disciplines, participate in professional 
development activities and evaluation processes, participate in the planning of academic programs, and 
fulfill teaching obligations. This General Bylaws establish a regular academic load of 12 credits per 
semester for each faculty member. This academic load is assigned by the department director, in 
consultation with the professor. A full teaching load covers 37.5 weekly hours: 12 hours direct contact 
with students, 6 office hours for individual attention to students, 15 hours teaching preparation, research, 
and exam correction, and 4.5 hours for meetings. Article 65.2 establishes academic counseling as an 
inherent task for faculty. 

If needed, unit faculty can be offered and compensated for an additional academic load as long as the 
total load does not exceed 22 credits in accordance with the UPRM Administrative Board Certification 
0809309JA (Exhibit 6c.1.1). At the present time, the size of the faculty is adequate meet the unit’s needs 
and to maintain the quality of the program. The majority of the unit’s academic teaching load is offered 
by full-time faculty members, which assures the coherence and integrity of the program.

      6c.2. What are the faculty workloads for teaching and the supervision of clinical practice? 

The professional teaching faculty workload is 12 credits per semester. In PPMES the student teaching 
supervisor receives one credit hour per candidate and in EDAG the teaching practice supervisor receives 
3 credits, the equivalent of a 3 credit course. The maximum number of candidates per supervisor is 12 
per semester and the minimum is one. Exhibit 6c.2.1 shows a summary of unit faculty workloads. This 
table, however, does not reveal the extent of decision-making process that goes into assigning faculty 
loads. The directors work with each faculty member to balance individual and unit loads. Factors such as 
seminars or small classes, student teaching or internship supervision, and release time for projects, 
research or administrative positions are taken into consideration.

      6c.3. To what extent do workloads and class size allow faculty to be engaged effectively in 
teaching, scholarship, and service (including time for such responsibilities as advisement, 
developing assessments, and online courses)?

Table 6c.3.1 shows the faculty teaching load for academic years 2006-2009. The table shows that some 
professors have a smaller teaching load than the 12 credits established by the General Bylaws of the 
University of Puerto Rico. Faculty with an teaching loads under 12 credits, include department chairs, 
associate chairs, academic senators, and other faculty with administrative responsibilities. Faculty may 
also receive release time, lower teaching loads, to conduct research or other academic tasks.

Furthermore, as part of their regular academic load, faculty are expected to contribute professionally to 
the community: participating as judges in school fairs or other regional educational activities, offer 
workshops and conferences to school teachers and other community groups, participate as members of 
doctoral thesis committees, and to collaborate with schools, the College Board, or professional 
associations. Faculty members are responsible for maintaining six office hours per week for student 
counseling. Scholarship and service are expected, encouraged, supported, and evaluated.

      6c.4. How does the unit ensure that the use of part-time faculty contributes to the integrity, 
coherence, and quality of the unit and its programs? 
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To maintain the integrity, coherence, and quality of the Teacher Education Program, there are policies 
and established procedures for recruitment, evaluation, promotion, and tenure. These policies and 
procedures are spelled out in diverse documents. The minimum of a master’s degree obtained from an 
accredited higher education institution, and the specific academic preparation required to teach in the 
program are established in the General Bylaws of the UPR and in Certifications emitted by the UPRM 
Academic Senate (Exhibit 6c.4.1). The Institution adopted doctoral degree policies for the hiring of its 
faculty in the Board of Trustees Certification 2005-2006-145 (Exhibit 6c.4.2). When filling a faculty 
position, the unit personnel committee carefully examines potential faculty credentials and submits its 
recommendation to the dean of academic affairs, who makes the formal recommendation regarding the 
position to the chancellor. The unit established its own internal considerations for the selection and 
assignment of faculty to supervise student teaching. These considerations include previous experience 
teaching in secondary school, previous experience supervising student teaching, and content expertise in 
the area.

      6c.5. What personnel provide support for the unit? How does the unit ensure that it has an 
adequate number of support personnel?

The unit has the support personnel to pursue its mission. The DECEP director and the EDAG 
department chair each have full-time secretaries. The PPMES office has an associate director and a 
student affairs official. The unit has an assessment committee composed of faculty members that gather 
and analyze pertinent data from various institutional sources for continuous improvement and 
assessment. General administrative support is provided by an administrative official and a secretary. A 
computer analyst is in charge of the computerized systems and classroom multimedia equipment. There 
is appropriate equipment and a secretary in charge of printing and reproducing educational materials as 
needed by faculty for classroom work. Clerical support is provided also by college students from the 
work-study program. Candidates can also be hired for part time work if needed and compensated on an 
hourly basis.

The teacher preparation program also draws, as needed, onother human resources within DECEP 
including personnel from the graphical arts workshop, closed circuit and TV crew, and the Short 
Courses and Special Projects Division. UPRM provides services such as campus-wide health care, 
counseling, and placement.

      6c.6. What financial support is available for professional development activities for faculty?

In previous years, unit faculty has enjoyed the benefit of institutional funds for leaves, sabbaticals, and 
study support. During the year 2008-09 a total of $460,771.62 were expended for such purposes. This 
amount represented approximately 4.35% of the annual budget. (Exhibit 6b.1.1 Unit Budget).

Professional development opportunities, particularly for improving teaching skills, are available to the 
faculty through the Professional Enrichment Center (CEP) which reports to the dean of academic affairs. 
Furthermore, the unit periodically sponsors training on pertinent topics for its faculty and for teacher 
candidates. Recently the unit has offered workshops on educational technology and on recent 
developments in the neuroscience of learning. Each department with faculty collaborating with PPMES 
has its own budget to support professional development activities for faculty. (Exhibit 6c.6.1).

The unit has consistently received adequate funding to support its programs. While funding has 
remained relatively constant over the last three years, unit support has been comparable to support for 
other academic units on campus such as Nursing and Business Administration. The teacher preparation 
program has received adequate funding for operation and improvement.(Exhibit 6c.6.2).
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      6c.7. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to personnel 
may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

6d. Unit facilities

      6d.1. How adequate are unit--classrooms, faculty offices, library/media center, the technology 
infrastructure, and school facilities--to support teaching and learning? [Describe facilities on the 
main campus as well as the facilities at off-campus sites if they exist.]

The PPEMS and EDAG have appropriate and functional facilities housed in the Sanchez Hidalgo and 
Piñero buildings respectively. Both facilities are equipped with the technology to support candidate 
progress towards meeting state and national standards. Unit faculty has nine offices equipped to serve 
candidates in Sanchez Hidalgo, five in Piñero, and four in the recently renovated faculty building 
dedicated solely to faculty offices for the campus at large. There are nine classrooms, three computer 
centers, and a mobile computer laboratory in Piñero for candidate use.

PPMES has eight (405, 404, 205, 105, 005, 004, 003, 002) technology-equipped classrooms in Sanchez 
Hidalgo. Six of the eight classrooms have the capacity for 30 candidates, one has the capacity for 24, 
and another has the capacity for 20. Presently, 105B houses the CRUISE, an educational resource center 
where teaching candidates have access to books, pedagogical materials, and equipment. There are two 
theater-style viewing rooms with 60 candidate capacity each in Sanchez Hidalgo. Piñero has a 200 seat 
amphitheater. The unit assessment office is located in Sanchez Hidalgo with workspace for up to six 
faculty members (Exhibit 6d.1 Unit facilities).

Candidates who are completing a bachelor’s program at UPRM have computer centers and other 
resources available in the departments corresponding to those programs. Physical Education candidates 
have a gymnasium, volleyball, basketball, and tennis courts and competency pools among other 
facilities for their use. 

The campus has three multi-activity teaching centers and a computerized interdisciplinary center that is 
available to all candidates. The centers are equipped with computers, scanners, Smart Boards, and 
computer programs such as Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Access, Outlook, WordPerfect, Internet, E-mail, 
and others. Printing and photocopy services are available to candidates at the library and at the student 
center. The library and the student center offer individual study booths and group study rooms. The 
student center has recreation facilities, two cafeterias, and a bookstore. See 
http://www.uprm.edu/catalog/html/grad/DEANSTUDENTS.html. Campus and unit facilities are in 
satisfactory condition and are accessible to handicapped candidates. The institution has a Physical and 
Programmatic Development Master Plan to arrange and expand the infrastructure and technology 
resources according to established priorities. 

Approximately 46 public schools collaborate with the unit. These schools are the teaching practice 
centers where candidates realize their field experiences and their student teaching. These schools have 
libraries, counselor and social worker offices, computer facilities, vertical projectors, and other 
technologies, didactic material preparation areas, recreational facilities, and diverse classrooms. 

      6d.2. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to unit facilities 
may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to access many exhibits 
electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]
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6e. Unit resources including technology

      6e.1. How does the unit allocate resources across programs to ensure candidates meet standards 
in their field of study?
Since UPRM candidates must complete a bachelor’s degree in content, depth and breadth of content 
knowledge is a characteristic of teachers prepared at UPRM. UPRM teacher preparation programs 
emphasize content knowledge requiring 30 to 71 content course credits in the array of bachelor’s 
degrees they obtained. Each candidate is assigned to a professor from his academic discipline with 
experience teaching methodology and supervising student teaching practice. The unit has access to a 
pool of professors with the required experience and expertise to deliver the programs of study offered. If 
necessary, part-time faculty are hired from UPRM or elsewhere to attend the academic needs of teacher 
candidates. All unit faculty members are evaluated by the personnel committee to ensure adherence to 
UPRM standards.

      6e.2. What information technology resources support faculty and candidates? What evidence 
shows that candidates and faculty use these resources?

UPRM has invested in technology. All campus buildings are connected through optic fiber with LAN 
net. Through this net candidates have access to the UPRM information system and to systems located at 
the UPR central administration. These include campus and UPR system library holdings, information 
resources, and databases; computer programs; e-mail accounts; and connection to the Internet. There are 
wireless zones throughout the campus: including the library, the cafeteria, and the academic buildings 
that allow candidates to connect to the internet outside of computer laboratories. There are computer 
laboratories throughout the campus that are available for candidate use. The technology infrastructure at 
UPRM facilitates the teaching-learning process for both, faculty and candidate. 

The unit assessment system gathers data to measure how candidates are developing the proficiencies 
specified in the conceptual framework. These are the proficiencies that candidates need to meet state and 
professional as well as institutional standards. The data is collected through different assessment 
instruments to use at the four transition points following the unit conceptual framework and to monitor 
program effectiveness. UPRM faculty is being trained for the transition to run smoothly from the 
WebCT platform to the open source Moodle platform for course management. Both faculty and 
candidate use technology for the E-Portfolio and the Teacher Candidate Work Sample and are provided 
with online tutorials and training every semester. 

PPMES and EDAG have laptops and computer projectors. The unit has the services of a graphic arts 
center which provides data projectors, vertical projectors, and TVs with VCRs for classroom use by 
faculty and candidates. The unit educational resource center and the graphic arts center maintain logs 
which document the use of the resources they provide. 

To meet its commitment to the use of technology in the teaching-learning process, the unit assigned 
$48,495.36 in 2008-2009. This allocation, along with regular technology training for faculty and 
candidates, has allowed the unit to remain up to date in technology.

      6e.3. What resources are available for the development and implementation of the unit's 
assessment system?

Continuous assessment is essential for program quality. Accurate and timely data are important for 
candidate in decision making. Data for the program assessment system are entered, maintained, 
monitored, and tracked using a database in PPMES. This database was established in fall 2009 and is 
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developing into a tool for managing candidate data and advising candidates as well as for generating 
reports and improving the program.

The assessment coordinator (OMCA), SPA coordinators, and the Office of Planning and Institutional 
Research (OIIP) ensure an effective use of data, knowledge, and human resources in the university and 
the unit. The fact that OIIP is assigned to the chancellor’s office assures that the unit’s candidate 
assessment process is aligned with institutional assessment.

      6e.4. What library and curricular resources exist at the institution? How does the unit ensure 
they are sufficient and current? 
The UPRM General Library provides the services and resources needed to support the UPRM academic 
mission and educational goals. The UPRM library was certified as an academic library by the 
Association of College and Research Libraries in 2008. Among its resources, the UPRM Library holds 
an estimated 164,068 books; 5,259 journal titles; 561,641 government documents; 949 movies; 8,149 
maps; and 3,585 thesis and dissertations. (http://www.uprm.edu/library/biblioteca.html).

The university and the programs provide critical support for the professional teaching faculty and 
candidates. Regarding instructional resources and technology, every attempt is made to maintain parity 
among programs, regardless of where they are located. The online library catalog can be used to search 
all book collections, government documents, periodical titles, and media resources. It also allows faculty 
and students to access electronic resources through various online database systems. At present, the 
library print collection includes more than 2,000 volumes and 387 journals on educational topics 
(Exhibit 6e.2.2a Education books and Exhibit 6e.2.2b Education journals). The print periodical 
collection is one way the library provides faculty and candidates with information in their respective 
disciplines. 

The Library subscribes to several databases which provide access to full text articles and indexes on the 
subject of education. Among these are multi-disciplinary databases such as Academic Search Premier 
(EBSCO Host) and professional databases such as ERIC, Research Starters-Education (EBSCO Host), 
Children’s Core Collection, Education Full Text, Education Index Retro from Wilson Web, and other 
providers. Candidates also have access to materials at other institutions through interlibrary loan with 
ARIEL software.

The Library has two principal means of developing its collection of information resources. Every 
academic year, it receives publication catalogs from the major editorial houses and university presses 
that are distributed to the various academic units on campus for evaluation and recommendations by the 
faculty. The library also uses the reference lists included in course syllabi. These titles are verified 
against the Online Public Access Catalog and ordered if the library lacks a copy. At the end of this 
process the library personnel in the acquisition section check the Online Books in Print database for the 
latest editions of recommended titles. 

The library continuously augments its collection, by acquiring print, electronic, microform, and media 
resources that enable candidates and faculty in the unit, as well as other disciplines, to study and conduct 
research. Faculty members have multiple opportunities each year to recommend titles to add to the 
library holdings. Additionally, faculty and librarians regularly evaluate holdings to ensure that materials 
are current.
(Exhibit 6e.2.1 http://www.uprm.edu/library/documentos.html)

      6e.5. How does the unit ensure the accessibility of resources to candidates, including candidates 
in off-campus, distance learning, and alternate route programs, through electronic means? 
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Candidates can use any of the over 100 computers available in the main library at any time and can 
connect wirelessly from any academic building on campus with their own laptops. Candidates may also 
borrow laptops from the audiovisual division of the library. UPR has an agreement which provides an e-
mail account with all the advantages of a Gmail account, to all the members of the institution. The 
Institute for the Development of Online Learning and Teaching (IDEAL) has the mission of facilitating 
distance education initiatives like hybrid or online courses while provides workshops and individual 
support and tutoring to faculty members on the use of learning technologies. IDEAL coordinating the 
transition to the open source course management system, Moodle. Recently the Library has made an 
effort to acquire and organize resources in digital form. These resources usually involve software 
licenses, copyright restrictions and other contractual agreements that restrict their use to UPRM faculty, 
staff, and students. With a few exceptions most licensed resources are networked and may be found at 
uprm.edu/library. The library subscribes to electronic books and journals both by individual titles and in 
packages. The library also subscribes to several databases that include the full-text of journal, magazine, 
and newspaper articles. These subscriptions include multi-disciplinary databases as well as a core of 
professional databases in the Education field including: Academic Search Complete, ERIC, Professional 
Development Collection,Teacher Reference Center, Fuente Académica, Children’s Core Collection, 
Education Full Text, Education Index Retro, and Education Journals provided by ProQuest. Materials 
not available at the UPRM Library can be requested by Interlibrary Loan (ILL). Materials can be 
requested via the ILL form available at the library’s Web site. The interlibrary loan program provides 
access to the collections of other institutions using ARIEL software.

      6e.6. (Optional Upload) Tables, figures, and a list of links to key exhibits related to unit 
resources, including technology, may be attached here. [Because BOE members should be able to 
access many exhibits electronically, a limited number of attachments (0-3) should be uploaded.]

Optional

      1. What does your unit do particularly well related to Standard 6?

 

      2. What research related to Standard 6 is being conducted by the unit or its faculty?
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